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SDEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20330 -1000

July 24, 1986

e)FFICE OF THE AsSjSrTAN1 StECRFTX.RY

TO: ALL INTERESTED GOVERNMENT AGENCIES, PUBLIC GROUPS, AND
INDIVIDUALS

We are pleased to provide you a copy of Volume 2 which
completes the Final Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) for the
proposed construction and operation o.L 170 single family housing
units in San Pedro, CA. The Final EIS consists of the Draft EIS
(Volume 1, previously provided) and enclosed (Volume 2) summary,
comments, replies and errata. The document is provided in com-
pliance with the Regulations of the President's Council on Envi-
ronmental Quality.

This Final EIS describes the socioeconomic, biophysical and
environmental effects expected to result from construction and
operation of the proposed housing project. There will be a 30-day
waiting period before a final decision will be made on the pro-
posed action. A decision on the proposed action will be made
after September 2, 1986.

If further information is required, please contact:

HQ Space Division/DEV
PO Box 92960
Worldway Postal Center
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2960
ATTN: Mr. Robert Mason
Telephone (213) 643-0933

GRYD. VEST
Deputy for Environment, Safety and

Occupational Health
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force

(Installations, Environment and Safety)

1 Atch
Final EIS, Vol. 2



COVER SHEET

(a) Responsible Agency: U.S. Air Force

(b) Proposed Action: Construction and operation of 170 single-family
housing units for field grade and senior officer personnel on
40 acres of land in the southeast portion of White Point in "an
Pedro, CA. These officers, primarily consisting of majors,
It. colonels, and colonels, are assigned to the Space Division at
Los Angeles Air Force Station, El Segundo, CA.

(c) Preferred Alternative: Negotiations between the U.S. Air Force and
the City of Los Angeles have resulted in the selection of a
Preferred Alternative to the Proposed Action. The Preferred
Alternative is 14+ acres in the northwest portion of White Point
and all of Bogdanovich Park. The siting on White Point is at the
intersection of Western Ave. and 25th St. adjacent to the existing
Navy officer housing. Approximately 10+ acres will be for housing,
and the remaining 4+ acres will be used as buffer area. This
siting is similar to the Alternative B siting in the Draft
Environmental Impact Statement, with the exception that 14& acres
will be reverted instead of 16 acres.

The U.S. Air Force presented the Preferred Alternative to the
California Coastal Commission on July 9, 1986. The California
Coastal Commission unanimously concurred that the Preferred
Alternative is consistent with the objectives of the California
Coastal Management Program.

(d) Responsible Individual: Mr. Robert C. Mason
HQ SD/DEV
P.O. Box 92960
Los Angeles, California 90009-2960
Phone: (213) 643-0933

(e) Designation: Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS)

(f) Abstract: This FEIS addresses the construction and operation of
170 single-family housing units on forty (40) acres in the
southeast portion of the area known as White Point in San Pedro,
CA. Field grade and senior officers (majors to colonels) assigned
to Los Angeles Air Force Station, CA, would occupy the housing.
Alternatives to the Proposed Action include various siting
configurations of the 170 units on other portions of bhite ?o.it
and on city of Los Angeles Department of Parks and Recreation
properties at Bogdanovich Park and the Upper Reservation of Fort
MacArtihu,. 3oth of these alternative sites are also located in San
Pedro, CA. The principal impacts of the Proposed Action involve
land use, loss of some recreational facilities, and disturbance of
former NIKE facilities that may have historical significance.
Principal impacts of the housing at Bogdanovich Park and the Uoper
Reservation of Fort MacArthur include the displacement :f existing
recreational facilities and the associated impact on tme local
zommunity's use of :hese facilities.

g) Released to the public 24, :986.
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SUMMARY

FINAL ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

PROPOSED AIR FORCE SPACE DIVISION HOUSING PROJECT

SAN PEDRO, CALIFORNIA

DESCRIPTION OF PROPOSED ACTION

The U.S. Air Force, Space Division (SD), headquartered at Los Angeles

Air Force Station (LAAFS), is proposing to construct 170 housing units

primarily for field grade and senior officers (major through colonel)

assigned to SD at LAAFS. The site for the Proposed Action consists of

40 acres of land located on the southeastern portion of the area known

as White Point (WP) in the community of San Pedro, in the City of

Los Angeles, California. WP is located approximately 20 highway miles

(within 1 hour commuting time) southeast of LAAFS.

WP is a 145-acre former U.S. Army (Army) NIKE Missile site. The parcel

is divided by Paseo del Mar. The entire 145 acres was declared as

excess property by the Army in the early 1970s. The 30 acres south of

Paseo del Mar (bordering the Pacific Ocean) was conveyed to the County

of Los Angeles Department of Parks and Recreation in 1978. The

remaining 115 acres north of Paseo del Mar was conveyed to the City of

Los Angeles Department of Parks and Recreation also in 1978. The

conveyence of these parcels to the county and city, respectively, was

through the U.S. Department of Interior (DOI) with the condition that

the property be developed for recreational uses. Included in the

property transfer agreements is a clause that allows the Federal

government to revert all or part of the property if needed for national

defense.

The Proposed Action involves the construction of 170 single-family

housing units on 40 acres (4.25 units/acre) of the 115-acre WP area,
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north of and extending westward along Paseo del Mar and west of "deymouth

Ave. The Proposed Action site is relatively level, bounded on the north

by a sharp elevation gradient (slope), and includes the area of the

former NIKE missile facilities and the currently used community garden.

PREFERRED ALTERNATIVE

Negotiations between the Air Force and the City of Los Angeles have

resulted in the selection of a Preferred Alternative to the Proposed

Action. The Preferred Alternative is 14+ acres in the northwest portion

of WP and all of Bogdanovich Park (BP). The siting on WP is at the

intersection of Western Ave. and 25th St. adjacent to the existing Navy

officer housing. Approximately 10+ acres will be housing, and the

remaining 4+ acres will be used as buffer area. This siting is similar

to the Alternative B siting in the Draft Environmental Impact Statement

(DEIS), with the exception that 14+ acres will be reverted instead of

16 acres.

The Air Force presented the Preferred Alternative to the California

Coastal Commission on July 9, 1986. The California Coastal Commission

unanimously concurred that the Preferred Alternative is consistent with

the objectives of the California Coastal Management Program.

PUBLIC REVIEW

The DEIS for this proposal was distributed to members of the public and

Federal, state, and local agencies on April 3, 1986. The DEIS was filed

with the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) on April 4, 1986,

and notice of publication appeared in the Federal Register on April 11,

1986, which initiated the public comment period. The 45-day public

review and comment period (40 CFR 1056.10) ended on May 27, 1986;

however, the Air Force accepted written comments until June 2, 1986, to

allow for delays in mail delivery. During the review period, public

comments on the DEIS were solicited. Written comments were submitted :o
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Headquarters Space Division at LAAFS in El Segundo, California. Verbal

comments were received at a public hearing held at Peck Park Auditorium

in San Pedro, California on April 22, 1986. A total of 300 comments

were received on the DEIS. The predominant concern expressed during the

public comment period was the impact the Air Force housing on che

40-acre parcel at WP would have on the development of a State Park on

the combined state, county, and city property at WP. Other issues

identified included the Air Force's consideration of alternative sites,

impacts to existing recreational facilities at BP and the Upper

Reservation of Fort MacArthur (UFM), the loss of the community gardens

at WP, and the impa t on the Coastal Zone.

The Air Force response to these comments addresses each comment and

question individually. In addition, an errata sheet provides factual

corrections to the DEIS. Since changes in response to the comments are

minor, the final EIS will consist of the DEIS, the comments, the

responses, the corrections to the DEIS, and this summary. This summary

is similar to the one in the DEIS, but it has been revised slightly to

reflect the public comments received.

NEED FOR PROPOSED ACTION

In accordance with the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD) regulations, the

Air Force is respornible for the health and welfare of its military

personnel and their dependents, including provisions for adequate

housing through either the availability of government-provided housing

or the payment of housing allowances to obtain (rent or own)

nongovernment housing in the local community. LAAFS differs from most

Air Force installations in that until 1982 it had no onbase family

housing. For -,ere than 15 years, the Air Force has been involved in

efforts to provide adequate, affordable housing for its personnel at

LAAFS. The recently constructed 370 housing units for junior officers

and enlisted personnel on a portion of the Fort MacArthur Military

Reservation in the San Pedro community has partially met the objective
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of providing adequate housing for all military personnel assigned to

LAAFS.

Annual surveys of military personnel at LAAFS who are not provided

government housing and paid housing allowances show that field grade and

senior officers are experiencing financial hardships in obtaining

adequate housing. The results of the most recent housing survey

(September 1985) indicate that of the 854 officers at LAAFS, 582 are

considered unsuitably housed. The lack of adequate housing and

financial shortfalls have created problems for the Air Force in

recruiting and retaining qualified personnel to meet its mission at

LAAFS as compared to other installations. In recognition of these

problems and the critical need for adequate housing of military

personnel assigned to LAAFS, the 1983 and 1985 Congresses approved funds

for the construction of an additional 170 housing units.

The housing units are planned to include ninety (90) 3-bedroom units

with an average 1,375 sq':ie feet (ft 2 ) and eighty (80) 4-bedroom

units with an average 1,570 ft 2 . The Proposed Action also includes

several acres designated for open space and recreational uses (tennis

courts, basketball courts, etc.), as well as landscaping to enhance the

visual quality of the development. The units will house approximately

170 military personnel and their family members.

ALTERNATIVES TO PROPOSED ACTION

As mandated by the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969,

NEPA implementing regulations of the President's Council on

Environmental Quality (CEQ) and Air Force regulations, alternatives to

the Proposed Action, including the "No Action" Alternative, were

evaluated as part of the environmental impact analyses process. The "No

Action" A.iternative would mean that the '.ousing project is not

undertaken and maintenance of the status quo with regard to inadequate

housing and financial hardship problems for field grade and senior

officers assigned to LAAFS.
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Other alternatives to the Proposed Action involve the development of the

housing units at other sites in the vicinity of LAAFS. The criteria for

evaluating the feasibility of alternative locations for the housing

developments includes:

1. Site must be within 30 miles and a 1-hour or less commuting

distance.

2. Site must be Federal government-owned or the Federal government

must have reversionary option because funds appropriated by

Congress for this project do not include costs for land

purchase.

3. Site is not already committed to other Federal ise.

4. Site usage is compatible with surrounding land uses.

5. Site size is sufficient to allow economic development of the

housing units.

Forty-nine regional alternative sites which met criteria 2 above were

initially identified and evaluated. Of these, 34 had been deeded to

local school districts and were eliminated from further consideration

due to current or planned use. The remaining 15 were supplemented by

the resuits of other surveys anu studies by DOD agencies and

recommendations from local elected officials and a committee tasked by

the City of Los Angeles to study the Air Force housing needs. These

evaluations and recommendations resulted in the identification of eight

local alternative siting configurations to the Proposed Action for the

170 housing units involving utilization of various combinations of White

Point (WP), Bogdanovich Park (BP), and Upper Reservation of Fort

MacArthur (UFM), all located in the San Pedro community. These local

alternatives are summarized in Table 1.

BP is an approximately 22-acre City of Los Angeles park located

northeast of WP. The land for the park was conveyed to the City of Los

Angeles through the DOI after it had been declared as excess by the

U.S. Navy (Navy). The site had been used by the Navy until the late

1960s for hous'ng of military personnel (Portsmouth Housing Area). The
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"able 1. klternative %onfizurations for Air 'orce -iusi-m it '-hire Pint. 9oizdancrich Park. -d
erie ipper ,eservacion or fort ,lc.archur

Upper Reservation of
6ite Point Bogdarxvich Park Fort MacArthur

Project Area Housing Area Housing Area Housing
Alternatives (Acres) Units (Acres) Units (Acres) Units Renarks

Alternative A 50 270 0 0 0 0 50 acres in northwst
(Buildable (32) portion of WP. Original
Acres) proposed action (July

1984 EA).

Alternative B 16 80 22 90 0 0 16 acres in northwest
(Buildable (16.5) corner of WP and all
Acres) of BP.*

Alternative C 16 80 22 90 0 0 16 acres in southeast
(Buildable (16.5) corner of WP and all
Acres) of BP.

Alternative D 9 80 22 90 0 0 City of Los .•ngeles
(Buildable (16.5) proposal. 9 acres
Acres) in southeast cornert

of WP and all of BP.

Alternative E 16 80 0 0 21 90 16 acres in northwest

corner of WP* and
21 acres at UFM.**

Alternative F 16 80 0 0 21 90 16 acres in southeast

corner of WP and
21 acres at LFM.*'*

Alternative G 9 80 0 0 21 90 9 acres in southeast

corner of WP and
21 acres at FM.**

Alternative H 0 0 22 80 21 90 22 acres at BP and
(Buildable (16.5) 21 acres at tFM.**
Acres)

*The requirement for 16 buildable acres may require the Air Force to revtrt additional acres.

tAir Force does not concur because 9 acres is not sufficient for housing compatible with local
density.

**The Air Force does not concur with this alternative due to the need to relocate nmerous existing

uses at 1PM and the high cost of demolition associated with removal of the existing buildings.
These demolition costs ;ere not included in funds appropriated by Congress.

NOME: The number of units listed for each alterna:ive is provided for planning purposes only;
actual mix Tay differ slightly.

Source: ESE, 1986.



transfer agreement for this property also contained the reversionary

clause for national defense. Portions of the park have been developed

as soccer and baseball fields. The City of Los Angeles offered BP to

the Air Force as a split site with WP for the housing development.

'FM *onsists of il! acres of wnich 64 acres were conveyed co the Zit- of

Los Angeles Department of Parks and Recreation through the DOI after

being declared as excess by the Army. The national defense reversionary

clause is applicable to this portion of UFM. The remaining 47 acres of

UFM were conveyed to the Los Angeles Unified Sc!-.ool District. The

school district property agreement contains a 30-year waiver by the

Federal government of the reversionary clause as the property was

intended as a school site. A 30-year waiver was granted for relocation

of San Pedro High School due to the planning (i.e., variations in

enrollment capacity) necessary for construction justification. The area

currently is being used as a vocational-technical training center,

automobile body and maintenance shops, dead records storage facility,

and a school bus maintenance area. The 64 acres of Parks and

Recreational property contains the Korean Bell site, the Osgood-Farley

Battery Historical site, and numerous World War II (WWII)-era buildings

which are being used by the Angel's Gate Cultural Center, other local

civic groups, and the California Conservation Corps. Due to waiver of

the reversionary clause on the school district property, other uses of

the property, and topographic features of the site, only 21 acres of the

111 acres of UFM are available as an alternative site to the Proposed

Action.

ENVIRONMENTAL EFFECTS OF PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

A summary comparison of the potential enviromental effects of the

Proposed Action and the eight alternatives listed in Table I is

presented in Table 2. In Table 2, comparisons of the effects were made

for specific :ypes of potential effects (with no mitigation) within each

environmenta. discipline/resource area. The evaluation in Table 2

,,i i
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indicates the relative level of effect compared to all other

alternatives. As required by CEQ guidelines (Section 1502.14), a

detailed comparison of the environmental impacts of the ProposedAction

and alternatives within each discipline/resource area is presented in

Section 3.6 of the DEIS. As indicated in Table 2 (solid circles and

asterisk), potentially significant adverse impacts (with no mitigation)

may occur to flora/fauna, land use, recreational facilities, and

historical sites depending upon whether the Proposed Action or a

specific alternative is selected. The following paragraphs summarize

the potentially significant adverse impacts that are identified in

Table 2 and describe possible measures that may be used to mitigate

these impacts. Mitigation measures are described in detail in

Section 6.0 of the DEIS.

Potentially significant adverse impacts 'to the existing Astragalus

trichopodus var. lonchus resource (commonly called milkvetch) may occur

if Alternative A is selected (Table 2, Flora/Fauna). This alternative

encompasses the only known population of this plant on WP. The

Astragalus is a food source of the endangered Palos Verdes blue

butterfly (Glaucopsyche lygdamus palosverdesensis). During 1983, 1984,

and 1985 only three mature Astragalus plants were observed at WP. No

seedlings were produced during this period, probably due to extensive

ground cover of weeds and annual grasses, which quickly outcompete

Astragalus seedlings. As indicated in the DEIS, these plants were not

located on the parcel of WP which is the Proposed Action. In December

1985, only two specimens of the Astragalus were observed growing there,

the third plant having died sometime during 1985. In December 1985,

both plants were senescing and producing very little vegetation. One of

these died before field studies were conducted in late February and

March 1986. The remaining plant produced leaflets on approximately six

branches but did not flower in 1986. It subsequently expired sometime

between the March and May 1986 surveys of WP. At this time there are no

specimens of Astragalus trichopodus growing at WP.
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The City of Los Angeles has proposed development of WP as a state Park

and the State of California is cooperating in this proposal. Therefore,

the Proposed Action and Alternative A, which include the greatest number

of acres on WP (40 acres or 35 percent and 50 acres or 43 percent,

respectively) are considered to have relatively higher potential impacts

on planned, future uses of WP, compared to the other alternatives (see

Table 2, Land Use). Because BP has been developed and currently is used

for soccer and baseball fields, alternatives which include the use of 3P

(Alternatives B, C, D, and H) are also considered to have relatively

higher levels of potential impacts on planned land use.

As indicated in Table 2 (Recreation Facilities), potentially significant

adverse impacts to existing recreational facilities and the local

community's use of these facilities would occur if any of the

alternatives involving BP and/or UFM are selected. The soccer/footfall

field and the baseball field at BP would be displaced by Alternatives B,

C, D, and H. Organizations that currently utilize these fields,

including the American Youth Soccer Organization (AYSO), would be forced

to use facilities at other locations. Although there are two other

baseball/softball fields nearby on Paseo del Mar, they are in poor

condition. There are no other public soccer fields in southern San

Pedro. The city has stated that it expects the Air Force to construct

replacement facilities but has not offered a site. The Air Force will

contribute to the cost of replacement fields on land provided by the

city, provided there are sufficient funds remaining after the contracts

for construction are let and the construction cost of the housing to the

government is reasonably fixed. No funds for replacement fields are

included in the project budget because no funds were needed for the WP

site originally planned. BP was not originally considered for this

project precisely because, unlike WP, it had been developed and was in

use.

The Proposed Action and Alternatives C and F would impact the former

NIKE launch facilities (Table 2; Historical/Archaeological). These
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facilities may be a significant historical site due to their involvement

with the coastal defense system of Los Angeles. Mitigative measures to

minimize the impacts to these facilties include the development of data

recovery plans based on consultation with the State Historic

Preservation Office and the Advisory Council on Historical Preservation.

Additional mitigative meausures are described in Section 6.14 of the

DEIS.

IRREVERSIBLE AND IRRETRIEVABLE COMMITMENTS
OF RESOURCES THAT WOULD BE INVOLVED WITH THE IMPLEMENTATION

OF THE PROPOSED ACTION OR ALTERNATIVES

The implementation of the Proposed Action will involve the irreversible

and irretrievable commitments of certain resources. Except for certain

site-specific resources, the commitments of resources will be siuilar

whether the Proposed Action is implemented or any of the eight alterna-

tives. Therefore, only if the Air Force took no action could the

irreversible and irretrievable commitments of certain resources be

avoided. The following paragraphs briefly describe these resources.

The land or site used by the Proposed Action or alternatives is

considered a resource. Open space, coastal land is a relatively scarce

resource in the geographic area. Although it may not be considered a

permanent irreversible or irretrievable use of the land, the Proposed

Action and alternatives (except Alternative G which involves only BP and

UFM) will commit various areas of W`P (9 to 50 acres) to residential use

for the near future. However, if the Air Force no longer requires the

housing, the structures and roads theoretically could be removed and the

site returned to its existing semi-natural, open-space state. The

remaining land at WP (106 to 65 acres), 31 acres of county land south of

Paseo del Mar, and 18 acres of Royal Palms State Beach (combined total

of 155 to 114 acres) would remain for recreational uses.

The Proposed Action and Alternatives C and F would include the area of

the former NIKE Missile Launchers which is probably eligible for

xiii



inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places due to its former

involvement as part of the Coastal Defense System. The commitments of

these historical resources will be irretrievable; however, there are

other former NIKE facilities that exist in the region.

The soccer/football fields and baseball field at BP would be displaced

by Alternatives B, C, D, and H. Organizations that currently utilize

these fields, including the AYSO, would be forced to use facilities at

other locations. The Air Force will contribute to the cost of

replacement fields on land provided by the city, provided there are

sufficient funds remaining after housing construction costs are

reasonably fixed (see previous discussion).

The construction of housing units on UFM (Alternatives E, F, G, and H)

will require the demolition of 25 to 30 1- and 2-story buildings. The

demolition of these buildings will impact recreational uses currently

onsite. Activities of the California Conservation Corps and Angel's

Gate Cultural Center will be displaced by this alternative. Relocation

of these recreational uses will be the responsibility of the City of Los

Angeles. The Osgood-Farley Historical .Monument, the Korean Bell Site,

and the Merriam-Leary and Barlow-Saxton Coastal Battery Casements would

not be affected by any of the alternatives.

Labor, capital, and materials such as wood, concrete, and glass used to

construct the housing project will be irretrievably committed. Fuel and

other energy resources for construction also will be irretrievably

committed. The commitment of these resources for the Proposed Action

would be similar to the commitment for any housing project. Commitments

of labor are not considered significant losses because adequate labor

resources are available in the area. Also, the commitments of

employment opportunities, wages, and other construction expenditures

will have positive primary and secondary economic impacts for the area.

The commitments of construction materials and energy resources are not

considered significant losses because adequate supplies of these

resources exist in the area.
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PREFACE

This document was prepared in accordance with the National Environmental

Policy Act (NEPA) of 1969, NEPA-implementing regulations of the Council

on Environmental Quality (CEQ), and U.S. Air Force regulations.

Comments received on the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS)

during the public review period and the U.S. Air Force's responses to

these comments are contained in this document. Section 1.0 contains the

written comments, whereas Section 2.0 contains verbal comments recorded

at the April 22, 1986 Public Hearing. The U.S. Air Force's responses to

each comment are contained in Section 3.0. Section 4.0 contains a list

of errata and provides factual corrections to the DEIS.

The complete environmental analysis is contained in the DEIS which was

released to the public on April 3, 1986. Since changes in response to

the comments are minor, the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS)

will consist of the DEIS and the comments, responses, and corrections

contained in this document.
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1.0 PUBLIC COMMENTS: LETTERS

In accordance with the National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) as

implemented by the President's Council on Environmental Quality (CEQ)

regulations (40 CFR 1500), the U.S. Air Force (USAF) is required to

invite comments from Federal, state, and local agencies on the draft

Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) before preparing a final EIS. In

addition, the USAF is required to request comments from the public,

affirmatively soliciting comments from those persons who may be

interested or potentially affected by the action. Section 11.0 of the

DEIS contains the list of individuals, organizations, public officials,

and agencies (with jurisdiction by law or special expertise) that

received a copy of the DEIS and which the USAF requested comments.

A 45-day period is required by CEQ regulations (40 CFR 1506.10) to allow

agency and public review of the DEIS. The DEIS was filed with the

Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) and distributed to the public on

April 3, 1986. The Federal Register Notice appeared on April 11, 1986,

which initiated the public comment period. The 45-day comment period

ended on May 27, 1986. The USAF accepted comments until June 2, 1986 to

allow for possible delays in the postal system.

This section contains the written comments received from Federal, state,

and local agencies, elected officials, and the public (individuals and

organizations) following the review of the DEIS. To ensure an accurate

public record, a typewritten transcript of handwritten comments is

provided. Section 2.0 contains comments received on the DEIS at the

public hearing that was held on April 22, 1986. In accordance with CEQ

regulations (40 CFR 1503.4), the USAF is required to assess and consider

comments to the DEIS and respond to these comments in the FEIS.

Responses to the comments are contained in Section 3.0. The responses

are keyed by number to the comments in this section.
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UNITED STATES Natural Resources

DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR
BUREAU OF INDIAN AFFAIRS

Sacramento Area Office
2800 Cottage Way

Sacramento, California 95825

APR 0 8 1986

Vr. Robert Mason
HQ Space Division/DEV
Worldway Postal Ceter
PO Box 92960
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2960

Dear Mr. Mason:

We have reviewed your letter with attachment Draft EIS dated April 3, 1986,

and found no Indian lands or resources under the jurisdiction of this

office- involved.

Sincerely,

Area En~vircmtal Specialist
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United States Department of the Interior
NATIONAL PARK SERVICE

WESTERN REGION
450 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE. BOX 36063

IN REPLY REFER TO: SAN FRANCISCO. CALIFORNIA 94102

H24 (WR-RRA)

April 9, 1986

Mr. Robert Mason
Headquarters Space Division (AFSC)
Los Angeles Air Force Station
Worldway Postal Center, Post Office Box 92960
Los Angeles, California 90009-2960

Al

Dear M.

Thank you for the opportunity to review and camient on the Draft Environ--
mental Impact Statement for the proposed Air Force, Space Division Housing
Project, San Pedro, California (dated April 1986). The document satis-
factorily addresses cultural resources planning procedures at this stage of
project development.

In view of the fact all proposed alternatives being considered contain
potentially eligible National Register properties that could be impacted
adversely by construction, early consultation with the California State
Office of Historic Preservation (and the Advisory Council if necessary) is
advised in order to obtain eligibility determinations for the prehistoric
and historic sites and to develop an appropriate mitigation plan. This re-
Scammeaticn is reinforced by the special significance of Gabrielino sites,
so many of wthch have been destroyed by several decades of extensi e urban
construction in southern California. We also recommend selection of the
alternative that will allow intact preservation of as many of these sites
as possible.

It would be helpful to include the results of SHPO consultation, and copies
of any formal MWAs, in the final environmental document for this project.
We would also appreciate a copy of WESTEC's arrheological survey and
testing report referenced on Page 4-101 of the DEIS for library reference.

Please do not hesitate to call me at -',!5) 556-5190 (FTS or ccxmercial) if
our office can be of further assistance.

Sincerely,

(Helene R. Dunbar
'Acting Chief, Interagency Archeological Services
Division of National Register Programs

cc: DEC (WASO-762)
Jes Huddleston (R)
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JOHN J. RESICH. Jr.
A F 0 @gWnm CD" ortD"

Atommy i Uw
840 WEST 9TH STREET

SAN PEDRO. CALIFORNIA 90731
(213) 832-2618
(213) a32-0387

April 10, 1986

HW Space Division / DEV
Post Office Box 92960
Worldway Postal Center
Los Angeles, California 90009-2960
Attention: Mr. Robert Mason

Re: Environmental Impact Study for
White Point Area

Gentlemen:

I am in receipt of your Environmental Impact
Analysis Report dated April 3, 1986 wherein military housing
at White Point was reviewed together with the alternative
sites including a number of various configurations which
included the property located at Bogdonovich Park. I have
enclosed previous letters directed to the Department of the
Air Force in regard to the use of Bogdonovich Park as an
alternative site for housing. In your Environmental Impact
Draft Report, if Bogdonovich Park is used for Air Force
housing, the residents of the City of San Pedro, and the
immediate adjacent areas, will lose a valuable recreational
facility. At the present time, Bogdonovich Park is used for
recreational purposes. It encompasses 16.5 acres of
recreational land which, at the present time, has not been
completely developed. It is my understanding from
conversations with the Department of Recreation and Parks
and the City Council's office that the plans for Bogdonovich
Park include additional fields together with lighting at
that facility plus other recreational facilities. If the
Air Force were to take Bogdonovich Park, there is no other
available land within the general location to pr:-vi- 16.5
acres of land for recreational purposes except i -te White
Point land. If the Air Force were to take Bcd- n Park3 and utilize that facility for housing, there -c r no
adequate land to relocate the present soccer . .nd
baseball diamond as there is no land of that maynitude or
acreage within the City of Los Angeles in our area that is
amenable to develop for lighted recreational facilities.
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If additional field locations are found, a problem would be
lighting and how it would affect the residents in any of the
adjacent areas of the city. At the present time,
Bogdonovich Park is ideally located for a lighted field as
lighting would not cause a burden or hardship to any of the
adjacent resident owners as there is sufficient distance to
buffer them from such light and as the majority of the
property is commerical in nature and the residential
property is a great enough distance away not to cause any
detrimental impact on the neighborhood.

If Bogdonovich Park is taken and used for Air
Force housing, substantial numbers of children in the
community will be displaced, programs will be lost and the
community will be without recreational facilities. At the
present time, San Pedro and the City of Los Angeles is
totally lacking in sufficient recreational facilities to
handle the youth of our community. With the building of Air
Force housing totalling approximately 170 units, this will

4 overburden the already overused and overutilized fields and
recreational facilities in San Pedro. This in itself will
cause a substantial impact on the recreational facilities
and the programs already in existance. If Bogdonovich Park
were to be lost to Air Force housing and adequate additional
acreage of approximately 16 acres were not found and located
within a close geographic proximity to its present location,
the children of the community would be without the programs
that serve and meet their needs. At the present time, the
AYSO Soccer Program, Mary Star of the Sea High School, San
Pedro High School, adult soccer leagues and high school
football teams are all utilizing the facilities at
Bogdonovich Park. In addition to those groups, numerous
other groups use the facility for dog training. Individuals
also use the facility for nature walks and to enjoy the
beautiful view available at that site. If Air Force housing
were to be located on that property, all of these
recreational uses would conclude immediately and the time to
find and construct a new facility would be over two years.
For your information, when Bogdonovich Park was conceived
and developed, it took over four years to develop the park
and another two years to have it up to the standards to be
used so that it would not be destroyed after the first use.
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I would suggest and recommend that the Air Force
take as much of White Point as possible to develop their Air
Force housing or to use the alternative building site in
alternatives (e) (f) or (g) of the Environmental Impact
Report. This would be the best use of this land for housing
as opposed to keeping it open and developing a state park at
White Point. It is my understanding from speaking to
numerous individuals that they do not understand the full
import of a state park at this location and would not be
amenable to the development of a state park which allowed
for overnight camping. This view of having a state park at
the White Point site is shared only by a small number of
individuals in the community who have been very vocal in
their support for such plan. There have been no economic
impact reports as to the advisability or feasability of
developing this area into a state park and such report would
meet with considerable resistance. Thank you for your
review and consideration of these viewpoints.

Sincerely,

JOHN J. RESICH, JR.

cc: James F. Boatright
Deputy Asst. Sect. of the Air Force

Lt Gen. Forrest S. McCartney

JJR:vb
Enclosures
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P.O. BOX 1568. SAN PEDRO, CALIFORNIA 90733

April 21, 1986
TO: U. S. Air Force

FROM: A. A. Almeida
President, San Pedro Bay Historical Society

Dear Sirs:

You may be speculating as to why the San Pedro Bay Historical
Society has been so adamant against the Air Force's plans for top rank
officer housing. To begin with under Article 11. Purpose under Section
2, the language is very specific regarding our reason of existence. The
Section reads: the Society shall work for the preservation and registra-
tion of art (historical), architecture, historical sites, and monuments
in the area. In addition, Section 5. very specifically states the follow5 ing: The Society recognizes, emphasizes and seeks to preserve the uniquely
heterogeneous nature of San Pedro Bay Community - a place where people of
all ages, varied ethnic and religeous backgrounds and economic situations
live, work and play together in a potpourri of buildings and parks, feat-
uring a wide gamut of cultural and architectural styles and purposes.

As can be seen the Society would be derelict in its duty not to defend
the White Point area as you propose no matter what emergency action you may
invoke.

You may well be convinced that your cause is just and right because you
have behind you the power and glory of the President and the Pentagon. But
for us to not defend what we percieve to be a noble and righteous endeavor
would mean abandoning our inherent American right, nay, our obligation to
oppose you with all our might in the acceptable legal manner.

We do not oppose your presence in our fair community. It is a historical
fact that the military has been part of San Pedro since before WWI. All this
talk about San Pedrans being anti-military is nonsensical. We welcome the
United States services to be our neighbors but please do not ask us to relin-
quish one bit of land yet open for man and animal to enjoy freely as God
intended.

~Respectf 11

Arthur A. Almeida
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THE REV HARRY A. EDWA..L

CM.IMiAM OP Thi IOAPO
ALEX a. CRAUPTON. M.D.

UUOOPAL,

Worldvay Postal Center
Los Angelees, CA. 90009-2960
Attn: Mr. Robert Mason

(213) 643-0933

Dear Mr. Mason:

As chairman of the Parochial School • w~nt the Air Corps to lcnov -e are
hoping you rnill get the t•uite Point ares for housing.

Sincerely,(Te tajor) Alexander f r . Crampton ,.D.
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A. B. CRAMPTON. M.D.. F.A.C.S.75

SAN PEDRO. CAIFIORNIA 90732
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A. R. ClRAMP•"ON. M.D.. F.A.C.S.

SAN PEDRO. CAUPORNIA 90732

-it
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Typewritten Translation of Alexander B. Crampton, M.D.

756 Legary Place
(213) 833-0203

Dear Mr. Mason:

I came to San Pedro in 1946 to practice surgery; I had been trained in
Surgery in Baltimore, Md. In 1941 I had been sent to Washington, D.C. to
the main army hospital there to do Surgery. Within 5 months Pearl Harbor
hit & I was commissioned to form the 1st General Hospital for Surgery and
we were sent overseas immediately. I spent 5 years overseas & then came
to California on discharges

I am 100% for the Air Corps to get White Point for housing and would be

proud to have them with us here.

I would hate to see another Park started here where it becomes a point of
rape, drugs, and robbery. The City of L.A. is very lack in keeping up
anything. I know as I started a religious private School here which has

been very successful and we have been fortunate in having children from
Military families in our School---St. Peter's Episcopal Day and Jr. High
School.

We are with you in getting the housing in San Pedro.

I am retired from surgical practice now but most interested in trying to
secure the best for our community.

Most Sincerely,
Alexander B. Crampton, M.D.
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CHARLES K. ARMSTRONG. Mayor LE SYNADINOS, Mayor Pro Tem

Councilmen
CARL JACOBSON • KEFTH SCHULDT * JACK E. SUDEK

April 22, 1986

Space Division/DEV
Attn: Mr. Bob Mason
P. 0. Box 92960
Los Angeles, California 90009-2960

Dear Mr. Mason:

I am fully in support of the 170 units of military housing
planned for location at White Point in San Pedro by the
Air Force Space Division in El Segundo.

Shortage of affordable housing has long posed a hardship
on Air Force personnel assigned to the Space Division. Lack
of suitable military housing has scattered Space Division's
2000 military personnel throughout ninety communities and
three counties, some commuting up to two hours each way.

Completion of the 170 units at White Point, to supplement
the 370 units of military housing at Fort MacArthur, would
resolve this hardship. Additionally, with the housing concen-
trated in one location, a transportation system could be
implemented to bring the military personnel to and from Space
Division, thus alleviating some of the traffic in and around
El Segundo.

The City of El Segundo has long been dubbed the "Aerospace
Capital of the World." El Segundo is proud to host this
essential branch of our National defense system.

I am sure Mayor Bradley and the City of Los Angeles are
no less proud. It would appear appropriate for Los Angeles
to demonstrate their support of Air Force Space Division
by assisting with their housing requirements.

Sinceely,

ck E. Siadek
Mayor

JES:eh

350 Main Street El Segundo. California 90245 (213) 322-4670
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April 22, 1986

Mr. Robert Mason
U.S. Air Force/Space Division
P.O. Box 92960
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2960

Subject: White's Point Housing/Draft EIS

Dear Mr. Mason:

This letter is to respectfully convey my deep concern for United States
Air Force housing at White's Point in San Pedro, California.

As an elected representative to the California State Assembly, since 1978,
my district serves the San Pedro area where I was born and raised. I believe
I can speak with some degree of certainty on the issues important to this area,
including whether the Air Force should be permitted to site military housing
at White's Point. My staff and I have reviewed the draft EIS dated April 1986,
and my comments are as follows:

In my view, any development alternative which offers to sacrifice Bogdanovich
Park is not consistent with the best interests of San Pedro. Not only is
Bogdanovich Park a heavily used facility by the youth of our community, it is
also a living memorial to Martin Bogdanovich and the great good he did for
San Pedro. As the founder of Star-Kist Foods and the Yugoslav-American Club7 of San Pedro, he helped shape the early culture of the commuity.

Since the draft of EIS Alternatives B,C,D, and H propose to destroy
Bogdanovich Park, I cannot support those. Alternatives E,F,G, and H also
threaten Angel's Gate Cultural Center and the California Conservation Corns
based there. I believe that as long as viable alternatives exist, those areas
should not be encroached upon.

That leaves the preferred option (3-2, Figure 3.1-1) and Alternative A to be8 considered. In either case, I am pleased that more than half of the acreage
at White's Point would remain as open space after construction of the much-
needed Air Force housing.

I would also like to address the economic impact to our corImmnity should the
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White's Point Housing/Draft EIS
Page 2

Air Force have to leave the South Bay and relocate to another area where land
acquisition and housing are more affordable for the families of the men and
women serving our vital defense interests.

The Space Division spends approximately 6.6 billion dollars annually in the
Los Angeles Basin including 1.3 billion locally, accounting for about 100,000
jobs.

I would respectfully urge and support a compromise wherein we could maintain
Bogdanovich Park in its present configuration and accomnodate the needs of
the United States Air Force on approximately 40 acres of White's Point Park.

Sincerely,

GERALD N. FEI.ANDO

GNF/mb
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SOUTH SHORES HOMEOWNERS' RESPONSE TO AIR FORCE DEIS

The South Shores Homeowners' Association would like to make
some key observations in regard to the Air Force Draft
Environmental Impact Statement on building officer housing at
White Point Park.

What we note in reviewing the DEIS is that the Air Force has
really not been listening to the views of the community in
regard to new military hor:sing in San Pedro. It appears that
the Air Force is saying, :.n preparing the DEIS for its'
housing development, that it knows what community planning is
best for those of us living San Pedro.

We make this assessment on the Air Force's apparent views
to community planning on the basis of at least six
identifiable flaws we believe are contained in the DEIS.
These flaws are as follows:

1. Statements made in the DEIS on the level of impact the
proposed action of siting 170 housing units on 40 acres
of land at White Point Park would have on the development
of a regional state park.

2. Statements made in the DEIS that pass judgement on the
merits of a state region-alpark being developed in the
White Point Park area.

THESE ITEMS ARE 3. Statements made in the DEIS that lessen the degree of
COVERED IN COM- objectivity that exists on the part of the Air Force in
MENT NUMBERS reviewing possible alternatives to the proposed action.
9 THROUGH 16
THAT FOLLOW 4. Apparent incorrect data in the DEIS on housing density

that would be used for alternative Plan D (Los Angeles
City Planning Office Proposed Siting Plan).

5. Omission of statements in the DEIS of community views
made at the December hearing related to housing compati-
bility as it relates to the different alternatives under
review.

6. Apparent limited scope of field contacts made among
citizens not associated with public agencies or public
utility agencies in the preparation of the DEIS.

Specific reasons (with reference to pages in the DEIS) for
why we believe that these flaws reduce the creditibility of
the Air Force DEIS are presented on the following pages.
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Statements made in the DEIS on the level of imnact the
proposed action of sitLng 170 housing units on 40 acres of
land at White Point Park would have on the deve!onment oF
a regional state park.

At the December hearing that began the DEIS proc-ss, some
31 speakers testified on the impact the proposed action
would have on the development of a state regional park at
White Point. There is little acknowledgement in the DEIS of9 the level of community interest for development of a state
regional park, or the fact that state officials testified
that the proposed action would eliminate interest by the
state in developing Royal Palms Beach and White Point Park
into a secured regional park.

The DEIS attempts to minimize the impact of the proposed
action by stating that 124 acres will remain after removal
of 40 acres for housing development. Therefore, park
development can take place on this land by government
agencies who wish to to so.

What has not been recognized by the Air Force is that local
government agencies are unable to finance a fully secured
coordinated park and beach complex at this time. The State
of California is the only agency with the potential resources
to do so. They will only seek action from the State
Legislature to fund this type of project if there is adequate
land to provide for buffering of homeowners and park users
along with adequate space for vehicle parking. The removal
of 34 per cent of the land area at White Point Park will

10 disaualifv the site for state park development.

Two years of hearings on tht feasibility of developing a
state park at White Point have resulted in strong support
among community :embers. The concerns for overnight camping
have been addressed by an agreement that there will be no
more than 55 sites for such use at the park, and these sites
will be located in the canyon area out of view of homeowners.
Park officials have confirmed that there will be 24 hour
security at this urban park.

Other cotmments in the DEIS refer to the current run down
conditions that exist at both White Point Park and
Bogdanovich Park noted when Air Force officials visited the
two sites. It is these very conditions, along with public
nuisance conditions at Royal Palms State Beach, that have
generated strong support for park development by the State.

See pages: Summary X, 1-16, 1-17, 1-23, 3-40, 4-112, 4-113,
5-82, 5-121, 5-132, 7-2, and 8-3.
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Statements made in the DEIS that pass iudgement on the merits
of a state regional park being developed in the White Point
15ra area.

Several comments are mace in DEIS passing judgement on the
merits of having a state park in the community. These
comments focus on the appearance of park users' vehicles
at the park (as opposed to housing units), traffic impact
in the area from park users, and the level of security that
might be proviIed for the park area.

The presentation of crime statistics for both the area and
what is experienced in state parks elsewhere is apparently
presented to discredit local homeowner statements that there
are serious public nuisance conditions at Royal Palms Beach,
or the belief that a state park would be any better
supervised than the current local beach now is for visitors.

The fact is that those who live there know what conditions
exist there. Most family oriented visitors avoid the area
on weekends when gang activity takes place. Several times
a year large scale police activity takes place involving
helicopters as well as ground personnel. Many criminal
acts are never reported to the police. The beach area is
isolated, and therefore a risk for patrol units when they
are out of radio contact.

What is most shocking, however, is the fact that comments on
the merits of a state park are in the DEIS. This report is
designed to focus on the impact of housing on the area, not
the impact of a state park on the area. The State of
CaliZornia will have to do its' own environmental assessment
on any park development at White Point. In our judgement
these comments on the merits of a state park are
inappropriate for a study being made on military housing at
White Point Park or other sites under consideration.

The fact that these comments exist in the DEIS gives the
appearence that the Air Force wishes to argue against the
community's defind wishes that a state park be developed
in the area.

See pages: 3-6, 3-44, 4-87, 5-82, 5-83, 5-118, and 5-119.
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Statements made in the DEIS that lesson the deeree of
obiectivitv that exists on the part of the Air Force in
reviewinq possible alternatives to the proposed action.

In introducing possible alternatives to the proposed action
of building housing at White Point Park, the DEIS presents
disapproval by the Air Force of five of them. Alternatives
D, E, F, G, and H are all disapproved by the Air Force.

12 There may be drawbacks on behalf of the Air Force on many of
alternatives presented, just as there may be drawbacks

for the community. However, to cite disapproval of the
alternatives presented at the beginning of the study
diminishes the degree of objectivity the Air Force has to
discussing them in the first place.

The Congressional action taken on October 10, 1984, states

"If the Air Force is unable'to resolve the issue
regarding the proposed site, they should work with
the city to find an alternative site."

13 The direction from Congress appears to say that the Air
Force needs to negotiate with the city in good faith.
Making statements of disapproval on the alternatives to be
considered conflicts with a sincere effort by the Air Force
to work for a solution to this issue.

See pages: Summary V, 3-20, 3-27, 3-31.
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Aoparent incorrect information in the DEIS on housing density
that would be used for Alternative Plan D (Los Angeles City

1'-aannT-1-W-epartment Siting Plan for the Department of Parks
and Recreation)

The DEIS tables and statements related to the description and
make-up of the different potential sites for housing include
information on the number of housing units that will be
built at any one location. Analysis on the potential impact
of compatibility of the housing to homes around the
respective sites being considered is in part based on the
number of units planned for each buildable acre of land.

The data cited for Alternative D (Plan presented by the city
of Los Angeles) in the DEIS states that 90 housing units are
planned for White Point Park on. nine acres of land, and 80
housing units are planned for Bogdanovich Park.

According to site plans presented to our organization by the
city of Los Angeles, 60 housing units are sited at the
eastern part of White Point Park, and 110 housing units are4 sited at Bogdanovich Park.

There is a significant difference in the density being

considered, depending on what data is being used in the
review process. The data shown in the city plan show
that the average units planned for each acre average
6.6 units per acre (which is within the range of 2 to 7 units
per acre required for Rl-1XL property in the White Point
residential area). The comments in the DEIS state that the
density for White Point Park under Alternative D would be
10 units per acre (well above that permitted under current
zoning practices for the surrounding area).

We are not aware of why there is a difference in the data
being used for this Alternative from what has been presented
to us and what was used to prepare the draft. We urge care-
ful study of this difference, since this information is
critical to evaluation of Alternative D in the planning
process.

See pages: Summary V, 3-20, 3-27.
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Omission of statements in the DEIS that include infornation
on community views presented at the December hearini that
relate to housing comoatibilitv between nilitar7 housine and
existing business and housing units in the White Point area.

In regard to evaluating what type of housing units are
compatible with existing housing units and business units
in the White Point area, the DEIS cites the views expressed
in the 1982 Mayor's Advisory Committee, and those stated in
the San Pedro and Peninsula Chamber of Commerce's original
report on military housing at White Point Park.

There is no real recognition that the San Pedro and Peninsula
Chamber of Commerce has revised its position on military
housing in regard to where and how such housing should be
built. This revised position was announced in January.
On the matter of housing compatibility, the Chamber stated
that this should be worked out between the city of Los
Angeles and the Air Force.

The South Shores Homeowners' Association presented a written
report at the hearing in December that stated that it is
now more flexible on arrangements of attached and single-
family housing units for military housing, depending on just
what specific land locations are used for the building of
the housing units. No mention of this position is included15 in the DEIS. Our original position (and that of the Mayor's
Committee-e-was based on only Alternative A being considered
in earlier efforts to build Air Force officer housing. That
Alternative involves the most scenic area of land where some
50 homes and public viewing from 25th street and Western
Avenue would be impacted by housing.

Alternatives that involve Bogdanovich Park would permit
attached homes as well as single-family homes without
impacting surrounding development. There is a shopping
center and four-story retirement home next to that property.
Former Navy housing on this property consisted of two-story
housing units. U. S. Navy officer housing is across the
street, and consists of both attached and single-family
homes.

Some housing on the eastern end of White Point set back
against the hillside, and built as attached units would not
impact many homes in the area. There are only five homes
on Weymouth Ave. impacted by the housing units, and they
would be impacted by any homes built, regardless of the
type of construction used for them.

See pages: 3-40, 4-60, 5-68, 5-69, 5-70, 5-73, 5-74, 5-117,
and 5-118.
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Aooarent limited scone of field contacts made among citizens
not associated with oubiic aeencies. zublic utilitv azencies.
or research organizations in the Dre:aration of the DEIS.

A review of the contact sources used by those preparing the
report shows that there were few contacts made of local
citizens working or living in the immediate area for input
while preparing the DEIS.

There was a contact made to an official of AYSO to discuss
potential relocation problems for soccer play if Bogdanovich
Park is converted into a site for military housing.

There was no contact noted in the sources list relating to
immediate residents and business views on the proposed
action or alternatives being reviewed. We must assume that
this information then comes from oral testimony at the6 December hearing or correspondence that has been sent to
the Air Force Station in El Segundo.

However, the DEIS raises key questions related to the
creditibilty of the community on security at Royal Palms
Beach, acceptable housing density in the areas being
considered, state-park development vs. local park
development, and the impact on real estate values new
housing will have, depending on its location and construction
characteristics. Therefore, limited field contacts by those
preparing the report, combined with little recognition of the
level of concern expressed on the impact of housing on the
development of a state park at the hearing in December, tend
to lessen the creditibility of those evaluative statements
made in the DEIS.

See pages: 10-1, 1V-2

CONCLUSION: In our judgement, the six flaws noted concerning
the recognition of impact of housing on state park
development, editorializing on other potential land uses,
ruling out some alternatives before review and discussion,
presenting apparent incorrect data on housing density, not
recognizing community views on housing density, and making
limited efforts to contact immediate homeowners, lessen the
creditibility of the DEIS being considered a valid study for
use in reaching a fair solution for both the Air Force and
the community.

We suggest that the flaws noted bp addressed before a final
environmental impact statement is completed. These flaws
should also be addressed if any meaningful discussions
are to take place between the Air Force, the city of Los
Angeles, and officials from the state park system.
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Statement for E.I.S. hearing on proposed Air Force nousirng

I submitted a detailed letter at the scoping session. Now i have
reviewed the Draft and choose to limit my comments to a =-ecirii
omission in the consideration of alternatives:

A more viable alternative for the
Upper Reservation would be to begin
by considering a buildable area of
approximately 76 acres, including the
old buildings immediately north of
Korean Bell parking lot, plus all the
area of batteries Leary and Merriam
and the hillslope through which the
presently unused Barlow-Saxton Road
passes on the extreme northern end of
the upper fort property.

Planning should include rerouting the
eisting roads, which would allow
more buildable acreage; a further
alternative would be the use of the

- site of the Gaffey Pool and reloca-17 ion of the pool to the future vicin-
itv of the planned Hostel immediately
west and below the Korean Bell.

Dismissing the even smaller portion

of the upper fort because of demoli-
tion costs appears to me to be an in-
adequate, ill-considered conclusion.
substantial demolition costs will be
incurred elsewhere, for e.xample at
the Nike Site. and a detailed study

of comparable demolition costs should
te a component of the consideration

of alternate sites in the supplement-
arv study needed to provide an ac-
ceptable environmental impact state-
ment.

A s5ketch map, which is adapted from
site layouts in the draft E.I.S.. is
provided at the right.

Greqorv L. 3mith
-715 Carolina Street
San Pedro, Caliifornia

I

Same scale as
page 3-30 of the
D.E.I.S.
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Typewritten Translation of Fred Heilig

SD/DEV
Mr. Bob Mason
P.O. Box 92960
Los Angeles Ca. 90009-2960

Dear Sir:

I have lived in San Pedro ever since getting out of the Navy in 1919.
(not legible) 90 years. Have seen this town become a beautiful, healthy
city, without the help of these ego showing individuals, clubs and
associations, which are now against everything for improving the city
still more, and are against any accomodations for our armed forces. For
the life of me, I fail to understand, when the government has the right
to take back the unimproved land, it has to listen to these tin horn
politicians, individuals and organizations. The suggestion by this
Flores women to take Bagdonovich park and a part of White Point, is
rediculous (sic), by her stipulation that the Air Force must make
available the playing fields at another location at their expense.

I have read the copy of the A.E.I.S., thru and am now more disgusted than
ever, to think our government officials have to go thru (sic) the hassle
to get its land back.

I have been exercizing (sic) my dogs, alondside (sic) the car, for over
12 years at the White Point enclosure, and tho (sic) I know I will Loose
that privelege (sic), I hope & pray, the 170 homes will be built on that
property.

Regarding the Table 4-11-3 Page 4-86. 1 don't know anything about the
1950s doings. For when I started exercizing (sic) my dogs there up
alongside the supposedly landfill, it was a 50 yd wide 40 ft deep canyon
from the battery down to the trap & field ranges. It was a hard ground
canyon, soon used by the Dept of Recreation & Park Dept for their dump.

First for short telephone (poles), concrete blocks and later for
treetrimmings and all kids (sic) of rubbish. After my twice complaining
to the tin horn politicians about the rat infestation they partially disc
covered (sic) the mess. When they started dumping again, I complained
again and they finally stopped. When there was a grass fire there, the
Fire Dept did did a better job of covering the remaining rubbish, some of
which had partially burned.

Regarding 4-8-1 (47) it is a gross misrepresentation of numbers. I have
been down there many times and it would take a lot of imagination to
count even 50, except maybe Saturday & Sundays, and nights when they
could maybe count to several hundreds. Many nights during that time and
now there are more minority visitors than during the daytimes. They
always raise hell in general by drinking, distroying (sic) property &
including gang fights & stabings (sic), to where the police have to be
called to get them off the property (after closing time). Just this last
weekend there were 2 stabings (sic) again.

I am sorry that I do not own a typewriter but I hope somebody will be
able to read this.

Sincerely,
Fred Heilig

1820 So Mantis Ave
San Pedro Ca 90732
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Typewritten Translation of Vince Budrovich

4/22/86

Cot Rodgers

After I spoke, you explicitely asked if anyone had an alternative to the
White Point et a1 site. I'm requesting you permit me (and others) to do
that by extending the very short comment period on the draft EIS.

Vince
Budrovich
(213) 514-8878

Attached is the map I referred to in my presentation.
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SSIERRA CLUB
Palos Verdes - South Bay Group / Angeles Chapter

April 22, 1986

My name is Alfred Sattler. As Chair of the Palos Verdes/South
Bay Group of the Sierra Club, I am here to speak for the 4000
members who live in the Palos Verdes/South Bay area, including
more than 300 in San Pedro. The Sierra Club has a long-standlng
commitment to the preservation of coastal areas for public use
and enjoyment.

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement on Air Force Housing at
White Point is deficient because it seriously neglects the most
important issue, the removal of the possibility of a State Park
at White Point.

Senator Robert Beverly, who represents this area, authored Senate
Concurrent Resolution #9, calling for a feasibility study for a
State Park at White Point. To quote from the Resolution, "The
White Point property, adjacent to Royal Palms State Beach in Los
Angeles County, because of its location in a densely populated
urban area and on a scenic bluff overlooking the Pacific Ocean
and Catalina Island, presents a site that is ideally suited to
park purposes." A public hearing on the State Park proposal
attracted a crowd which was strongly in favor of the idea.

23 Officials of the California Department of Parks and Recreation
have been quite enthusiastic about the possibility of a park
here, but have warned that if substantial amounts of the land
were lost to housing, there would not be a large enough parcel to
make a State Park feasible. Taking away 40 acres of White Point
reportedly is enough to make a State Park infeasible.

The Environmental Impact Statement for the Air Force's preferred
development plan should discuss the elimination of a State Park
and all that it could be. In terms of wildlife habitat, White
Point is presently far from barren. It provides space for owls,
kestrels, black-shouldered kites, and a variety of smaller birds,
and the seeds, insects and small rodents which they feed upon.
If sensitively restored to native vegetation, the wildlife
habitat would be much richer. A Stare Park at White Point would
also provide numerous recreational and educational opportunities,
especially hiking, nature observation, and spiritual renovation.

PO Box 2464 * Paios Verdes Peninsuia. Cai:forma 902-4
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Sierra Club Statement, DEIS, Air Force White Point Housing

April 22, 1986 Page 2

The Air Force has been trying to build housing at White Point for
several years now. The reason that White Point appears to them
as the best location is that their requirements for housing are
overly restrictive and that they are not considering any posshble
negative side effects, such as elimination of a park. The24 requirement that "the property must be large enough to accomodate
170 single family houses" is especially restrictive. Except for
ease of administration, there seems to be no good reason why 1-0
units of housing could not be spread around the Los Angeles basin
in groups of 20 to 40 units each. If Air Force personnel are
presently living "in ninety communities and three counties, some
commuting up to two hours each way," then this will clearly be a
better situation. The condition that "no purchase of property
was allowed, i.e., the property had to be either federally owned

5 or recoverable" is also unduly restrictive. The Environmental
25 Impact Statement will be deficient if it does not consider other

alternatives.

Constructing housing at any of the primary locations proposed in
this document is going to have a significant adverse impact on
the resources available to the community of San Pedro, and in
some cases, to the people of greater Los Angeles. The
Environmental Impact Statement should examine the costs of
mitigating the impact to the local community of development at
the various locations considered, whether building replacement
soccer fields on city land, replacing the park value of White
Point, or whatever is appropriate.

Sincerely,

Alfred Sattler
Chair
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BARBIERI INTERNATIONAL

2022 50C7- 'ES- SPEE-

SAN POR0. CALIPCRNIA 90731

21'3 S-8-853S

April 24, 1986

Mr. Robert Mason
U.S. Air Force
Space Division
P.O. Box 92960
Los Anaeles, California
90009-2960

Subject: Air Force Housing at White's Point
Draft Environmental Impact Statement

Dear Mr. Mason:

I wish to present my comments on the draft Environmental
Impact Statement for the proposed construction of 170 Air
Force single-family homes in San Pedro. Ha-ing lived and
worked in San Pedro nearly all of my life, I believe I am
well-qualified to address potential impacts on the environ-
ment of the area.

I support the preferred alternative offered in the draft
EIS as the best alternative for the San Pedro community
and the Air Force. I believe this alternative offers a
fair balance of creating much needed housing and preserving
open space and existing public recreational facilities. 1
personally believe it is unnecessary to disrupt the on-going
recreational and athletic use of Bogdanovich Park in order to
accommodate Air Force housing in San Pedro. And, as an American
of Yugoslav descent, I do not believe we should desecrate the
living memorial to one of San Pedro's most distinguished pioneers,
the late Martin Bogdanovich.

I believe that the proposal to build on 40 acres of White's Point
is a prudent one. Over half of the remaining acreage at White's
Point will be mairtainrd as open space. The mission of the Air
Force is an important one, and they should have decent housing
for their officers and personnel. I have no objection whatsoever
to the Air Force presence in our community. In fact, the Air
Force has in many ways enriched our community life. This, combined
with the prospect of leaving Bogdanovich Park intact, argues for
quick acceptance of the Air Force preferred alternative.
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Mr. Robert Mason
April 24, 1906
Page Two

My home overlooks the existing Air Force housing in San Pedro.
The Air Force community is well-maintained and well-protected,
unlike maintenance practices at most State and City Parks I've
visited. As a resident of Pt. Fermin in San Pedro, I adamantly
oppose a State Park at White's Point.

Finally, too often when addressing environmental concerns there
is failure to consider the Homo sapiens as a part of the environ-
ment. The Air Force provides tens of thousands of jobs through-
out the Los Angeles Harbor Area. The lives of the young men and
women in our armed forces, including their need for adequate
housing, should be the overriding factor in any true environmental
assessment.

With kindest regards.

John M. Barbieri
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STATE OI CALIFORNIA-THE RESOURCES AGENCY GEORGE DEURMEJIAN Gc ,

CALIFORNIA '.OASTAL COMMISSION A
631 HOWARD STREE,. J FLOOR

SAN FRANCISCO. CA 94105

,4151 5428555

April 28, 1986

Colonel Raymond E. Rogers, Jr.
Department of the Air Force
Los Angeles Air Force Station
P. 0. Box 92960
Worldway Postal Center
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2960

Subject: Draft Environmental Impact Statement on military housing

at White Point

Dear Colonel Rogers:

The following are comments by the Coastal Commission staff on
the draft EIS for White Point. Because this matter also involves a
consistency determination and hearing before the Commission, we have
already discussed these comments with your staff as part of the
coordination that is part of the consistency process.

We believe the analysis of alternatives in the draft EIS is
seriously flawed. Rather than systematically evaluating projected7 alternatives, the analysis is of limited scope and appears to serve

2 7 mainly as a rationalization for the previous decision to re-acquire
White Point. There is virtually no analysis of the alternative of
using the existing practice of a special allowance for housing.
Alternative densities for housing are not considered. This latter
flaw is particularly glaring as the EIS does not even present the28 site plan that the Air Force proposes (although the Air Force lias
referred to site plans in meetings with our staff). The E-S simply
states, "Conceptual siting plans and engineering designs have not
been developed for the proposed action.' (Page 3-1.) To bolster9 the choice of White Point for a low density housing project, the EIS

29 gives inordinate weight to surrounding development rather than
surrounding zoning as the standard for determining density. The E7S
fails to evaluate in any substantial detail the alternative
specifically suggested by the City of Los Angeles for clustered
development on White Point and Bogdanovich Park. Instead, the EIS

0 concludes that, "The USAF does not concur with this proposal [a
higher density, clustered development] as the 9 acres is not
sufficient for a housing density compatible with the surrounding
residential development (across Weymouth Ave.)." (Page 3-27.)
However, existing zoning allows a substantially higher density tnan
is proposed by the Air Force. Indeed, when other surrounding31 development is examined - particularly the density of the nearby
Navy officer housing - it seems clear that the Air Force has used
the density of surrounding housing selectively to support their
previous decision to locate housing at Yqhite Point.
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Colonel Rogers
April 28, 1986
Page 2

j It is imperative that alternative configurations of developmentS2 be systematically examined in the EIS in order to enable a reasoned
3 basis for decision. NEPA allows nothing less. Of course, in order

to provide such an analysis, the Air Force must reveal its
preliminary development configurations as well as the design
assumptions which underlie critical conclusions about what can and
cannot be built. Instead, the EIS offers only conclusions about
some key issues. For example, the EIS simply concludes that the
Bogdanovich Park site is suitable for only 90 units, with the

3 density of selectively considered surrounding development the only3 rationale for that conclusion. In fact, substantially more units
could be site on Bogdanovich consistent with the zoning of adjacent
land. Existing zoning immediately west of Bogdanovich Park is RD2,
which allows up to 12 units per acre. Staff from the City of Los
Angeles has indicated that such density would be suitable for a
housing development at the park. At such an intensity, the 22 acres
of Bogdanovich Park could easily accommodate 170 units.34 Alternatively, the lowest intensity zoning surrounding Bogdanovich
allows up to seven units per acre based on overall acreage. This
would allow 154 units at Bogdanovich, and leave only 16 units to be
located elsewhere.

Even if the Air Force wants to limit development entirely to
detached single-family structures with fairly large lots,
substantially more development could be placed at Bogdanovich than
indicated in the EIS. If the inherent design assumption used by the
Air Force is that all development must be entirely detached
single-family dwellings, more than 90 units could be developed at
Bogdanovich under a number of different configurations. If the lot
size were 5000 sq. ft. (100 ft. by 50 ft.), if only 16 acres of the35site are flat enough to develop and about 1/3 of the site is used
for roads and utilities, 104 lots could still be developed (4.7
units per acre). More lots could be accommodated with more modest
lot sizes. For example 137 lots measuring 95 ft. by 40 ft. could be
developed (6.2 units per acre). All of these lots could be
developed with single-story structures of the Air Force's minimum
square footage and still leave substantial room for yards.

Mixed use development would allow even greater flexibility to
reflect the different grades of the officers to be housed. The3 6adjacent Navy officer housing has a density of 5.6 units per acre in36 a mixed use configuration. At this density, Bogdanovich Park could
accommodate 123 units, leaving only 47 units to be sited elsewhere.
If those 47 units were to be sited at White Point, as proposed by
the City, they could be located on the 9 acres suggested by the City
of Los Angeles at a density of 5.2 units per acre. In short,
Bogdanovich Park can easily accommodate more than 90 units. The EIS
fails to either estaolish a compelling basis for the selected
density or to evaluate alternative densities. Given the earlier
direction of the Coastal Commission to consider alternative sites37 and intensities, and given the proposal of the City for 170 units in
a specific configuration at Bogdanovich and White Point, the failure
of the EIS to analyze possible development configurations is a
serious and inexcusable flaw. In light of this background, the
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Colonel Rogers
April 28, 1986
Page 3

I level of analysis in the EIS does not provide any basis for38 concluding that the proposed alternative is the least
environmentally damaging feasible alternative.

The level of analysis given other alternatives is similarly
circumscribed, and again appears to serve mainly to justify a
decision rather than evaluate possibilities. For example, Fort9 MacArthur is rejected as a potential site for housing based on the3 9 added cost of demolishing existing buildings, but that cost of
demolition is not provided to support that conclusion. The analysis
of continued use of the housing allowance and the existing housing
stock is similarly limited. In its consistency determination
review, the Commission concluded that the housing allowance and tax
benefits of home ownership made purchase of homes a possible
feasible option for military officers, particularly when the
benefits of accumulating equity are considered. Typical monthly
rental prices are below mortgage costs. Since that time, mortgage
rates have dropped, improving the feasibility of purchase. Yet the
EIS includes no analysis of home ownership or rental using existing
housing stock. Further, the consideration of alternative sites is
limited to those already in Federal ownership, substantially
curtailing the scope of alternative analysis. The EIS offers only

40 simple conclusionary statements, and these are not sufficient to
demonstrate that the favored project is the least environmentally
damaging feasible alternative.

In responding to the issue of the proposed project's impact on
recreational values and potential at White Point, the EIS fails41 completely. It appears that the drafters either fail to comprehend
the nature of the issue or decline to join it. Instead, they argue
extensively that the loss of 40 acres at White Point should not
prevent development of a park there because smaller State parks
exist within the State Park system. This implies that size is the
critical criterion in determining the recreational potential of the
site. The argument completely ignores the importance of the vistas
offered by the site. Presently, from the slopes of the bowl-liKe
setting of the site, the visual experience is of an undeveloped
rather than urban area. For such a site to exist in the midst of a
heavily urbanized area is a rare opportunity for recreation. Yet
this central value of the recreational site goes unrecognized in tile
EIS and the impacts of development on the visual values of the
setting are not discussed. The limited analysis of visual impact
that is included in the EIS is oriented towards the impact on

3 surrounding residential areas, and implies that residential43 development and park facilities will have similar visual impact.
Such tools of analysis as cross sections and photographs are needed
to sustain this argument. The location of the proposed 40 acres to
be re-acquired spills across virtually the entire viewshed of the
remainder of White Point. It is our conclusion after examining
topographic maps of the site carefully that development as presentl-y
proposed would destroy the experience of an open, undeveloped area44 from virtually all remaining areas. It is this impact which
diminishes if not destroys the site's potential as a State Park.
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Colonel Rogers
April 28, 1986
Page 4

As these comments make clear, we think that the draft EIS has
fundamental shortcomings. The study fails to evaluate alternatives
that have been suggested over the past 18 months. It fails to
acknowlede key adverse impacts. It relies on conclusions rather
than analysis to dismiss what appear to be valid alternatives.
Given the controversy that has surrounded this project, and the fact
that meaningful compromise between the City and the Air Force
appeared to be within reach, it is distressing to find that the EIS
is more a justification document than a full disclosure document
that might provide the tools to resolve the dispute. That analysis45 is still needed. We look forward to an extensively revised EIS that
will comply with the requirements of NEPA.

ye tru y ours,

Atr Dou as
Executive Director
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Mayor DOUGLAS M HINCHLIFFE L .I NCHO PALOS VERDES
Mayor Pro Tern MELVIN W HUGHES

Councilwoman JACKI BACHARACH
Councilman JOHN C McTAGGART
Councilman ROBERT E RYAN

Cty Manager DONALD F GULUZZY April 29, 1986

Mr. Robert Mason
Department of the Air Force
Space Division - Housing Project DEV
P. 0. Box 92960
Los Angeles, California 90009-2960

Dear Mr. Mason:

The City Council of the City of Rancho Palos Verdes wishes to express its
opposition to the proposed construction of 170 single family houses for
personnel stationed at the Los Angeles Air Force Station. This housing
is proposed to be built on 40 acres at White Point.

Since 1984, the City has been very active in opposing this proposal. White
Point lies directly adjacent to our City along the Palos Verdes Peninsula
coastline. Our City has long taken an active stand on the issue of coastal
preservation and the White Point site is no exception. It is a magnificient
site with a rich historical background, outstanding environmental qualities,
panoramic vistas and limitless recreational potential. We believe that
development of White Point as a recreational site provides the State, Federal
and local agencies an outstanding opportunity to show the Los Angeles public46 that they take a similar stand on this issue. Equally important, White
Point Park would provide California, Los Angeles and Peninsula area residents
with much needed recreational opportunities. Use of the site for other
than open-space recreational purposes would destroy White Point's rich historic,
environmental and recreational value.

Please consider the concerns of the residents of the City of Rancho Palos
Verdes and take whatever action is within your authority to guarantee
recreational development of White Point.

Very truly yours,

Douglas M. Hinchli~ffe
Mayor -

DH:CC:bu

:0940 -AW'-CPNE BCULEVAPO OANC.HC OAL2S iEQCE3E CA 902% 2* 3 1-C36C
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ST ' OF :'LORNIA ZEORGE DEUKMEJIAN Gove"'~'

NA.iVE AMERICAN HERITAGE COMMISSION
915 Capitol Mail. Room 288

Sacramento, California 95814

9161 322-7791

1 May 1986

Robert C. Mason
U. S. Department of the Air Force
Hq. SD/DEV, P.O. Box 92960
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2960

Re: Air Force Space Division Housing Project - White Point
SCH 485112709

Dear Mr. Mason:

Given the manner in which the Commiiission receives Draft EIS and Draft/Final/
Supplemental/Subsequent EIR notices, unless the actual report is forwarded
us directly it is not reviewed. The Commission's response is to a one page
notice of intent from the State Clearing House. Thus, if you have already
solicited and subsequently incorporated Native American concerns into your
mitigation measures (inclusive of monitoring grading), please disregard
this letter and accept our appreciation for ensuring that the local Native
American community is afforded the opportunity for participation in the
environmental report/review process.

47 The Commission recognizes it is standard procedure that an archaeologist be
involved in the planning and implementation of any mitigation program;
however, we encourage consultation with the local Native American community
as well. Since the cultural heritage of Native Americans is under examination,
it is only appropriate their assistance is sought as an aid in the reduction/
avoidance of adverse impacts to archaeological/ethnographic sites maintaining
sacred or religious value (pursuant to the Public Resources Code Section
5097.9 et seq).

Enclosed, please find a list(s) providing the name and address of your
regional Commissioner ano the Native Ameritans fii, *;iom, y' may seek , "ic,
guidance, and consultation with respect to your project. Please be advised
that the enclosure(s) is furnished as a measure for ensuring that the
concerns of the local Native American community are addressed and, therefore,
is not for public disclosure.

Please keep us apprised of the progress of the above referenced project.

Respectfully yours,

R. Paige Talley'
Special Assistant

Enclosure(s)
RPT:gt
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Los Angeles Unified School District
BUILDING SERVICES DIVISION

HARRY HANDLER BYRON L. KIMBALL

MEL ROSS
DID uty Oirect~r

ROBERT J. NICCUN
:.hei Reaity Agent
Real Estate Branch

May 2, 1986

Robert Mason
HQ Space Division/DEV
P.O. Box 92960
Worldway Postal Center
Los Angeles, California 90009-2960

Dear Mr. Mason:

Re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement
Air Force, Space Division Housing Project

San Pedro, California

I have reviewed the above-referenced Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (EIS) and have the following comments to make on behalf
of the Los Angeles Unified School District.

We cannot agree with the statement on page 5-80 of the EIS that
"the current school system can absorb the children generated by
the project." While enrollment at White Point Elementary School
is currently below the school's two-semester capacity, the school
is projected to be operating nearly at capacity next year. En-
rollment is projected to exceed capacity in succeeding years.
Employing the pupil generation ratios in the EIS, we find that
the implementation of the project will escalate enrollment at
White Point to more than 108% of capacity.

The School District is already being affected by A previous Air
- Force project providing housing at Fort MacArthur, which has made

it necessary for the School District to transport a substantial
number of pupils at consiaerable expense, since no space is
available at the nearest school.

Furthermore, defining school's capacity is not as simple as count-
ing seats and pupils. Under the court-mandated integration pro-
gram, the capacity of a school to receive additional students is
partly a function of the ethnic balance in the school. Therefore,
even though it appears from a cursory view that the Air Force
project will not cause enrollments to exceed capacities at Dana
Junior High School or San Pedro High School, such a conclusion
cannot be drawn without deeper analysis.

BUSINESS SERVICES CENTER. 1425 S.. S.. P.4 S. La AfttL1$. CA - MAILING ADDRESS Bo 2296. Rm 01to. " A-CtAL9 CA "051 Tri.a-. 2N31-42 7"1
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Robert Mason -2- May 2, 1986

Because the project's impact on schools may be much more profound
than that described in the EIR, it is essential that the Air Force
analyze the issues of capacity, enrollment trends, and ethnicity
before reaching a conclusion on this subject. In addition, the
EIS should incorporate mitigation measures for any impacts found
to be significant. Kathryn Friedman, Principal Realty Agent, will
be available to coordinate the assembling of school data needed by
the preparer of the EIS. She can be reached at (213) 742-7581.

Thank you for the opportunity to review the Draft EIS. I would
appreciate receiving a copy of the final document when it becomes
available.

Very cruly yours,

Robert J. Niccum
Chief Realty Agent
California Environmental

Quality Act Officer

RJN:br

cc: Byron Kimball
Max Barney
James Whithorne
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Typewritten Translation of Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Gay

May 4, 1986

Dept. of the Air Force
SD/DEV
P.O. Box 92960
Los Angeles, Ca. 90009-2960
Attn: Mr. Bob Mason

Dear Sir:

Relative to our receipt of the Air Force Draft Environmental Impact
Statement (DEIS), we were unable to attend the public hearing regarding
same on April 22, 1986.

However, after review of the DEIS we wish to reaffirm our positive
position for the Air Force proposed housing at White Point, in San Pedro.

In light of the many problems a state park may create and bring into San
Pedro and our area, we still feel the area would benefit from the
military housing. The greatest asset would be the residents of the
development--concerned citizens who we have found appreciate their
surroundings and participate in local activities for the duration of
their assignments.

We frequently use Pacific Ave in San Pedro and find no noticeable traffic
increase or problem with the new housing there. We notice also the
continuous improvement of the older portion of the Ft. MacArthur
facilities. As the foliage grows in the new development it is becoming
most attractive.

We further do not believe Bogdanovich Park should be disrupted as it now
stands and all of the proposed housing should be on the one site at White
Point. If for no other reason, this seems financially precedent to use
only one site.

Thank you and your staff for so willinglly (sic) working with the
residents of our area who are not predominately (sic) oppposed to the Air
Force housing plan as the local newspaper, the San Pedro News Pilot
attempted to portray in the article they printed regarding their coverac'?
of the April 22 Meeting. Those voices you loudly hear are organized
special interest group, it appears to us, and do not necessarily
represent the feeling of the neighborhoods most concerned.

Unfortunately, many people do not express their views at the hearing or
in correpsondence, or to their politicians.

Best of luck on this project.

Sincerely,
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Gav

970 W. 37th St.
San Pedro, Ca. 90731
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Ty~ewritten Translation of Lawrencr R. Gallogher

2524 Gre. sley Av
San Pedro, Ca 90732
May 9, 1986

Mr. Robert Mason
149 Space DivisionlflEV
P.O. Box 92960
Walkwvay Postal Center
Los Angeles Ca 90009-2960

Dear Sir

I an a resident of South Shores wdhich is adjacent to the proposed W4hite
Point Air Force housing ares.

Although many groups in the area are opposed, I for one approve of the
proposal that the 170 housing units be buxilt. Air Force fami' es deserve
decent housing and . m sure the caliber of the persIanel and their
dependents will only be an asset to ýhe community.

very truly yours,
Lawrence R. Gallagher



WR ITITEN STATEENT
AIR FORCE, SPACE DIVISION HOUSING SAN PEDRO, CA

(Submit to Hearing Officer at Public Hearing on April 22, 1986 or mall to:
HQ Space Divislon/DEV, Attn: Mr. Mason, P.O. Box 92960, Los Arngeles, CA
90009-2960. Mailed statements should be submitted by May 27, 1986.)

Attn; Mr Mason;

I,comming from a pioneer Japanese family, born and raised at White
Point, I am in support of a State Park, Not for Military housing.

49 1 We have the only rare coastal area here at White point that brings4 ;8 people from all our surrounding towns to view.
The Historical surrounding that the Japanese has left, The top part

50 is as important as the bottom part and cutting and leveling the hill
for military housing will leave nothing of the historical background.
A State Park at White Point, will benifit to all,We need the recreation

51 for our future generation as well as us today.
No Military housing!!!'!,!!!

THANK YOU
A CONCERN CITIZEN

Sumi Seki

NAME (PRINT)
3625 Caspian Ave

STREET ADDRESS

Long Beach, CA 90810

CITY, STATE ZIP CODE
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Advisory
Council On
Historic
Preservation

The Old Post Office Building Reply to: 730 Simms Sltn•. Room 450
1100 Pannsylvania Avenue. NW. 809 Colden. Colordo 80401
Washington. DC 20004

May 12, '98o

Colonel Raymond E. Rodgers, Jr.
Director of Acquisition, Civil Engineering
Departrnent of tne Air Force
Headquarters Space Division (AFSC"
Los Angeles Air Force Station
P.2. Box ?2960 4orldway Postal :enter
L.cs Angeles, 2A ?,C09-2960

REF: Draft Environmental :mpact Statement, Air Force,
Space Division Housing Project, San Pedro, California

Dear Soone. Rodgers:

The Council nas reviewed the draft environmental i~mpact statement
referenced above, wnich was circulated for comment pursuant tc

SSection '02 2)'2) of the National Environmental o Act.52 ?'-ease note that' circulation of a draft environmental' inpac t

statement does not fulfill your agency's responsibilities unaer
iecticn '06 of the National Historic Preservaticn Act cf 'o6

?ror to the approval of the expenditure of anv Feceral funds :r
prior to the granting of any License, permit, or otner apprcva_
for an undertaKing. Federal agencies must afford tne 2tunt!" an
3ppcrnun:tv to comment on tne effect of tne undertaKinq on
croperties inclided in or eligible for Inclusion in tne Naticnal
?eg3tser :f Historic Places in accordance 4wtft tne :oonc'S
r-egjulations, "Pr-otection of !istor'c and ;ultura- Pr-oert-es"

?Part . CC Until tnese requirements are met. e"•e cunct
n3s iers tne draft environmental impact statement nnmoete

-ts treatment o' hnistorical. arcneological, 3rchitectural, nc8 u'tra3 resources. The metnod outlined in 36 :F? Part .53 ýcre tne poesvrocess dbny c NEA and Secti3n "36`m4 3anoe
7ay.r De c sated. Any suostant ve ccmments snoua then Ze

~ortoratec nto iccuments preparec to -meet requirements onzer
.e Nationar' Environmental Policv Act.

"f you nave f.rtner ;uestions or require tne 3unci' 's
3sststance, please telepncne Sheila Stump a- 23 53-2682

:ommeroý:a ,r 7-6-2682

.onbereFn,

f.e:. 4estern ivision
I ?ro ect Review



AIR IRTTN STATEMENT
AIR FORCE. SPAC DIVISION $ IXIS iNG SAN PEDRO, CA

(Submit to Hearing Officer at Public Hearing on April 22, 1986 or mall to:
HQ Space Division/DEV, Attn: Mr. Mason, P.O. Box 92960, Los Angeles, CA
90009-2960. Mailed statements should be submitted by May 27, 1986.)

54~
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'STREET ADDRESS

CITY, STATE ZIP CODE
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rypewritten Translation of John & Judy Kordich

I am disturbed at the plan to use the lower 40 acres to build Air Force
Housing. As you already know, this comprises the area adjacent to Paseo
Del Mar & also to Royal Palimis. It Is a unique price of property which
should be used for everybody. Air Force Housing is fenced & very much
"°.off limits" to the locals.

I garden @ White Point and enjoy the beautiful vistas, the wildlife and
fresh air. We have a copy of the Environmental Impact Analysis and must
tell you that the wildlife is much more diverse than your observers
recorded. It is a treat to watch the various species of birds and
animals! It should be open park land, for everyone to enjoy.

Housing along 25th Street would be more acceptable in that it is next to
existing military housing. Part of Bogdonovich is open land and has a
wonderful view also. The upper renovation (above my house) has much
empty space that could be developed.

I work and live in this community and would like to see a natural-type of
preserve on this spot. It really is a unique spot--go see for yourself!

John & Judy Kordich
1014-37th
San Pedro, Ca 90731
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Progressive Democratic Club
C/O Lilio E. Gattoni, President

P.O. Box 492
San Pedro, CA 90733

May 13, 1986

HQ Space Division/D.E.V.
P.O. Box 92960
Worldway Postal Center
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2960

Attention: Robert Mason

Sirs:

At its last regular monthly membership meeting last Sunday, the
Progressive Democratic Club voted unanimously that the White Point,
Bogdanovich Park, and other such San Pedro areas, be preserved
for parks, exclusively, so that these few remaining choice coastal
land parcels with such appreciable recreational potential be avail-
able to all segments of the population instead of only to a small
particular segment: the military - important as it is.

A possible solution: Assuming that the Air Force already has
sufficient funds for housing construction, it should return to57 the Congress, and merely request additional funds for the acquisi-
tion of such land parcels that meet all of its selection criteria -
perhaps even better than those areas now under consideration -
and, thereby spare these future park areas.

This would be a win-win situation, wherein., the Air Force and the
rest of the society, each comes away with what they need for their
well-being, if not survival.

Sincerely,

CC: Mayor of Los Angeles, Tom Bradley
Councilwoman (15th District) Joan Milke Flores
Los Angeles County Supervisor (4th District) Deane Dana
All State Legislators (both State Senators and Assemblymen

whose districts are in Los Angeles County)
All Members of the U.S. House of Representatives whose districts

are in Los Angeles County
U.S. Senators Alan Cranston and Pete Wilson
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Typewritten Translation of Eva L. Kowalski

Eva L. Kowalski
1700 - Miracosta

San Pedro, California 90732
13 May 1986

SD/DEV
Bob Mason
Los Angeles, Ca.

Dear Mr. Mason:

Regarding White Point--please listen and hear. We have so little landleft un-tilled and un-housed, that we implore all to leave it alone.Army housing can be put on a less important native land. We need it for
a park, or just as it is.

Last year I wrote to several of our elected officials and several AirForce people and felt we had no chance whatever--maybe we do, and forthat reason I write once again.

Let us in San Pedro have that piece of nature to pass on to our
descentdents. It i.s important!

Yours,
Eva L. Kowalski

copy to J.M. Flores, Councilwoman
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SAN PEDRO GARDEN CLUB

California Garden Clubs, Inc.
SAN PEORO. CALIF.

MAY 13 1986
H ; Space division
Attn. Mr. Mason,

The San Pedro Garden Club has gone on record to

support the creation of a State Park at the T.hite

Point area. This benefit for all citizens now and in

58 the future will go into effect unless the land is

taken by the Air Force for theexclusive use of 170

officer families,

There are alternate sites for the housing, but the

State Park will fail if these favored few take the land.

Lets leave the beautiful open area to its best use_

a State Park,

Why was this Park not considered in theEnvironmental

59 Statement?

Community Affairs Chairman.

cc Coastal Commission
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STATE OF
CALIFORNIA

May 14, 1986

DAVE ELDER Raymond E. Rodgers, Jr., Colonel

United States Air Force
HQ Space Division/DEV
P.O. Box 92960
World Way Postal Center
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2960

Attention: Mr. Robert Mason

Dear Colonel Rodgers:

Re: Draft Environmental Impact Statement on Military
Housing Project in San Pedro, California

........ As noted in my testimony at the April 22, 1986 public
hearing, the opportunity to comment on the draft
Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) is appreciated.

It is nice to know that the Air Force believes that the
housing project proposed is worthy of environmental review
in a day and age when many attorneys would argue that the6 O Federal government is not subject to the National
Environmental Protection Act (NEPA). At the same time, it
is unfortunate that the same attorneys can argue that the
construction of a housing project must be completed in the
name of national defense.

The draft EIS appears to be too narrowly focused in at
least eight areas:

1. The final EIS should incorporate a more detailed
assessment of the possible presence and health and
safety consequences of toxic or hazardous materiaTs.

The draft EIS speaks, almost in passing, of the
possible presence of flammable hydrocarbon fuel, a nitric
acid oxidizer and the suspected carcinogenic, PCB. In6 response, the draft implies that while a toxics
investigation will be undertaken, it will be limited at
the outset to a "search of available records" and
interviews with persons knowledgeable about material
handling during the Army's use of the site.
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Raymond E. Rodgers, Jr., Colonel -2- May 14, 1986
USAF

While that may be a good start, it seems imperative that a
more through onsite investigation, including water, soil and
possibly air sampling be undertaken.

S This recommendation is made for two reasons. First, old6 2 records and former Army personnel, if they can be located after
these many years, may not accurately and completely recount
current and future hazardous materials risks and dangers both on
and offsite. The offsite aspect is worthy of detailed review in
the unfortunate event of hazardous waste migration to border zone
properties.

Second, the military services have less than a sterlinc'
reputation for toxics management here in California.
Specifically, and according to the California State Department of
Health Services, the EPA's National Priorities List contain seven
current and proposed military bases as candidates for hazardous
waste cleanup. Those facilities are as follows:

3Military Base Location

61. Castle Air Force Base - Merced
2. Mather Air Force Base - Sacramento
3. McClellan Air Force Base - Sacramento
4. Norton Air Force Base - San Bernardino
5. Sacramento Army Depot - Sacramento
6. Sharpe Army Depot - Lathrop
7. Moffett Naval Air Station - Santa Clara

In the interest of public health and safety, it is strongly
urged that the EIS call for a complete Remedial
Investigation/Feasibility Study (RIFS) consistent with EPA's
published guidelines and regulations. That study should be
completed before any other development is undertaken to avoid64 allegations that contaminated soil or structures were improperly
or unsafely removed.

It is my understanding, based on your comments at the hearing,
that EPA's published RIFS guidelines and regulations will be
followed during the course of the site assessment.

2. The EIS needs to explain why this is a national defense
proje ct-

It is understood that there is a property agreement that
allows the federal government to revert all or part of the
property if needed for national defense. However, it is unclear

Swhy the alleged lack of adequate housing for field grade and
senior officers has stifled officer recruitment to Southern
California. Nor, is it clear how this housing project can be
justified in the name of national defense. The EIS itself, on
Page 3-6, says there is only a "potential impact." More
information should be included in the EIS on this subject.
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Raymond E. Rodgers, Jr., Colonel -3- May 14, 1986

USAF

3. Arrange for officers to buy housing in the open market.

With all due respect to the transient nature of the military,
little information is given in Section 1.3 as to why officers
must live in close proximity to each other. An explanation is
needed as to why the EIS did not treat open market civilian
housing as a bona fide and formal project alternative. Since the

6 EIS has not given the actual total cost of construction of the
entire development, wouldn't it be cheaper to invest in a
well-run officer relocation and rent/mortgage subsidy program?
Certainly, there is plenty of adequate housing for sale. That
would also help stimulate the local economy.

4. Additional land reversion later.

If the proposed alternative is allowed, what definite
assurance is there that the balance of the land at White Point
will not ultimately be sought by the Air Force for more
7 development? Will the land left be subject to an irrevocable
deed restriction, or will it be taken, if needed, for national
defense?

5. Housing density exception for the
Air Force.

The intent of the Air Force is to provide 170 units of
housing. Why must the density of the housing necessarily be
compatible with surrounding housing? How much acreage would be
saved at White Point if a higher density were allowed? Couldn't68 170 units of space-saving townhouses be built instead? Why
couldn't the Air Force buy one, two or three of the ailing
condominium projects in Southern California? With the power of
Congress on its side, it is difficult to see* how local zoning
restrictions necessarily mandate that single family dwellings
with large yards be provided to military officers.

6. Potential social polarization of the San Pedro community.

It is noted on Page 5-75 of the EIS that 60 percent of the
recently completed residential housing units are military houses
not available to the general public. As a result, it can be
argued that the EIS has not adequately described the cumulative
impacts of "militarization" on the San Pedro community. The
impact of transience on local schools and recreatinal access are
examples of issues which need further treatment in the EIS.

7. Air Force Base expansion.

The need for new housing would be much clearer if an expansion of
0 the base were proposed, thus mandating additional personnel.7 There may be a reason to increase housing allowances, but the

purpose of building new structures off the Air Force Base itself
is at best unclear.
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Raymond E. Rodgers, Jr., Colonel -4- May 14, 1986
USAF

In addition, I am puzzled that so little cost data was documented
in the EIS. What are the actual project costs? The military may
be saving on land costs, but there is little convincing evidence71 that the per dwelling cost, after site work is figured in, is
going to be less than the cost of purchasing civilian housing on
the open market, or constructing high density living quarters on
the Base property.

8. The EIS should describe, in more detail, the impact of
removing and depositing subst-antiaT- amounts o-soiTT.

The draft EIS, in Section "5.0 Environmental Consequences",
references the removal offsite of existing expansive soIT.No72 mention is made of where the soil will be taken for deposit. It
would be unfortunate if that material was disposed of improperly,
thus creating an unanticipated environmental consequence.

The magnitude of such an omission might be magnified many
times if soil contaminated by hazardous wastes were removed and7 disposed of improperly. That is another reason why the condu~t
of a RIFS, to EPA standards, is so important before any other
construction work begins.

I trust that the comments set forth above will be useful to
and taken into account by the Air Force when the Environmental
Impact Statement is revised.

Should you have any questions about these comments, please
contact my office.

Sincerely,--,

Assemblyman, 57th District

DAE/NWM/vp
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San Pedro Planning Alliance
Post Office Box 2606
Ft. MacArthur Station

San Pedro. CA 90731

May 14th. 1986

HQ Space Division/DEV
P.O. Box 92968
Worldway Post Center
Los Angeles, CA 9e889-2960
Attention: Robert Mason

RE: Draft Environmental
Impact Statement

Dear Mr. Mason:

An environmental impact statement is required with respect
to a proposal for a major federal action significantly affecting
the quality of the human environment. The human environment
includes the natural and physical envrionment and the relation-
ship of people with that environment.

Ultimately the purpose of this document is to help officais
74 make a decision that is based upon understanding environemtnal

consquences. Furthermore, to take actions that protect, restore
and enchance the environment.

Given the balance of the various issues involved, the Air
Force's decision will affect the area for year to come. The
very fact that the Air Force has made an attempt to retake the
property has caused conflicts between various groups within San
Pedro. Homeowners groups have opposed the proposal. The
business community once approved of the project and then changed
their position. Alternative sites proposed by the Councilperson
are opposed by various youth organizations. In general the Air
Force has caused an upheavel in the community that cannot be
measured by regulations because the affect has already been
damaging.

Without diverting one inch from their original plans the
Air Force has proceeded to push ahead. It is the opinion ot
most that the Air Force was merely going through the "motions"75 in discussing alternatives with the City of Los Angeles. That
in effect the decision had been made. The Air Force will retake
the property and although they have considered a range oa
alternatives none of these alternatives are suitable.

Therefore, is is hard to imagine the Air Force "maKing a
decision" about the project based upon environmental factors.
Their decision has already been made and the environmental
considerations are merely problematic.
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Page 2 - Letter to Robert Mason (5-14-86)

The Air Force has argued that the need for housing their
personnel is great. It is so great that it will impose its will
on a total community regardless of public opinion. It is hard
to imagine that the Air Force's need for adequate housing is any
greater than that of the general public's . Therer has been a
housing shortage in Los Angeles City for a number of years and
the people affected are in far greater need than Air Force
personnel. Therefore, the reason for taking the property back
is self serving.

The question that most is answered is; Who will benefit
from the project? Will the public receive some benefit if 178
families get housed verses a state park? The answer is very
simple. The Air Force's proposal will only benefit a few. A
state park will preserve the environment and provide puolic
access for years to come. Therefore, the Air Force's decision
to move ahead with their project is totally self serving and
without merit.

Submitted.

Warren Shahian
Chairperson,
San Pedro Planning Alliance
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May 14, 1986

SD/DEV
Attn: Mr. Bob Mason
P. 0. Box 92960
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2960

Dear Mr. Mason:

My family has been in San Pedro for 70 years and my
husband's family came here in 1906, so we really love our
town and have watched it grow through the years.

We don't Want to give up the last bit of ocean pro-
"perty at White Point to housing. We have nothing against
the military, but we don't want to see housing going on
that choice piece of land.

It is so peaceful out there at White Point and would
make a beautiful park.

Please reconsider and build the houses at another

78 location. Don't take away our last piece of ocean front
property.

Thank you.

Mr. & Mrs. Wm. Farrell
1156 Elberon Ave.
San Pedro, CA 90732
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WRITTEN STATENT
AIR FOR, SPACE DIVISION HOUSING SAN PEDRO, CA

(Submit to Hearing Officer at Public Hearing on April 22, 1986 or mail to:
HQ Space Division/DEV, Attn: Mr. Mason, P.O. Box 92960, Los Angeles, CA
90009-2960. Mailed statements should be submitted by May 27, 1986.)

AS a member of ""hite •i.t •:.:i="- r-r -
..•ke to re&es: :-.v --ou consider s

7 for constructi:n of Air Torce -hs .. n -
• .::?< r= ort o f 7-" -e zro-ert- ', i=g ": -e r "= e - -m

itreet nrd 7sers e .

feel th--t tby ut4iiiz4U-; tý4i sec -- r-, - --7-re cc_-.ri:-ý, z-r-_er r. • ' - recien' o - i n • •. .• • • - -
fcr tie fo _i1o,* inq: -e,,s -ns:

:i--t lind •'ic isrref=-r~ d for z-rd- 4ng.

-he fct =t the si! h~s >~en i
ilv c ilcomen fir "eprs.

ihe or r,• a 'ur=ose for he 7,-,,T -...- -t

- er to one ciy, f'or recre-tti.nel our tses, -- :1 zr
chrtai.r.lv does t...

Finallyv, -s a f-rmer member of the .. -. . .... s,
and kO',in tnhso the Air Force members
mucr. to our com.un4i-y, I have svmoath'. " : ir
but -tie also hpve need for our =-'=rdens.

7 c.-- -- .- .- u ie

NAME (PRINT)

STREET ADDRESS

CITY, STATE ZIP CODE
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"3600 Greve Drive

Rancho Palos Verdes, Ca. 90274

U.S. Air Force Space Division
Attn: Mr. Robert Mason (SD/DEV) 15 May 1986
PO Box 92960
Los Angeles Air Force Station
Los Angeles, California 90009

Dear Mr. Mason :

I am writing in support of the Air Force Housing at White Point in San Pedro.

Having carefully weighed the pros and cons of arguments by residents, nearby and

considering the tremendous impact of traffic if a park were to be established

instead...with overnight camping...I can only stress the firm belief I have that

our Air Force families deserve top consideration. We are forever in their debt

not only for past services to our beloved country.. .but for the sacrafices they

make for us every day of their lives. If the Coastal Commission should approve

twice the number of units, I would be in favor of it!

Yes, I am prejudiced toward the Air Force. For twenty-two years 1 was an Air

Force wife, our children attended 13 schools before college and we never had

a permanent "home"-and often were quartered in sub-standard housing. But we

were a part of the most splendid "family" in the world, the United States

Military Family. After the war, feelings ran against the military, but now

thankfully, seem to be turning again to the realization of what a strong defense

means to every citizen. The strength of our military men stems from the know-

lege that their families are well housed and happy.

I urge your approval of the request of our Air Force for the oroposed units!

Thank you for your consideration.

Sincerely,

Jeanne R. Taylor.

; •oan :"ores"Mrnae' .ornijm



May 15 1986
Irene C.Goldstone
P.O.Box 225 San Pedro Ca.
90731

I would like to protest the proposed military housing for 170 Air Force

officer families at the beautiful ocean view Whites Point Wilderness area.

This area is- in the procem of becoming a State Park for use of everyone.

The clustered housing for key personell at the extreme edge of permitted
airport

80 distance from theA area is a defense threat. The only through exit roads

are Western Ave, to the west and Gaffey and Pacific Ave to the East. These

are all extremely crowded streets and have beet blocked many times.

The wildlife and bird population has been underestimated. The site has teen fenced

8 1 for many years and altho some has been plowed to control weeds ,the uneven

terraine shelters much wild life. I,personally have seen several types of owls,

red tailed hawks,ring necked pheasant,quail and red winged blacbirds. The

82 • environmental report does not cover the threat to the State Park Plan or

adequately cover the wildlife that would be displaced,

There is also a threat for the possibility of landmovement as has happened recently

83 in Rolligg Hills by development,as While Point is between the slide area at

South Shores and the active landslide atf.nt Fermin.

I urge the housing be placed elsewhere



WRITTEN STATEMENT
AIR FORCE, SPACE DIVISION HOUSING SAN PEDRO, CA

(Submit to Hearing Officer at Public Hearing on April 22, 1986 or mail to:

HQ Space Division/DEV, Attn: Mr. Mason, P.O. Box 92960, Los Angeles, CA

90009-2960. Mailed statements should be submitted by May 27, 1986.)

My family and I are residents of this community for over fifteen
years. We shop, celebrate family events, meet our friends at many of
San Pedro's establishments, including Caruso's, Pacific Diner,
Papadakys and many others. I believe the enlargement of the Air Force
community in San Pedro brings the best of influence on cultural,
economic, social and educational aspects of San Pedro. The Air Force
citizens not only are extremely desirable from a civic point of view
but they are extremely dedicated and giving people. They thrive on
developing local youth and education; they thrive on dedicating their
time and energies to community cleanup, community cultural affairs and
filling key community roles as coaches, directors of nursing, etc.

As if this were not enough, they are a patriotic lot - they are
willing to serve their country even if most of them could make more
money as civilians; they are willing to be subjected to frequent
expensive moves; they do not complain that they are unable to purchase
homes as easily as civilians7 and last and most important, they are
willing to give their lives for our way of life.

I believe any rational community should welcome such contributing
citizenry by offering every possible acreage for Air Force use instead
of nitpicking location, acreage and partitioning of basically Federal
land.

The idea of a State Park at White Point is absurd, impractical and
pathetic. White Point is hardly located to accommodate large traffic.
Other detriments of State Parks emerge, including crowding, traffic,
police protection of citizens and assurance against criminal fringes.
If the Air Force wants twenty acres, I say give them 40!! and welcome
their tax base, cultural and social contributions.

NAME (PRINT)

STREET ADDRESS

CITY, STATE ZIP CODE
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Typewritten Translation of Mrs. J.V. March

To Air Force,

It is a very sad moment for us to hear & see your new plan for housing a
White Point, San Pedro.

We love our gardens. They have helped our unemployed fishermen, our
senior citizens & many San Pedran children who come with their parents to
learn a healthful way of supplementing their food budgets & learning a
great lesson.

We have spent years building up the soil. Now that it is in great
condition to grow things it will be gone. Can't you reconsider the
location?

Sincerely,
Mrs. J.V. March
740-40th St
San Pedro Ca 90731

P.S.
It seems that this will really congest Paseo del Mar. It will take away
an area that should be left for developing some open park for our town
and Los Angeles. There is already so-much congestion in the summer at
Pt. Fermin, Cabrillo Beach, and White Point Park. We don't dare leave on
Saturday or Sunday for we cannot find a parking space when we return.

This is a lovely area, we welcome Air Force personnel, but wouldn't Upper
Reservation, Bogdanovich Park, or area at Western Avenue be better for
all of us; dispersing the traffic into three areas instead of
concentrating it at Paseo del Mar?
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JOHN L. MCCOY

MAJOR GEZNEAL U.S.SAN. (RERED

1600 VIA L-AZO

PAL-40 VERDMES ESTATE& CALWOMRNIA 90374

May 16, 1986

Space Division/DEV
Attn: Mr. Robert Mason
P. 0. Box 92960
Los Angeles AFS, CA 90009-2960

Gentlemen:

I have owned my home in beautiful Palos Verdes Estates for
twenty-seven years and feel I know the needs and desires of
this community. We do not want a State Park in the White Point
area with its' mob scenes and traffic--overcrowding is anathe-
ma to us and the peaceful community we found when my family
and I moved here in 1959.

On the other hand, having spent thirty years in the U. S. Air
Forces, I know the needs and wants of the military. They also
deserve adequate housing when assigned to a high cost metro-
politan area such as Los Angeles. The unique and important
task of the Space Division can best be performed in its present
location near the Los Angeles International Airport. They
need the added quarters built in the White Point area.

I would hope that this letter can add another qualified voice
to the documentation being established.

Yours truly,

t~aorGeeral U.S.A.F. (retired)
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Typewritten Translation of Ralph E. Evans

To: Mr. Mason,
P.O. Box 92960
L.A. CA. 90009-2960.

Sir: In response to the information just given me by the head gardener
at White Point gardens. it is my understanding that the Air Force is
going to take over our cmmunity gardens which we have cultivated for at
least the last six years, that I have been there. At least 90% of the
gardeners are Senior Citizens as -m I., 1 just turned 79.

There is plenty of room for houses on the hill above us with beautiful

views, why not use this?

An old Air Corps Veteran

Ralph E. Evans
1110 So. Leland St.,
San Pedro, CA
90731
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JOHN W. LYNCH
PRESIENT

LYNCHn & CobtPANY
CONSULTANTS TO M-ANAGEMENT

1040 W O.Q.OKW0. AV. SujIT 110 3857 Brucyi S'.. 0131

OU..,.o. C.LUN1. 9080 NaPOWT 89UCH. CA 98000
'7141 978-9191 714) 639-8188

May 16, 1986

Mr. Robert Mason (SD/DEV)
U. S. Air Force Space Division
P. 0. Box 92960
Los Angeles Air Force Station
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2960

Dear Mr. Mason,

I am writing to you to recommend the approval of constructionB and operation of 170 units of Air Force housing on 40 acres at

8 White Point in San Pedro. I also recommend that Bogdanovich
Park not be used for housing as it would impact recreation
facilities for young people and that overnight camping not be89 considered because of its impact on traffic and the prevailing
environment.

At present, Air Force personnel are forced to commute many
miles to their duty station, the U. S. Air Force Space Division
near LAX. Critical work is being done there that involves the
defense of our country and the Los Angeles area. We need to
support that effort in every way that we can.

The units, when constructed, will house 170 Air Force personnel
and their families with an estimated annual payroll of approxi-
mately $3 million which will have a salutary effect on the
surrounding community. Military personnel are particularly
noted for their citizenship and good conduct, they make aood
neighbors in any community.

Cor I ly yours,
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WITTEN STATUENET
AIR FORCE. VAICE OITISION 1I@ING SAN PE• , CA

(SubmIt to Nearing Otficer at PublIc Nearing on April 22. 1986 or mall to:
HQ Space OlvIsIon/DEV, At'tn: Mr. Mason, P.O. Box 92960, Los Angeles, CA
90009-2960. Mailed statements should be submitted by May 27, 1906.)

NAME (PRINT)

STREET AOORESS

CITY, STATE ZIP CODE

Typewritten Translation of Vito Russo

We feel it is very unfair because we have put alot (sic) of time and alot
(sic) of hard work into this. Most important we are on a fixed income we
grow our food that we cant (sic) aford (sic) to buy and most of all it is
natural food. A new season of growing food has just started if it must

be taken away wait until October when growing season is over.

Have consideration for all

Vito Russo

1035 W. 26th St
San Pedro, CA 90731
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WIT1n STA1EMIT
AIR FONI. VACE DIVISION OWNGJM PE]W. CA

(Submit to Hearing Otticer at Public Hearing on April 22. 1986 or soIl to:

HQ Space DIvlslon/OEY, Attn: Mr. Meson, P.O. Box 92960, Los Angeles, CA
90009-2960. ailted statements should be submitted by May 27, 196.)
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T-rns1ot-t.on: Itali~an to Znglizh

I bog your honor to allow us to keep this small piece of land

because it helps the family very such, especially to obtain fresh
vegetables. I as as upset as my family is (that) after such a long

time part of this small piece of land (is going to be) taken
away. Thus I beg your honor to allow us to keep this small piece

of land.

Sincerely yours NAME (PRINT)

Francesco P. Cosentino STREET AOORESS

CITY. STATE ZIP CODE

Typewritten Translation of Francesco P. Cosentino

Si prega: alla signoria vostra di concedere: guesto pezzitino di Terra
perche aiuTa TanTo ella famiglia, specialmsnte per laverdura fresca.
Dopo tanto tempo che cortino questo pezzetino di cerreno o canta passions
come la mia famiglie ora viprego ella voesta signoria di concedere questo
pezzetino di terreno

Distinti Saluti
Francesco P. Coeentino

I beg your honor to allow us to keep this small piece of land because it

helps the family very much, especially to obtain fresh vegetables. I am

as upset as my family is (that) after such a long time part of this small

piece of land (is going to be) taken away. Thus I beg your honor to

allow us to keep this small piece of land.

Sincerely yours,
Francesco P. Cosentino

391 W. 17st

San Pedro, CA 90731
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Typewritten Translation of Mike Savar

May 19, 1986

Hearing Officer:

I am writing to you that I an very disappointed that the Air Force wants
to take White Point for housing, where I have my garden. I worked hard
for seven years to keep that garden going. It takes time and money not
only hard work but I at least know that the vegetables I grow have no
chemicals on them, and they taste better then bought ones, So Please let
us keep our garden at White Point.

Thank you
Mike Saver
401 So. Gaffey
San Pedro, Ca
90731
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Typewritten Translation of Salvatore Salvato

To Whom it May Concern:

It will be a great hardship on myself and many, many, others at the
"White Point Gardens" ifTi is taken away from us. It has brought us
many delicious fruits & vegetables and joy to me by having my garden at
"White Point" especially being pensioned, I can't express the savings,
also. I plead to Mr. Mason, "the air force" to relocate & reconsider
elsewhere.

Thank you very much,
Mr. S. Salvato
May 13, 1986
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Typewritten Translation of Michael S. Willis

Michael Willis
3476 LeLand St.

San Pedro, CA. 90731

5/19/86

H.Q. SPACE DIV./DEV
P.O. Box 92960
Los Angeles, CA. 90009-2960

Dear Sirs:

I am a gardener at the White Point Community Garden and as such I depend
on the vegetables that I grow during the summer there to significantly
reduce my food bill. I am adamantly opposed to any Air Force housing
plan which would interfere with the Community Garden. If any plan is
therefore to be implemented, I prefer Alternative A.

As I, as well as many others, have spent a lot of time & money improving
our garden plots by adding soil, manure, & fertilizer to what was once
rather unfertile land, it would cause a significant loss to have to do it
all over again and I therefore oppose Air Force housing there.

Again, I urge you not to destroy our Community Garden.

Yours truly,
Michael S. Willis
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NAM4E (PRINT)

STREET ADDRESS

CITY, STATE ZIP CODE

Typewritten Translation of Tom LoGrande

RE: WHITE POINT COMMUNITY GARDEN, SAN PEDRO, CA.

5/19/86

Dear Sir--

Removal of the Garden would be a tremendous hardship on my familv of

five. Living in an apt. without any means of growing vegetables to

supplement my food cost is a big worry to me. The original plan would

give the Air Force an advantageous site with view property. The flat

land should be left for recreation and the Garden land left as is. I

hope the Air Force will reconsider and go with PLAN A, which will be of

greater value to you.

Sincerely,
Tom LoGrande
1158 W. 23rd St.

San Pedro CA 90731
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Typewritten Translation of James P. Allen

5/20/86

Dear Mr. Mason--

The enclosed copy of our newspaper with the front page story on the Air
Force hearing, as well as, my editorial on page 6 of this same issue is
being submitted as written documentation opposing the proposed Air Force
Housing plan.

Please send us a final draft of the Air Force Environmental Study when it
is prepared.

James P. Allen
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Invasion of San Pedro
by James Allen
ot only did it seem quite odd to have willingly come to help with painting
see all those blue coats at the out grafitti on an old San Pedro church or
DEIS hearing on White Point whether they were ordered to come? Who

held at Peck Park Community Center, wants neighlbors that will be deceitful
but, as my friend Frank Mayer said, "rve about their true intentions when coming
never seen so many colonels at one time in to public meetings or doing public service ?
the same place." And Frank has been in Do we really want "volunteers" in our
the Air Force. community organizations that are paid to

The presence of this many !more than attend and whose true interest may only
half the audience) official, uniformed Air be for good PR for the Air Force? This
Force personnel at a civilian public somehow distorts the meaning of "volun-
hearing held to discuss reaction to the teer," doesn't .t? Especially when the :-
Environmental Impact Study on Air Force of us donate valuable working or personal
housing at White Point. amounts to time to attend the same meetings. iI per-
nothing lead than a military invasion. sonally would love to be paid for some of

This obvious political maneuver was those 8 a.m. meetings I attend.) Even
intentional on the part of Gen. McCartney more so we can never be quite sure
of Space Division to overpower the whether they are acting under orders and
meeting with pro-Air Force sentiment, have their own agenda to accomplish. In
stifle public opinion, and manipulate a some political or quasi-political organiza-
community meeting. This action is highly tions in our community, this could com-
queesonable, unedical, socially corrupt, promise true democratic structure and
and probably illegal, can be sen as buying influence or

Is this what we can expect from our perhaps buying votes.
"friendly' Air Force neighbors in the I realize that there are many fine people
future? in the Air Force, there are even a few radi-

I would have no argument if individuals viduals that disagree with the tactics and
within the Air Force independently decid- methods of the high command. And there
6d to attend a civilian meeting, in civilian are some that can see beyond their own
clothese to represent their own point of special interests for housing but are com-
view - that at least intimates genuine promised by their uniform and job from
concern and an assemblance of democratic speaking freely. Even within the Air
forum, or if Gen. McCartney wished to Force there ar those who see the need for
elucidate the Air Force's position person- a park at White Point rather than housing
ally, this would be quite appropriate, for Air Force brass.

What we saw at this "public" hearing Perhaps these few Air Force personnel
was nothing lea than a political invasion are the "good neighbors" we heard so
by one general and his army of loyal brass much about at the public hearing, for they
on the body politic of San Pedro. This not take into account the needs of their
only calls into question the "good inten- neighbors as well as their own and have
tions" of the Air Force now but also the the integrity to make up their own minds.
legality of any findins that are derived In the final analysis, though, the pre-
from this hearing which in any way sup- sence of these few does not compensate for
port the Air Force's position and any the tactics of Space Division Air Force
impact that support has on the final Command and Gen. McCartney's personal
Environmental Impact Study. political invasion at the Peck Park heir-

Although every Air Force officer I ing.
talked with at this meeting denied having . . . .
be*n ordered to attend, confidential You may try to outnumber us, out man-sour"es ýwthin the Air Force statedi that euver us, publicly castigate us for being
Gen. McCartuey let it be known that he "un-American" or even accuse me person.
wanted to see as many "bue uniforms" ally of not speaking the truth, but I
present as possible. It is generally under- guarantee you, Gen. McCarmey. that the
stood in the Air Force that when the Gen- San Pedro community will not be silenced.
eral makes such a request it is best to no matter how hard you try to stifle publiccomply. opnion or dominate public hearings, and IIt is also understood that Air Force wilLcontinue to speak the truth as I see it.
uniforms, especialy dress uniforms (with undeterred by your accusations.
ribbons) are for official business and The public debate over the future of
formal occasions only. This revelation not White Point is of greater importance to
only substantiates my own misgivings the national defense of our political and
about dealing with the Air Force but also constitutional nghts than your 170 units
calls into question all testimony given at of housing will ever be. After ail. free
the hearing referrng to what "good speech is one of the primarv things in the
neighbors" the Air Force can be. could be constitution that you are commissionea co
or have been, Who's to tell whether they defend and prntect.
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Colonel Raymond E. Rogers, Jr. May 22, 1986

Department of the Air Force
Los Angeles Air Force Station
P.O. Box 92960
Worldway Postal Center
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2960

Dear Colonel Rogers:

The following are comments by the City of Los Angeles regarding
the draft Environmental Impact Statement for military housing on
White Point.

We share the United States Air Force (USAF) concern in providing
g6 dq-,jate housing for military personnel and their families as-9 sicned to USAF Space Division. However, we question the manner in

which it is being done. Trying to justify the reversion of 40
acres at White Point for military housing in terms of a national
defense ermergency is an arguable approach.

in reading the DEIS, it appears that the Air Force, daspite the
good intentions of their public involvement program, has not
addressed the alternate siting proposals and compromises. Their97 examiration of alternatives seems to have been done in a manner
that su.-ports their preferred proje-ct at White Point. The Air
Force rust make an earnest attempt to analyze and consider other
viable housing options that may not be as environmentally da-ag-
ing. Wie feel this EIS is patently inadeq ate. The items that
were omitted are the very reasons for requiring an FIS.

ý.=arv

in several respects, we believe the subject Draft EIS :'either
-cately assesses the environrental ccnsecuences of the prcpcs.ed

!csing development nor adequately considers alternatives to the["",'fo ed act-on.

r..3t 13 ' 7.-,n a , ::ul •i*e p'an of the *n'cýc::ed
Cfl t - an 7 -C'4 *4.'-S O (.0 cI S to such "99 a. 1 ral =cr, cfns as ,' thu w\•,teAtes to the terrain, the
-2l eff'2ct o, ' - o', t • I !'- a v ':al uinvircr. c-nt, -- d
--*-.ts of JC~,3S LO i' .e; t aWu Kcit§ c
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As to the potential for development of an urban state park at
100 White Point, the docum~ent tends to rationalize and oversimplify

the effect of the proposed housing project by stating that it
would not preclude development of the park. . W

The Draft EIS lacks a convincing evaluation of alternatives to the
proposed action. The section on alternatives to the project does101 not explore the benefits that might accrue from a clustered
housing development, which include preservation of open space and
cost savings in the land development process. Some of the key
assumptions which underlie the allocation of housing densities for
the various alternative site selections are erroneous.

Project Desian

It is remarkable that the Draft EIS provides an illustration of
the proposed conceptual plan prepared by the California Department
of Parks and Recreation for an urban state park at h'hite Point
(Figure 5.15-1), but does not provide any site plan for the focus
of the EIS -- the proposed 170-unit housing development on the
southeastern 40-acre portion of White Point. The document indi-
cates that no conceptual siting plans or engineering designs have
been developed, nor have the interior or exterior desian of the
housing units been determined (pages 3-1 and 3-3). About the only
hint of a project design is contained in a statement that "the
siting plan will include an open "Green Belt" aria" (pace 3-1).

At minimum, we should expect the EIS to include a preliminary plot102 plan of the proposed project that shows an arrangement of lot
configurations, structures, !ardscaping, roadways and access point
to the site. A more satisfactcrv treatment of the project desicn
would also include some preliminary renderings and elevations,
with some discussion of the architectural and structural compo-
nents of the housing units.

The a sence of even a conceptual site plan undermines our capabil-
ity :o examine the project's land utili-zation (htw -he physical
layout of the project relates to the terrain). its effect Lcpn the
visual envircnment (of special concern to a futvre state :ark at
White Point, in particular, and to coastal zone r-anacegent pol-
icies, in gerneral), and the effect of vehicle access to the site
.,;on traffic and circulation conditions in the i"-7ediate ad6acert
area.
Develop::.ent of an Urban State Park at White ?oint

White Point, a coastal landmark on the Pa'os Verdes Peninsula, is
d ,with scer ic, open s-a;:e P 7d ether natural and

•nv•¢•eta resource =:.enitics, c.h i:terplay of ;,hich :.:s it
S-• ,•:•. 2ch .•:s' ' e azp ,rt -: :e, >• a ~ .. y in .. L'a :<e .y pota

d &.c1 cthern Cal i.'rnia -t~r-icn Wcre- rcrc .c'-'s a r. r z. c.!i
.r' " r sir al -r':t n "e .:.-- ,-.• f cral -
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It is these attributes that led the California Department of Parks
and Recreation to recommend inclusion of the upland area of White
Point, in combination with the adjoining coastal beaches below,
into the State Park System.

The Draft EIS concludes that the proposed action would not pre-
clude the development of an urban state park on the remaining 124
acres of State, County and City property at White Point. The
document notes as justification for its conclusion that 60 state
parks in California encompass less that 120 acres. However, the
Draft EIS does not take into account other factors, such as
topography or how much is usable for park purposes, that may have
an impact upon the future of a state park at Whitc Point. For

103 example, the EIS does not evaluate the displacement of the 300-
space parking area, restroom facilities and day-use picnic areas
on the State Department of Parks and Recreation plan for the area
proposed to be occupied by the Air Force housing development. The
displacement of these facilities, particularly the parking area,
does not seem to correspond with the conclusion in the Draft EIS
that public access to Royal Palms and White Point Beach would not
be impeded by the proposed action (page 5-83).

In'addition to the reduction of acreage available for development
of a state park at White Point, the EIS should more comprehen-
sively consider potential limitations that the housing proposal
may have upon land resources that can adequeately serve the future

104 needs of park development. The issue of compatibility between the
proposed housing development and a state park development is not
addressed. The potential loss of scenic and visual cualities from
the propcsed housing development may also have a bearing on future
plans to develop a state park.

Assessment of Alternatives to the Proposed Action

with the preservation of open space being a significant issie
applicable to the proposed site and all of the alternative sites
ccnsidered in the Draft EIS, we believe it is a serious shcrtcom-
ing that alternative housing development deslcns are not civen
rore consideration, e.g., clustered housing. An attractive,
clustered housing development (possibly in combination withO5 sncle-family detached develop-ent) could provide such bsnefits as
preserving open space areas while minimizing such develcýcent
costs as grading and provision for utilities. Further,with
appropriate design, setbacks and buffering from adjacent sincle-
family neighborhoods, we belie:ve that modest increases in density
that may result from a clustered housing development may be
acc&:p;eble to the cc -unity as a tradeoff for preserving most or
all of :Phite oint for an urban state park.

:n at I .. t -ne in-s'-trce in the Dxaft F.IS, th]:re is a di._cle.i.cy
in The ca-cilal-ýcn of .cusing de21sity in ter-s of &-elling units

106 r • e.-9, -, ;.•Ly stated fAr A4t~r7~iiveA s1 6 3.4 .:'.-11i.g •: :t e ,•e ... • r n e 3 -i9, :•• • n i
stated for the sr7e alt:ernative is 5.3 "..ellina units 'zer ace.
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derived by considering the buildable acreage only (32 acres)
rather than the total acreage of the site (50 acres), as was used
in the former calculation. From our standpoint, it is more
appropriate to express density as the relation of dwelling units
to the total acreage of the site.

The mininium area for an Ri zoned lot in the City of Los Angeles is
5,000 square feet, which corresponds to approximately 8.7 dwelling
units per net acre. Even with the assumption given in the Draft
EIS that 30% of a site would be devoted to foundations and rcad-
ways (page 5-1), we believe there exists the possibility to
allocate more single-family units to alternative sites. For
example, with the assumption that 30% of the 16.5 buildable acres

O7 of Bogdanovich Park were to be occupied by roadways and util-ties,07 the remaining 11.5 acres could theoretically still accommodate 100
single-family lots, each having a lot area of 5,000 square feet.
Similarly, the 22 acres at Upper Reservation of Fort MacArthur
could handle 134 single-family lots, each containing a lot area of
5,000 square feet. This differs considerably with the 90 housing
units allocated to Bogdanovich Park under Alternatives B, C and D,
and the 90 housing units allocated to Upper Reservation of Fort
MacArthur under Alternative F, G and H.

Other Comments

Acco.rding to the Draft EIS, funds were not appropriated by Con-
gress to include demolition costs, which is a rationale provided108 for not selecting Upper Reservation of Fort MacArthur as a pre-
ferred housing site. Yet, the proposed 40-acre site at White
Point contains the N:KE missile launchers, w;hich presu-ably ..oild
be demolished.

Figure 4.8-2 (page4-62) is an outdated zoning map of the southern
portion of the San Pedro Community. The heicht limit for ncst
residentially zoned property in this part of the cor.unity is
- eight District lXL (2 stories and 30 feet). Pecent City Ccuncil

109 adoption of the Pedro Specific Plan (April 20, 1986) places a
more restrictive height limit of 2 stories and 26 feet on residen-
tial properties within the coastal zone area. 3ogdanovich Park is
now zoned Al-I.

I The correct 1984 population estirate for San Pedro, according to
S 10 the City Planning Department's Data Support Unit, is 65,083. The

figure given on page 4-65 (62,336) is the 1980 census Fcpulation.

SThe T.erminal Island Tfeatýent PY ant is a sacorýaa trnat -ant
frcility- not pri:ary as sLated on pages 4-1:0 ard 4-92. t111 2 s!o ,2 e• te ote e tO .:'s i7.g :.!.-Y'y c,,•sn is .:c - 'ei-!y

'7o. . .. . 5f • ce is trcated at ., -CP.

S--:.e .c• uice "s -ut r "ovj-d h/ ':-e c,'"-ty for Io:'.-, !:h

112 J d 4 c~-e YcAJr?;'.in s td -n<: 5
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Conclusion

It is our opinion that the EIS presented by the Air Force is
inadequate. The City is disappointed that the Air Force's EIS
gives very little substantive consideration to alternative housing
sites as well as housing design and density.

The Air Force could accommodate all of its housing on alternative113 sites near White Point by utilizing a mixture of single-family and
attached dwelling units. In fact, the Air Force has built at-
tached units at the middle reservation of Ft. MacArthur, which is
under the direct control of the Air Force and the Navy, recently
successfully negotiated with the City for transfer of property for
construction of attached units.

Significant use of White Point for housing of any nature would
indeed eliminate any opportunity for a city or state park at this

4 important site. The White Point Park site is the largest piece of114 undeveloped publicly-ewned coastal property in the City of Los
Angeles. It should be preserved for present and future gen-
erations.

The proposed specific plan of the City of Los Angeles designates
White Point as a recreational area. This recommendation was
reached with the assistance of a community advisory committee
after community public hearings.
The City's goal has been to accommodate additional Air Force

housing in our community while protecting the multi-millicn dollar
state park option at W-hite Point. In its compromise proposals to
the Air Force, the City has never presented a prcposal which would
not allow all the housing units the Air Force req;uested in the San
Pedro community. Nor have we ever suggested that the Air Force
build fewer units in San Pedro and others at a location clcser to
El sec•scrdo.

I.7e w..ill continue to offer to meet with the Air Force to d2sc:ss
further the details of our proposals which would provide the Air
Fcrce with all its recuixed housing units. %;e vould further
recqest the Air Force to follow the direction of Congress durira
its aF.,ropriation process which urged the Air Force to work with
the City to resolNe this iss ie. 1.e reaain cc;;nitted to prese-rving

4 'ite ?oint while offering otner desirable and valuable City
properties For future Air Force housing.

Sincerely,

N *j *~~'~ , ~ (
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Typewritten Translation of Angela Matteoioc

5/22/86

To Whom it my (sic) Concern.

Why do you want to take our farmes (sic) away from us. Every day my
family and I injoy (sic) going to work at the farm. Some people say ther
is nothing wrong with progress but what farming is to families it brings
them closer. The children have more respect for nature and each ocher.

Thank you,
Angela Matteoioc
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(Submit to Hearing Officer at PubiIc Hewring on "prii 22. ?986 or &ail tot
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NAME (PRINT)

Thn \ou sincerely ý2'ý)Z-'

STREET AOORSS

CITY. STATE ZIP ~CO

Typewritten Translation of Joe Caruso

To whom it may concern,

It was a disappointmuent to learn about the removal of the garden. we
have worked very hard to obtain it. Growing our own vegetables has
helped us a lot with our family finances.

We ask you to please consider a different site for the Air Force Housing.

It means a lot to us to keep our garden. We appreciate every effort.

Thank you, sincerely

Joe Caruso
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Typewritten Translation of Teresa D. Abeuado

5/23/86

To Who it May Concern

Why do you want to take our farmes (sic) away from use everyday my family
injoyes (sic) going to work there. Some people say there is nothing
wrong with porgress (sic) but what farming is to family brings them
closer together and the children have more respct (sic) for nature and
each other there are not tomany (sic) familys (sic) that are not close
but farming brings them verry (sic) verry (sic) close. Teresa B.
Abeaudado
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Typewritten Translation of John Mattera

5/23/86

To Who it May Concern

Why do You want to take our Frames (sic) away from us everyday my familyinjayes (sic) going to work there. Some people say there is nothing
wrong with porgress (sic) but what framing (sic) is to family brings themcloser together and the children have more respct (sic) for 'nature andeach other there are not tomany (sic) family that are not close butframing (sic) brings them verry (sic) verry (sic) close. John Mattera
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Typewritten Translation of Mrs. Jeanne Mattera

5/23/86

To Who it May Concern

Why do you want to take our Frames (sic) away from us everyday my family
injoyes (sic) going to work there. Some people say there is nothing
wrong with porgress (sic) but what framing (sic) is to family brings them
closer together and the children have more respect for nature and each
outher (sic) there are not tomany (sic) familys (sic) that are not close
but framing (sic) brings them verry (sic) verry (sic) close

Mrs. Jeanne Mattera
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STREET AVCORESS -

TYe~rritten Translation of Mary Firinan

Gentelman (sic):
The latest Proposal by the sir Force for housing at White Point entails
doing away with the Garden. It behooves us ll Co express our
displeasure with their change in plans, as their final decision On where
they will build (not wheaeer (sic)) ha; Yet to be made. Their original
proposal (which wuld leave the Garden where it is) is now -"neo as
alternative A. Mlny of us live in apartment and enjoy going to theGarden, Plus help us with our food bill.Please leave the garden as the are, it would be a hardship to many if itwss taken from us.

Yours truly,
Mary Pirinan
a Garden for many Years
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May 23, 1986

HQ Space Division/DEV
P.O. Box 92960
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2960

ATTENTION: Mr. Mason

Dear Mr. Mason:

In response to the DEIS meeting held April 22, 1986, 1 earnestly
submit the following argument in favor of abandoning the Air
Force plans to develop 170. officer's housing units on the pro-
posed sites...

In this huge metropolitan area of millions and millions of in-
habitants the acreage at White Point and Angels Gate is the only118 remaining undeveloped coastline in Los Angeles County. As a na-
tive Los Angeleno I have witnessed the rapid development and dis-
appearance of our natural open land. It is truly heartbreaking
to imagine this last parcel will be lost to military housing.

The importance of its preservation is surely apparent to all ci-
tizens who value the quality of life. Perhaps it would be dif-
ferent if the land in question were not the last remaining open
coastline. Once developed, it is gone forever. The breathtaking
public view from Western Ave. and 23TS Street will be stolen from
us. There will be no wild open space where adult or child can
experience the solitude and inspiration that nature offers. The
sound of the wind through the grass, the meadow bird calls, the

119 fragrance of the plant life, gone forever. No future generations
of children will ever know what the beauty of their land was once
like. They will not know the exhilaration of running free across
a hill or field, or the joy of discovering the small wonders of
nature hidden in the grass. All gone, forever, replaced with bleak
institutional housing. And what of the peace of an undisturbed
hillside facing the sea, on a cool afternoon with the birds call-
ing and the rustle of the wind through the grass?

Another point to seriously consider is that San Pedro already has
its share of military housing. The housing at Fort MacArthur,
off Western Ave., and off 25th St. already consumes large tracts
of land in our community. At the meeting, Lt. Col. Sweeney ac-

120 cused the opposition of having the "NIMBY" syndrome. In the pre-
sent case this can hardly be true since San Pedro and Rancho PV
must already have more than 500 units of military housing. No
more in my backyard would be an accurate description of the cur-
Pent situation. Enough is enoughl

The military community is a transient one. As many times as I had
to sit and hear some of these folks declare how they are the best
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neighbors that one could ever hope to encounter, I had to reflect
many more times on the fact that these kindly neighbors build fen-
ces around their properties, complete with barbed wire and armed
guards which effectively bar my free passage within my own com-
munity. They are free to go wherever they please in our town and
use whatever facilities that are available to all, yet their fa-
cilities are theirs alone. As individuals their interests in the121 community are shortsighted because they move on every few years.

12 It is therefore not surprising that the Air Force wants this pre-
cious land for their own selfish interest, in the name of national
defense no less! They are quick to place their concerns over those
of a community which is already densely populated with condos and
apartments. They don't share the future interests of San Pedrans
and Los Angelenos.

The traffic on So. Western Ave. is already congested. Once the condos2 •below the Harbor Cove shopping center are occupied, it will be
12 worse. Add 170 more homes at White Point and the traffic will be

unbearable.

dE l If the land at White Point is destroyed, you willjave taken away a
12 valuable educational resource from the students of LACS. It is

used for field trips for natural science classes. The Palos Verdes
124 Ibutterfly will have lost its natural habitat and will be forced

closer to extinction. If housing is built there it runs the risk
of sonay becoming low income housing...and South Shores residents
are concerned that a park might disturb their peaceful neighborhood!
If you take Angels Gate for your housing the young and growing cul-
tural center will be lost and the people living between Gaffey St.
and Pacific Ave. will be hemmed in by military housing.

If because of the Air Force's powerful position (which is supposed
to serve the citizens, not vice versa) they go ahead with the pro-
posed project, I pray they have the decency not to build on the north
or western portions of White Point which would destroy the Catalina
and ocean views. If there is a plan to be-favored chose Alternative
"D", which would protect as much of the undeveloped land as possible
and maintain the cultural center. The beautiful soccer field would
be lost, but it could be relocated at Angels Gate where there is now125 a large level area in front of the skills center which is presently
a vacant parking lot. Having the field there would further enhance
the center's activities. Or why not put some of the units on the lot

l9i which is already owned by the Navy between The Rancho Verde Raquet
12 Club and the Navy housing on Western Ave.?

Personally I do not understand why the officers can't purchase homes27• on the open market like other hard working patriotic people do, es-
12 pecially considering the fact that they retire in their forties with

nice pensions and then get not too shabby jobs in the private sector.

San Pedro really does have its share of military housing and if the
Air Force builds even more, what assurance do we have that all acres280 left for community use won't someday fall under the reversionary clause

12 which is causing so much grief and concern in our community? Please
open your ears and your hearts and help us preserve this very special
site for our children, and for future generations that follow.

Sincerely, -- •.'4,•.• -'-

Mrs. Kristine Zoeger-Puerta
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Mr. Robert C. Mason
HQ Space Division/DEV
P.O. Box 92960
Worldway Postal Center
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2960

Dear Mr. Mason:

The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA) has reviewed
the Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) titled HOUSING
PROJECT, SAN PEDRO, LOS ANGELES COUNTY, CALIFORNIA. We
are pleased with the thorough treatment of air and water
quality issues in the DEIS. There are, however, two air
quality issues which should be addressed in more detail in
the Final Environmental Impact Statement (FEIS). These are
described in the enclosed comments.

We have classified this DEIS as category LO, Lack of
Objections (see attached "Summary of Rating Definitions and
Follow-Up Actions"). The classification and date of EPA's
comments will be published in the Federal Register in accordance
with our public disclosure responsi=ilities under Section 309
of the Clean Air Act.

We appreciate the opportunity to review this DEIS. Please
send two copies of the FEIS to this office at the same time
it is officially filed with our Washington, D.C. office. If
you have any questions, please contact Juli Jessen, Federal
Activities Branch, at (415) 974-8193 or FTS 454-8193.

Sincerely yours,

Charles W. Murray, Jr!. I
Assistant Regional Admilnistrator

for Policy and Management

Enclosure (2 pages)
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Air Quality Comments

1. The FEIS should indicate whether the proposed project is
consistent with regional plans for air quality. As noted
in EPA's scoping comments, the Southern California Association

129 of Governments is the appropriate organization to determine
and certify this consistency. We especially encourage
adoption of a project alternative which supports the regional
transportation control measures.

2. The DEIS (p. 6-4) proposes a good mitigation plan. It would
be helpful, however, for the FEIS to explain these measures
in more detail. For example, the proposed transit improvements
and the special programs offered by the Rapid Transit
District should be described. The FEIS also should describe
specific methods which will be used to promote public
transit, vanpools and retrofit of out-of-state vehicles.
This discussion should state the target rates for participation
by residents in such programs.
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S~ARY OF RATING DEFINrIIONS AND FOL.L#-P ACTION*

Enwironmental Impact of the Action

The EPA teiw has not identified any potential envirormental iMpacts requiring
substantive changes to the proposal. The review may have disclosed opportunities
for application of mitigation measures that could be accomplished with no more than
minor dcange. to the proposal.

C--Erviromfntal Concerns
The EpA review has identified environnental impacts that should be avoided in order
to fully protect the environment. Corrective measures may require changes to the
preferred alternative or application of mitigation measures that can reduce the
environmental impact. EPA would like to work with the lead agency to reduce these

O--?nwvir ntal Objecticns
The FpA review has identified significant environmental impacts that must be avoided
in order to provide adequate protection for the environment. Corrective measures may
require substantial changes to the preferred alternative or consideration of sau
other project alternative (including the no action alternative or a new alternative).
EPA intends to work with the lead agency to reduce these impacts.

D--nvirou"entally Unsatisfactory
The EPA review has identified adverse environmental impacts that are of sufficient
magnitude that they are unsatisfactory from the standpoint of public health or
welfare or environmental quality. EPA intends to work with the lead agency to reduce
these impacts. If the potential unsatisfactory impacts are not corrected at the final
EIS stage, this proposal will be recamwnded for referral to the CEO.

Adequacy of the bpact Statement

Cat!= 1-- tg29uate
EpA believes the draft EIS adequately sets forth the environmental impact(s) of
the preferred alternative and those of the alternatives reasonably available to the
project or action. No further analysis or data collection is necessary, but the
reviewer may suggest the addition of clarifying language or information.

Category 2--Insufficient Information
The draft EIS does not contain sufficient information for EPA to fully assess
environmental ixpacts that should be avoided in order to fully protect the environment,
or the EPA reviewer has identified new reasonably available alternatives that are
within the spectrum of alternatives analyzed in the draft EIS, which could reduce
the envirtrsental inpacts of the action. The identified additional information, data,
analyses, or discussion should be included in the final MIS.

Category 3--Inadequate
EPA does no believe that the draft EIS adequately assesses potentially significant
environmental impacts of the action, or the EPA reviewer has identified new,
reasonably available alternatives that are outside of the spectrum of alternatives
analyzed in the draft EIS, which should be analyzed in order to reduce the
potentially significant environmental impacts. EPA believes that the identified
additional information, data, analyses, or discussions are of such a magnitude that
they should have full public review at a draft stage. EPA does not believe that the
draft £IS is adequate for the purposes of the NEPA and/or Section 309 review, and
thus should be formally revised and made available for public om nt in a supplemental
r revised draft EIS. On the basis of the potential significant iL-xacts involved,

this proposal could be a candidate for referral to the CEO.

from: EPA Manual 1640 Policy and Procedures for the Review of
Federal Actions Impacting the Envircnment
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UNITED STATES
DEPARTMENT OF THE INTERIOR

OFFICE OF THE SECRETARY

PACIFIC SOUTHWEST REGION
BOX 36006 * 450 GOLDEN GATE AVENUE

SAN FRANCISCO. CAUFORNIA 94102

(415) 556.8200

MAY 2 3 1986

ER 86/566

Mr. Robert Mason
HQ Space Divi4si.on/DEV
P. 0. Box 92960
Worldway Postal Center
Los Angeles, California 90009-2960

Dear Mr. Mason:

The Department of the Interior has reviewed the Draft Env,:cn-
mental impact Statement (DE:S), Air Force Soace Division :cus;
Project, San Pedro, Californi4a.

:t does not appear that resources under the legal respons:ib-1-?
or concern of the Department, with a possible exception of some
Endangered Species Act concerns, would De adversely iact -
the project, as proposed. To verify if any federa--; " Z:s;e
species may be present in the protect area, we recommenddirectly contact:

Nancy Xaufman, Field Supervisor
U. S. Fish and Wildlife Ser4vce
Federal Building
24000 Av4la Road
Laguna Nlguel, Callfornla 9267:

We an=reclate :hZis opportunity .o comment on the .

Sincerely,

Patricia Sanderson Port
Regional Envi4ronmenta! Cfficer

cc: Director, OEPR (w/origi4na! i-ncomnng;
Reg. Dir., FWS
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WRITTEN STAEItENW
AIR FORCE, SPACE DIVISION HOUSING SAN PEDRO, CA

(Submit to Hearing Officer at Public Hearing on April 22, 1986 or mail to:
HQ Soace Divislon/DEV, Attn: Mr. Mason, P.O. Box 92960, Los Angeles, CA
9000j-2960. Mailed statements should be submitted by May 27, 1986.)

We presently have a garden in the White Point Community
Garden. After seeing where the new proposed housing site
might be and the alternatives available, we would certainly1 36 opt for alternative "A". Our beautiful coastal land is136 already so dimini --that to use a piecesD prime & beautiful
seems a crime. Alternative "A",by bordering on Western Ave.
as opposed to Paseo Del Mar,would leave a beautiful unspoiled
area that we can still enjoy while still providing a housing
area for your people.

Respectfully,

Millie Young
Frank Cronin

Millie Young / Frank Cronin
NAME (PRINT)

3700 S. Pacific Ave. *12

STREET ADDRESS
San Pedro, Ca.90731

CITY, STA-E ZIP CODE
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835 29th Place
San Pedro, California 90731
May 26, 1986

The Draft Environmental Impact Statement (DEIS) on Air Force37 Housing in San Pedro is inadequate because it does not adequately
13 consider alternatives to the proposed project and because it does

not adequately consider the impact of housing construction at
White Point or Bogdanovitch Park.

The DEIS briefly considers the possibility of constructing
housing on the grounds of the VA hospital in Brentwood, but
rejects it because the VA is quoted as saying that they need all
the available space. However, the General Services
Administration is now moving to sell off this land to the highest
bidder. Evidently the Veterans' Administration has been
persuaded that they don't need all of the space after all. AaI38 second point raised in the DEIS was that the former owner had
donated it to the VA, with the proviso that it would revert to
the former owner if the VA was no longer using it. This issue
does not seem to be stopping the GSA from proceeding with the
sale. If the Air Force has been really determined to seek out
alternatives to White Point, they could have gone through similar
steps attempting to build housing at this site. If, indeed, the
GSA is successful in its attempt to sell off this land, part of
it should be reserved for construction of air Force housing which
would otherwise be located in San Pedro.

A second possibility which has not been adequately considered is389 the construction of housing at Upper Fort MacArthur. Demolition
of presently existing structures may be no more difficult than
demolishing the Nike missile site on the White Point property.

The Air Force does not begin to adequately address the issue that
construction of housing at White Point may well prevent the
establishment of a State Park at the location. A State Park,
carefully managed, and planted with native plants, would provide
needed habitat for wildlife, both plants and animals. In
addition, it would provide many opportunities for outdoor
recreation and education.

If Air Force housing is sited at Bogdanovitch Park, it should be
done it such a way as to spare the soccer fields presently in use
there. If this cannot be done, the Air Force should pay for4I constructing replacement soccer fields elsewhere. If the Air
Force felt that they could not justify expending money on soccer
fields, even though this would greatly remove a political
roadblock for their project, then they should go back to
Congress and request supplemental money for this purpose.

Sincerely,

Alfred Sattler
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Typewritten Translation of Teresa Mattera

5/28/86

HQ Space Division
Art: Mr. Mason
P.O. Box 92960
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2960

Dear Sir:

Please leave the gardens at White points at its present location. We all
worked very hard fixing are space and now have it all cutivated (sic) and
really to plant and harvest vegatables (sic).

Thank you.
Teresa Mattera

Teresa Mattera
1316 S. Alma
San Pedro, CA

90731
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Typewritten Translation of Pasquale Matters

5126/86

HQ Space Division
ATT: M4r. M4ason
P.O. Box 92960
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2960

Dear Sir:

I have space at White point. it has been very helpful to mI to grow my
own vegatables (sic) since I an disabled and unable to to gainfully
employed.

Please %-ite Zir Alternative plan "A" which will leave the gardens as is.

Thank you very much
Pasquale Matters
1026 W 14th St
San Pedro, CA 90731
(213) 833-3907
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May 26, 1986

2184 Paseo Del Mar
San PedroCA 90732

USAF Space Division/DEV
Attn: Mr. Robert Mason
P.O.Box 92960
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2960

Subject: White Point

Reference: Environmental Impact Statement

Gentlemen:

This letter addresses the crippling scourge the "reversion clause"
has had on the making of plans to restore the environmental focus at
White Point. That being the recreation and social centers so
vividly chartered by celebrating visitors from Pasadena, San Pedro,
Los Angeles and surrounding counties during the 1920s and 1930s (See
excerpts from SAN PEDRO, A PICTORIAL HISTORY enclosed).

The military was not solely responsible for halting the development
of recreation facilities in the area. I hear the 1929 Crash had
something to do with the demise of the fairways of the San Pedro
Golf and Country Club on which our South Shores home now stands. I
should be thankful for that but doesn't it illustrate the
permanentloss to public benefit the building of houses on prime
coastal land can cause?

I am confident, now, we will get a patrolled park. I hope, too, the
JAA Air Force gets suitable housing in the area. A necessary concession,
144 in my view, to that end is the deletion of the reversion clause asit

now exists.

Without the threat of reversion we can do more than tromp down to
Royal Palms, broom in hand, to sweep the terrazzo dance floor.

I am not writing as a director for the San Pedro Bay Historical
Society but as one of many concerned citizens in the Southland who
have ready testimony to offer supporting the preservation of San
Pedro's colorful heritage. Wouldn't the Air Force enjoy entering
into the spirit of cultural restoration and help make things happen?
I think so.

If you wish to contact me call me at home, 213/547-0120, or at work,
213/517-6180.

Sincerely,

Milton W. Heyn e /
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Typewritten Translation of Jack P. Holt

I. I a firmly behind the air force in your housing proposal at White

Point.

2. You have pussyfooced around with some of the anti-groups too long and
for no good.

3. The air force should have taken the entire Fort M4ac property wnen the

opportunity vas presented.

4. The officers connected with "i, -nace program, in fact, all the
personnel, should have a secure. a -- ivf place to live,

5. 1 think your P.R. progra i. 'iI -7, you might take a lesson from
Capt. Hlealey of the lUaval Station

Jack P. Holt
P.O. Box 12

Sa Pedro, CA 90733

P.S. I submitted an ariel photo or available LA city owned land for a
location for soccer field in the north end of San Pedro.
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Typewritten Translation of Palmor Mattera

To Whom it May Concern.

Why do you want to tak (sic) our Farms away from us. Everyday my family,
I njoy (sic) going to work at the farm. Some peaple (sic) say there is
nothing wrong with progress but what farming is to family it bring them
closer. The children have more respect for nature and each other.

Thank you Palmor Mattera
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255W FifthStreet. P. Box 471 LOGICON
San Pedro. California 90733

(213) 831-0611

27 May 1986
LA-86033

HQ Space Division/DEV
PO Box 92960
Worldway Postal Center
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2960

ATTN: Mr. Robert Mason

Dear Mr. Mason:

The enclosed comments are provided in response to the Draft Environmental Impact
Statement for the proposed Air Force Space Division housing project in San Pedro.

I hope they will be of some value in this important endeavor.

TRAFFIC

The traffic analysis showed minor impacts. I expect that the impacts are even
"46 A less than might be inferred from the report since Space Division operates on

14 very early hours. They are generally on the road about one hour earlier than
most people. These hours are set to minimize the travel time of the personnel
and to allow maximum overlap for communications to more easterly time zones.

The state park planning report suggests an annual visitation of 500,000 people.
This is an average of 1,370 per day for 365 days per year. I would guess that
peak crowds on weekends in the summer might be 3 to 5 times the average of

147 4,100 to 6,800 people. This compares to the population of the adjacent census
tracts of about 10,200. Thus on a busy weekend, the local population will grow
by 40 to 70 percent. This could be a serious impact not only on the quality of
life of the residents, but also on the beach facilities themselves.

POLICE SERVICE

The state estimates that the crinme problem associated with the proposed park
will be minor, based on comparison to a facility of similar size, the "Pendelton
Coast". The conclusion is misleading since the locations are totally different
and the character of the average visitor is different.

The matter of concern to the residents is not the amount or type of crime within
the fences of either the USAF housing project or the state park. What does matter
is the potential change in the crime rates in the surrounding neighborhoods.

Today, the police report that crime on the existing public beaches is minor.
The reason for this is that the gangs which frequent the beaches have declared

8 it a "neutral" territory. Thus while they create distress to the locals who
might wander into the beach area, they in fact do no harm until they leave
the park. Now imagine the possibilities for mayhem in the local neighborhoods
when these people find out that they can camp out overnight. And recall that
the state security people go off duty at 1:00 am.
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LA-86033 
LOGICON

27 May 1986
Mr. Mason
Page two

The experience in other parks is impossible to relate because they don't record
crimes committed by visitors to the parks in adjacent areas. Also they don't
get the same level of "gang" visitation.

The potential park security staff numbers five. It is not clear if the staff
of five is for each shift or if the staff covers the two shifts per day, seven
days a week. In any case, this size staff doesn't seem like a very strong
force for peak crowds of upwards of 7,000 people.

Another possible outcome for a park would be the case where the existing traffic
of "undesirables" finds a welcome and the word spreads. "Here is a beautiful
park and beach which is cheap to spend the night and bring your friends". The
size of the problem people groups could grow as this becomes a haven for them.
They could come from all over the state and country to enjoy a "neutral territory"
in the sunshine. The idea of a magnet is certainly worrisome.

Until someone can provide a forecast of the crime potential outside a park in
an urban area, no conclusions can be made.

STATE PARK

In the past when a major park was proposed, local opinion came out negatively.
I suggest that the only support for a park is coming from those who oppose
any development of the land. And if it ever is to be developed, those same
individuals will rally just as strongly to oppose a park.

Most recently the boy scouts were prohibited from using the land as a camping49 site. The noise was a problem. Imagine the noise from hundreds of families

1 camping in the area. The motor generators alone would be a serious impact.

The potential existence of toxic materials in the area should be studied further.
15O The cost of removing these can be handled by Federal sources. But if a state

1 park is planned, then necessary funds may be hard to get. Failure to secure funds
would leave the land in a toxic state and probably undeveloped for the foreseeable
future.

BOGDANOVICH PARK

The notion that the athletic fields at Bogdanovich Park will be replaced is
wishful thinking. The city has made no commitment of land and money. Based on15 the record of not living by written commitments, this may be just as well. And
the likelihood of the Air Force having any money left over to help is also wish-
ful thinking. Due to the delays in the project caused by the city's intransigence,
the costs of construction may exceed the budgets even today.
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LA-86033 LOGICON
27 May 1986
Mr. Mason
Page three

One has to wonder if the motive to relocate the ball fields isn't driven by local
residents desire to reduce weekend noise and congestion. Air Force housing would
provide that result, but let's be up front and get the city to put some funds and
land deeds in escrow to preclude failure of this approach.

The concept of tearing down existing facilities needlessly and then causing a
split operating location for the housing with the doubling of expense for security
makes little sense to a taxpayer. Why spend all this unnecessary money?

Sincerely,

LOGICON, INC.

F. T. Cummings
Vice President & General Manager
Strategic & Information Systems Division

FTC/klr
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STAFF REPORT AND RECOMM*ENDATION

ON CO;NSISTENCY DETER71TNATION

Consistency Determination

No. CD-17-86
(U.S. Air Force)
49th Day: 5-29-86
Staff: J_-SF
Commission M1eeting: 5-29-86

FEDERAL AGENCY: U.S. Air Force

ACTIVITY DESCRIPTION: Consistency Determination for re-acquisition of 40
acres and construction of 170 single-family residences
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1. Draft Environr.ental impact Statement, Air Force Space Division Proposed
Housing, White Point, San Pedro, California, April, 1986

2. Federal Lcency's Consistency Oetermination, April 14, 19.86

3. CD-50-84 (U.S. Air Force)

S-EF '4OTE:

i. Lo. of 185 the Commission urani.icusly objected to a cors~stgncy
d:taram.nat~on -mde .y th.e Air Force fcr re-acquisition of _50 acres Z:
Point and construction of 170 single-family d',ellings. The Cf...ission Fo,•nd
that the proposed development would preclude develo.,:.ent of a State ;ark on
the site and thus conflict with the recreation and access policies of the
C:-tal ;ct. The Co-.,icsson further Foind that the alternaz:ve araisis

dert§;-en by the Air Force met neither 'the intenton or the recuirelents of
-- A 'A." This project is es nt'.a,, y -he e . project, ex:-c: tat thp sz-e

prc;,td for thc hcusing has been cnr n:ed to a fatter portion of the site a'd
thaz -10 acres are propcsed to t2 re-acqJired rather than 50 acres.

Af er 7 CM •.:.•cted to "e crs, 'tcy "e .. at 7'n," :e , r -- c e
.-t '. ~ - .- d =-.r t - . T'e City of 'cc "r-_.es

S t -rua.2nt .ii ' -J .: 'Jr .-- rca's -r.,r-., :-e I.
I"n 'e c7':-xt of court action in ; ch Air ;.ýrce coht to c- -e ' :he152 -d it For 31:ect ... 'i "s a. s Ar e

- r:'.,-r--a ntal :;act S --. 't lKS).
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During the fall of 1985, it seemed as if negotiations tet-ýeen the Cit! of Los
Angeles and the Air Force would result in a compromise that would preserve the
option of a State Park by using City-owned Bogdanovich Park as a site for all
or most of the housing. In a letter dated June 28, 1985 the Deputy Assistant
Secretary of the Air Force indicated interest in a "...split housing
development bet.;een a reduced area on White Point and the Bogdanovich site."
In a further letter dated August 22, 1985, the Air Force indicated that they

were:

... willing to pursue Bogdanovich as our primary site. The only
question outstanding is how many housing units could be
accommodated on the site in a density and configuration
acceptable to the Air Force and cornatible with the surrounding

153 community.. . have pledged to you that the Air Force will make a
concerted effort to site all of our housing units without using
White Point land and, if this is not possible, we will use as
little land on White Point as we can reasonably get by with. In
addition, I have pledged that any use of White Point land would
be done in a way that would fully consider future park
development and thus minimize any adverse impact.

Following further discussion, on September 4, 1985 the City offered use of the
entire Bogdanovich Park parcel and up to 10 acres of White Point (Exhibit 12)
if the reversionary clause in the title was also cleared. After a further
exchange of letters, the Air Force responded on December 17, 1985 that it
needed IS acres at White Point as well as all of Bogdanovich Park rather than
9 acres (see Exhibit 11). Neootiaticns 'r-ke dtwn at that point, and the Air
Force is now seeking 40 relatively flat acres at White Point.

It appears to staff that the Air Force proposal exceeds that which is

154 necessary to provide housing in several ,;ays. The Air Force is is trying to
_r~ate residen:ial amenities at White Point by providing large lots,

s ectacular views, and a private recreational area. The Air Force has not
made its site plans available, and has not responded formally to site plans'

5 prepared by the City of Los Angeles. Staff believes that it is inappropriate

1 to tat acr-,e f`cures back in forth in negotiation without having site plans
tý-t establish ',he tradeofFs for the two c-z 'tng intErests, niiiCry Ysýg
and recreation. Clearly 170 units of housing can be constructed on
2-cdanovich Park and 9 acres of White Point as suggested by the City. 'taff

56 believes that the Air Force's "need" for 16 acres rather than 9 acres re~tes156 strictly to fur:her amenities for the perý7,nnel. Eecause thcse arenities
,ild ,er-ous'y cc,;rýrmise the potential of the site for a State Park, staff

r~cz•.ends zhat the Cv,,-.Tmýssion object to the ccnsistercy deter-ination.

I. Staff fu-r

A !7-)-_r7 -ýcrr-,-tjCn.

T-e :n - t t s >e rt.:enIt of ake Air :e . - : s to ro -. c -c a .:_-rs
of 1.Mna .,_. 1 e City of L ss'7c 5 a:,d ccrst--ct 170 s½l7ge- .:Z yj - d

"-'s :or ' , ko ... d ýenicr Air Frrce *ii,:rs. She pr:: s d s 1
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deve'Vo-.ent would be assigred to the Los "ngeles Air Force Station (_AAFS).
the hEadquarters for Space Division, which includes the 6592nd Air 0.2:e Grmup
and 20 tenant organizations. Space Division is responsible for the research
and development of all Air Force space systems along with most of the space
systems for the rest of the Department of Defense. The 170 dwellings are
proposed to have a unit mix as follows:

1) 20 three bedroom at 1,350 square feet;
2) 70 three bedroom at 1,400 square feet;
3) 10 four bedroom at 1,450 square feet;
4) 50 four bedroom at 1,550 square feet; and
5) 20 four bedroom units at 1,700 square feet.

A site plan for the project has not been included in the consistency
determination. White Point is approximately 20 travel miles southeast of the
LAAFS. According to the Air Force, the housing will generate a population of
approximately 650 persons.

White Point is a 145 acre shorefront and upland site that was formerly part of
an Army missile battery. The site was not needed by the Army and was deeded57• to the City of Los Angeles for recreational purposes. The 115 acre upland

1 portion features a prominent ridge on the upcoast (western) boundary and a
well defined valley adjacent to the ridge. The effect of the topography is to
form a bowl that makes adjacent development virtually invisible.

B. Federal Agency's Consistency Determination and Findinas

The United States Ai.r Force has found that the propcsed project is
consistent to the maximum extent practicable with the policies and obiectives
of the California Coastal Management Program.

If. Staff _ --o endat'on

The staff recommends that the Comrmission adopt the following

resolution:

Ctection

The Ccr:-mssion .erty objects to the consistency detymiraton 7-'y Z

J'i'ed States Oepartment of the Air Force, finding that the ;r?;:sld ;-p.ect
,s -.-,consistent wizh the Cali'ornia Coastal aracee-ent Prcgram --
the 1roposed activity would have significant adverse effects on the coastal
:,e and a:ternatives are available that ,ould ei3Thate or rý_u "so

výverse effects.

III. Fi:dinns ;nd •c ,r~ t ns

The Co,7nission finds and a-'-c res as folicws:

'e City of L)s :;eles . • _ r S : .
. ..a :j s 1.? s I.-?, - 0 .f L ..

-ct"te ,--• .•l •zne - r e o e f -.a : e
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provision for reversion of the land in the event that all or any part of the

lands are "needed For the national defense". The City contends that teh Air

Force's proposed housing project is not "needed for the national defense."
The City is contesting the reversion on that basis and urges the Commission to

object to the project. In addition to weighing possible-impacts of this
project on public access and recreation and other goals of the California

Coastal Management Program (CCMP), the Commission must also evaluate the
importance of this project for the national interest in national defense.

The Commission has in the past reviewed several major military facilities.
Perhaps most significant was the Commission's action on CD-22-82, which
involved installation by the Navy of a landing craft air cushioned (LCAC) base
at Camp Pendleton in San Diego County. That project involved development of
80 acres of a coastal mesa, cutting an access ramp 350 feet wide and 2100 feet
long into the natural bluffs, staging activities on Red Beach in Camp
Pendleton and the Silver StrarI in Coronado, as well as noise and direct
construction impacts on umber of endangered species. That project,
involving amphibious veh ,es and training of personnel who might ultimately
use the vehicles, related directly to national defense. It also '4as a marine
operations and thus clearly coastal dependent. Even so, the Commission
objected to the initial consistenry determination, and ultimately concurred
only after a number of mitigation measures were included to address the

158 project's impacts.

The Commission has also concurred in development of other Navy projects.
chiefly in San Diego Bay, that relate directly to national defense. Such
projects include a wide range of modifications to the Navy 'ases 4ithin thle
bay intended to upgrade or expand the facilities for ongoing operations and
Increased military readiness. In these instances, the Commission has
recoonized and given weight to the direct relationship of these projects to
.he natioral interest in military readiness.

in contrast, this project .ould not be an integral, necessary part of a
defense establishment, such as a missile site or a naval base. Furt.her, the
ýacility proposed would not be a direct support Facility For a defense

_z) a nt, ..ch as a scpply tase or even office support. Rather, this
*:jsi-g p-rcoact -.3ould cnly be *-.:rect!y related and ron-?sserzýali to the
ýitary %cility located in El Segndo. The Cc•mzission finds that beca;se
Xo-cuate military housing could be provided elsewhere, use of ;,hite olant For
this project :annot be considered so vital to the defense effort es to
cve-whelm other policy considerations, particularly those of i7pact on

.- al values. 3oth the Coastal Act and the National Envircnrontal
Policy Act rlquire evaluatiion of ;roject alternatives. That .... uiry, ,!hich is
the c~r-erstcne ,ssue on this proiect, has been su;erficially ;er'Lraed by the
Air Force. Th s s;,erficcalita has s ered niss on rev ?w. E:, -27ss,
te a.ai. ai b of acc ;ta le a•ter a t e.s es s a •,rnt t o the s c n,

.n h-As rot ten d,'pr,,en by the Air Force.

2. i n nd '!, 1 1l 7--:a, r:c t n 2t'213 of the Cces:al Act
-. s, -• rt:

L-,r ,st vi ,t)r -:d rcr?'t,-l •c~lit:?s -•*] he
1 5r,,: -.r d, -nd, . -.re r- r d .

1 5 9'Z., 1 :i 7 ý s -v '" rq -'! c r o r a 1 r , -: ; r'-.1i ~s



Section 30223 of the Act, provides:
Upland areas necessary to support coastal recreational uses

shall be reserved for such uses, where feasible...

Finally, Section 30221 provides that:

Oceanfront land suitable for recreational use shall be
protected for recreational use and development unless

159 present and foreseeable future demand for public or
commercial recreational activities that could beaccommodated on the property is already adequately provided

for in the area.
The relevant section of the Coastal Act governing scenic qualities is Section
30251, which provides in relevant part:

The scenic and visual qualities of coastal areas shall be
considered and protected as a resource of public
importance. Permitted development shall be sited and
designed to protect views to and along the ocean and scenic
coastal areas.. .New development in highly scenic areas such
as those designated in the California Coastline
Preservation and Recreation Plan prepared by the Department
of Parks and Recreation and by local government shall be
subordinate to the character of its setting.

The project site is a 1l5-acre former low intensity use-military facility,
(similar to Fort F'jnston in San Francisco) situated upland and adjacent 1:

Royal Palms State Beach in the southeast portion of the Palos Verdes
Peninsula. The site is one of the few remaining urban open space shoreline
areas in Southern California with sufficient geological stability to permit
moderately large-scale developsent For recreational use. In 1976 after
deactivating the facility, zhe faderal government deeded the upland portion of
the property (15 acres north of Paseo del Mar) to the City of Los Angeles for
recreation purposes with the stipulation that the property could be reclaZ7ed
if needed for nation'.al defense. In 1978 the 30-acre beach property south of
:aseo del Mar -as deeded to Los Anpcees County and is now knz.2n as \hite :ý:,t
County 3each. Recognizing the importance of WhIte Point as a recreat~r-al
resource of statewide significrance, the State ZeFrate directed the ]aarc t
of Parks and Recreation, with the participation of the State Coastal
Conservancy, the County of Los Anceles, the City of Los Angeles, and ,t'*r
private and public entities, to conduct public meetings to develop ap'can For
the utilization of white Point for recreation purpcses For (;cong :

1) The operation of the 'WThite Point property in conjunction t:cýa~ l
Pins State Seach;

2) Establi h-n of recruses, inc!ding a deternmit ` :n •f
suitability of the prszerty for cvarr)½ht caeping ad :he -d>~ t :defecti.•rcs of es;~boih>1• b~i:r •r::zs -:. >1 :he% r% .....

,.;br,,,Ld -:.id cry r-cctc.2 3~e Yo ýy:ccr on e-t
;rsperty; and

3) -Tel pr'ism s of ýCe .7hie JoI•t zrKet the uif ]e' "
1,~ r o--t -:-'tV -- ws
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The Department of Parks and Recreation held five oublic meetings be='.een June
28, 1982 and February 22, 1984. As a result of the public participation and
comment, the State Department of Parks and Recreation published a White Point
Feasibility Study strongly recommending establishment of a 145-acre state park
at White Point.

Meanwhile in March 1984, the Department of Defense initiated efforts to
exercise the reversion provision of the deed, asserting that White Point was
needed "in the interest of national defense".

The White Point Feasibility Study notes that:

White Point is in a good location for a recreation facility,
because about 10 million people live within a (24-mile) radius.
More than half the state's population resides within a two-hour
drive of the area.

White Point offers an excellent opportunity to give its visitors
a variety of recreation activities -- ocean-oriented recreation,
education and research, visiting historical and cultural sites,
family camping, picnicking, nature appreciation that include
outstanding panoramic coastal views.

The addition of White Point to the State Park System would not
only provide a high-quality active recreation experience, but
would also protect a vitally needed coastal urban open space and160 preserve .ts natural and cultural resources for future
generations.

The Study recommrends that:

It would te in the best interests of the people of this state
to consolidate the city, county and state lands at Pite ?cint
into a single recreation complex.

N.-;ile both the city and the county .,ould be capable of T.enaging
=rd operatir~g :he cc nsolida'td area, the site in its entirstv
ýýsesses sufficient size and state sicni'fcance fcr inclu½:Dn
fn tLe State irk vser. if, hciever, 50 acres of the ucLa!rd

sit 'ere c r ,,erted to mJilitary housina, it woud seriously
degrade the resource and open scace values, and .ould

t.ve'! • . .... the de. art*-ent's ability to ýe,.elco a :ark
of tatewde si;nificance. (Erprasis acced.)

-e =i i t y 3t'dy urthe rf-C-7.n-s thaýt:

,ýny Sae Park _jstem ýn't at Ahite -olnt should be
-n ý_n` .... n .s S tte : to

-tn -~ 'n -n e en an-c' o and

3 r, ni t 0fr c 3-i ~ 3
or :•e . ] -- -' a re • c "

),. ,:tof Fo f; s - _-..-J '' e `-, ;e r
-e s d '•-? -teoft'' r - .n S, a1

:.nt . ' ,. - e _n, ro.

. •S . .: .. _ :, • ,._ 1 110.' 0 :• t 3
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A remorandum dated October 25, 1984, from the Department of Parks
and Recreation States:

These scenic costal properties are highly significant recreation
open space and cultural resource areas.. .As a unit of the State
Park System, this area would meet a serious deficiency of
outdoor recreation opportunities and provide visitors with an
interpretive program of colorful human activities in the heavily
populated Los Angeles metropolitan region. Even in their
presently undeveloped state, these lands provide much needed

16B_ 1 urban ooen space and dispersed recreation opportunities. The
site now meets minimum standards for developing a campground in
the upland area that could be screened from neighboring
residential areas.

If. however, 50 acres of the upland site were converted to
military housing, it would seriously degrade the resource and
open space values, and would effectively eliminate the
department's ability to develop a park of statewide
significance.. .The State Park and Recreation Commission is
actively considering the nomination of the White Point Project
for the use of development funds that would be available from
the 1984 Park and Recreation Facilities Bond Act. This would
assure early cevelopment of public use facilities. (Emphasis
added.)

Since the time of that remorandum, the Department of Parks and Recreation has
placed developaent of this site in the first priority ranking for use of the
1984 bond funds. In short, this coastal upland currently functions directly
as a rare open space recreational area in the midst of the City of Los
SAnoeles. It also Functions as a support area for existing public beaches at
1hite Point. The continued availability of this upland for recreational use
is essential to the State's near-term p!ans to develop a park of state-wide
significance with ocean frontage and upland support areas for camping and open
space activities.

The Air Force proposes at this time to use 40 acres of this '=,d for housn.
ýeversicon of this land has three impcrtant impacts on the vic.ility of the
remainder of the site for park use: it will have a major visual :-,act frcm
virtually the entire remaining area; it will constrain or eliminate the
ability of the Department of Parks and Recreation to pr:vide buffers betteen
the park and surrounding residential uses and still have sufficient area forIpark uses; and it will set a precedent For incremental loss of the park area

6 hat may make the Department reluctant Lt invoet -,oncy " arK facilities that1.ay be lost through reversion of land to the military.

The proposed development site is highly visible from virtually the et-ire
r mainjer 3f the site. Thus the ;ro;csed re~ersicn ..sued rot only eliin ate
o e of the more scenic pcrt ons ýf t';e site F -- 3o1ic ýse, it ':-'d 3so164, of :t-s -If se, is t-.at -÷•rby164s e -t e - ls . e cirstr _r .,n of

-sirg in the ii>-sh d of the P;rk is in clar cwnilict .vith Secti n 3-051;
4 c*h the City of L-s es and .i;e ,;art7_t of :7rks ,•d rec n

crnsidar the site's v'sual q ality essential to its '.I'te as a ark.

1-i11.
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The Air Force argues that development of detached, large lot housing is
necessary to meet military requirements and neighborhood concerns. The Air

Force argues further that reduction of the area of the park would only

diminish, but not eliminate the potential of the site for State Park use. The

Department of Parks and Recreation is concerned that both, physical and visual

buffering must be provided between residential uses and camping sites, and

that if the overall acreage of the site drops below 100 acres, there would no

longer be enough room to provide that buffering. With a smaller park area,
65 Parks is concerned that providing necessary buffering on such a steep and

visually sensitive site, would nearly eliminate the sites potential for
camping at a density comparable to other State Park units.

Another serious problem is the precedential effect of the proposed action.
Both the Air Force and the Navy have indicated that they need space for

66 officer housing. if part of White Point is allowed to revert to the Federal
16 b government, more requests for reversion may be forthcoming. Ultimately, the

entire site could be devoted to low density residential development "needed
for the national defense," leaving no recreational area at all.

For these reasons, the Commission must disagree with the conclusion of the Air
Force that a State Park would still be possible on the site if a housing
project is built. Rather, the reversion and development proposed by the Air
Force would severely degrade the visual quality of the site and virtually
eliminate those attributes of size and visual quality that qualify the site as
a park of state-wide significance. Further, reversion and development basedon
this thin showing of need would impair the safety of the remaining
r.-creational acreage from future military initiatives to rec>aim a.d develop
the proeprty.

3. Public Access. Sections 30210 through 30214 of the Coastal Act state
strong policies For protecting and encouraging public access to the sea.
Section 30210 requires that:

... xaximum access and recreational opportunities shall be
provided for all people consistent with public safety needs
and the need to protect public rights.

in aiddtion, SEction 30211 provides, in part:

Oevelcp,-ent shall not interfere with the public's right of
access to the sea where acquired through use of legislative
eýutori zation...

Sectisn %C213 -rovides recreatioral polc4ies:

t c,-er cos t , isi41tor annd recr~eati;on a1 -.iciIi t ,es shýa l 11 e

protected, enccur&ged, ard '.here seasible, provided.
- ve! ,,nts >r~v~di~g ;.blic retr at~rl -];r -nit'e

re preerred.

. t. e rtpced J-,'e' o -;,& t ;s 'ot :n te <.ore, r e, s -
- , -.rs s -. L le for ierc'ng cýastal r2- d

167 - a , seF~r h:rs ni•l s
'nd 3 Ysca 1 ceso connectre C t e,-n j; t 7•-id e.. - he - .e

-1 7"e-nt o

1-i 1.
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beach area will have adverse cumulative impacts on the public's use of the
beach at Royal Palms Beach Park and White Point County Beach. The beach is
particularly attractive due to its unique setting with majestic pa7m-lined
terraces descending to tide pools. It is one of the most heavily used beaches

in Los Angeles and is a popular surfing area. Lifeguards are provided year
round.

167 Although this project does not directly block public access, it would
contribute to displacement of existing or potential public use, contrary to

~ Coastal Act policies protecting public access. Further, by eliminating the
development of a State park which was to have included campsites, the project
would significantly diminish coastal access opportunities, particularly for
low income persons, who live too far from the coast for day trips to the
shore. The development of 40 acres of White Point for military housing is not
consistent with the Coastal Act direction to provide maximum access to the sea
and or to provide lower cost recreational facilities where feasible. The
Commission therefore objects to the consistency determination made by the Air
Force.

4. Species Protection. Section 30240 of the Coastal Act provides that:

Environmentally sensitive habitat areas shall be protected
against any significant disruption of habitat values, and
only uses dependent on such resources shall be allowed
within such areas. Development in areas adjacent to
environmentally sensitive habitat areas and parks and
recreation areas shall be sited and designed to prevent
impacts which would significantly degrade such areas, and

shall be compatible with the continuance of such habitat
areas.

Section 30107.5 defines environmentally sensitive areas as:

any area in which plant or animal life or their habitats
are either rare or especially valuable because of their
special nature or role in an ecosystem which could be
easily disturbed or degraded by huwan activities and
development.

The White Point site is habitat for the rare and endancered Palos .'er.es 3'ue
Butterfly (Glaucoosvche lygdamus palosverdesensis). The butterfly ýcc rs :niy
on the Palos Verdes Peninsula, where it inhabits cool fog shrouded see'ward
canyons and terraces characterized by the ccastal sage-scrub plant itv.
44ults are closely associated with the larval Food p ant locoweed (4s~r'ca'us

tr'ch'codus). While White Point is t'ypical of the coastal sace s:,t •nt
-,, unity, many of the species of plants have bt en `nt.....ces -r,,d .e s :ce

naturalized. Six of the 56 plant species identified on the site are

stp. ver'.onioides). '-alccothrix 7chrx s:-t s S, r
-" • = - t ) .;: de• (" ' i,: s r__c-_c:-: ' p , . . .... -

T .r Forc ' , , in a c-,c"katizn. ih -. U . Pizh ,- i C

* S c -r'S _ , "t .. il ce? t f
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survey of the site. To date, surveys of the entire White Point site have
found Astracalus but have found no evidence of the butterfly. The 40 acres
presently proposed for development have previously been disked by the City of
Los Angeles for fire control and do not include any area of Astragalus
habitat. According to the consistency determination, there is no
environmentally sensitive habitat on the site and the project is therefore
consistent with the CCMiP. Because the Air Force is involved in a Section 7
consultation and indicates in the draft EIS that they will be bound by the
results of that consultation, and because the new surveys performed on behalf
of the Air Force have not indicated any direct or indirect evidence of the
Palos Verdes blue butterfly on the site, the Commission finds that the project
does not conflict with Section 30240 of the Coastal Act.

5. Alternatives. The fundamental issue raised by this project is whether
or not there is a feasible alternative available that will reduce or avoid the
impact of the project. Unfortunately neither the draft EIS nor the
consistency determination provide the basis for evaluation of alternatives.
The Air Force has included a number of assumptions in their analysis that
inappropriately limit the scope of alternatives considered. Even more

S i difficult is the lack of detail about the specific design needs that give rise168 to the proposal to re-acquire 40 acres rather than some lesser area. The EIS
does not present the site plan that the Air Force proposes. Instead, the ECS
simply states, "Conceptual siting plans and engineering designs have not been
developed for the proposed action.' The Air Force has used local development
densities as a constraint, and has not analyzed various development scenarios
in sufficient detail to be able to draw clear conclusions about either the
Ecaslbiiity or inpact of thcse alternatives.

Alternatives that need to be considered fall into several different general
categories: alternative sites, alternative development configurations
'es~easally alternative densities of development), and alternatives to

169 cons ruct~on of few housing such as maintaining or increasing existirg housing
al c.ences. The draft EIS devotes substantial effort to evaluatlng the first
category of alternatives, and virtually no attention to the other two
categories.

a. lernatiie Sites. The Air Force locked at alter-at:ve si;es •nhe
,raft E:S (see Exhibits 5-12). However, the Air Force lmited their
ccns -erat=-n of alternative sites to land already cýned •y the Federal
government or .,here the Federal government has a reversicnary interest on the
"and. The Air Force adopted this constraint because."Congress s;ecifically
den ed funds to purchase land for this project.* Consistent Aith that
c. straint, the Air Force looked at 17 regional alternative stes, a'd --rae

"ýal s 'tes: Whte Point, Ezcanovich ?ark, and the Uo:er Reservation of -. rt
":rur. .e-al'y the Air Force's Ft',ale ror re:ecting all of a cf

"e rq, r.al atrnat ves is that cne i s fýasb'e. The size or ýse
in; ýn s of the 17 sites are presented n enough detail to JeTýnstrate

tectl n r jof 7hse 17 sites is not Fnasible wit-c'jt s:-e site

r r - .. -:31 3it . Y ;.. ... tos . . Air Force , 4:.;• a :±t
, r,-,3 v s a-• t c.. .:st of ,-r ;O s c : az :2S of -h 3 • - -:.e a t ss

~. ~ ~-l, i - --7 -ro e r' E). ½te cse -2 ; .f

i-I 1.4



alternatives, the evaluation is not in sufficient detail to demonstrate that
none of the alternatives is feasible. In the case of an alternative suggested

by the City of Los Angeles, alternative D, the EIS simply states:

The USAF does not concur with this proposal as the 9 acres
is not sufficient for a housing density compatible with the
surrounding residential development (across Weymouth Ave.)

Similar problems exist with much of the Air Force's consideration of the other
seven local alternatives. For example, Fort M4acArthur is rejected as a170 potential site for housing based on the added cost of demolishing existing
buildings, but that cost of demolition is not provided to support that
conclusion. Although little information is provided, it appears that design
considerations are at the heart of most of the Air Force's consideration of
alternatives. Design is a legitimate and important constraint, but not the
only one to be considered. Further, the Commission is concerned that the Air
Force has unnecessarily and inappropriately limited alternatives to those
involving Federal ownership without weighing the actual merits of other

71 possible alternative sites. Although the cost of acquisition might eventually171 rule out selection of an otherwise suitable site, it does not seem prudent to
use cost to arbitrarily rule out most alternatives at the preliminary stage,
particularly when dealing with a project as controversial as this proposal.

b. Alternative Densities. As noted earlier, there is no site plan
presented by the Air Force which illustrates the development concept. Such a
site plan might provide a basis for looking at higher density development that
micht i-volve less of White Point. The Air Force did not evaluate the use of
hi~her densities as an alternative. Rather, the ..ir Force stud ,.at tey
believed 'es the surrounding communities desire for loer density housing as a
constraint in their evaluation of alternatives. Careful consideration of the
density of surrounding housing, however, reveals that substantially higher
ýensities are present, and existing zoning alibos a substanzially hicher
ý.•nsity than is proposed by the Air Force. Indeed, •;ýn cther s;r-o-niing
development is examined - particularly the density of the nrarby '::.y ýrFicer
housing - it seems that the Air Force has used the density of surrounding
hcusing selectively to support their previous decision to locate housing at

172 h4e
The Co.ission cannot select a particular alternative develo;ment density
without benefit of an EIS that carefully examines alternative densities. Also
atsent is a rationale for the Air Force's preliminary development
conficurations as well as the design assumptions which underlie critical
conclusions about what can and carnot be built. However, the Conmiss'on tan
point out some aaoational alternatives :hat must te evaluated. For axainpe,
the El' sY-ply c-ncl'•des that the ;,cdanovich Park site is suitable For cnly

0 -nits, 4ith the density of selecti..ely considared surro ;ding Jeve,'ý:ý :t
the only rationale cor that conclusion. in fact, c.stentiaily -s
cýid 'te sited on -dancvich consistent ,ýith the zon-rg of ad-'acent "d.
ý.xisting zoning in'zediately .,esL of 7tac/ch iirk is C2, ,hih s .
-o 12 ýnits ;er acre. staF fr>• the City of Los rceaes •'s idictd that
.- ch tos t ;ad be s l z l ~ a tz s n a lL -:nt ýt -ýe 'z k t -.-h

-n ;nZ~ns-t, , the 22 acr-s of S an:vich 2ark couldJ ES'y LC .
-nits. terrat 'vely, th2 :-.st irt-c sity zt-ing surrc-,•irg
* jrk allt.,s u; to seven ;i s ;er :cre t:: n :.-"a l rl
.3':w 1, .nts at 'rdarov ,ch,:rd ,'y 5 _nts 'o ':3 %c-ad-w 2re.
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Even if the Air Force wants to limit development entirely to detached
single-family structures with fairly large lots, substantially more
development could be placed at Bogdanovich than indicated in the EIS. If the
inherent design assumption used by the Air Force is that all development must
be detached single-family dwellings, more than 90 units could be develop-d at
Bogdanovich under a number of different configurations. ff the lot size were7 3 • 5000 sq. ft. (100 ft. by 50 ft.), if only l6 acres of the site are flat enough

173 to develop, and if about 1/3 of the .site is used for roads and utilities, 104
lots could still be developed (4.7 units per acre). More lots could be
accommodated with more modest lot sizes. For example 137 lots measuring 95
ft. by 40 ft. could be developed (6.2 units per acre). All of these lots
could be developed with single-story structures of the Air Force's minimum
square footage and still leave substantial room for yards.

Mixed-use development would allow even greater flexibility to reflect the
different grades of the officers to be housed. The adjacent Navy officer
housing has a density of 5.6 units per acre in a mixed use configuration. At
this density, Bogdanovich Park could accommodate 123 units, leaving only 47
units to be sited elsewhere. If those 47 units were to be sited at White
Point, as proposed by the City, they could be located on the 9 acres suggested

174 by the City of Los Angeles at a density of 5.2 units per acre. In short,
Bogdanovich Park can easily accommodate more than 90 units. The EIS fails to
either establish a compelling basis for the selected density or to evaluate
alternative densities. Given the direction of the Coastal Commission in its
June 1985 review of this project to consider alternative sites and
intensities, and given the proposal of the City for 170 units in a specific
conficuration at Boodanovich Park and White Point, the failure of the EIS end
consistency determination to analyze other possible development configurations
is a serious and inexplicable flaw. In light of this background, the level of
analysis in the EIS and consistency determination does not provide any basis
for concluding that the proposed alternative is the least environmentally
damaging feasible alternative.

c. Alternatives Not Involving Construction. The EIS evaluates three
alternatives that do not directly invo ve new construction: leased hcusing,
purchase of existing units or land, and private construction under a !cng-term

ease. Reaerding 1eased housing, the EIS Points out that "he e~sed ,
program -as eliminated by Congress and replaced 4ith the variable hzslrg
allowance. Regarding purchase of existing units, the EIS points out that the
limitations on funding in the present legislation make that alternative
infeasible. Regarding private construction, the EIS discusses the ,relimirnary
st3tis of this alternative as an option available to the Department of Defense
only on a trial basis. For all three options, the Commission concl.ýdes t-at
the EIR deaconstrates serious problems with the feasibility or reasonableness
of thcse alternatives.

2cever, the EIS contains no detailed discussion of two alternatives disrussed
at soone l~rgth %y the Cmiosion in their •rvus ection to re-ec.isit!n
of land at Xhite =oint: continuation of the housing allowance, end ;:]rohese
-r r rentir.q of h,-es ty •ilitary Df cers. In its prev;-ous revie,., the17 "cicsion czncl ed :hat ohe ý:irg ai'coo c -d tax %=ncfits of -:.e

.. ip -ade purchase of -.c -2s a a--si 'e oe_ sible apti:n for 5ili%:-y
crs, port c a rl" n the t-ef its of 2couiet >; eQait7 7re

considered. Typical monthly rental ýrices are below rnortggce costs. S ce
t , rti e t~ s h r-e --r-d., :- ning t'he ssibility of
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purchase. Yet the EIS includes no analysis of home ownership or rental using175 existing housing stock. The Commission cannot conclude frcm the information
available in the EIS whether or not these are reasonable alternatives,

hoeethe Commission incorporates its original findings in these respects
to note that analysis of those alternatives is an essential part of the
environmental review process.

6. Conclusion. The Commission recognizes that there is a national
interest in making reasonable provision for housing for military installations
within the coastal zone. However, in each instance this interest must be
weighed against other national interests which the California Coastal
Management Program serves consistent with the federal Coastal Zone Management
Act. In this particular case, those other interests include preservation of
scenic coastal areas for public recreation and access uses.

The Commission, however, must choose between competing interests only when
they are mutually exclusive. In this case, such a choice is not necessary.
Rather, it appears to the Commission that the both objectives can be
accomplished simply by selecting the alternative housing project proposed by
the City of Los Angeles. That alternative involves some loss of recreational
area, both in Bogdanovich Park and at White Point, but preserves enough of
White Point so that State Parks remains interested in establishing a State
Park there. That alternative might also involve some loss of housing
amenities for Air Force officers, but would allow development of the 170 units

& at an average density of under 5.5 units per acre. Neither the draft EIS nor
the consistency determination present compelling information to demonstrate
that this alternative is not feesible. Instead t!e draft EIS declines to

76 valuate the alternative. Since the above analysis demonstrates that :his
alternative and several other alternatives would substantially reduce the
identified impact while still providing for development of 170 units of
military housing, the Cornnmission finds that they represent reasonable and
feasible alternatives. The Air Force's continued reluctance to lock seriously
at alternatives to White Point, or even to reveal their proposed site plan For
white Point, has seriously interfered with the orderly process of evaluating
this project. For these reasons, the Commission objects to the consistenc.y
determination made by the Air Force.
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*ITTTlN STATBENT
AIR MWE. WAIPCE DIVlSION I SING SM PI•W. CA

(Submit to Hearing Officer at Public Hearing on April 22, 1986 or mail tI :

HQ Space OlvIslon/DEY, Attn: Mr. Mason, P.O. Box 92960, Los Angeles, CA

90009-2960. Mailed statements should be submitted by May 27, 1966.)

177 ••.-,• • ••j_

NAME (PRINT)

IIS- TREET eJDRE
STREET ADDRESS
5•.• rA.,fr.o C•_4-ig 9-• !

CITY, STATE ZIP CODE

Typevritten Translation of Frank Mattera

Dear Sir,

I don't want you to take my farm away. So you build housing for the air
force some place else.

I want to grow food to eat and enjoy coming to work here. It is nice to
come here and and vork. It is nice for all the people. It is like a
family place for us.

Frank Mattera
1915 Roseglen
San Pedro, Calif. 90731
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21 May 1986

Mr. Mason
HQ Space Division/DEV
P.O. Box 92960
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2960

REt Witten Statement
Air Force Space Division Houseing San Pedro, CA

Mr. Mason,

I writing to you to express my concern of the possible closing o0 the
White Point Community Garden.

The community garden means a great deal to many of us elderly gentlemen
here in San Pedro. It provides my wife and I with much of the produce we
consume. Having these fresh vegetables helps cut down on ou- grocery bill
and we know that we are getting fresh vegetables.

However there's more to it than that. Being of retirement age, there's178 not much left in my life. Having this garden has given me much to look
forward to and plan for. I spend a great deal of my free time gardening
and enjoy it tremdously. If this garden were to be closed, it would mean
the end of myself. I wouldn't know what to do with myself. There is no
other pleasure I have such as gardening.

If there is no way for me to purqde you to reconsider, I hope that
considerations have been made to allocate some land for us at some other
location. However, you must realize that it would be an added expense to
us to re-prepare the land.

Please allow us to keep the White Point Community Garden where it is and
please consider building the Airforce Housing in some other location.

Thank you very much!

Leonardo Bologna
1067 W. 20th St.
San Pedro, CA 90731
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22 May 1986

Mr. Mason
HQ Space Divioion/DEV
P.O. Box 92960
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2960

REI Witten Statement
Air Force Space Division Houseing San Pedro, CA

Mr. Masons

I writing to you to express my concern of the possible relocation of the
White Point Community Garden.

The community garden means a great deal to me for many reason%. It
provides my family and I with wonderful fresh vegetables. It's also a
wonderful place to relax, garden, and enjoy the company of the other
gardeners nearby.

179 The people all enjoy the use oa the garden, and you can imagine just how
much it helps their pocket book to be growing these fresh vegetables.

If there is no way for me to pursade you to reconsider, I hope that
considerations have been made to allocate some land for us at some other
location.

Please allow us to keep the White Point Community Garden where it is and
please consider building the Airforce Housing in some other location.

Thank you very much!

Giuseppe Cracchiolo
1341 21st St.
San Pedro, CA 90731:W I
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I s

Tyewite Trnsato of Joehn ,T- erosi

180 •c ,~ a £,, d -,,. .A • ,,

ry•pevritten 1"ranslation of Josephine Tuberosi

5/26/86

HQ Space Division
ATr: Mr. Mason
P.O. Box 92960
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2960

Dear Sir:

Although I do not have any space in the gardens at 61hite Point, members

of my family have been gardening there; it has helped them since they are

on a limited income and groving their own fruits & vegetables helps them

a great deal.

Please do not change the location.

Thank you
Josephine Tuberosi

Josephine Tuberosi
2025 Upland

San Pedro, CA 90732

(213) 831-5722
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GOVWPOvmnSA OFPICEý*tzde of Cal~iforniar
01FFICE OP PLYANNING AND RESEARCH

1400 TEN"TH STREET
SACIRAMENTO 91514

EORGE OUUKMEIAN 916/323-7480

""iKY 30, 1986

208 Mr. Robert Mason
Dept. of the Air Force
Post Office Box 92960
Los Angeles 90009-2960

?m: Otize at Plannig ad Fseach
State Cleainao•se

us BCH 85122709---Draft ZIS, Air Force Housing, San Pedro Area,
Los Angeles County.

An the deignated Calio=Ua Single Point ot Crtact, p•suant to ftecutLve
Order 12372, the Ottice ot Plwa and wRsearch tza.mt. attahed = t
as the Stat. Prois R, ecF.miatjg.

Illtiftlw Ct tb*,bacccwndte or upl&" znpae by y= &gncy is,
tbe18r1 oI in 

havece.

8Lnoem.ly,

skT. Cadzy#

DSwto:, O11 P an d Rsearch

Attwbwt

cc. I plicuit
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Stpt of Califernie The losourco Agency

Memorandum

To Honorable Gordon K. Van Vleck Oate May 26, 1986
Secretary for Resources
1416 Ninth Street
Sacramento, CA 95814

Atta: Projects Coordinator
Resources Agency

From Department of Fish and Game

Subjec: Draft EIS: U.S. AIr Force Rousing, San Pedro Area, Los Angeles

County - SCR 85112709

The project Includes construction of 170 single-family dwellings
in the White Point area of San Pedro. Possible impacts could82•O occur to the Palos Verde Blue Butterfly (PVBB) and/or its host

S82 plant, Astragalus trichopodus var. 1onchus. Our comments address
the proposed project, not the alternatives because our main
concern Is with the PVB3 and its host plant.

On page 5-24 the text states that "The results of recent surveys
for tao endangered butterily and Its required resources indicate
that the Proposed Action would not cause adverse impacts to the
butterfly or its habitat. In the 1983, 1984, 1985, and 1986
surveys of the entire Palos Verdes Peninsula, no Palos Verdes blue
buttaerflies were Identified. The U.S. Air Force will prepare and
submit a no jeopardy opinion on the PVBB which will complete
Section 7 consultation with the FWS in accordance with the
Endangered Species Act of 1983." We do not yet agree with this
premise. Because of past development within PVBB habitat, and
because of continued weed abatement and fire control measures, the
host plant has been extirpated from many former areas of the
peninsula, but not all of them. On the previous page, 5-23, the
text states that "Under present conditions the Astragalus
resources are not of use to the Palos Verde blue and is not
expected to become a significant resource without direct
intervention."

Unless the host plants were screened to preclude with certainty
the presence of the PVSH, i: would not be correct to assume that
they are not of use to the PVBR. It may be that this rationale
exists because of the paucity of numbers of the host plant. If83any remain, it is possible that a matuare female PV5B could find a
lone host plant and deposit her eggs. However, we agree with the
text that this area "is not expected to become a sigificant
resource without direct inttrvention." However, because the
potential exists to destroy potential PVBB habitat, the Depart.ment
believes a "No Jeopardy" statement should not be accepted at this
time.
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We recommend that the proposed project area having the potential
for host plant restordtion and/or rehabilitation should be
identified by the Departmeut and the U.S. Fish dnd Wildlife84__ Service prior to project implementation. The restoration and

184 management of these areaa could mItigate for the loss of other
wildlife habitat within the project area. Project design should
include measures that will protect these reestablished areas from
urban development, and such associated impacts as urban runoff and
widespread landscaping.

Thank you for the opportunity to review and comment on this
project. If you have any questions, please contact Fred A.
Worthley, Regional Manager of Region 5, at 245 V. Broadway, Sutte
350, Long Beach, CA 90902-4467; telephone number (213) 590-5113.

Director
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Stat of Cailfomia The Reacoweg Agency of California

Memorandum

'May 27, 1986

To IGordon F. Snow, Ph.D.
Project Coordinator
Resources Agency

Prom t Department of Parke and Recreation - Richard G. Rayburn

Sub(sch Air Force Space Division Housing Project - White Point
Draft Environmental Impact Statement
SCH #85112709

The Department of Parks and Recreation (DPR) has reviewed the subiect docunent
for the proposed project's effects on our potential development of the property
as the White Point unit of the State Park System. The current proposal is very
similar to the one we commented on two years ago: Environmental Assessment, Space
Division Proposed Housing, White Point, SCH #84090504 (memo to Gordon Snow
September 21, 1984).

The current DEIS presents a misleading and negative comparison betwee' the pro-
posed military housing and our potential recreational development of a unit of
the State ParK System. rhe Department of ýhe Air Force (OAF) environmental
analyses focus on:

1. the unattractive appearance of State Park System (SPS) facilities

such as visitor parking areas, day use areas, and campgrounds;

2. cumulative impacts to air quality as a result of SPS development;
3. the level V security needed for control of criminal acts arising

1 -85 from the broad spectrum of SPS users; and

4. controversy about the min-mun site size needed for the development
of a State Park System unit.

This document goes beyond its purported purpose of addressing the construction
and operation of military family housing units. It inappropriately suggests
arguments against the development of recreational and park facilities at White
Point. The concerns of the community about any negative asoects of SPS unit
development should be addressed in the State's own cumulative environmental
assessment, not in this document prepared by the DAF, with its competing land
use interests.

The DEIS addresses only local or regional recreational needs and availabilities,
and fails to acknowledge or address the recreational deficiencies identified by86 ( both State and federally sponsored recreational ,tudies within the Los Angeles

18 coastal zone. This Department's proposed rerreational develnoment nf the co'binea
White Point/Royal Palms State pacih properties resoonds to those identifled rec-
reational deficiencies.
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Gordon F. Snow, Ph.D.
May 27, 1986
"Page 2

Section 4.11.1.3, Public Service, is a particularly misleading presentation of
current criminal/public nuisance activities and of OPR's law enforcement capa-
bilities. The DEIS inconsistently states that "crime problems in the White Point
area are a major concern of the police department and the local community...

187 however, the police have stateC that they have few reports of criminal activity at
the beach" (Royal Palms State Beach) (emphasis added). As a general rule, State
beaches and parks do not require twenty-fou' hour patrol because of the low occur-
rence of crime. When problems do arise in a particular area, DPR will take whatever
steps are necessary to provide adequate security.

Regarding the size and classification of State Park System units, some State
Historic Parks are as small as four or five acres; however, State Parks, by defini-
tion, usually consist of relatively spacious areas. The smallest is Fremont Peak
State Park at 244 acres, and the largest is Anza-Borrego Oesert State Park at
about 550,000 acres; the median size is about 6,000 acres. The size of the site
at White Point is critical because "the site in its entirety possesses sufficient

88 JState significance for inclusion in the State Park System. If however, 50 acres
of the site were converted to military housing, recreation development opportuni-
ties would be greatly reduced. The resources would be adversely affected, and the
area's open-space character would be altered sufficiently to preclude the Depart-
ment's ability to develop a park of statewide significance" (White Point Feasibility
Study, DPR, July 1984).

Table I, page v, purports to list eight alternative configurations for USAF housing;
however, the accompanying footnotes immediately reject five of the eight configura-B9C) tions. This facile disposal suggests a less than objective proposal and evaluation

189 of project alternatives. Most disappointing to us is the rejection of Alternative 0,
proposed by the City of Los Angeles, which appears to be a suitable resolution of
the competing land use proposals.

Data on housing density cited for Alternative D appear to be incorrect. Figures
on numbers of housing units for White Point and Bogdanovich Park conflict with
site plans prepared by the City of Los Angeles. There is a significant difference90 in the density being considered, depending on which data are used in the analysis.
This discrepancy should be examirec and resolved, since the information is critical
to objective evaluation of Alternative 0.

Our contact for this project is James M. Doyle, Supervisor, Envirorinental Review
Section, P.O. Box 2390, Sacramento, CA 95811; telephone (916) 324-6421.

Richard G. Ray urn, Chief
Resource Protection Division
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2.0 PUBLIC COMMENTS: HEARING TRANSCRIPT

CEQ regulations require that the U.S. Air Force (USAF) make diligent

efforts to involve the public in preparing and implementing NEPA

procedures (40 CFR 1506.6). These regulations require that a public

hearing be held to solicit public comment on the DEIS if there is

substantial environmental controversy concerning the proposed action.

In accordance with these requirements, a public hearing was held from

5:30 to 10:00 p.m. on .,3ril 22, 1986, at Peck Park Auditorium in San

Pedro, CA.

This section contains the transcript of the public hearing as submitted

by the Certified Shorthand Reporter. In addition to the transcript

recorded by the shorthand reporter, audio and video recordings were made

of the public hearing. These recordings were reviewed to ensure that

all public comments were accurately recorded. An addendum of errata and

corrections to the transcript precedes the actual transcript.

In accordance with CEQ regulations (40 CFR 1503.4), the USAF is required

to assess and consider comments to the DEIS and respond to these

comments in the FEIS. Responses to the comments received at the public

hearing are contained in Section 3.0.
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PUBLIC HEARING

DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPP ' .7ATEMENT

FOR AIR FORCE, SPACE DIVISION HOUSING

SAN PEDRO, CALIFORNIA

APRIL 22, 1986

NORMAIN HARVEY & ASSOCIATES

CERTIFIEo SMOfTHANO •EPORTERS
RIPOWTED By 607S W. qg0 OaoO 89^cH "Lvo.

NORMAN E. HARVEY, CSR #3533 .ui,. 0oo

S0f-259 GA R NA. CA 90247
o 3 NO. . 4213) 3S27-4701
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1 PUBLIC HEARING

2 DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

3 FOR AIR FORCE, SPkCE DIVISION HOUSING

4 SAN PEDRO, CALIFORNIA

5 APRIL 22, 1986

6

7

8

9

10 TRANSCRIPT OF PROCEEDINGS taken at Peck Park

11 Auditorium, San Pedro, California, at 5:30 P.M., Tuesday,

12 April 22, 1986, before NORMAN E. HARVEY, CSR #3533, a

13 Notary Public within and for the County of Los Angeles,

14 State of California, pursuant to Public Notice.

15

16 PANEL MEMBERS
IN ATTENDANCE: LT. COL. SWEENEY

17 CAPT. MONDL
COL. RODGERS

18 LT. COL. COLE
MAJ. GREINER

19 MR. MASON
MR. DOOLITTLE

20 MR. PANDORF

21

22

23

24

25

26

27

28
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2

3

4 STATE OF CALIFORNIA
ss

5 COUNTY OF LOS ANGELES)

6

7 I, NORMAN E. HARVEY, a Certified

8 Shorthand Reporter, No. 3533, hereby certify that the

9 attached addendum is a corrected copy of the original

10 transcript of proceedings taken before me on

11 April 22, 1986, at San Pedro, California, as thereon

12 stated.

13 I declare under penalty of perjury that the

14 foregoing is true and correct.

15 Executed at Gardena, California, this 3rd day

16 of June , 1986.

17

18

19

20

21

22 Nota y Public in a
State of California

23

24

25 SEAL

26 1 1 E. V1.*."Ey

28
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Corrections to Transcript ot LAAFS Housing Project
San Pedro, California, Public Hearing on April 22, 1986,

Based on Video and Audio Recordings

Page 3, Line 14
change "proposal are for" to "actions include various configurations

of"

Page 3, Line 22
change "trials judge" to "world wide Trial Judiciary"

Page 4, Line 21
change "reported" to "recorded"

Page 9, Line 23
change '"outii-, 4n•i, uiitD z-' tc "'ou-nai, =nit.L. c. 40 a•.e
at White Point"

Page 9, Line 26
insert after Act "and Regulations of Presidents Council on
Environmental Quality,"

Page 10, Line 6
change "quality group" to "impact analysis process"

Page 10, Line 14
change "applies to the" to "qualifies for a categorical exclusion"

Page 10, Line 15
change "requires" to "or requires"

Page 10, Line 22
change "analysis" to "planning"

Page 10, Line 25
change "needs it" to "needs an environmental assessment"

Page 11, Line I
change "lead to a decision, to a finding of those significant impacts
to assist us in preparing an environmental statement or to take" to
"lead to a decision to prepare an EIS, a finding of no significant
impact (FONSI), or a decision to take"

Page 11, Line 12
change "for the project" to "parcel at White Point from the City of
Los Angeles"

Page 11, Line 14
change "The city" to "The opposition from the city"

Page 11, Line 28
change "emphasize significant" to "de-emphasize insignificant"

Page 12, Line 2
change "statement and the" to "impact statement analysis accordingly,
scoping results in the"
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Page 12, Line 2
change "facts" to "actions"

Page 12, Line 8
change "input of" to "input obtained in the public scoping meeting and"

Page 12, Line 12
change "public hearing" to "publishing"

Page 12, Line 13
change "3-19-86" to "April 3, 1986"

Page 12, Line 17
change "the availability" to "the impact statement availability"

Page 13, Line 9
change "significant" to "expected significant"

Page 13, Line 12
change "measurement" to "mitigative measures"

Page 13, Line 14
change "Additions to" to "A decision on"

Page 13, Line 25
change "proponents select" to "proponent is encouraged to define
reasonable selection"

Page 14, Line 15
change "the site for the housing is to be in direct relationship to
the surrounding land usage:" to "the site not causing us to be
unfavorably located in relationship to objectionable land uses or
relationship with hazardous uses."

Page 14, Line 28
change 'Bogdanovich" to "Bogdanovich Park"

Page 15, Line 5
change "parcel" to "parcel and formerly a U.S. Army Nike Missle site. "

Page 15, Line 7
change "acres" to "acres south of Paseo del Mar"

Page 15, Line 15
change "reserve" to "revert"

Page 15, Line 22
change "transfer of the property" to "transfer agreement for this
property"

Page 16, Line 3
change "Interior." to "Interior, being declared excess by the Army.
The national defense reversionary clause is applicable to this portion
of the Reservation."

Page 16, Line 13

change "includes" to "includes the Korean Bell site,"
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Page 17, Line 9
change "changed to" #o "originally planned for"

Page 18, Line 26
change "Council" to "and Advisory Council"

Page 19, Line 1
change "a variety of" to "an existing variety of"

Page 19, line 2
change "an alternative site" to "alternative A"

Page 19, Line 3
change "of vegetation" to "of milk-vetch plant"

Page 19, Line 5
change "It is" to "Alternative A is"

Page 19, Line 7
change "park than" to "park compared to the proposed action in the"

Page 19, Line 11
Speaker's name is "Mr. Dennis Weyrauch"

Page 21, Line 16
change "This section on 3.6, .4 and 5," to "I have read sections 3.6
4.4 on fauna

Page 21, Line 17
change "3.6118" to "3.6.18"

Page 23, Line 3
change "by then" to "some point in the future"

Page 23, following line 7
insert "SPEAKER: This made it sound like the legal document was the
problem"

Page 24, Line 17
change "more onsite" to "more thorough onsite"

Page 24, Line 18
change "possibly water" to "possibly air"

Page 24, Line 24
change "savory" to "sterling"

Page 25, Line 2
change "Sacramento and" to "Sacramento, Sharpe Army Depot in Lathrop
and"

Page 25, Line 7
change "That" to "That study"
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Page 26, Line 2
change "create" to "treat"

Page 26, Line 28
change "essentially" to "socially"

Page 27, Line 12
change "lover" to "clearer"

Page 27, Line 17
change "developed" to "documented"

Page 27, Line 17
change "natural" to "actual"

Page 29, Line 11
change "point, 33.4" to "later point, H B 33.4"

Page 29, Line 19
change "be in" to "begin"

Page 30, Line 5
change "convey deep" to "convey my deep"

Page 30, Line 12
change "site any" to "delete any"

Page 30, Line 20
change "Foods and he" to "Foods and Yogoslav - American Club of San
Pedro and he"

Page 30, Line 22
change "B, C" to "B, C, V"

Page 31, Line 1
change "option 3.1-1" to option 3.2 Figure 3.1-1"

Page 31, Line 22
change "(inaudible)" to "'ng"

Page 32, Line 4
change "prepared" to "presented"

Page 32, Line 20
change "property" to "coastal property"

Page 32, Line 28
change "presenting" to "protecting"

Page 33, Line 7
change "continue to" to "continue to offer to"

Page 33, Line 11
change "process. We urge" to "process, which urged"
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Page 33, Line 23 & 25
Speaker's name is "Hr. Alan Ulm"

Page 34, Line 4
change "regional" to "or regional"

Page 34, Line 5
change "of a combined" to "of the combined"

Page 34, Line 6
change "properties meeting" to "properties in meeting"

Page 34, Line 7
change "deficiencies lie" to "deficiencies. Deficiencies lie"

Page 34, Line 11
change "admission" to "omission"

Page 34, Line 12
change "verbal written" to "verbal and written"

Page 34, Line 14
change "of the capabilities" to "of the mission and capabilities"

Page 34, Line 17
change "recreational" to "regional"

Page 35, Line 6
change "Point. There" to "Point. And I think if you lump all state
parks together thats an error. There"

Page 35, Line 15
change "smaller than the" to "smaller than Fremont Park. The"

Page 35, Line 19
change "acknowledge the" to "acknowledge satisfactorily the"

Page 35, Line 26
change "ecological" to "paleontological as well as archaeological"

Page 35, Line 28
change "turning" to "determining"

Page 36, Line 4
change 'White Point" to "White Point for housing"

Page 36, Line 7
change "'olme" to "Ulm"

Page 36, Line 8 and 10
Speaker's name is "Mr. John Gault"

Page 36, Line 11
change "idea" to "aim"
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Page 36, Line 12
change "use of" to "use of native"

Page 36, Line 20
change "new vegetation" to "lupine"

Page 36, Line 21
change "stream" to "spring"

Page 36, Line 23
change "flora." to "flora and develop a beautiful botanical garden here
of California native plants - a sounder ecological idea than hundreds
of sprinklers watering lawns in the area"

Page 37, Line 11
change "the migratory birds" to "the exhausted birds"

Page 37, Line 14 and 16
Speaker's name is "Ms. Marion Morgan"

Page 37, Line 27
change "support has" to "support for such a park has"

Page 38, Line 2
change "as well" to "as well as the League of Women Voters."

Page 38, Line 2
change "These positions have been reached after concentrated study and
consenus" to "Our league arrived at the decision in 1984, has written
letters and testified at hearings to that position which has not
changed."

Page 38, Liue 10
change "If the" to "If a significant portion of the"

Page 38, Line 18 and 20
Speaker's name is "Mr. Paul Nevans"

Page 40, Line 14
Speaker's name is "Mr. Paul Nevans"

Page 40, Line 19 and 21
Speaker's name is "Mr. James Hurt"

Page 40, Line 24
change "to preserve a salary source for our area which is" to "to
address preservation of a vital resource to our area and our nation and
our state, that is the men and women of the Space Division which is"

Page 41, Line 7
change "orbital operation and" to "orbit operation of DOD boosters and"

Page 41, Line 10
change "about -- " to "about today--"
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Page 41, Line 13
change "this in" to "this advantage in"

Page 41, Line 28
change "allotments the" to "allotments or moving expenses the"

Page 42, Line 4
change "The study" to "Every study"

Page 42, Line 25 and 27
Speaker's name is "Hr. Richard Hubacek"

Page 43, Line 4
change "is a figure" to "is the effect"

Page 43, Line 12
change "preservation" to "creation"

Page 43, Line 20
change "are missing." to "are missing which make it hard to comment."

Page 43, Line 26
change "disposing of the" to "disposing of asbestos, a"

Page 44, Line 23
change "any different population" to "significant resident populations"

Page 45, Line 1
change "remaining habitat" to "remaining undeveloped habitat"

Page 45, Line 3
change "pond" to "fauna"

Page 45, Line 8
change "various capacities" to "carrying capacities"

Page 45, Line 8
change "seeding for the various birds" to "seed eating and
insectivorous birds"

Page 45, Line 11
change "would seriously deteriorate, an important food source for
migratorial birds" to "would further decrease the already severly
limited prey resource for the raptorial birds"

Page 45, Line 18
change "Although endangered" to "Although no endangered"

Page 45, Line 21
change "fight and keep" to "fight to keep"

Page 47, Line 23
change "I'm sort of interested" to "I'll sort of end it"
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Page 49, Line 12
change "Promotional" to "Cultural"

Page 49, Line 18
change '"arden Club, and" to "Garden Club, San Pedro Planning Alliance,
and"

Page 50, Line 5
change "desirable" to "paramount"

Page 51, Line 15, 17
Speaker's name is "Mr. Jacob Gutherree"

Page 54, Line 19
Speaker's name is "Mr. Gutherree"

Page 54, Line 20, 22
Speaker's name is "Mr. Dennis Weyrauch"

Page 54, Line 28
change '"y students recognize the tidal area offshore" to "My marine
science students utilize the tidal shore and offshore areas"

Page 55, Line 5
change "study science" to "study marine science"

Page 55, Line 16
Insert "We've done line transects of some of the native plants." after
"animals. "

Page 55, Line 23
change "of things" to "of things, because they have a tremendous impact
on things"

Page 56, Line 16
change "heron," to "heron and a cattle egret,"

Page 57, Line 5
change "Station. Prior" to "Station. I'm responsible for the morale,
welfare and housing in this case of our troops. Prior"

Page 57, Line 23
change "Pedrans. They" to "Pedrans. Air Force is what we do for a
living. They"

Page 60, Line 17
change "development" to "document"

Page 60, Line 27
change "admissions" to "omissions"

Page 61, Line 5
change "media," to "immediate"

Page 61, Line 7
change '"earing 37" to "hearing 31 of 37"
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Page 61, Line 12
change ", the fact" to ", you minimize the fact"

Page 61, Line 12
change "147" to "124"

Page 61, Line 17
change "problems" to "funding problems"

Page 61, Line 19
change "confines their" to "can find the"

Page 61, Line 23
change "homeowners. Thirty-four" to "homeowners in order to provide
adequate space for a functional park. Removing thirty-four"

Page 61, Line 28
change "also heard, as you" to "also heard, and we were convinced, that
if the number of camping sites was minimized to 55 within the canyon,
immune from the homeowners, we can live with it. And, as you"

Page 62, Line 12
change "houses. They" to '"houses. They refer to traffic impacts.
They"

Page 62, Line 26
change "tare not." to "are not your burden."

Page 62, Line 28
change "activity" to "objectivity"

Page 63, Line 21
change "other property is associated around that property. We" to "our
p--perty is zoned around the property which is R-1 - IXL which permits
2 to 7 units per acre to be developed in land areas for residential use
including the plan they they devised on the Bogdanovich/White Point
combination which they average out well over 6 units per acre. We"

Page 63, Line 28
change "residential". How" to "residential in Alternative A which was
designed on original action on the Wester Ridge which was some 50 acres
directly across from that, there is a scenic public view from 25th and
Western. How"

Page 64, Line 3
change "Alpha Beta." to "and Navy housing. "

Page 64, Line 9
change "scope." to "scope of contact."

Page 64, Line 14
change "neighborhood." to "neighborhood, but lives in San Pedro."

Page 64, Line 19
change "us fairly" to "these flaws carefully."
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Page 64, Line 24
change "subject" to "study"

Page 65, Line 24, 25
Speaker's name is "Mrs. Martha Angevine"

Page 66, Line 9
change '"have three freeways" to "have a freeway"

Page 66, Line 16, 18
Speaker's name is "Mrs. Rose Fobrich"

Page 66, Line 28
change "Fort Long Beach" to "Fort Walton Beach"

Page 69, Line 3
change "the housing is" to "we all possess"

Page 69, Line 13
Speaker's name is "Mrs. June Burlingauge Smith"

Page 70, Line 8
change "resource" to "recourse"

Page 71, Line 5, 8
Speaker's name is "Mr. William Samaras"

Page 71, Line 22
change "gap" to "gamut"

Page 72, Line 2
change "abrogating" to "abandoning"

Page 73, Line 23
change "minutes" to "comments"

Page 73, Line 26
change "specific." to "specific omission in the consideration of
alternatives."

Page 74, Line 14
change "recruiting" to "rerouting"

Page 74, Line 21
caange "housing" to '"ousing to the planned hotel area,"

Page 75, Line 11
change "60" to "16"

Page 76, Line 4
change "three locations" to "relocation"

Page 77, Line 23
change "pointer" to "monument"
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Page 78, Line 15
change "our" to "ordinary"

Page 79, Line 14, 16
Speaker's name is "Mr. Alfred Sattler"

Page 79, Line 18
change "document" to "document for the ability to repeat key phrases
throughout the document."

Page 81, Line 3
change "development" to "document"

Page 82, Line 9
change "normally on warrants" to "on known requirements"

Page 82, Line 24
Speaker's name is "Mr. Sattler"

Page 82, Line 25, 27
Speaker's name is Mr. Noah Modisett"

Page 84, Line 19
change "normally" to "initially"

Page 85, Line 4
change "grown," to "broken even,"

Page 85, Line 20
change "place." to "place to practice."

Page 86, Line 10
change '"built-up" to "adult-owned"

Page 87, Line 24
change "If you, if," to "If"

Page 88, Line 23
change "word" to "world"

Page 89, Line 1, 3
Speaker's name is "Mr. Kirk Links"

Page 89, Line 17
change "year." to "year. The Little League has greatly expanded, lots
of other programs are picking up more and more kids."

Page 89, Line 18
change "doing." to "doing. They are on the streets, they need to get
them off the streets and how are they going to do that but through
organized sports programs."
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Page 89, Line 23
Add "With he current success in our program in 86 we stand a good
chance of the program growing in 87."

Page 90, Line 2
change "There ajc parents trying to see getting in the way of baseball
playing between kids coaching their kids, the balls, its a matter" to
"There are parents trying to stand in the way of baseballs flying
between kids, coaches are hitting balls, players are hitting balls, its
a matter"

Page 90, Line 5
change "topographics" to "sacrifice"

Page 97, Line 19, 21
Speaker's name is "Ms. Bonnie Christensen"

Page 97, Line 28
change "seven" to "seventy"

Page 99, Line 11
change "park" to "part of it"

Page 99, Line 27
Speaker's name is "Ms. Christensen

Page 100, Line 1, 3
Speaker's name is "Mr. Vince Budrovich"

Page 103, Line 24
change "I'm not" to "I'd like to make one comment. The last
speaker projected an idea that I've heard many times in the last -
well, over a year, - that I've been involved with this particular
project and I would like to call it the NIMBY - not in my back yard.
I'm not"

Page 104, Line 5
Add "But to just say. -illy, there must be one somewhere is just
simply not enough."

Page 104, Line 2, 9
Speaker's name is "Hr. John Parkak"

Page 104, Line 9
change "I am" to "I work for McDonnell Douglas Corporation, I live
in San Pedro and live close to the White Point - Bogdanovich Park area,
I am"

Page 105, Line 23
change "Multiple" to "Building all"

Page 106, Line 12
change "youth" to "Yugosiavic"

Page 106, Line 23, 25

Speakor's name is "Mr. Lloyd Karch"
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Page 106, Line 26
change "repairing" to "preparing"

Page 108, Line 13
change "the military. It's" to "the military economy has impacted on
the economy as a whole. But there isn't money for the other things.
It's"

Page 108, Line 21
change "commission" to 'mission"

Page 110, Line 23, 24
Speaker's name is "Mr. Karch"

Page 113, Line 3
change "and belonging" to "and land belonging"

Page 113, Line 12
change "that called for" to "in that proposal, that was"

Page 113, Line 26
change "-" to "issues"

Page 114, Line 23, 25
Speaker's name is "Mr. Art Maffei"

Page 117, Line 23
change "upper" to "Air Force"

Page 118, Line 6, 8
Speaker's name is "Mr. John Kopczak"

Page 119, Line 5, 7
Speaker's name is "Mr. Rilee Lindquist"

Page 120, Line 16
change "need. Over" to "need. And to understand that all you have
to is recognize that fact that over"

Page 121, Line 4
change "that. They have appropriately sold the" to "that. If the
broker who sold the houses or"

Page 121, Line 15
change "or the" to "to waste"

Page 122, Line 7
change 'workers" to "organization"
change "world, and" to "world, there is no other peace organization,
and"

Page 122, Line 20
insert after "Commission,"; "Organic Society, the Divers,"
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Page 122, Line 23
insert after "listen -- "; "they don't represent us"

Page 123, Line 14, 16
Speaker's name is "Mr. Edward Bobak"

Page 123, Line 27
change "raised. It" to "be raised. We ought to keep that the way it
is. It"

Page 124, Line 5
change "neighborhood with the increase in traffic, which" to
"neighborhood. I don't like the increase in crime, that"

Page 124, Line 24
change "and density and mass wastes." to "to density and mass
weights."

Page 125, Line 7
change "Crenshaw" to "Crownview"

Page 126, Line 5
change "sites are suitable." to "sites that are currently
contained in the study are suitable for the military housing."

Page 126, Line 11
change "specialist" to "scientist"

Page 126, Line 15
change ".25" to "4.25"

Page 126, Line 27
change "impasse" to "impacts"

Page 126, Line 28
change "impasse" to "impacts"

Page 127, Line 2
change "quantified." to "quantified as well as the pollutant loadings
due to runoff from the site."

Page 127, Line 22
change "week, so" to "week, and I ended up on page 4-99, so"

Page 128, Line 3, 4
Speaker's name is "R. A. Hartlinian"

Page 128, Line 22
change "Bernard" to "Barnard"

Page 128, Line 26, 27
Speaker's name is "Mr. John Barbieri"
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Page 129, Line 5
change "so of course reading the document and looking academically
in the future" to "so our roots go deep and we care very deeply about
the future"

Page 129, Line 19
change "alternatives. But the only one which I am unwilling to
sacrifice" to "alternatives, which seem more than willing to sacrifice
the only cultural asset that San Pedro has which"

Page 130, Line 6
change "the Arlington Cemetery" to "any veterans cemetery"

Page 130, Line 7
change "people" to "peace"

Page 130, Line 16
change "about this thing here" to "because listening to you"

Page 130, Line 24
change, "going and whether they are going up or down." to "going. They
are going uptown."

Page 130, Line 25
change "communication with" to "building and"

Page 131, Line 11
change "or sales" to "facilities"

Page 131, Line 12
change "(inaudible)" to "impacted area"

Page 131, Line 12
change "tied" to "paid"

Page 131, Line 17, 18, 25
Speaker's name is "Ms. Lois Knight Larue"

Page 134, Line 2
change "We would like to make a further comment before the end" to "If
you would like to make a further written comment before the public
comment period ends."

Page 134, Line 14
change "can. We" to "can. The commissary that we"

Page 134, Line 20, 22
Speaker's name is Mrs. McCullough"

Page 135, Line 19
change "are" to "were"

Page 135, Line 21
change "$45" to "4.50 to $18 a month"

Page 136, Line 4
Add "Leave the Navy out, they are already there."
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Page 136, Line 22
change "Officially," to "Officials of"

Page 137, Line 1
change "has learned" to "has developed"

Page 137, Line 2
change "other." to "beauty of our free and democratic society. Please
be assured that the Air Force decision-makers will carefully consider
each viewpoint raised here this evening when deciding the ultimate
course of action on this proposed housing project."
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1 San Pedro, California, Tuesday, April 22, 1986

2 5:30 P.M.

3

4 LT. COL. SWEENEY: Good evenina, ladies and gentlemen.

5 We'd like to get started now. It is my pleasure to welcome

6 you here tonight to the public hearing.

7 The purpose of this public hearing is on the

8 Draft Environmental Impact Statement, which has been filed

9 by the Air Force and is currently being evaluated. This

10 Draft Environmental Impact Statement is on the proposal for

11 the construction and operation of 170 single-family housing

12 units on 40 acres of the area known as White Point in

13 San Pedro, California.

14 Alternatives to the proposal are for 170 units

15 on other portions of White Point and on City of Los Anceles

16 Department of Parks and Recreation property and Boqdanovich

17 Park and the upper reservation of Fort MacArthur. Both of

18 these alternative sites are also located in San Pedro,

19 California.

20 My name is Lt. Col. Pat Sweeney. I'm an active

21 Air Force trial judge currently serving as the chief judge

22 of the Fifth Circuit United States Air Force trials judge

23 located at Travis Air Force Base in Northern California. I

24 have been asked to serve as the presiding officer at this

25 hearing to see that all parties having an interest in this

26 matter receive a fair opportunity to be heard.

27 The time that we have available is from now

28 until ten o'clock this evenina. Now, the purpose of your

(213) 327-4701
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1 opportunity to be heard this evening is twofold: First,

2 it is to provide you with a chance to receive factual

3 information about the proposed Air Force action and to ask

4 any questions that you might have about it. In the sense

5 that this hearing affords the Air Force the opportunity to

6 clarify points which may have been misunderstood, it is

7 informational.

8 Second, and most importantly, your opportunity

9 to speak at this public hearing also permits the Air Force

10 to receive representative samples of public opinion as to the

11 anticipated environmental impact on the proposed Air Force

12 action to construct these housing units. Your comments may

13 be either verbal or written, and will constitute an integral

14 part of these proceedings.

15 Now, I'm not here as an expert on this proposal

16 or the Draft Environmental Impact Statement, which has been

17 filed; although I, like many of you, have familiarized myself

18 with the draft statement.

19 My principal responsibility this evenin- is to

20 ensure that this hearing is conducted in an orderly fashion

21 and is adequately reported. I have not participated in the

22 development of this proposal and have not rendered any leaal

23 advice or assistance with respect to it. Likewise, I will

24 not be making any recommendations or decisions with retards

25 to whether this Air Force proposal is to proceed, be modified

26 or abandoned.

27 Now, with me here on this platform this eveninc

28 are Air Force officials, who are extremely knowledgeable
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1 about the details of that proposal, and at this time I'd

2 like to introduce Col. Rodgers, the director of acquisition,

3 civil engineer, who is assigned to the Air Force Space

4 Division at the Los Angeles Air Force Station. Also with

5 us this evening to assist Col. Rodgers are several Air Force

6 personnel and consultants to the Air Force, whom Col. Rodgers

7 will introduce.

8 In a few moments Col. Rodgers will brief you

9 about the Draft Environmental Impact Statement, the hows and

10 whys of its preparation, the alternative options that are

11 being considered and the anticipated environmental impacts

12 of each of these. Following his presentation you will have

13 an opportunity to ask him questions, either about his remarks

14 or about the draft EIS.

15 The purpose of this questioning is, of course,

16 to clarify what he has said or that which is contained within

17 the Draft Environmental Impact Statement. And you will have

18 ample opportunity after these questions to make comments, in

19 either written form or orally here in this public hearing

20 concerning the adequacy of the draft EIS.

21 Those of you who have already signed up to

22 speak may wish to reserve your questions for the conclusion

23 of your comments.

24 Now, a verbatim transcript of this hearing will

25 be prepared by a qualified court reporter sitting to your

26 right, and will be used along with written statements which

27 any of you may care to submit in preparing the final

28 environmental statement. This will be used by senior

(213) 327-4701
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1 decision makers in evaluating the Air Force proposal. The

2 hearing is also being recorded by audio equipment, as well

3 as video tape, in order to insure that the record of public

4 comments received this evening is accurate and complete.

5 Now, I will explain the agenda for this evening's

6 hearing and outline the ground rules that we will be following.

7 After Col. Rodgers' remarks, I will open the

8 hearing for clarifying questions addressed to Col Rodgers,

9 and after approximately 15 minutes of questions and answers,

10 we will move to the presentation portion of this hearing,

11 where those who have requested to speak will be given a

12 chance to do so, using this podium up here in front to my

13 right, and where time permits, after having heard from all

14 of those who have asked to speak, we will attempt to close

15 the evening with a question and answer session.

16 Those who wish to make an oral statement this

17 evening are asked to fill out the speaker's sign-up card in

18 the lobby, even if you earlier called and indicated a desire

19 to speak. The card asks for your environmental area of

20 concern and your mailing address so that you may receive a

21 written response to your comments. If you do not wish to

22 speak but merely wish to receive a copy of the final EIS,

23 just say so on the card. You may also use the card to

24 reflect your written comments instead of also making verbal

25 statements here tonight.

26 You should realize that neither oral nor

27 written statements have a higher priority, and each is

28 afforded equal weight and will be fairly considered by

(213) 327-4701
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1 those preparing the final Environmental Impact Statement.

2 And if .,ou have to fill out the card and it has not yet been

3 collected, if you will raise your hand and an Air Force

4 officer here will collect them and give them to my adminis-

5 trative assistant to be sure that you are given an opportunity

6 to speak. Now, if you wish to speak, I will be asking for

7 strict adherence to our time restrictions for this hearing,

8 which are as follows: There will be 10 minutes allotted to

9 elected or other public officials, as well as those repre-

10 senting a group or organization; five minutes to those who

11 are speaking for themselves. Only the first speaker

12 representing a particular group will be allowed the 10 minutes,

13 all others from that same group will be treated as individuals

14 and be allowed five minutes; therefore, each group must select

15 their own representative.

16 Capt. Mondl, to my right, is serving as my

17 administrative assistant to help me with the time and other

18 details during this hearing. Each speaker will be notified

19 when they have one minute remaining and, if necessary, when

20 their time is up. Time cannot be transferred from one

21 speaker to another.

22 Now, I plan to strictly enforce these time

23 restrictions solely in order to assure that as many of you

24 who desire to speak will be given an opportunity this evening.

25 I will attempt to group those speakers with similar areas of

26 environmental concerns so that persons on a particular issue

27 are heard together. The general order of speakers would be

28 elected and public officials, representatives of groups, and

(213) 327-4701
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1 then private individuals.

2 Now, those who wish to submit written state-

3 ments may do so tonight, or they may mail their comments to

4 Air Force officials at the Los Angeles Air Force Station

5 within the 45-day review and public comment period, which

6 ends on May 27, 1986; therefore, written comments or questions

7 about the Draft Environmental Impact Statement should be

8 submitted by 27 May, 1986 to the following address, which is

9 also located on the hearing handouts you may have picked up

10 in the lobby. This address is, Headquarters Space Division/

11 DEV, Attention: Mr. Robert Mason, P.O. Box 92960, Los AnrTeles,

12 California 90009-2960.

13 As I said, this is listed on the hearina

14 handout, or I will give you that address after this hearing.

15 Finally, as hearing officer I want to briefly

16 remind you of the twofold purpose of this hearing: First,

17 to provide the public with additional means of presenting

18 information and your comments to the decision makers on the

19 environmental impact to your community that may result on

20 the proposed Air Force housing act. Secondly, it provides

21 you with an opportunity to receive actual information about

22 the proposed action and to ask questions of knowledgeable

23 persons about this subject.

24 However, this is not a trial, it is not a

25 debate, and so I ask you that you refrain from applauding

26 or reflecting displeasure with the comments of any speakers,

27 as such action tends to detract from the purpose of this

28 hearina and can interfere with everyone's ability to freely

(213) 327-4701
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1 express their own riewpoints.

2 At this time I will present Col. Rodgers, the

3 Air Force team chief, who will present a briefina to help,

4 you better understand the Draft Environmental Impact Statement.

5 COL. RODGERS: Thank you, Col. Sweeney. As Col. Sweeney

6 mentioned, I'm Ray Rodgers. My office is responsible for the

7 planning, design and construction of the Space Division

8 Facilities worldwide, including military family housina.

9 The Draft Environmental Impact Statement, which

10 is the subject of this hearing, is also prepared under the

11 supervision of my organization. First, I would like to

12 introduce the other individuals here on the dais who is

13 assisting us here this evening.

14 To my immediate left is Mr. Bob Mason, environ-

15 mental planning division; and next to him is Lt. Col. Cole,

16 chief of the design and construction division. To his left

17 is Mr. Jack Doolittle, Environmental Science and Enoineering:

18 and to his left is Mr. Warren Pandorf, also from the Environ-

19 mental Science and Engineering. Maj. Greiner on our Staff

20 Space Division is on the far left.

21 I will now explain how the environmental analysis

22 process is conducted. The proposed action, which is construc-

23 tion of 170 military housing units, units on White Point, the

24 alternatives to the proposed action and the potential

25 environmental consequences.

26 The National Environmental Policy Act reauires

27 federal aaencies to analyze the potential environmental

28 impacts of the proposed projects and to carefully consieer

(213) 327-4701
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1 alternatives to the proposed action, including the no-action

2 alternative. These analyses are used to make decisions and

3 recommendations on whether and how to proceed with the action.

4 To implement the National Environmental Policy

5 Act and the President's Council on Environmental Quality

6 Regulations, the Air Force developed an environmental quality

7 group. This decision-making process is based on the examina-

8 tion of the potential environmental consequences of the

9 proposed action and its alternatives. The environmental

10 impact analysis process is generally started by Air Force

11 activities by sending in an environmental civil engineerina

12 group. The proponents do this in the early time stages of

13 the proposed action to allow our office to determine as early

14 as possible whether the project applies to the, which I will

is explain momentarily, requires an environmental assessment or

16 an environmental impact statement.

17 The President's Council on Environmental Quality

18 Regulations allow cateccrical exclusions for those classes of

19 actions that do not individually or cumulatively have a

20 significant affect on the environment for which, therefore,

21 neither an assessment nor an impact statement is required.

22 Early in the analysis process, we determined

23 that this military family housing project did not qualify for

24 a categorical exclusion. The next step is to determine if

25 the project needs it or needs the more extensive environmental

26 impact statement. If it appears that the project will not

27 have any significant impact, the environmental planners will

28 elect to proceed with the environmental assessment. Every

(213 27-4701
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1 environmental assessment must lead to a decision, to a

2 finding of those significant impacts to assist us in

3 preparing an environmental statement or to take no action

4 on the proposal.

5 In 1983, when we began looking at various

6 options for military family housing property, we concluded

7 that an environmental assessment was appropriate. The

8 environmental assessment for housina in San Pedro was

9 published in July 1984. The assessment led to a finding

10 of no significant impact in August of that year. However,

11 when we subsequently requested the reversion of the 50 acres

12 for the project, the city opposed the action and proposed

13 alternative sites which we had not previously considered.

14 The city indicated that our proposed building of housinc at

15 White Point does have sianificant environmental impact, thus,

16 we decided to prepare an environmental statement, or EIS.

17 The first step in a preparation of an EIS is

18 to publish a Notice of Intent in the Federal Register, to

19 make this notice available to newspapers and other media and

20 interested parties in the area. The notice for the sinale

21 family housing project was published in the Federal Register

22 on 15 November, 1985.

23 The next step in the environmental impact

24 analysis process is to hold a public meeting, this meetina,

25 to assure the complete list of the issues to be addressed

26 and to help identify significant issues to be analyzed in

27 depth which are related to the proposed action.

28 The purpose of this process is to emphasize

(213) 327-4701
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I the significant issues and narrow the scope of the en,,iron-

2 mental statement and the identification of a range of facts

3 and alternatives to be considered in the impact statement.

4 The public scoping meeting of the San Pedro

5 housing project was announced in the local media and notices

6 were sent to individuals and agencies which had shown an

7 interest in the previous assessment. The meeting was held

8 in San Pedro on 11 December, 1985. Based on input uj

9 information gathered in previously prepared environmental

10 assessments, and from many other source documents, we becan

11 an extensive data gathering analysis, which culminated in

12 the public hearing of the draft EIS. Over 300 cooies of the

13 Draft EIS were mailed on 3-19-86 to all individuals and

14 organizations who requested a copy. In addition, we made

15 copies available to local libraries for public readina. The

16 Draft EIS was filed with the Environmental Protection Acenc%

17 on 4 April, 1986 with an announcement concernina the avail-

18 ability appearina in the Federal Register on 11-3. The draft

19 EIS notice to the Federal Register started a 45-day public

20 comment 5ericd. The end of the perico :s 20 May, ".

21 During the public comment period two acticns

22 take place. The first is that the public hearing :s held

23 to receive ccmments on the draft document, which is why .e

24 are here this eveninc.

25 The second activity: Is that durina the 45-day

26 period, written comments mav be submitted b., interested

27 ndi':duals nd icencies tr the Air Fcr~e. A cc7ent: tnat

28 ir-e_ meeting:, e_ -er or-y•r -r-tten,
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1 and during the 45-day period, will be addressed and answe

2 in the final EIS.

3 Once the final document is prepared, copies

4 will be made out in the same manner as the draft document

5 The final EIS is filed with the Environmental Drotection

6 Agency. The EPA publishes a notice of filing in the Fede

7 Register. Once the notice appears, a 30-day post filing

8 waiting period starts. All measures that are proposed to

9 minimize or mitigate the significant environmental impact

10 must be identified in the final document. All mitiaation

11 measures that are approved by the decision makers will be

12 implemented. On request, the status of the measurement

13 associated with the action taken can be made available.

14 Additions to the proposed action and alternatives will no

15 be made earlier than 30 days that the public has been

16 notified that the final EIS has been filed with the Envir

17 mental Protection Agency. And once the decision has been

18 made, it's duly reported and announced to the public. Th

19 final EIS and record of decision on this project will be

20 published late this summer. The record of decision will

21 explain the conclusion reached the rationale for the s'ele

22 and the alternatives selected -- I'm sorry -- the alterna

23 that were considered.

24 In order to draw up a list of reasonable

25 alternatives, the proponents select standards. These

26 standards should be in writina so they are available for

27 public scrutinv,.

28 In addition, any reasonable alternativ'es

,213) 327-1701
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1 suggested during the scoping process must be analyzed.

2 The standards developed on the project are

3 published in the draft Environmental Impact Statement on

4 page 1-4, and the standards are as follows: one, the site

5 must be within 30 miles and one hour or less commuting

6 distance from the Los Angeles Air Force Station. This drive

7 time is estimated at peak travel time. Two, the site must

8 be federally owned or the federal government must have a

9 reversionary interest because the congressional appropriation

10 for this project did not include funding for land purchase.

11 Three, the site usage must be compatible with

12 the surrounding land use.

13 Four, the site size and configuration must be

14 sufficient to allow economic development of the housing units.

15 Five, the site for the housing is to be in

16 direct relationship to the surrounding land usage.

17 More .than 40 regional alternative sites for

18 the proposed action were initially identified and evaluated

19 and narrowed to 15 sites. The evaluation of the alternative

20 sites were supplemented by the results of other surveys and

21 studies by the Department of Defense agency and recommendatici

22 from local elected officials and committees by the City of

23 Los Angeles to study Air Force housing needs.

24 These evaluations and recommendations resulted

25 in the identification of eight local alternative siting

26 configurations to the proposed action for the 170 housing

27 units, using various combinations of White Point, Boadanovicý

28 and the upper reservation of Fort MacArthur, all located in

1213) 327-4701
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1 the San Pedro community.

2 I will now be talking about the size and

3 alternatives, and you might find it useful to refer to the

4 maps contained in the handouts provided to you.

5 White Point is a 145-acre parcel. The 145

6 acres was declared excess property by the army durina the

7 1970s. Thirty acres were deeded to the County of Los Angel(

8 Department of Parks and Recreation in 1978. The remaining

9 115 acres north of Paseo Del Mar was conveyed to the City

10 of Los Angeles Department of Parks and Recreation in 1978.

11 The parcel deeded to the county and city was through the

12 U.S. Department of Interior with the condition that the

13 property be developed for recreational use. Included in thE

14 property transfer agreement is a clause that allows the

15 federal government to reserve all or part of the property

16 if needed for national defense.

17 Bogdanovich Park is a 22-acre City of Los Ana(

18 park located northeast of White Point. The land for the pa:

19 was conveyed to the city through the Department of Interior

20 after it had been declared excess by the U.S. Navy. The si

21 was used by the Navy until the late 1960s for housing milit

22 personnel. The transfer of the property also contains the

23 reversionary clause for natiunal defense.

24 Portions of the park include the soccer and

25 baseball fields. The City of Los Angeles suggested and

26 offered this park as a split site along with a smaller port

27 of White Point for the housing development.

28 The upper reservation consists of I11 acres,

(213) 327-4701
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1 of which 64 acres were conveyed to the City of Los Angeles

2 Parks and Recreation Department through the Department of

3 the Interior. The remaining 47 acres was conveyed to the

4 Los Angeles Unified School District. The school district

5 property agreement contains a 30-year waiver by the federal

6 government of the reversionary clause. The property was

7 intended for school use. The area currently is being used

8 as a vocational training center, a school bus maintenance

9 area, vocational and technical trainina center, automotive

10 and body maintenance shops, as well as a dead records

11 storage facility.

12 The 64 acres of the Parks and Recreation

13 property includes the Osgood Farley site, the formal coastal

14 battery and numerous World War II sites are being used by

15 the Angels Gate Cultural Center, other groups, and the

16 California Conservation Corps.

17 Due to the waiver of the reversionary clause

18 on the school district property, the historical site of the

19 property and a topographical appearance of the site, only

20 21 of the 111 acres of the upper reservation are available

21 as an alternative site to the proposed action.

22 The action proposed in the Draft EIS is the

23 construction of 170 housing units for officers assigned to

24 Headquarters Space Division in the Los Angeles Air Force

25 Station. The site for the proposal consists of 40 acres o'

26 land on the southeastern portion of the area known as White

27 Point in the community of San Pedro, City of Los Angeles,

28 California.

(213) 327-4701
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1 The eight alternatives studied in this Draft

2 Environmental Impact Statement are as follows: Alternative A;

3 30 acres of land located in the northwest portion ol White

4 Point. This was the original proposed action analyzed in

5 the July 1984 environmental assessment. The proposed action

6 was changed to the current one on the southeast part of

7 White Point at the suggestion of the city. The reduction

8 in size from 50 to 40 acres was made possible by elimination

9 of five acres changed to recreational and athletic fields,

10 and another five acres as the new site is flatter and, thus,

11 has less unusable land.

12 Alternative B, 16 acres of land in the northwest

13 corner of White Point and 22 acres on Bogdanovich Park.

14 Alternative C, 16 acres of land in the southwest

15 corner of White Point and 22 acres on Bogdanovich Park.

16 Alternative D, 9 acres of land in the southwest

17 corner of White Point and 22 acres on Bogdanovich Park.

18 Alternative E, 16 acres of land in the northwest

19 corner of White Point and 21 acres on the upper reservation.

20 Alternative F, 16 acres of land in the southwest

21 corner of White Point and 21 acres on the upper reservation.

22 Alternative G, 9 acres of land in the southwest

23 corner of White Point and 21 acres on the upper reservation.

24 Alternative H, 22 acres of land in Bogdanovich

25 Park and 21 acres on the upper reservation.

26 Additionally, there is a no-action alternative,

27 which would mean no additional housing units would be built.

28 Next, I would like to briefly summarize the

(213) 327-4701
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1 potential environmental impacts of the proposed action and

2 the alternatives and discuss the possible mitigation measures

3 which might be implemented to reduce the impacts. The Air

4 Force would take every prudent action necessary to reduce or

5 mitigate the environmental impacts. The purpose of the

6 summary will only address the areas of potential serious

7 and significant impact for the various alternatives. More

8 detailed discussions will be presented in the Draft Environ-

9 mental Impact Statement.

10 The proposed action has a potential for

11 significant adverse impact on land use for historical and

12 archeological resources. Forty acres of this proposed action

13 is indeed significant. However, if the remaining acreage on

14 White Point were combined with the Royal Palms State Beach

15 park, it would still remain a total of 124 acres, which could

16 be developed into a park. Such a park would be larger in

17 area than many of the other parks in Los Angeles, and also

18 larger than 60 parks currently in existence in the California

19 state parks system.

20 Further, the Air Force is pledged to work with

21 responsible agencies in the planning of housing and parks to

22 the maximum extent possible.

23 Concerning historical and ai,.;heoloaical

24 resources, the Air Force will coordinate various efforts

25 with the California state Office of Kistorical Preservation

26 Council on Historic Preservation to minimize an adverse

27 impact on any of the historic and archeological sites.

28 Addressing the alternatives, potentially

(213) 327-4701
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1 significant adverse impacts to a variety of vegetation may

2 occur if an alternative site is selected. This alternative

3 will encompass the only known population of vegetation on

4 White Point. The plant is the food source for the endangered

5 Palos Verdes blue butterfly. It is also considered to be a

6 relatively higher impact on the planned future use for White

7 Point as a park than other alternatives.

8 Alternatives B, C, D and H are considered to

9 have relatively higher impacts on the current land use at

10 Boadanovich Park compared with the other alternatives. The

11 existing soccer and baseball fields at the park would be

12 lost under these alternatives. Mitigation could include the

13 relocation of these sports fields. However, neither an

14 alternative location nor the necessary funds for the

15 relocation of these recreational facilities has been

16 identified.

17 This concludes the summary of the proposed

18 action and alternatives and potential environmental impacts

19 associated with the construction and operation of our military

20 family housing in San Pedro. I will now turn the program back

21 over to Col. Sweeney.

22 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you, Col. Rodgers. We are now

23 going to turn to the question and answer period of this public

24 hearing. Now, this time is set aside to allow you to ask

25 questions about the content of the briefing and the draft

26 statement. It is not intended to be a public comment or a

27 statement ieriod, which will come later in this hearing, but

28 merely to provide more detailed information in response to

(213) 327-4701
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1 your questions. Thus, I am going to ask that you please

2 limit your questions to the briefing or the Draft EIS. And

3 please understand that I will have to interrupt you to ask

4 you for your question if you proceed with a comment instead

5 of a question at this time.

6 Once again, those of you who have already

7 signed up to speak may wish to reserve your question until

8 the end of your remarks so that this time may be used by

9 those that will not be speaking this evening.

10 I mention that because we already have some

11 33 individuals who signed up and requested to speak this

12 evening, and allocating our time restrictions to that it

13 will take some four hours and five minutes to allow those

14 individuals to be heard. So, we need to move riaht along.

15 If you desire to ask a question at this point,

16 I would ask that you use the microphone at the podium to my

17 right, and all you would need to do is proceed to the podium

18 at this time to begin to ask a question.

19 The first question, please?

20 MR. BRIGHTON: You mentioned earlier that there were

191 21 40 sites that were considered. Why is White Point the only

22 one that was left out of 40 possible choices?

23 COL. RODGERS: Well, if you read the Draft Environmental

24 Impact Statement, we go through there and explain site by site

25 why each one was not sufficient, either nonsufficient in terms

26 of land area, distance from the station, or one of the other

27 criteria which has been established.

28 MR. BRIGHTON: Well, an additional auestion: There

1213) 327-4701
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192 I 1 are no other combination of those other sites that would

2 be suitable?

3 COL. RODGERS: No, that's correct.

4 COL. SWEENEY: Sir, would you identify yourself for

5 the purpose of the record so that we make sure we get your

6 name?

7 MR. BRIGHTON: Joseph Brighton.

8 COL. SWEE14EY: Thank you. Next question, please?

9 Once again, give your name and affiliation or address before

10 you ask the question.

11 MR. WHITEROCK: My name is Dennis Whiterock, a teacher

12 at San Pedro High School, and we have been utilizina White

13 Point Park as an educational resource for my classes for the

14 last five years. I notice in the environmental impact

15 analysis there is nothing there concerning the facility as

16 an educational resource. This section on 3.6, .4 and 5,

193 17 and 3.6 and 12 on recreational facilities 3.6118 on

18 irreversible and irretrievable resources, but I couldn't

19 find much of anything about the educational resource dealt

20 with in the environmental analysis.

21 COL. RODGERS: I will probably want to have one of

22 our contract representatives, who did the research in the

23 various areas, more fully answer your question, but I would

24 just like to make a general comment, and that is, that if

25 you have information, documentation on the use of the site

26 which we have not included in the Draft EIS, if you can

27 furnish that to us we would be happy to make sure that It

28 is included in the final statement.

(213) 327-4701
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1 Jack, do you want to expand on that?

2 MR. DOOLITTLE: We did state in the EIS that the park

3 or White Point was used for various walkovers and observation

4 of the habitat. We did not identify it specifically, you

5 know, as specific groups did, and if you have information

6 on that we would be glad to designate it within the final

7 EIS.

8 MR. WHITEROCK: Thank ycu.

9 THE SPEAKER: My name is -- (inaudible) -- I have a

10 question regarding the Veterans Hospital in Brentwood. I

11 have identified this as an ideal alternative, but it doesn't

12 talk about the fact that there was a problem with the

13 conditions under which the VA Hospital received this property.

194 14 My question is whether or not you considered any kind of a

15 permit agreement with the Veterans Hospital that would allow

16 you to use that property without them losing it under the

17 terms under which they received it?

18 COL. RODGERS: In our contact with the Veterans

19 Administration, the answers that we received was that none

20 of tha VA land is excess under the terms of the VA use of

21 the property. And so part of the VA has said no, none of

22 th.•t is excess. But also, there is a problem with the

23 granting of the deed, that if the VA finds that it no longer

24 needs the property there is a provision in the deed, I'm told,

25 that would revert back to the original heirs.

26 THE SPEAKER: That's -;hy I was askina about a permit,

27 so they didn't have to declar': it as excess, didn't have to

28 maybe say they no longer needed it, but could temporarily

(213) 327-4701
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1 for the next 30 years, temporarily allow the Air Force to

2 use it with the idea that it then reverted back to the VA,

3 because by then they may need that property.

4 COL. RODGERS: Well, the real primary reason is that

5 they indicated to us that none of the property is excess.

6 Whether some kind of legal document could be arranged, that

7 I don't know. But that could be looked into.

8 COL. SWEENEY: Any further questions?

9 (No response.)

10 COL. SWEENEY: If not, we will proceed directl" t(,

11 those who have asked to speak this evening. Our first speaker

12 will be Assemblyman Dave Elder from the California Assembly

13 representing the City of Long Beach. Assemblyman Elder, are

14 you here?

15 MR. ELDER: Thank you very much. For the record, I

16 represent also San Pedro. I live in San Pedro, and I repre-

17 sent Harbor City and Wilmington, as well as a portion of the

18 City of Long Beach. I appreciate your accommodating my

19 schedule. I flew down to this hearing and I have to go back

20 tonight. My comments are on the EIS, and I will try to stay

21 on point with the comments. I want to indicate that I will

22 have more extensive comment as I looked at the EIS Friday.

23 Thank you for the opportunity to come out at this hearing.

24 It's nice to know that the Air Force believes that the

25 housing project proposed is worthy of environmental review

195 26 in a day and age when many attorneys would argue that the

27 federal government is not subject to the National Environmental

28 Protection Act. At the same time, I think it unfortunate that
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1 the same attorneys can arcue that the construction of a

2 housing project must be completed in the name of national

3 defense.

4 The Draft EIS appears to be too narrowly

5 focused in at least seven areas. One, should not the final

6 EIS incorporate a more detailed assessment of the possible

196 7 presence and health and safety consequences of toxic or

8 hazardous materials? The Draft EIS speaks, almost in passing,

9 of possible presence of flammable hydrocarbon fuel and nitric

10 acid oxidation and the suspected carcinogenic PCB.

11 In response to the Draft EIS, it implies that

12 while a toxic investigation will be undertaken, it will be

13 limited at the outset to a search of available records and

14 interviews with persons knowledgeable about this material

15 handling during the army's use of the site.

16 While that may be a cood start, it seems

17 imperative that more onsite investigation, includina water,

18 soil, and possibly water sampling be undertaken. This

19 recommendation is made for two reasons: First, all records

20 and memories of army personnel, if they can be locatec( after

21 these many years, may not accurately r~flect current and

22 future hazardous material risks endancers both on and cffsite.

23 Second, the military services have less than

24 a savory reputation for toxics management here in California;

25 specifically, the EPA's national priorities list contains

26 seven current and proposed military bases as candidates for

27 hazardous waste cleanup. These include Castle Air Force Base

28 in Merced, Mather Air Force Base in Sacramento, McClellan in

(213) 327-4701
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1 Sacramento, Norton Air Force Base in San Bernardino,

2 Sacramento Army Depot in Sacramento and Moffitt Naval Air

3 Station at Santa Clara.

4 In the interest of public health and safety,

5 it is strongly urged that the EIS call for a complete

6 remedial investigation feasibility study consistent with

198 7 the EPA published guidelines. That should be completed before

8 any other development is undertaken to avoid allegations

9 that contaminated soil or structures were improperly or

10 unsafely removed.

11 Two, has the EIS adequately explained why this

12 is a national defense project? It is understood that there

199 13 is a property agreement that allows the federal government

14 to revert all or part of the property, if needed, for

15 national defense. However, it is unclear why the allegedly

16 lack of adequate housing for field grade and senior officers

17 has stifled officer recruitment to Southern California, nor

18 is it clear how this housing project can be justified in the

19 name of national defense.

20 The EIS itself on pace 3 through 6 -ays this

21 is only a potential impact. More information should be

22 included in the EIS on this subject. And I might indicate,

23 parenthetically, that on Capitol Drive there is at least

24 500 condominiums under construction, some of which are going

25 to block my view from the south side of Capital Drive.

26 Three, why can't officers buy housing in the

200 27 open market? With all due respect to the transient nature

28 of the military, little information is given to sectign 1.2,
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1 why officers must live in close proximity to each other.

2 An explanation is needed why the EIS did not create open

200 3 market civilian housing as a bona fide and formal project

(Con t 4 alternative. It says the EIS has not given actual total cost

5 of the construction of the entire development for these people.

6 Wouldn't it be cheaper to invest in a well-run officer

7 relocation and rent mortgage subsidy program? Certainly,

8 there is plenty of adequate housing for sale that would also

9 help stimulate the local economy.

J^ Four, will more land be reverted later if the

201 11 proposed alternative is allowed? What assurance is there

12 that the balance of the land at White Point will not ultimately

13 be sought by the Air Force for more aovernment land? Will the

14 land left be subject to an irrevocable deed restriction or

15 will it be taken if needed for national defense?

16 Five, why can't there be a housing density

17 exception for the Air Force? The intent of the Air Force is

202 18 to provide 170 units of housing. Why must the density of

19 housing necessarily be comparable to the surroundinq housing?

20 How much acreage would be saved at White Point if the hiaher

21 density were allowed? Couldn't 170 units of space-savina

22 townhouses be built instead? Why couldn't the Air Force buy

O3 23 one or two or three of the ailing condominium projects in

24 Southern California? With the power of the conaress on its

25 side, it's difficult to see how local zonina restrictions

26 necessarily mandate single-family dwellings with larger yards

27 being provided to military officers.

28 Six, are we essentially polarizing the San Pedro

(213) 327-4701
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1 community? It is noted on pages 5 throuah 7 by the EIS that

2 60 percent of the recently completed residential housing

204 3 units are military houses not available to the general public.

(Con It) 4 As a result, it can be argued that the EIS has not adequately

5 described the cumulative impacts of the militarization of the

6 San Pedro community, especially with regard to the transient

7 impacts on local schools and recreational access. And I

8 might point out that we are seeing tonight the militarization

9 of this room as a production presented by the U.S. taxpayer.

10 Seven, why doesn't the EIS state if the Air

11 Force base is expandable? The need for new housing would

12 be much lower if an expansion of the base were pronosed,

13 thus mandating additional personnel. There may be reasons

205 14 for increasing housing allowances, but the re son for

15 building new structures off the Air Force base itself is

16 at best unclear. I am puzzled at some of the cost data

17 that was developed in the EIS. What are the natural project

18 costs? The military may be savina on land costs, but there

19 is little convincing evidence that the per-dwelling cost,

20 after site work is figured in, is going to be less than the

21 cost of purchasing civilian housing on the open market or

22 constructing high density living quarters on base property.

23 COL. SWEENEY: Mr. Elder, will you begin summino up,

24 please.

25 MR. ELDER: The comments I gave me this evening were

26 preliminary because my office did not receive a copy of the

27 EIS till late last week. It is my intent to provide more

28 detailed written comments to the Air Force in advance of the

1213) 327-4701
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1 May 27th deadline. Again I thank you for this opportunity

2 to comment on this matter of great importance to the community

3 of San Pedro.

4 COL. SWEENEY: Thank-you very much.

5 COL. RODGERS: I would like to make a couple of comments

6 concerning Mr. Elder's remarks.

7 Concerning the hazardous waste cleanup, there

8 is another completely separate program under which the

9 Department of Defense is looking at their bases and iden-

10 tifying hazardous materials that have been -- that may have

11 been disposed of onsite, or may be on the base, that were

12 done prior to the days where environmental concerns were as

13 evident as they are today.

14 This program is phased so it will begin with

15 data search followed by actual site inspections and core

16 borings to determine, you know, what might be there, and

17 then followed by the actual cleanup of those materials.

18 You can rest assured that it will be done in

19 the case of the land which was --

20 MR. ELDER: Has that procedure been approved by the

21 EPA?

22 COL. RODGERS: (Nods head in the affirmative.)

23 Concerning the national defense, the determination was made

24 by the Secretary of Defense himself that this project qualifies

25 under that clause. Now, I would think that he would know

26 somethina about the subject matter.

27 MR. ELDER: He knows quite a bit about it. The

28 President seems to know the most, thouah.
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1 COL. RODGERS: One other thing regarding your comment

2 on the open market, us going out and buying houses on the

3 open market. The current amount of the money that we have

4 gone out with for proposals for the housing is $12.3 million.

5 Some quick arithmetic, that comes down to about $72,000 a

6 house. And if someone has a block of housing that meets

7 those criteria that's within an hour's drive of the station,

8 the size requirements that meet our needs, I would surely

9 like to take a look at them.

10 Does anybody else have anything?

11 MR. ELDER: On that point, 33.4 calls for an emergency

12 clause to be put in next Wednesday, and it deals with the

13 acquisition of the site in question. And what I'm concerned

14 about is that perhaps we could attempt to make some fair

15 market value for the differential between the $72,000 and

16 what the fair market competitive housina miqht be. That

17 would make the acquisition cost of White Point substantially

18 less. I don't know whether in fact that bill would have much

206 19 chance, but at least we can be in with an uraency clause

20 without being subject to the normal deadlines legislation.

21 So if the differential is 20,000, then auick arithmetic would

22 suggest something on the order of a $3.4 million aDpropriation

23 could provide the differential between market and 92,000, or

24 whatever you think the market rate is, as it turns out to be.

25 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you, Assemblyman Elder.

26 Our next speaker will be Mr. lobert McKinney,

27 who is representing Assemblyman Gerald FeLdndo of the 51st

28 asserblv district of California.
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1 MR. MC KINNEY: Thank you, Coi. Sweeney, gentleman.

2 The assemblyman is back in Washington this past few days, and

3 1 appreciate the opportunity of coming down and preparing --

4 reading a prepared statement:

5 "This letter is to respectfully convey deep

6 concern for the United States Air Force housing at White Point

7 in San Pedro, California. As an elected representative to the

8 California State Assembly since 1978, my district serves the

9 San Pedro area, where I was born and raised. I believe I can

10 speak with some degree of certainty on the issues important

11 to this area, including whether the Air Force should be

12 permitted to site any military housing at White Point.

13 "My staff and I reviewed the draft of the EIS

14 dated April '86, and my comments are as follows: In my view,

15 any development alternative which offers to sacrifice

16 Bogdanovich rmark is not consistent with the best interests

207 17 of San Pedro. Not only is Bogdanovich Park a heavily used

18 facility by the youth of our community, it is also a living

19 memorial to Martin Bogdanovich and the great good he did for

20 San Pedro. He founded Starkist Foods and he helped shape the

21 early culture of the community.

22 "Since the draft of the EIS alternatives B, C

23 and H propose destroying Bogdanovich Park, I cannot support

24 those. Alternatives E, F and G and H also threaten Anaels

25 Cate Cultural Center and the California Conservation Corps

26 based there.

27 "I believe that as lona as viable alternatives

28 exist, those areas should not be encroached upon. That leaves
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1 the preferred option 3.1-1 and alternative A to be ccnsidered.

2 "In either case, I am pleased that more than

3 half of the acreage at White Point would remain open space

4 after construction of the much needed Air Force housing.

5 "I would also like to address the economic

6 impact to our community should the Air Force have to leave

7 the South Bay and relocate in another area where land

8 acquisition and housinq are more affordable to the families

9 of the men and women servinq our interest. The Space

10 Division spends approximately $6.6 billion annually in the

11 Los Angeles County, including 1.3 billion locally, accounting

12 for about 100,000 jobs. I would respectfully urge and support

13 a compromise wherein we can maintain Bogdanovich Park in its

14 present configuration and accommodate the needs of the Air

15 Force on approximately 40 acres of White Point Park.

16 Sincerely, Gerald Felando, Assembly 51st District."

17 Thank you very much, gentlemen.

3 18 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you, Mr. McKinney.

19 I would ask those of you that have already been

20 seated if you would move toward the center and fill up any

21 vacant seats so that other people may also be seated.

22 Our next speaker will be Christine (inaudible)

23 representing Mayor Tom Bradley and the City of Los Angeles.

24 THE SPEAKER: I am here representing the mayor,

25 Tom Bradley. I would like to also call up to the microphone

26 Ann D'Amato representing Councilwoman Joan Flores' office.

27 We will be issuing a joint statement as both Councilwoman

28 Flores and Tom Bradley are out of the city today.
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1 The city is currently preparing a detailed.

2 written response to the Air Force environmental impact

3 statement which will be forwarded to the Space Division by

4 May 27th. It is our opinion that the EIS prepared by the

5 Air Force is inadequate. The city is disappointed that the

6 Air Force's EIS gives very little consideration to alternative

7 housing sites, as well as housing design and density. The

8 Air Force could accommodate all of its housing on the

9 alternative sites near White Point by utilizing a mixture

208 10 of single-family and attached dwelling units. In fact, the

11 Air Force has built attached units in the middle reservation

12 of Fort MacArthur, which is under the direct control of the

13 Air Force. And the Navy recently successfully negotiated

14 with the city the transfer of property for construction of

15 attached units.

16 Significant use of White Point for housina of

17 any nature would indeed eliminate any opportunity for a city

18 or state park in this important site. The White Point Dark

209 19 site is the largest piece of undeveloped publically owned

20 property in the city of Los Angeles; it should be preserved

21 for present and future generations.

22 MS. D'AMATO: Representing Councilwoman Flores' office.

210 23 The proposed San Pedro specific plan and the city of Los

24 Angeles designates White Point as a recreational area. The

25 recommendation was reached with the assistance of a community

26 advisory committee after community public hearings. The

27 city's goal has been to accommodate additional Air Force

28 housing in our community while presenting a multi-million
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1 dollar state park option at White Point. In its compromise

2 proposals to the Air Force, the city has never presented a

3 proposal which would not allow all the housing units the

4 Air Force requested in the San Pedro community, nor have we

5 ever suggested that the Air Force build fewer units in

6 San Pedro and at other locations closer to El Segundo. We

7 will continue to meet with the Air Force to discuss further

8 the detail of our proposals, which would provide the Air

9 Force with all the requested housing units.

10 We further request that the Air Force follow

11 the direction of congress during its appropriation process.

211 12 We urge the Air Force to work with the city to resolve this

13 issue. We remain committed to preserving White Point, while

14 offering other desirable and valuable city properties for

15 future Air Force housing. Thank you.

16 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you very much.

17 COL. RODGERS: I would like to make one comment, and

18 that is, the latest proposal in a series of ongoing negotia-

19 tions with the city of Los Angeles was made by the Secretary

20 of the Air Force, undersecretary Jim Boatwright on the 17th

21 of December of last year. We are still waitina for a reply

22 from the city on that proposal.

23 COL. SWEENEY: Our next speaker will be Mr. Alan Holme

24 representing the California State Parks system.

25 MR. HOLME: Gentlemen, Alan Holme. I represent the

26 California State Parks system. The California Department of

27 Parks and Recreation, Southern Regional Headquarters have

28 had an opportunity to review the U.S. Air Force Environmental
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1 Impact Statement. This evening I will give you a review.

2 The department will supply a written response. Our basic

212 3 concerns are as follows: One, the EIS addresses only local

4 regional recreational needs and availability. It fails to

5 acknowledge or address the significance of a combined

6 White Point/Royal Palms properties meeting both state and

7 national recognized outdoors deficiencies lies specifically

8 within the Los Angeles coastal zone and have been more than

9 amply identified by both state and federal responses to

10 recreational studies.

11 Two, the EIS, through the admission of pertinent

12 and verbal written communication with the California State

13 Parks system is providing the reader with a great distortion

213 14 of the view of the capabilities of the state parks system.

15 For example, there is no such thing as a regional state park.

16 This statement is used several times throughout the document.

17 We are not really in the business of providing recreational

18 recreation. We do not provide baseball diamonds and basketball

19 courts and that sort of thing. We are in the business of

20 providing outdoor natural recreation.

21 The department, as a gefteral rule, and this is

22 something that you are basically correct on, the department

23 doesn't supply 24-hour protection. But to put it in proper

24 context, the department, as a general rule, does not find it

25 necessary to provide 24-hour protection for those parks.

26 Thank God.

27 However, because of the many problems associated

28 with White Point and with this particular project, we have
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I agreed to take whatever steps are necessary, up to and

2 including 24-hour protection for White Point, should it

3 become a state park.

4 Another thing, there are several statements

5 in it that there are several state parks smaller than White

6 Point. There are many types of state parks and many

7 classifications of state parks, beginning with the state

8 historians, state recreation, state beaches and, quote,

9 unquote, state parks. We have historic units as small as

214 10 one or two acres. The whole town of San Diego has four or

11 five acres. So, but, state parks, and I use those words

12 with quotation around them, by definition consist of relatively

13 spacious a-eas. The smallest state park that I'm aware of

14 is Fremont Peax at 250 acres. If White Point becomes a state

15 park, it will become smaller than the largest, 600,000 acres,

16 and with the average state park site being in excess of

17 6,000 acres.

18 A further comment I would like to touch on.

215 19 The EIS fails to acknowledge the city's offer of nine acres

20 of White Point, where the statewide density proposal by the

21 city is unacceptable.

22 Four, the document nealects to provide the

216 23 land use standard used in evaluation of alternative sites.

24 Five, in addressing the Bogdanovich/White Point

25 and ecological concerns, the document fails to acknowledae

26 that ecological mitigation will be required regardless of

217 27 which site is used. The cost will probably be identical.

28 So I don't think the cost is a turnina factor here. And I
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1 think the document really faiis to acknowledae that the

2 community, the city, the county of Los Angeles and the state

3 of California in general, have voiced almost unanimous

4 opposition to the use of White Point, and I think we really

5 need to address the people's views on this matter. Thank you

6 very much.

7 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you, Mr. Holme.

8 Our next speaker is Mr. John Galt representing

9 the Native Plant Society.

10 MR. GALT: Yes. I'm the active president of the

11 society. The idea of the -ociety is to protect and promote

12 the use of California plants. This idea is especially

13 important for entering an age of water shortage and a need

14 of water conservation in our dry southland. Governments and

15 landscapists are taking this idea seriously and seeing the

16 wisdom of using the native plants. The native plants here

17 have evolved over thousands of years to a fine-tuned adaptation

18 for survival in our semi-desert southland.

19 Some oL you folks remember San Pedro when the

20 hills were alive with new vegetation, beautiful flowers in

21 the stream. White Point could be that way again with a state

22 park. The state park at White Point would use droucht-

23 resistant flora.

24 My other concern is the protection of the state

25 park we give to the pacific flyway, tne migratory birds. In

218 26 recent years I was a captain of a team which did the annual

27 bird count of San Pedro as our share of the arefa in which we

28 eyeballed and counted each species because of the lack of
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1 development on the hills and the shores on White Point. I

2 was reading the other day -- because the place is alive with

3 a wealth of birds. It's a thrill to have a pheasant explode

4 from in front of your feet here in San Ped-o. So all the

218 5 other birds we enjoy. We have fly cazchcrs, gnat catchers,

(ConIt) 6 three kinds of hawks and many kinds of shore birds in the

7 proposed park area.

8 A White Point state park would help bird

9 wildlife in two ways: Provide a fine year-round habitat

10 for our local birds and, secondly, be an important rest

11 station for the migratory birds on their spring and fall

12 migrations. Thank you.

13 COL. SWEENEY: T1hlank you.

14 Our next speaker will be Ms. Marian Morgan

15 from the League of Women Voters.

16 MS. MORGAN: My name is Marian Morgan and I represent

17 the League of Women Voters.

18 Many of our members reside in this area, and

19 we have long had a strong position in support of parks,

20 particularly in urban areas. We also support the corporation/

21 connunity groups in determining recreational needs of an area,

219 22 so we now have an opportunity to have a state park at White

23 Point in San Pedro. This would be the only coastal state

24 park between the Ventura County border and the Orange County

25 border.

26 We have had several community meetings. Over-

27 whelming support has been presented by the San Pedro

28 Peninsula homeowners, the historical society, Rancho Palos
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1 Verdes city council, Izaak Walton League, the Sierra Club

2 and other groups as well. These positions have b-•n reached

3 after concentrated study and consensus.

4 In support of the proposal, state senator

5 Robert Beverly introduced legislation, senate bill No. 9 in

6 1983, which requested a feasibility study done by the State

7 Department of Parks and Recreation. The resulting plan was

8 published in 1984. In the determination of the California

9 Coastal Commission, the proposed Air Force housing project

220 10 is inconsistent with the Coastal Act. If the land available

11 is transferred to the Air Force for the construction of

12 housing, a state park is considered not feasible, which

13 would adversely affect the opport'nity for enjoyment of

14 this rare coastal resource by millions of people in this

15 area. We strongly support a state park at White Point.

16 Thank you.

17 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you, Ms. Morgan.

18 Our next speaker will be Mr. Paul Nevins

19 representing the San Pedro Peninsula Chamber of Commerce.

20 MR. NEVINS: Thank you, Col. Sweeney. I am Paul Nevins,

21 president of the San Pedro Peninsula Chamber of Commerce.

22 I'm speaking this evening on behalf of the San Pedro Peninsula

23 Chamber of Commerce.

24 We represent nearly 600 businesses in this

25 community, businesses which have a stake in the future of

26 San Pedro. A few years ago, in order to study this issue

27 the Chamber established a White Point task force to review

28 the controversy surrounding the proposed officer housing at
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1 White Point for the Air Force Space Division. I think that

2 the White Point task force did a very thorough job in

3 reviewing and examining the pros and cons related to the

4 proposed Air Force housing and the pros and cons related

5 to the proposed state park development.

6 It was our conclusion then, and it remains so

7 now, that there is more than enough land to provide for both

221 8 the housing and for reacreational uses. The problem which

9 we feel needs to be resolved is how do we arrange the housing

10 so as not to preclude recreational use.

11 It is our contention that the only way to

12 resolve this question is for all parties to meet and work

13 together to find an acceptable compromise. We have reviewed

14 the Draft Environmental Impact Statement. This was obviously

15 an extensive undertaking, and we commend the Air Force on

16 the thoroughness of the report. Of particular interest to

17 us were the various alternatives that were enumerated. We

18 believe that these alternatives represent the comprehensive

19 list of possible compromise positions. The EIS includes a

20 review of the Air Force's objections to some of these

21 alternatives and the criteria they are using to select the

22 location for their housing.

23 In our view, the real value of the Draft EIS

24 is that it provides a possible basis for discussion between

25 the city and the Air Force. While there are positive and

26 negative aspects to each and every alternative, we are

27 confident that a mutually acceptable compromise can be

28 reached to provide for housing and recreational use,
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1 providing the parties are willing to negotiate and bargain

2 in good faith.

3 We now have the options enumerated in black

4 and white, and each option should now be easier to evaluate.

5 We have been in contact with both the Air Force and the city.

6 Both sides have expressed a willingness to meet. We are

7 hopeful that a positive dialogue will result in a compromise,

8 which can provide that needed housing for the Air Force and

9 also safeguard the recreational options for the city.

10 After two years of this controversay, it's

11 time to get White Point resolved, get it behind us and move

12 on to other issues which are important to San vedro. Thank

13 you.

14 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you, Mr. Nevins.

15 Before our next speaker, I would note that a

16 number of people still haven't been able to find seatinq.

17 There are a number of seats in the front rows, if you choose

18 to come forward and take those.

19 Our next speaker will be Mr. James Hirt

20 representing the El Segundo Chamber of Commerce.

21 MR. HIRT: Colonel, ladies and qentlemen, my name is

22 Jim Hirt and I'm the president of the El Segundo Chamber of

23 Commerce. I'm also director of public affairs at Hughes

24 Aircraft Company, and I guess I'm here this evening also to

25 preserve a salary source for our area which is located in

26 the city of El Segundo. And I note that aerospace and defense

27 and electronic firms account for more than 100,000 jobs in

28 the South Bay area. And that doesn't begin to cover the
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1 thousands more folks who are employed through suppliers and

2 subcontractors. The economic impact of this industry in the

3 South Bay area in 1985 was $6.6 billion. And I raise these

4 points only to emphasize the value of the Space Division to

5 the area's economic well-being. If you would look over the

6 division, it includes the research and development, the

7 launch, management of an orbital operation and space systems

8 representing a significant element in the aerospace structure.

9 It keeps this area on the cutting edge of technology. So

10 we are not just talking about -- we are talking about the

11 economic future of this area for years to come, and a lot

12 of communities across this nation would be pleased to have

13 this in their area.

14 Now, like the Air Force, the industry has

15 critical housing problems, too, limited afforeable housing

16 and housing costs that are among the highest in the nation

17 in this area. But unlike the private sector, the Air Force

18 has some unique problems that we don't. This station, the

19 Air Force station in El Segundo, is not a base with its

20 normal allocation base housing, and this makes it extremely

21 difficult for Junior officers and noncommissioned officers

22 to deal with. And I'm sure all you folks here this evening

23 who were in the service, I'm sure a lot of you have sons

24 and daughters that were in the service, and you know what

25 it can be like if you try to have your family with you and

26 you can't afford to have them be near you. The Air Force

27 people here do not have flexibility. The Air Force doesn't

28 adjust pay scales or housing allotments the way the industry
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1 does. They are also faced with a short duration time table

2 to a duty station and it economically knocks them out of the

3 ballpark when it comes to purchasing a home in this area.

4 The study has clearly indicated a desperate need for addi-

5 tional Air Force housing. We fully agree with that assessment

6 and we support that conclusion.

7 1 have here a letter from the mayor of

8 El Segundo. I wanted to read the whole letter, but I will

9 go through one paragraph: Shortage of affordable housing

10 has long posed hardship on Air Force personnel assigned to

11 the Space Division. Lack of suitable military housing has

12 scattered the Space Division's 2,000 military personnel

13 throughout 90 communities in three counties, and it forces

14 them to commute up to two hours a day -- and I was talking

is to a young lieutenant earlier today who named some folks

16 that worked with her who commuted up to three hours each way

17 to work. So we have a lot of fine young people in the

18 Space Division, and they have been motivated to dedicate

19 several, and in some cases many, years of their lives to

20 the national defense. They have made a personal commitment

21 to the nation, and it seems to me that the least we can do

22 is return the favor. We support the Air Force housing

23 development project at White Point.

24 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you.

25 The next speaker is Mr. Richard Hubizak

26 representing the Palos Verdes Audubon Society.

222 27 MR. HUBIZAK: The gentlemen who asked 
the question

28 concerning a loss of student educational opportunities was
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1 rightly concerned. I felt that the Draft did not address

2 that also. -And in the scoping meetina -- I will quote you

3 my statement then: The first item that we'd like to see

4 addressed on your environmental impact study is a figure

5 that the housing project would have on the students of the

6 surrounding area as a result of a loss of this educational

7 opportunity. So it was brought up at the scoping session.

8 I would like to state that the Audubon Society

9 fully supports the preservation of White Point as open space

10 and is totally opposed to housing of any kind on the property.

11 We feel that the only way to protect this resource is through

12 the preservation of a state park, and we have supported that

13 goal for several years. We find it unreasonable on the part

14 of the Air Force, with all the options available, that they

15 persist in this effort to destroy valuable coastal property.

16 It is hard to believe a carefully planned higher density

17 would not satisfy the needs of Air Force personnel.

18 The Draft Environmental Impact Statement that

19 we are addressing tonight is tailored to support the Air

20 Force's position. Important items are missing. One of these

223 21 items is the cost of the project. There are no estirmates

22 for the proposed action or any of the alternatives. One site,

23 the upper reservation, is ruled out for housing because the

24 high cost of demolition of its army barracks. What high

25 cost? What is the relationship between the cost of demolition

26 and the cost of removing and disposing of the hazardous

224 27 material? What is the relationship between hazardous

28 materials on the upper reservation and hazardous materials
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1 at White Point?

2 At White Point you have graciously offered to

224 3 clean up and control toxics or hazardous materials regardless

(Con't) 4 of whether or not the site is selected for Air Force housing,

5 using the Department of Defense restoration program. Could

6 this program be used at the Upper Reservation?

7 Another item missing from the draft is the

8 impact on the wildlife at White Point. At this point I

9 would like to thank John Galt for representing the birds

10 so adequately on his statement. When the July 1984

11 Draft Environmental Impact statement -- that's the first

12 one that you prepared -- came out, we questioned a one-day

13 walkthrough survey as not being adequate. For the current

14 draft, we requested a comprehensive study of flora and fauna

15 i and we were given a three-day walkthrough, plus some traffic.

16 We still have to question whether that is adequate. In the

17 time between the two reports, the Air Force could have

18 prepared a useful survey of the area taking into account

225 19 the time of year. In any case, the present draft leaves

20 out the following conclusions found in the 1984 draft. Now

21 I'll quote from that. This is concerning White Point.

S22 Although the habitat on this site is highly disturbed, there

23 are any different population of a number of small animal

24 species and some birds. The development of housing on the

25 site would force displacement of resident individual species.

26 As the displacement occurs, there is also a probability that

27 the resident animals, with the possible exception of birds,

28 will be able to migrate and successfully establish themselves
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1 in their remaining habitat north to the site. There is a

2 number of small animals and reptiles and a problem of all

3 displaced animals of competing with an established pond in

4 adjacent areas. The development would destroy an important

225 5 food resource, seed for both suburban birds in the adjacent

(Con t) 6 development areas and migratory species that temporarily use

7 the area, while a typical suburban bird would reoccupy the

8 development. The various capacities for seeding for the

9 various birds would be decreased. Perhaps most importantly

10 the elimination of large rabbit and rodent populations on

11 the site would seriously deteriorate, an important food

12 source for migratorial birds and hawks and owls on the

13 Palos Verdes Peninsula.

14 This particular report used in the 1984 draft

15 was written in 1975. Think about the impact since then due

16 to more development on the peninsula and in the surrounding

17 areas.

18 Although endangered species were found on

19 White Point, we are well aware that our local natural resources

20 are rapidly disappearing around us. The question that we all

21 must ask is do we keep developing or do we fight and keep

22 what we have. Thank you.

A
23 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you very much.

24 The next speaker will be Mr. Paul Meister

25 representing the Los Angeles Oceanic Society and the Greater

26 Los Angeles Council of Divers.

27 MR. MEISTER: Okay, the Greater Los Angeles Council

28 of Divers begun their effort on behalf of White Point in 1971,
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1 and the Los Angeles Chapter of the Oceanic Society began

2 their effort toward the park in 1978. So obviously they

3 are in favor of the park, and they will submit written reports

4 before the May 27th deadline. So I'll just spend my time to

5 address a couple of problem points and then give way.

6 In this Environmental Impact Report, it

7 mentioned that housing in L.A. is a problem for Air Force

226 8 officers. it mentions they have to travel more than an hour

9 to work. I might mention that that's the same for me, I have

10 to travel more than an hour to work.

11 3-17 mentions about the landlord raising the

12 rent every year. He raises mine, too. Cost of homes in the

13 L.A. area forces the purchase of homes out of the L.A. area.

14 There is two people where I work that have just closed

15 escrow in Palmdale. That's quite a ways away.

16 The point I'm trying to make is that the

17 problem is not that unique to Air Force officers; it's for

227 18 Navy officers and Marine Corps officers and Army officers

19 and people that are just employed in the business of national

20 defense here in California that are civilians. And the

21 problem is not going to improve. The building of homes for

228 22 170 select Air Force officers is not going to solve the

23 problem for Air Force officers, and I don't believe it's

24 going to solve the problem for naval officers or any of the

25 other people, and certainly not for civilians employed in

26 the national defense, or for that matter employed, period.

27 However, it may, or will, I think, create more

28 serious problems. In order to acquire the land you have to
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1 activate a reversionary clause, which means that you basically

2 take the land in the interest of national defense. Now, most

3 of us think of this reversionary clause, as defined, national

4 defense is a pretty serious business. And most of us

5 recognize -- well, I sort of skipped a lot of this. Let me

6 jump around here.

7 Anyway, I'll catch up to myself. In the

8 interest of national defense, we usually think in terms of

29 9 digging foxholes, not building single-family homes. And I

2 10 don't think anyone ever expected that the national defense

11 will be used for a housing project. If we begin to use

12 national defense to solve our every-day living problems,

13 then I believe we open the door for serious injustices.

14 The reversion clause, if activated at White

15 Point by the Air Force to build 170 homes, may then become

16 a reversion clause that the Navy activates to build additional

17 homes. It means that every piece of land with a reversion

230 18 clause that seems desirable for a home site could conceivably

19 be activated in the interests of national defense. So it

20 doesn't stop with 170 homes at White Point; it begins with

21 170 homes at White Point and it ends with all the land going

22 to homes.

23 Anyway, I'm sort of interested with a little

24 story. I don't know, the gentleman mentioned the Secretary

25 of Defense knows a lot about national defense. And that's

26 true. I don't think he knows much about White Point. In

27 1905 there was a Japanese fishery developed at the bottom

28 of the hill at White Point. A lot of Japanese immigrants
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1 came into the area and a resort hotel -- the fishery gave

2 away to a resort hotel at Mineral Springs at the base of the

3 hill and began to develop towards resort activity. Actually,

4 in the twenties there was a golf course and so forth. Now,

5 the tendency toward resort was stopped or augmented, or

6 whatever. But this was a couple of things. First of all,

7 the earthquake. The earthquake shut off all the sulphur

8 springs or shifted the sulphur spring activity at the base

9 of the hill, and it is still in the subtidal area. There

10 was the depression, I imagine, hindered the development of

11 the area for recreational purposes. But I think the thing

12 that most hindered the area was World War II when the area

13 was acquired in the interest of national defense. And as

14 we know, the Japanese were around then and they were interned

15 in a prison in the interest of the national defense. And

16 when we look at White Point, it's a symbol of national defense.

17 We see the deteriorating gun placements. We read the

18 report about toxic waste dumped in the area. If you go down

19 to White Point you will see the rubble and ruin of a once

20 beautiful hotel.

21 Now, it's going to be a very interesting thing,

22 I think. Maybe the ghosts of White Point are laughing a

23 little if we begin to fight the battle of what you can do

24 to people in the interest of national defense on the battle-

25 ground of White Point. Thank you.

26 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you, Mr. Meister.

27 Next, we'll hear from Mr. Ken Malloy representing

28 the Izaak Walton League.
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1 MR. MALLOY: I am not only crippled in one leg but

2 my eyes aren't too good, so I hope you will bear with me.

3 I'm Ken Malloy, special project director with

4 the California Division of the Izaak Walton League of America.

5 About seven years ago the Izaak Walton League recognized

6 the value of White Point as a state park. The league has

7 been involved with the many national and local issues that

8 concern the preservation of open space for public enjoyment

9 and recreation. Sixteen organizations have joined in support

10 of the state park at White Point. They are in alphabetical

11 order, the American Association of University Women, Angels

12 Gate Promotional Center, the Audubon Society of Palos Verdes,

13 Friends of the Animals, Greater Los Angeles Council of Divers,

14 Harbor Human Relations Council, League of Women, California

15 Native Plant Society, Oceanic Society of Los Angeles,

16 Rancho Palos Verdes City Council, San Pedro and Peninsula

17 Homeowners Coalition, San Pedro Historical Society, San Pedro

18 Garden Club, and last but not least, the Sierra Club. All

19 have accumulated their reasons in support of the park

20 previously. Several are here tonight. Some of the oraaniza-

21 tions work to -- hope to adopt programs for youth groups,

22 and all of the organizations expect to have an opportunity

23 to have input to the plan that is about to be finalized for

24 a park. I might say, too, that legislation for support of

25 the park, Congressman Joan Flores, Mayor Tom Bradley of the

26 City of Los Angeles, Assemblyman Dave Elder and State Senator

27 Robert Beverly of the State of California, Congressman Glenn

28 Anderson and Senator Alan Cranston from the Federal Government,
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1 the Coastal Commission, several of whose members are

2 ex-military personnel, voted unanimously against the housing

3 project, finding it inconsistent with federal and state

2 4 coastal statute, and saying that the use of the land for

5 coastal dependent recreation was desirable. Thank you,

6 gentlemen.

7 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you very much.

8 Our next speaker is Mr. Tony Portillo repre-

9 senting the "All My Relations Tribe."

10 MR. PORTILLO: My name is Tony Portillo and I'm

11 speaking on behalf of the native way here in the area, and

12 I would like to say that we oppose the building of White

13 Point, for our way is a way. We all have relations which

14 have knowledge. All things is knowledge. Knowledge is all

15 living things that are not just the two-legged things for

16 the greater people to enjoy our mother earth, the water, the

17 medicine. We oppose the building in this area because we

18 would have to displace all our relations that are living on

19 this area at this time. And by displacing them you would not

20 be in harmony with all things, which we have gotten away from.

21 And I think we have to take a serious look at all our relations,

22 not just the two-legged and these little wars we have goina

23 arou-nd the world in vested interests that all people are guilty

24 of, and we have all been guilty of being greedy and fiahting

25 our brothers and sisters, but also acknowledging all of the

26 relations, acknowledging the sky, the water, the earth, the

27 grass, the rodents, the weeds. They are all life. If 7e don't

28 pay attention and wake up and take care of business I think
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1 what we are going to do is start over again. Thank you.

2 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you.

3 Our next speaker is Ms. Idelia Chestnut

4 representing the Harbor Human Relations Council.

5 MS. CHESTNUT: My name is Idelia Chestnut from Harbor

6 Human Relations Council, and I'm right now in the process of

7 writing the history of what we have done for 20 years. And

8 for 20 years we have begged, pled for a park for the people

9 of the United States, for the people of California and for

10 the people of Los Angeles. We are absolutely opposed to

11 housing on the White Point reservation. We were extremely

12 happy to get it back from the Army; now we don't want to

13 give it to the Air Force.

14 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you very much.

15 Our next speaker will be Mr. Jacob Gutierrez

16 and the Concerned Citizens of San Pedro.

17 MR. GUTIERREZ: Hello. This looks like Watergate.

18 This is a very difficult moment for me because I feel like

19 everyone in this room is my friend and enemy simultaneously.

20 And as I talk about these things, bear with me, and I hope

21 you will listen.

22 I personally campaigned against the Air Force

23 a number c5 years back singlehandedly, lived in a tent for

24 three months, picketed, collected 5,000 signatures against

25 the Air Force housing in San Pedro. Nobody in San Pedro

26 worked harder than me to keep the Air Force out. And I defy

27 anybody to go against me in saying that.

28 I also saved the national monument of Wilminaton.
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1 1 spent another three months out there with family members

2 for Angels Gate, a number of other things. I would like to

3 think that I have been here for a long time. If you look at

4 my heritage, I have been-here over 10,000 generations. I

5 was born and raised in San Pedro. My mother, my father,

6 my great-grandmother, who was 102 and sat right here, is

7 from San Pedro. Okay. About a month ago, or a couple months

8 ago, we had -- I had a problem with a little cemetery and it

9 was filled with graffiti. It's a local problem we have been

10 having for the last five or ten years. It looked like a

11 Tijuana toilet. And it's the First Church of San Pedro.

12 It's where the founding members of San Pedro are buried.

13 I couldn't get anybody to paint out the graffiti. I couldn't

14 get anybody. And what happened, I guess it's a chain of

15 events. I called it a miracle. But the only people, the

16 only people in this town was the Air Force. They came out

17 and painted that church. They had a hundred people there.

18 We scraped, they brought a portable kitchen, we had hot docs.

19 I had a colonel, Bill Sawyer, up painting. I had a ceneral

20 with a paint brush. It's tough. It's tough -- it's touah,

21 you know, to say this, eating your words, or whatever. I

22 tried to get the Audubon Society out here. I warned them

23 of White Point years aao. I have been on all of the committees

24 and I have worked all of the different things. I run .round

25 San Pedro and try -- at least I ao around two or . -=es

26 a day. I love San Pedro. My heart is here and -

27 give some perspective to the situation. It's a - ,n:.nn.

28 And I know that there is a number of anti-war people here.
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1 I am a peace activitist. But I don't look at Star Wars;

2 I look at Star Trek. And I look at the future of the United

3 States of America as the Air Force. I think the Air Force

4 is the future. It is the only way that we are going to be

5 able to go.

6 What happened to me when I was protesting,

7 there was one thing that happened to me. There was a bus --

8 there was a bus driver. He stopped by while I was protesting.

9 I was out there by myself, basically, with the signs rain or

10 shine, and a bus driver told me this little thing. He said,

11 "You know what, I want the people that defend my country to

12 have a place to live where they can do some clear thinking."

13 And that stuck with me. That stuck with me a long time.

14 And I held myself back for a long time. I didn't say very

15 much. But I'm coming out and I'm saying that the Air Force

16 housing is important to the country. I think it's important

17 to the state and to our community. I would like, personally,

18 to see a compromise. I would like to see a state park and

19 I'd like the people of San Pedro to consider what really --

20 what is really going on here.

21 These people, if you look at the housing itself,

22 they have areas their kids play in. They have space between

23 the houses, they got trees, they have landscaping, they are

24 clean, orderly. They take care of their kids. I made a list

25 of the things that bothered me about the Air Force housing

26 a number of years ago, and one of them was the crime, what

27 was going to happen to the crime level in San vedro because

28 of the kids. Well, Bill Sawyer did a really marvelous thina;
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1 he created a house for these kids. He said that they created

2 so many rules for themselves that he couldn't even live with

3 them. What has San Pedro done for our kids? I mean, when

4 I was three months over at Cabrillo Beach trying to develop

5 something over there, the kids were burning the pagodas.

6 They burned them up. What have we been doing for our own

7 hometown?

8 Now, we have some doers in this town. I was

9 in the Marine Corps. I was also an honorary colonel in the

10 Air Force through the Illustrators Society. But I think

11 what I'd like to say here is that these people are concerned.

12 The Air Force, they are doers. Action speaks loudest. I'd

13 like to -- as one of the oldest citizens of San Pedro, I

14 would like to welcome the Air Force officially -- I'm eating

15 my words here -- officially to San Pedro, and I hope they

16 can get what they want. But I also hope that San Pedro can

17 get what they want, too, in the state park. Thank you very

18 much.

19 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you, Mr. Gutierrez.

20 Our next speaker is Mr. Dennis Woodock. He's

21 a marine science teacher.

22 MR. WOODOCK: I have been a public school teacher in

23 high schools in Los Angeles for 24 years. I taught in the

24 inner-city for eight years. I taught at San Pedro Hiah School

25 for 13 years. I think I, too, have a perspective of what the

26 people need here in this town. Young people, especially, have

27 utilized this area for recreational purposes for a number of

28 years. My students recognize the tidal area offshore area.
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1 About four years ago San Pedro High School started a marine

2 science magnet school for high school students. Those of

3 you who are not familiar with magnet schools, they are to

4 draw students from all over the city of Los Angeles at the

5 high school level to study science. And we have approximately

6 200 students from all over L.A., as far away as the San

7 Fernando Valley and Sylmar, Eagle Rock and Sherman Oaks and

8 points in between, to come down here every day to study

9 science.

10 We have used the White Point tidal area as our

11 onshore laboratory. We have unlimited use of transportation

232 12 of buses to make regular visits to this area and to utilize

13 it as part of our curriculum on a regular basis.

14 My environmental study class, as part of that

15 magnet, also used White Point Park property to study the

233 16 plant and animals. We made routine reaular observations of

17 the native animals.

18 I look at other places in this town, and I see

19 a place like the museum utilizing that facility for educa-

20 tional purposes. They probably introduce youna people all

21 over the district to -- probably over a hundred thousand

22 young people to the inner tidal area, and I see the need for

23 these kinds of things.

24 I think, personally, you know, I have been all

25 over this country. I have studied biology. But some of the

26 things I value the most are the things I have seen right here

27 around Los Angeles close to home. For example, I have seen

28 up in the San Gabriel mountains, you can see them out of
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1 windows on a clear day, I have seen big horn sheep on one

2 side and turned 180 degrees with my binoculars and looked

3 over where 20 million people live. To me that's something

4 real worthwhile, to live in a place like that. I think one

5 of the other things I rank highly is being a quarter mile

6 off White Point in a canoe and seeing a whale up close enough

7 so that I can touch it with a paddle. And I think the third

8 thing I rate highly is something that happened at White Point

9 Park a few years ago approximately, a bizarre thing, the

10 Department of Parks and Recreation decided in the interest

11 of fire control to bulldoze a steep hillside and tear down

12 all the weeds and about eight inches of top soil. That day

13 I went out there with a friend, and inside of 30 minutes I

14 saw some things that I had never seen before. I seen a

15 couple of birds that I had never seen before, a great blue

16 heron, which I had never seen there since. I saw a pair of

17 white kites swooping over each other. I saw a hawk swina

18 down, a Cooper's hawk swing down and get a rabbit. All of

19 this was in one view, and it was like a message or something

20 that this is someplace that is really special that needs to

21 be kept that way.

22 I think I would really like to try to teach my

23 students the value of maintaining open space in a place that

24 is close to where people can see it and experience it on a

25 regular basis, and that's why I would like to see this area

26 maintained as an open space, and I would like to see the

27 state park system as a stewardship that keeps the camparounds.

28 Thank you.
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1 COL SWEENEY: Thank you very much.

2 Our next speaker is Col. William Sawyer, the

3 base commander of the Los Angeles Air Force Station.

4 COL. SAWYER: I am Col. Bill Sawyer, the base

5 commander of the Los Angeles Air Force Station. Prior to

6 coming out here, I was the assistant director of personnel

7 for Systems Command. In that job, my toughest task was to

8 get people to come to Los Angeles. The reason was housing.

9 They just simply couldn't come out and afford it. As a result

10 they didn't come. We lost a lot of very valuable engineers,

11 not only to the United States Air Force but to this nation,

12 engineers that could help us with the future.

13 We do not need to do that again. We need

14 housing and we need it badly. However, as a person who crew

15 up as a kid on an Indian reservation in Oklahoma, I also

16 know the requirements and needs of the outdoors. I personally

17 feel we can join together. The Air Force would like to tell

18 you that we are good people, we like to get out and be part

19 of your community.

20 The Air Force is an occupation. You will find

21 that where we live is where we belong. In this case, when

22 these blue uniforms in this room go home, they become

23 San Pedrans. They are interested in the environment of this

24 community. We are interested in our children having a good

25 education; we are interested in our children understandina

26 nature and being in a place where we can see the whales, the

27 wildlife, and we happen to think that maybe we can inter-

28 mingle the two.
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I We do a lot for our community. Not only do

2 we do it working hand in hand with people like Joseph as

3 good neighbors, but we do things in supporting the community

4 affairs. We put $147,000 into campaign funds. We have people

5 that work for Meals on Wheels. We send our people to the

6 high schools and elementary schools to describe what we do

7 in the event of an earthquake if it came up. We aet out and

8 work in the community because we want a good place to live

9 and a desirable place to live.

10 I would like to think that we can become the

11 best of your citizens and help you make this a better place

12 to live. But .1 also know that I have got to be able to

13 retain a natural resource that is fading away, and that is

14 of the technical knowledge of the United States. We need to

15 have it so that we can progress so we can aet rid of the

16 actions that we have recently aone through so that we can do

17 a better job. That comes in the form of experienced ofricers.

18 Riqht now, unlike industry, I cannot adjust pay,

19 I cannot adjust housing allowances as industry can to get a

20 field grade officer out here. I have to almost drive them

21 out here. Most of them wish to leave their families someplace

22 else. It creates family problems and less effective officers.

23 It affects not only our defense but it affects you and I. I

24 think that's where the term national defense comes in. We

25 need these people and we need them in the Air Force. They

26 aren't like a weapon. They all use their lives, they use

27 their minds, not only for the military but for peaceful things

28 as well. They use their minds to ao to church, they use their
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1 minds to work in schools, like some of our lieutenants do,

2 to help tutor people. They use their minds in working for

3 PTAs, they use their minds in walking throuah the neighbor-

4 hoods. Nobody better than I, who grew up on a reservation,

5 can appreciate big horn sheep, a bird, a flower, for I too

6 was raised in the wild. But, however, I also appreciate what

7 we need for the future. I need field grade officers. I need

8 them to be effective so that they can manage and train the

9 future of the nation, which is our young officers and our

10 younger people.

11 The way to get them is, I have to provide them

12 a healthy place to live. As I said earlier, I can't adjust

13 their pay. I can build them homes. What other compromise

14 we use, let me ask you and say to you, we want to be a part

15 of your community. We would like to be at White Point. We

16 think we can come up there and build a state park beside us

17 and have the best benefit of both worlds by becoming your

18 neighbors and helpers, and all of us can be better off in

19 the future. Thank you very much.

20 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you very much, Col. Sawyer.

5 21 Next we'll hear from Mr. Jerry Gaines from the

22 South Shores Homeowners Association.

23 MR. GAINES: My name is Jerry Gaines. I'm presently

24 serving as president of the South Shores Homeowners Associa-

25 tion, which represents 1100 homes located just west of White

26 Point Park.

27 We have been working hard on this issue for

28 two years or more. We have been tryina to see if a carefully
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I planned acreage would be part of the compromise. We agree

2 with Paul Nevins and the Chamber of Commerce that that needs

3 to be worked on continuously and diligently.

4 Our constituency has never been antimilitary

5 as far as the value of military personnel in this community.

6 It's a land use issue and we are focusing our attention

7 strictly on the impact statement and focusing our attention

8 on the Air Force housing plan for officers as far as listening

9 to your views and so forth.

10 We have reviewed this icument at length, and

11 we definitely believe we find some deficiencies or flaws in

12 it. That's our focus of attention. We find about six

13 particular flaws that really concern us. First, the level

234 14 of impact for the proposed action of 170 housing units on

15 40 acres of land at White Point on the development or potential

16 of the state park; second point, the apparent judgment in the

2 17 development of the merits of the state park in the White Point

18 area;

19 Third, we are concerned about statements in

20 the draft that lessen the degree of the activities that we

236 21 would think would exist on the part of the Air Force in

22 reviewing possible alternatives to a compromise solution;

23 Fourth, we are concerned about apparent incorrect

237 24 data on housing density presented in alternative plan D, which

25 is prepared by the City Planning Department and Architecture

26 group for the development of recreation parks;

I 27 Fifth, we are concerned about admissions of

238 28 statements that were made by us publicly in writinq in
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238 1 December about what we defined as housing compatibility in

"(Con't) 2 our neighborhood;

3 And finally, we are concerned about the limited

4 scope of field contacts as documented in the back of the

239 5 report, as far as contacting the media, citizens who live in

6 this community that I represent;

7 Sixth, at the December hearing 37 people spoke

8 for that issue, yet there is very little acknowledgment

240 9 throughout the document of just how seriously concerned

10 different groups that you have heard from have been about

11 that particular potential use of that land area.

12 Secondly, the fact that there is 147 acres

13 that are still remaining that is actually developed, and

14 therefore local government could still develop this areas

15 as they wish. What is not recognized is that local covernment

16 agencies have been unable to finance the park in this area

17 because of the problems and the like. This is all history.

18 As you well know, the California park agency is the only one

241 19 we are aware of that confines their resources to do a

20 developmental plan. But they have said, they said in hearings

21 and other meetings that we have been a part of, that they

22 need a sufficient amount of acreage for a buffer between

23 homeowners. Thirty-four percent of land in White Point would

24 in fact disqualify that park as a state park. It's published.

25 Two years of hearings on that park proposal have shown strong

26 support from various members of the community. We have also

27 been concerned, and you documented this well, about overniaht

28 camping. But we have also heard, as you told us earlier,
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1 about a 24-hour security option for this park. You also

2 list other comments in the draft about current run-down

3 conditions at both the Bogdanovich and White Point area.

4 This is some of the various reasons we are very concerned

5 about the language, what we point out as a public nuisance

6 at Royal Palms Beach.

7 The second thing that concerns us is the

8 tendency to pass judgment on the option of the state park

9 at White Point. The comments throughout the draft passing

10 judgment have just really sometimes shocked us. They referred

11 to appearance of the park, user vehicles, as opposed to

12 looking at houses. They referred to the security that might

13 be provided if this option were developed.

14 You provide crime statistics for both the

15 police departments of Los Angeles and statistics from the

242 16 Royal Palms or from the state parks and other areas. We can

17 only ascertain, perhaps, that there is some second guessing

18 as to where the residents are concerned about the security

19 of the area. The fact is, that we know of the conditions

20 that are there. We live there and have been there for 20

21 years. In fact, if you look at the document, you will find

22 out from yesterday's papers about a gang war that took place

23 there this Sunday night. We just can't understand that this

24 objective study of the potential development of housing in

25 the White Point area, why you would editorialize about other

26 land use options which really are not. You should be focusing

27 on housing, not on the state park. This is what concerns us.

243 28 The third concern is of the activity. Eiqht
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243 1 options were presented. You disqualifipd five of them

(Con9t) 2 right at the beginning. It seems kind of confusing that

3 we are talking about negotiation. I think you should look

4 at all of them with some degree of objectivity. The congress

5 passed on funding for this housing project. They stated,

6 quote, if the Air Force is unable to resolve the issue

7 regarding the site, they should work with tne city to plan

8 alternative sites.

9 Congress appears to suggest that we wanted to

10 negotiate in good faith and in the very act it provides

11 funding for the housing.

12 The fourth point where the data is apparently

13 incorrect, housing density that would be used for alternative

14 plan D, which was made December 17th or back in November, I

15 guess it was. But if you would check with me on the tables

16 and statements on plan D, you quote in your draft that there

244 17 be 90 housing units at White Point and 80 units at Boadanovich,
18 according to the plans which were presented to me. That's

19 not the case. It says 60 units at White Point and it says

20 110 at Boadanovich. And all of that is based on what the

21 other property is associated around that property. We are

22 confused why the data is not what we have in this plan D

23 presented in your draft. We would certainly like to have

24 someone check that one out.

25 The fifth option is the omission of statements

245 26 that we have had about housing compatibility. We have been

27 very clear on this, that we were very opposed to anythina

28 but single residential. Now, we are talking about eight,
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1 the eighth alternative. And these eig!t involve possible

2 siting of housing next to four-story ret.A:rement homes, Vons

3 Supermarket, Alpha Beta. There are variables here that make

4 a compatibility factor a little different than what you

5 originally proposed a few years ago. We have 2400 square foot

6 townhousing units worth $250,000, and we are very proud of

7 them. So it's very much feasible, we believe, to have some

8 discussion and negotiations on housinq density. And finally,

9 we are concerned about the limited scope. We look, at last,

10 to the back of the document, and we see federal, state,

11 county, city and research-type folks, official-type folks.

12 We only see five other folks listed, and four of those five

246 13 are public utility-type folks. We only see one citizen

14 contacted, that doesn't live in the immediate neighborhood.

15 So, at the conclusion, we are wondering who have you talked

16 with, because we haven't been visited in the field too much

17 about some our feelings about potential comprise a.id

18 other cone-i- that we have.

19 We really ask that you consider us fairly in

20 recogni of what people think about park development.

21 Avoid editorializing on the potential land uses, apparently

22 incorrect data on the housing density and make a little

23 effort to contact us. We think if these things were addressed

24 and approved, the subject would be considered a more valid

25 one. So we certainly hope that you would consider addressing

26 these flaws, hopefully before you enter aiscussions with the

27 city and state officials. Because believe me, we would like

28 to settle it. We love the Air Force. It has nothing to do
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1 with the community of people. It has to do with land use

2 compatibility. We really want to see this thing resolved.

3 COL. RODGERS: I would like to respond to the matter

4 of contacting individuals. That's the very reason we are

5 here tonight, to see the individuals from the committee.

6 On the comment of density of the housing, I

7 think everyone can appreciate that the numbers that have

8 been put on the preliminary plans, 80 units on one site and

9 90 on another one versus 60 on one versus 110 on another,

10 these are very preliminary planning figures, so that the

11 densities are not of course locked in concrete. As we aet

12 firm proposals back from the architect and evaluate those,

13 then we will be able to tie the densities down more

14 specifically.

15 MR. DOOLITTLE: I would like to add, in terms of

16 contact with local individuals, that we did include a table

17 in the draft statement that there were a total of 37 speakers

18 at the scoping meeting, plus, we received an additional 71

19 written statements. Those people were not included in the

20 contact. They were included in who received a copy of the

21 Draft EIS, and there was quite a bit of contact with local

22 people.

23 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you, Mr. Doolittle.

24 Our next speaker will be Mrs. Martha Enabine.

25 MS. ENGBINE: My name is Martha Engbine. I am not

26 representing any group, just representing myself.

27 First of all, my husband was in the Navy Air

28 Corps, and believe me, I sympathize with you. I know what
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1 it is to find housing. But, you know, we only have one

2 500-acre site where we can have a state park and have over-

3 night camping for families. And this would take in all of

4 Los Angeles. I mean, the whole United States would be able

5 to use this park and enjoy it. And there are so many people

6 that really want to see a park in this city. I can't believe

247 7 that the Air Force cannot find some alternative land to build

8 their housing on. And I hope they can, because I think this

9 would be perfect for a state park. We have three freeways

10 coming apnroximately to it; we have state rangers there. We

11 would not have problems with vandalism or the things that

12 have taken place in the park. Because we have overnight

13 camping the rangers would be present, and this is eliminated.

14 Actually, it's a safety measure for the residents. Thank you.

15 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you very much.

16 Next we'll hear from Mrs. Rose Forbrich, also

17 representing herself.

18 MS. FORBRICH: Hello. I was asked by my husband to

19 speak tonight because he can't be here. He is out of town.

20 We moved here four years ago, and my husband

21 was one of the engineers that was coming here at great

22 financial cost to us. We discussed it, whether or not we

23 could possibly afford to come here.

24 I said, "If you have a job that you feel we

25 need to do there for our country, we go. God will provide

26 the way."

27 It has not been easy. It is not easy to buy

28 a house in this area. We came from Fort Long Beach, Florida.
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1 We sold our house for half of what we had to pay for some-

2 thing here, that I would be glad to share with anyone here.

3 It's certainly not a dump, but it's certainly not too much.

4 My husband is a colonel. Many people think

5 that colonels are rich. We are not rich. I work. I feel

6 as though I do a very important job in this community. I'm

7 the director of nurses at San Pedro Peninsula Hospital

8 pavilion. I work 10, 12-hour days, as my husband has put

9 in 12, 14, 16-hour days for our country. As you heard

10 tonight, many military people get out and pitch in on projects

11 that are going on in the community. We always have. We have

12 picked up trash on the beaches, we have painted, we have

13 served cookies, we have done all kinds of community things

14 because we know that each place we live is home. They spend

15 a lot of their money because they have to eat and buy clothes

16 and take their kids to the Little League and the Girl Scouts

17 and other things that brings money in.

18 I thank the Chamber of Commerce for the'ir

19 comments because they seem to kind of understand that some

20 money comes in from us. The military is kind of like retired

21 people; they are on a fixed income. There is no way my

22 husband got a raise coming here. We lived on the same salary

23 in the south, and you can buy a whole lot more in the south

24 than you can here. It's very expensive for the military

25 person to move. It's very expensive ior the regular civilian

26 person to move. Anybody who has rented a U-Haul knows what

27 I'm talking about. People think that the military reimburse

28 stuff. You know, you get a certain allowance that pays for
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1 your gas. I figure every time we move there is something

2 to put on the windows and something to put on the floors

3 and something to repair this and replace that, and there is

4 always something that gets broken. But that's the way it's

5 going to be. We do not get reimbursed for what it costs

6 you to move. I guarantee it. If you want to see my husband's

7 accurate bookkeeping on it, I will be glad to show it to you.

8 We have two children in college. We came into

9 this area and the military qave us -- gave us at that point

10 in 1982 -- $800 for housing. I want you to know that our

11 house payment on a house that is 500 square feet less -- we

12 are selling furniture out in the front yard as we are moving

13 in, after living a month with another military family, God

14 bless them -- our house payment turned out to be $1800 a

15 month. Now, my husband told me I could use these numbers.

16 I don't go around telling people what my house payment is.

17 But I think that the people who think that military people

18 make a whole bunch of bucks need to know that. A lot of

19 people are lucky because you were here 20 years ago and your

20 house maybe cost you 50 or $60,000. Hey, add another 100K

21 onto that now just to start out. Like I told a realtor what

22 I could pay, and she said, "I don't have anything I can show

23 you for that."

24 I have been a bird watcher. It's nice to watch

25 birds. It's nice to categorize them and be sure and check

26 them off in your book. I have been a promoter of wild flowers

27 by being a garden club chairman. It's also nice to pay the

28 bills. I think the housing is absolutely e3sential. This
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1 is a very high-cost area, and you certainly don't want

2 military people to be talking about getting more money.

3 I think the housing is something very, very

4 important. And that's our own opinion. I appreciate you

5 listening to me, and I appreciate getting to hear all of

6 your opinions here tonight. I don't represent a club or a

7 company or, you know, the Chamber of Commerce, all these

8 very important things. I represent me. And I want you to

9 know we love San Pedro so much my husband retired last year;

10 so I am a resident. I am not movina, okay? I thank you for

11 the beautiful feeling that I have here in San Pedro of being

12 at home. Thank you.

13 COL. SWEENEY: Next we'll hear from Mrs. June Burlingame

14 Smith, also representing herself.

15 MS. SMITH: Words and wills. That's what this hearing

16 and the previous one concerning the Air Force housing are all

17 about: The will of the people versus the will of the military.

18 All of the Air Force's argument, unfortunately,

19 is couched in legalese language. It's the language of

20 obfuscation. It's thi language used to determine and to gain

21 a singular interest, the language of red tape that bureaucracies

22 use to cloak the injustices of the game that they play. Here

23 tonight it is heavily weighted; again, the legalese language

24 to the nonlegalese people and to the citizens who try in the

25 best of their words to say honestly and truthfully what they

26 feel, what they believe and what they have worked for.

27 The compromise, therefore, will take two hands

28 clasping, one from each party, not two hands from the same
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1 party. And if an acceptable compromise is not reached to

2 the present process, and the Air Force unfortunately thus

3 far has absolutely no inclination for such a compromise,

4 for those of us that have worked so hard for a state park,

5 not just for the people of San Pedro but for the people of

6 Los Angeles, for the people of the state of California, but

7 for the nation, if that process does not produce a compromise

8 then the resource left to the citizens will be a lawsuit.

9 We will have to turn to the judicial branch of the government

10 in order to resolve this impasse. That day will mostly mean

11 the contending party who has failed to be reasonable and just

12 and the only winners, if such a thing happens, will be the

13 historians and the students of government.

14 This exercise in the use of power, the voice

15 of the people and the will of the people, will be a costly

16 lesson because the process shows how the people's freedom,

17 their liberties and the pursuit of happiness can be abrogated

18 by the very government that purports to protect them when

19 that government is deaf and dumb to all but a single narrow

20 specialized interest.

21 Ladies and gentlemen of the Air Force, a piece

22 of empty land doesn't mean that nothing exists there. This

248 23 open coastal land, White Point, is the last coastal land in

24 the County of Los Angeles. And if you take it away from all

25 of us, not just from the citizens of San Pedro but from all

26 of us in the United States to use, you take away the very

27 reason of our being, because you destroy the very land that

28 could provide all of us the space for a meaningful and harmonious
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1 life. Thank you.

2 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you.

3 The next speaker will be Mr. Arthur Almeda

4 from the San Pedro Bay Historical Society.

5 MR. SEMARIS: Mr. Almeda is presiding at a fundraiser

* 6 for the restoration of the Moller house and asked me to read

7 this letter, and I will submit it later.

8 My name is William Semaris. "To the U.S. Air

9 Force: Dear Sirs, you may be speculating as to why the

10 San Pedro Bay Historical Society has been so adamant against

11 the Air Force's plans for top rank officer housina.

12 "To begin with, on Article 11 under Section 2,

13 the language is very specific regarding our reason of

14 existence. The section reads: The society shall work for

15 the preservation and restoration of art, historical, archi-

16 tecture, historical site and monuments in the area. In

17 addition, Section 5 regards specifically the following:

18 The society recognizes, emphasizes and seeks to preserve

19 the unique nature of the San Pedro community as a place where

20 people of all ages, various ages and ethnic backgrounds and

21 economic situations live, work and play together in a

22 potpourri of buildings and parks with a wide gap of archi-

23 tectural styles and purposes. This society will be delinquent

24 in its duty not to oppose the use of White Point as you

25 propose no matter what emergency action you may invoke. You

26 may well be convinced that your cause is just and right

27 because you have behind you the power and glory of the

28 president in the Pentagon. But for us who do not defend
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1 what we perceive to be a noble and righteous endeavor would

2 mean abrogating our American right or obligation to oppose

3 you with all our might in an acceptable legal manner. We

4 do not oppose your presence in our fair community. It is

5 a historical fact that the military has been a part of San

6 Pedro since before World War I. All of this talk about San

7 Pedrans being antimilitary is nonsensical. We welcome the

8 United States services to be our neighbors, but please do

9 not ask us to relinquish one bit of land that is open to

10 enjoy freely as God intended it. Respectfully, Arthur Almeda,

11 President, San Pedro Bay Historical Society." Thank you.

12 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you.

13 Our next speaker will be Gregory L. Smith from

14 the Point Fermin Residents Association.

15 MR. SMITH: I represent the homeowners group that

16 wraps around the middle reservation, the previous construction

17 project by the Air Force before the present one that we are

18 discussing. We have had positive and negative reactions to

19 that construction project.

20 The positive is that I have been on that very

21 compound and visited housing belonging to everything from

22 sergeants to majors; common wall construction for majors --

23 I believe that's field grade-- and I believe they are well

24 housed. And by my understanding, the Air Force does a better

25 job of housing personnel than the other services, and has

26 for some time.

27 On the negative aspect, a couple nine-year olds

28 chose, rather than walking the eight blocks to get to an
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1 Air Force chum's house -- there is only one entrace to the

2 Air Force compound -- to go over a fence. The security put

3 their names in the book. They had no response to that.

4 However, the morning newspaper delivery man going around

5 in his pickup was similarly reprimanded by the security in

6 the compound. He had a recourse. He had kept track of

7 several mornings when the security man at the gate had been

8 asleep when he went in to deliver the papers. So we have

9 seen the good and bad. Jacob Gutierrez speaks accurately

10 of the very real effort he made almost after construction was

11 started and continuing on that base. But long before, in the

12 nature of this kind of process we're involved with, the only

13 hearing that the Air Force had concerning that housing was

14 where, not here; in Monterey. And only one citizen of San

15 Pedro had to pay his way to testify in that hearing. The

16 Air Force is getting increasingly cooperative and increasingly

17 concerned about public relations. And I think that my wife's

18 statement is true. It's a mixture of an iron fist and a

19 blue-jacketed glove. We get cooperation, but we also get

20 a very clear consistent meaning that they are not going to

21 compromise. And that comes through the councilwoman's office

22 in a very strong way, which I would like to speak about. I

23 only have a couple minutes. I submitted a detailed letter

24 at the scoping session, and I won't repeat that. It will be

25 in the draft and get the attention of consultants, I believe.

26 I just chose to limit my comments to a specific. A more

249 27 viable alternative to the upper reservation would be to begin

28 by considering a buildable area of about 36 acres including
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1 the old building immediately north of the Korean bell

2 parking lot, plus all the area ringed by Marion and O'Leary

3 and the hillslope on the north, in this case through which

4 the unused parcel below Saxon Road. That's the one that's

5 up the road from about Gaffey and 30th, to use that or

6 portions of that hillslope on the extreme north end of the

7 upper fort and the neighborhoods adjacent to that are within

8 our residential association, mixed, some single-family

9 dwellings, some recent dwellings and some recent new single-

249 10 family dwellings. And the coherent plan, it seems to me, is

(Con't) 11 to put up some common wall townhouses, some single-family

12 homes, if you need them for your senior officers, and merging

13 into the neighborhood.

14 Planning should also include recruiting the

15 existing roadways. Urban renewal you strike out the old

16 roadways and put in suitable access, or something like that,

17 that would allow more buildable acres.

18 And the further alternative would be the use,

19 or at least the. considered use of the site of Gaffey pool

20 and perhaps the pool with it, which will be moved from the

21 existing housing, or relocated where the pistol range is

22 immediately west of the Korean bell. Dismissing, as the

23 document does, the even smaller portion of the upper fort,

24 it only deals with 21 acres because of demolition costs.

25 The concerned conclusion of people that know cost figures

250 26 in your document, the demolition cost will be incurred

27 elsewhere. Anybody that walked around the upper Nike site

28 within the 40 acres at White Point knows that there will be
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1 enormous demolition costs of a facility that sheltered

2 nuclear warhead missiles. So a detailed study of comparable

250 3 demolition costs should be a component of the consideration

(Con't) 4 of all the sites and a supplementary study that is needed to

5 make this an acceptable environmental impact statement. I

6 have included a sketch map and I will turn it in.

7 The basic question I have is why, when you

8 consider the alternatives involving Bogdanovich Park and

251 9 the upper fort, why did you choose all or none? That is

10 why I say, it's 21 acres, only 21 acres or none. Why in

11 the case of Bogdanovich Park is it 60-1/2 acres or none.

12 The parcel at White Point is a dozen different configurations,

13 but you have a self-serving selecting criteria that eliminated

14 all flexibility of planning dealing with Bogdanovich and the

15 upper fort. Finally, just back to the general point, I was

16 delighted when Bill Semaris came forward, but he wasn't up

17 to his real form, so let me make a couple points. The

18 Air Force has made no effort towards compromise. If they

19 had, they wouldn't have been talking to the state park people.

20 The state park people, state budget, has funds that can be

21 used to trade enhanced value of the property for money. If

22 the Air Force were willing to waive the reversion clause,

23 and it's wholly within their discretion of the Department

24 of Defense, as to whether the reversion clause can be waived,

25 if they waive the reversion clause the state budqet, the

26 state park people could probably ante up 2, $3 million

27 because of the enhanced value of that property. And I would

28 expect that the Air Force could use two or three additional
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1 million dollars for housing.

2 On the second thing, the Air Force is absolutely

3 uncooperative in response to Councilwoman Flores' question

4 about Bogdanovich Park. They have put three locations at

5 the lowest priority, and that is just not the case with

6 other military services, when it is possible to be relocated

52 7 down on Paseo Del Mar. There is something inconsistent about

8 the military apparatus if the Navy can find $400,000 to

9 relocate it and the Air Force cannot take a single step

10 towards a conqresswoman, who is the person to speak to in

11 this district towards an accommodation for any kind of

12 maneuver.

13 The final thing, I thought that, of course,

14 I would welcome Bill Semaris to comment, cut through what

15 seems to me a lot of syrup that has been poured on us tonight.

16 Thank you.

17 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you.

18 COL. RODGERS: I would like to make a couple of comments

19 in reply to some of Mr. Smith's remarks.

20 You mentioned items such as relocation of the

21 swimming pool at Gaffey, and I'd just like to reiterate that,

22 one, we are on a fixed budget with the family housing. We

23 asked congress for a certain amount of money, and in their

24 inifinite wisdom they said we could get along with less.

25 And we are going to get along with less. As I said before,

26 it comes down to about $72,000 per house. And anyone who has

27 been out looking for housing lately can see that that is not

28 an extravagant amount of money to go out and procure new
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1 housing. So, unlike the Navy, who had money specifically

2 authorized by congress for the relocation of those facilities,

3 there is no such line item in the Air Force authorization to

4 build the housing, and we would need specific congressional

5 authorization to do that.

6 As to not making efforts with the city of

7 Los Angeles in negotiation, I would just let our record

8 stand for itself. Again to reiterate, we did have an offer

9 to the councilperson from San Pedro since the 17th of

10 December and we have not had a reply to it to date.

11 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you. I would like to thank the

12 speakers in particular for making an effort to keep their

13 remarks brief to assure everyone will have an opportunity to

14 be heard. We have gone through some 23 speakers already,

15 and it looks like we'll have an opportunity to have everyone

16 speak.

17 Our next speaker will be Mr. Ed Vincent

18 speaking for the White Point Historical Park.

19 MR. VINCENT: My name is Ed Vincent. Let's make

20 White Point a place to stop the wars, and not provoke them.

21 Overlooking the Pacific, it provides a great setting for a

22 peace park. Each nation should construct and maintain a

23 peace pointer, symbols of peace and freedom like the Korean

24 Friendship Bell that stands out as a virtual message to people

25 of all nations. This park would not only invite peace thoughts

26 from all people, but would provide an ideal settino for

27 regular visits from peace-thinking people. Abuses of mankind

28 must cease so our children and grandchildren can have a
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1 fruitful and worthy life. As a matter of fact, if there

2 is to be any life at all we need to call a stop to the

3 development of destruction.

4 White Point would be a great center for the

5 constructive development of mankind. White Point is about

6 as far as we can go without drowning. Taxpayers are the

7 ones at the end of the line, and it's time to take a stand.

8 The U.S. military already spends so much for defense, most

9 of us don't have anything left to defend.

10 Too much of the time we see elite welfare

11 recipients to the military/industrial conspiracy fleecing

12 the taxpayer. Destructive devices already have reached

13 beyond mankind's ability to control them. Weapons are so

14 sophisticated that ordinary soldiers cannot be trained to

15 operate them or our accountants cannot keep track of over-

16 expenditures and resulting ripoffs. Let us build a state

17 park dedicated to stopping war, which will in turn utilize

18 wasted and stolen money in a search for peace. Let us say no

19 to this outrageous land grab and build a constructive develop-

20 ment center there.

21 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you.

22 The next speaker will be Ms. Nancy Dewey from

23 the Estates Homeowners Association.

24 MS. DEWEY: Cnthe part of the Board of Directors of

25 the Estates Homeowners Association and myself personally,

26 we would like to commend the United States Air Force for its

27 thoroughness in researching and preparing the extensive

28 report on housing alternatives in the EIS.
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1 We agree that the United States Air Force

2 housing on one site is preferred, not only for the Air Force

3 but for the community as well. We do not wish to see our

4 community denied its very active use of Bogdanovich Park.

5 We believe and agree with the San Pedro Chamber of Commerce

6 that there is sufficient acreage at White Point to satisfy

7 the needs of both the Air Force and the community; therefore,

8 we favor either the recommended housing project in the EIS

9 or Alternative A.

10 In closing, I would like to say we are proud

11 to have and would like to welcome the United States Air Forct:

12 to our community. Thank you.

13 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you, Ms. Dewey.

14 Next we'll hear from Mr. Alfred Saddler from

15 the Sierra Club, the Palos Verdes South Bay Regional Group.

16 MR. SADDLER: Good evening, and conaratulations to

17 the preparers of the document and the word processors of the

18 draft document. There were just some key, a number of phrases

19 that were just, glancing through it, becomes a little stylistic.

20 I'm the chairman of the South Bay Grcup of the Sierra Club.

21 I live here in San Pedro. I am here to speak for the 4,000

22 members of the Sierra Club South Bay Group and over 300 members

23 here in San Pedro.

24 The Sierra Club has a long-standing commitment

25 for the restoration of the coastal area for public use and

26 enjoyment. The Draft EIS on Air Force housing at White Point

253 27 is deficient because it seriously neglects to mention the

28 most important issue, the removal, possibly, of the state
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1 park at White Point. Senator Beverly, who represents the

2 area, authorized that the concurrent resolution No. 9, the

3 state park at White Point, and the introduction basically

4 points out what an ideal site for a park this would be.

5 The public hearing for the state park proposal a couple

253 6 years ago, which was passed, officials of the California

0on 't) 7 Department of Parks and Recreation Department have been

8 quite enthusiastic about the possibility of a park here,

9 and they are also convinced that if 40 acres are taken out

10 there would not be enough land to make a feasible state park;

11 therefore, your preferred alternative amounts to denial

12 the state park and the best opportunity for a park at White

13 Point.

14 The EIS for the Air Force housing should

15 discuss these issues on a state park. And in terms of

16 wildlife habitat at White Point, it provides space for owls,

57 flat-shouldered kites and a variety of smaller birds and

254 the seeds, insects and smaller animals which they feed upon.

19 If it is restored with new vegetation, the wildlife habitat

20 would be much richer. And a state park at White Point would

21 also provide numerous recreational and educational opportunities

22 and spiritual motivation.

23 Basically, I feel that the Air Force has not

24 seriously considered any alternative other than the alternative

25 which they decided they want to go for. If you had put as

26 much effort into lobbying congress as you put into the missile

27 process, I suspect that you would have been able to get some

28 increased amount of money for buyinq parcels of land elsewhere
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1 or for mitigating some of the effects of what you are

2 proposing to do here. Constructing housing at any of the

3 primary locations proposed for this development is goinc to

4 have a significant adverse impact on the resources available

5 to the community of San Pedro, and in some cases to the

6 people of Los Angeles and indeed to the state.

7 Environmental Impact Statement should examine

8 the cost of mitigating the impact to the local community of

255 9 development at the various locations considered whether they

10 build replacement soccer fields on state land, replacing the

11 park value at White Point or whatever is appropriate. The

12 Sierra Club has had numerous hikes over the years on the

13 White Point property, introducing quite a few people to the

14 grandeur of the area. It's good terrain for a nice easy

15 two or three-hour hike, as well as having, of course, very

16 interesting historical significance.

17 And to get down to nitpicking, I was struck

I 18 by your estimate for the cost of living in L.A. Specifically',

256 19 your estimates for utility bills seem outlandishly high,

20 unless you are trying to throw in some two or three hundred

21 dollar a month phone bills. Just $80 or a hundred dollars

22 at the outside seems much more appropriate than your $300.

23 Is this going to be the last housing proposal for San Pedro

24 or are others coming down the turnpike? Would the Air Force

257 25 support removal of the reversionary clause from the remainder

26 of White Point if some compromise or some portion of it, and

27 for that matter, just to go to Bogdanovich and possibly a

28 couple areas or replacing others? Is this something that
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1 has been referred to before? It's a source of great concern.

2 COL. SWEENEY: Are you concluding your remarks? Are

3 those questions?

4 MR. SADDLER: Yes.

5 COL. SWEENEY: Col. Rodgers and his team will attempt

6 to answer your questions.

7 COL. RODGERS: I would like to comment on whether

8 other housing is coming down the pike. We programmed housing

9 and requested funds through congress based normally on warrants.

10 This project completed the requirements that were known at

11 the time of the program based on the requirements. I don't

12 have a crystal ball. I don't know what is going to happen

13 to the defense needs in the future, whether the Space Division

14 might be expanding at some time. To say that -- to tell you

15 that there won't be any further family military housing

16 requirements forever in the future, I can't say.

17 What I can tell you is this: That in the last

18 offer we made to the city of Los Angeles, part of that offer

19 was that we agreed to support the removal of the reversionary

20 rights on the remainder of White Point. So that should be

21 a point that needs to be made now. And in fact, we got the

22 letter to show anybody that would be interested in it following

23 this meeting.

24 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you very much, Mr. Saddler.

25 The next speaker will be Mr. Noah Monasette

26 from the San Pedro Peninsula Homeowners Coalition.

27 MR. MONASETTE: Thank you, Mr. Chair, and particularly

28 thank you for taking me later after other individuals. I
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1 represent 13 associations and homeowners in the community,

2 about 8,000 homes. By the way, I was talking back here

3 with Ken Roy who spoke to you earlier. Many of you,

4 particularly the Air Force visitors here tonight, don't

5 know that about seven or more years ago Ken started the

6 drive for a state park here, and I told him he just ouaht

7 to be ashamed of himself, that here he has been able to have

8 the power to keep them out of the hands of the Air Force

9 officers. You know, you really are bad. This impact state-

10 ment, as you can tell from what you have heard, and I'll

11 just capitalize "flawed." You asked me to address the

12 adequacy of it. It's inadequate. It's inaccurate and it's

13 illogical. Now, it's inadequate because you tell us that

14 you want us to come to hearings and express ourselves, and

15 the document has one line on the hearing. And you say that

258 16 the way -- what you mean there, really, is that "we will mail

17 you the report." That's not communication; that's just

18 command. So it's inadequate in that sense. And that's

19 really insulting.

20 It's inaccurate. You have already heard how

21 it's inaccurate. It doesn't address itself to many adjustments

259 22 that have been made during the process, relatively recent

23 adjustments; changes the Chamber took in its position;

24 changes that the homeowners living contiguous to the space

25 made apparent. It doesn't change, but they made them very

26 apparent. These aren't commented about or alluded to or

27 included in your comments. So it's inaccurate. We are

28 talking about something that is ancient rather than modern.
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1 And of course it's illogical, as you have already heard,

2 because it says you will present options, we will present

260 3 alternatives, but we will not grant most of the alternatives.

4 That's illogical. That's not a statement; that's a decision.

5 That means that you spent so much of our money for no real

6 purpose. It's our money and you have spent it for this

7 study that doesn't study or for a statement that is a decision.

8 And that's insulting. So the coalition hopes that we don't

9 have to keep wasting money; the coalition hopes that you don't

10 have to have a final EIS. But if you choose to let the

11 juggernaut of the process keep driving you, then please

12 include in it accurate, logical, complete responses from

13 the community.

14 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you, sir.

15 Our next speaker is Mr. Mike Lansing representing

16 the youth of San Pedro.

17 MR. LANSING: First of all, I'd like to say that I am

18 the athletic director at Mary Star of the Sea High School,

19 which of course would be, normally, affected if Bogdanovich

20 Park is used as the site. However, I'm not representing

21 Mary Star High School, because if that should happen only

22 400 people, approximately, from our community would be affected.

23 What I am representing are the youth of today

24 and the youth of the future of San Pedro. And I'm going to

25 digress a little bit and give a short history of our community.

26 But I think it's important because I think it's been passed

27 over.

28 I have been involved in youth sports in
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1 San Pedro since I was eight years old, and since 1966 to

2 the present date, 1986, we have had four athletic facilities

3 closed in our community. At the same time, four athletic

4 facilities have been built here. In 20 years we have grown,

5 and at the same time we have seen our major athletic

6 facilities be limited to only four days use per week. And

7 also, with this proposal, we might lose another facility:

8 Obviously, Bogdanovich. Although it's been brought up by

9 numerous people that that is not a big deal because it will

10 probably be or will be relocated. I will get to that in a

11 second.

12 With the youth programs and activities that

13 go here in San Pedro, they do not represent just the children

14 of San Pedro, they represent the children of Miraleste,

15 Wilmington, Lomita, Palos Verdes, because our area is very

16 limited in the amount of facilities that we have. And every

17 time we trade off a facility for a like facility, and every

18 time our population grows we just keep painting ourselves

19 back into a corner and we find out in a few years we do not

20 have anyplace to play. We are not going to have a place.

21 It's happening already. I don't know if you come by Peck

22 Park ever, but I worked at this park for quite a few years

23 and coached here, and also San Pedro Park, and if you practice

24 any kind of youth sport, soccer, football, baseball, basket-

25 ball, within the limited facilities that we have, you find

26 out the kids are practicing on top of each other, they are

27 fighting and clawing for a little piece of land to practice.

28 You have coaches getting there an hour or two hours before
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1 practice to sign up for a place to play; you have parents

2 showing up in their lawn chairs to reserve a space to hope-

3 fully have a place to practice and get together or have a

4 pickup game or whatever. We are running out of space in

5 this community, and it's becoming a bigger and bigger

6 problem every year.

7 We have a proposal up that will affect our

8 environment because it could eventually make it become a

9 point that we don't have anyplace for our kids, where it

10 becomes just a built-up community.

11 A couple of facts and opinions. First of all,

12 a lot of people stated that if the Air Force were to use

13 Bogdanovich Park that we would have another facility that

14 would be relocated in lieu of Bogdanovich Park. Now, I

15 don't know if somebody was misconstruing this or this was

16 a fact, but going from page 3-24 in the EIS statement, I

17 would like to quote, "The United States Air Force will

18 contribute to the cost of replacement fields on land provided

19 by the city provided sufficient funds remain after the

20 contracts for construction are let and the construction

21 cost of the housing to the government is reasonable. No

22 funds or replacement fields are included in the project

23 budget because no funds were needed to put up on the White

24 Point site originally planned. So we have a little bit of

25 a misconmmunication on that point.

26 Second of all, we are not at the point where

27 we can trade off one athletic field for another. Our

28 community needs more athletic facilities, more recreational
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1 facilities. And as Mr. Nevins stated a while ago, we have

2 to get toqether, all the groups that are concerned, and

3 work out a plan so that everyone gets their fair share.

4 We cannot have a state park in lieu of an athletic field

5 or a recreational facility. We have to have both. And we

6 can't take one in lieu of the other. Both are important.

7 We can't say one is more important than the other, because

8 who is going to make that judgment? Youth is going to use

9 both of those facilities. The grown-up people are going to

10 use both of those facilities. So we can't just trade one

11 off for the other.

12 Also, I'd like to -- if the Air Force is going

13 to use part of the White Point area, I'd like the people who

14 are planning the state park to reconsider havina the state

15 park on a lesser facility. It seems to me it's getting to

16 the point, well, either we want all of it or we don't want

17 any of it. And if it comes down to push to shove, we are

18 either going to have a state park at 65 acres or we are not.

19 going to have a state park, then I suqgest that we sit down

20 and figure out a way to have both. Because if it's going

21 to include the Air Force, that's fine, but let's get every-

22 thing for our community that we can and not just pass things

23 off.

24 My proposal is very short and sweet: If you,

25 if the Air Force is going to build on the White Point parcel,

261 26 before they do so they must deed back all remaining lands

27 at White Point and deed back all Bogdanovich Park. And no

28 more reversionary clauses. Those will stay as state and
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1 local parks for our community. If the people from the

2 state parks feel that is not enough area for a state park,

3 then the land would go to the Parks and Recreation Department.

4 If the Parks and Recreation Department does not have funds

5 to build a facility on that site immediately, then it would

6 be held in abeyance until later when the funds did become

7 available for more facilities to be built there. However,

8 I hope that the state park could work out the compromise

9 and make it into a worthwhile facility.

10 We have a lot of special interest groups here.

11 The Air Force has a special interest group. We have the

12 different societies for wildlife and for nature and stuff;

13 we have the homeowners associations, and we are talking

14 about endangered species. Believe it or not, the children

15 of our society are an endangered species. We are running

16 out of room and there is nowhere else to go. In 20 years

17 we have gone backwards in recreational facilities in this

18 community, and if we don't stop trading off and if we don't

19 stop just keeping status quo, in another 20 years we will

20 have three less athletic facilities and then five less and

21 then we will have none, and San Pedro will no longer be a

22 family-oriented community; it will turn into an adult-only

23 community, a leisure word, if you will. And we did that

24 because we couldn't sit down and figure out a way to get

25 everybody together and work out a plan.

26 I hope I didn't step on too many toes. I hope

27 we can work it out and make it best for everybody.

28 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you very much.
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1 Next we'll hear from Maj. Curt Links from

2 the Longfield Pony League baseball.

3 MAJ. LINKS: Good evening. My name is Curt Links.

4 I'm a member of the Pony League program here in San Pedro.

5 I really enjoyed our last speaker, too, because to me he

6 talked about the subject that was the most dear to my heart,

7 and that's what I consider to be the future, not just of

8 San Pedro but of our nation. That's our youth. And coming

9 here tonight, you know, speaking, whether it's a blue suit

10 or a resident of San Pedro, that's a topic we have to dwell

11 on, because I don't think we give the kids, the youth of our

12 community, enough attention.

13 At Longfield we had a tremendous year. 1986,

14 our program extended from 21 teams to 27, which is an expansion

15 of about 27 percent. This isn't just saying we aren't the

16 only program in town that has had a great deal of success

17 this year. Parents are becoming more concerned with what

18 their kids are doing. These are not just sports programs

19 for kids for boys, but they are also sports programs for girls,

20 because you see more and more girls getting involved in team

21 programs, Bobby Sox programs, whatever. You see them in the

22 soccer programs, which I'm sure you are going to hear about

23 a little later on tonight.

24 This increase in participation can lead to

25 some major problems here in San Pedro. Tonight or any night

26 during the week, any weekday night you can go over to the

27 small part of San Pedro Park and you can find between 36 and

28 50 kids four to six all vying for baseball fields. Now you
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1 say okay, they have a field there to practice, they should

2 be happy with that. There are parents trying to see getting

3 in the way of baseball playing between kids coaching their

4 kids, the balls, it's a matter of time before somebody gets

5 hurt. And essentially, when we look at the topographies

6 of the area such as Bogdanovich Park for housing, when in

7 fact the community needs the current recreation facilities

8 that our kids have that use -- Mary Star uses the facility;

9 a number of kids from Longfield go down there. When you

10 sacrifice that for housing without a replacement in kind

11 right now, the only people it will hurt, you know, historically

12 you hear the four-legged species. We are hurting the two-

13 legged folks that are going to follow on. I think that's a

14 consideration of this community, whether it be the Air Force

15 or the civilians. Thank you.

7 16 COL. SWEENEY: Next we'll hear from Mr. Robert Bryant,

17 American Youth Soccer Organization.

18 MR. BRYANT: Thank you very much. My name is Robert

19 Bryant, AYSO. One of the things that I have sat through now

20 for two meetings and a meeting with the city of San Pedro,

21 I have yet to hear one person, one person in favor of giving

22 up Bogdanovich. And some say it's a very crucial part of

23 what we are talking about in this report. There has not

24 been one organization that stood up here tonight, there has

25 not been one organization in this entire program that has

26 been in favor of giving up Bogdanovich Park. AYSO is an

27 organization that is devoted to the youth. No one in this

28 organization gets paid. It is strictly voluntary.
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1 I suspect -- this year, right now we have

2 1,078 children participate in the program, and I expect

3 this year we will have close to 1,400. 1,400 kids, ladies

4 and gentlemen. Do you realize that Bogdanovich is the only

5 place, basically, that we have in this community that our

6 children can practice on when the schools are not open.

7 We have Peck Park, that's true. I am very ashamed of the

8 way Peck Park has been handled. But Bogdanovich is a place

9 where we can have lights. Funds have been designated for

10 that. There are children -- ladies and gentlemen, this is

11 the next generation. Now, I find it amusing, almost, that

12 people have come up here and shown a great deal of interest

13 towards the flowers and the birds and the bees. So do I.

14 I was born and raised in San Pedro. I'm a

15 native. But, gentlemen, for what our Mary Star representative

16 said, we have two-legged people, too; and that's our children.

17 And it appears to me that people that are in our community --

18 this is not coming from the Air Force, gentlemen -- are

19 willing to sacrifice. In fact, I heard that one group was

20 saying, well, this problem is going to go away. It's just

21 here on the surface. They talk about replacing one sdccer

22 field at Bogdanovich.

23 Ladies and gentlemen, Bogdanovich is a bia

24 complex, and I guarantee that once this thing is settled we

25 are going to have two soccer fields up there. This is a

26 growing program. We are not going backwards.

27 I don't know if you have all traveled around --

28 I have -- on the freeways and see a little bit of the
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1 communities that are not half as nice as ours. They have

2 major commitments to the youth. We are sitting here willing

3 to sacrifice our youth program. It's the first time, I have

4 to admit, and I apologize and I'm ashamed at this kind of an

5 attitude.

6 One of the things I would like to have you

7 include in your report, Bogdanovich is a very important

262 8 facility. It is probably tne most ideal place to play

9 soccer because it's excluded, it's up high in tha air,

10 lights have been proposed to put on the site, the fire

11 station is right next door.

12 We all have to realize that at any kind of an

13 athletic program there is a degree of danger. There was

14 little boy that was hurt on one of the fields. We had

15 immediate first aid on the field. If we move the complex

16 to a second site, it's going to be less than desirable.

17 And that will be that. The impact on our community will be

18 that much greater.

19 Second, as I understand Bogdanovich was built

20 on a partial grant from the State of California. I might

21 be wrong, but I would like to have you look into that. And

22 I believe from what I have heard that if they took Bogdanovich,

263 23 there is a strong possibility that the City of Los Angeles,

24 and rightfully so, because the city is doing this, will have

25 to repay the state for the cost of building Bogdanovich and

26 let us figure out what we are going to do with the rest of it.

27 You know, there is a lot of other things that

28 I'd like to talk about, but I think I would like to address
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1 a personal aspect. 'A year ago -- I am in charge of a

2 hundred teams, close to it, and I couldn't find one of our

3 community adults to coach a team. Well, the regional

4 corrmissioner has a lot of authority. I didn't ask for this

5 job, but it just came. And I picked up the phone and I

6 called a man. I didn't know who he was. I didn't know who

7 he was. And I did something that I swore I would never do,

8 because I have 13 kids, 13 children that were not going to

9 participate in our program because I couldn't find 13 people,

10 one of the 13 to be a coach. I called this man on the nhone
ft

11 and I said, Mr. So and So -- I can't remember his name --

12 I said, would you like to have your son participate in our

13 program? He says absolutely. I said, if you will be the

14 coach, I will personally override my rule on numbers of

15 children and I will put your son on this team. And that

16 took a lot on my part because I was breaking one of my rules.

17 I was so intense on trying to have a program throughout the

18 system.

19 You know what his answer was? Fe says, wait

20 a minute. I want these children to play. If you don't want

21 to put my son on the team, that's fine. He had never

22 coached before, by the way. And he said, but I would be

23 willLna to coach without my son. I said would you? That's

24 something else. Because I can't get anybody else to do it.

25 We put him on the team. He never coached

26 before in his life. He had a meeting in Las Veaas one

27 weekend, and he left the weekend early, flew all night lcnc

28 to come to a soccer kjame on a Saturday. This particular
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1 gentleman was in the military. We have higher participation

2 per capita through the military than we do from our regular

3 citizens. And as far as I'm concerned, when I hear people

4 accusing the military of being someone that I would not

5 want to have in my community -- and I don't have the answer

6 to this, gentlemen -- but I know one thing, I would love to

7 have a neighbor of mine be a military officer.

8 I have a team, a boy's team that had a chance

9 to go outside of our community and represent San Pedro --

10 and nobody has been prouder of San Pedro than I have. And

11 no one talks against San Pedro in my presence. He turned

12 around and took a team. The only thing he was interested

13 in was helping the children. I think you people in the

14 service ought to be commended for your attitude and towards

15 what you have been able to do. You know, I really honestly

16 believe, and I believed this from the very start, that this

17 problem is a solvable problem if we can just sit down and

18 talk.

19 I turned around and called one member that I

20 had admired. He's a nice guy. I asked if I could sit down

21 and talk with him in the presence of your general -- and I

22 have not met him so I don't know who he is -- and do you

23 know what his answer was: No.

24 We have leaders out here that are representing

25 us that I question whether they are doing a good job or not.

26 Now, I know that the Air Force has had problems

27 in communications, but I really don't believe that tnere is

28 anything that we can't sit down and solve. You know, the
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1 part that is making me the most angry is that everybody

2 keeps saying about this park in a meeting that I had -- the

3 first meeting, by the way, that I was invited to, I believe

4 it was the end of November, first of December, I turned

5 around -- and I will finish up here in a second -- I turned

6 around and asked if I could talk to the representative from

7 the state park. Yes. I said, is it six acres or is it

8 seven acres. That I won't take. I don't know. How about

9 nine acres? I don't know.

10 I do not like having a state representative

11 come in here and cause this kind of grief within our people.

12 He's after the -- I think personally -- well, I won't commit

13 myself to that. Thank you, gentlemen.

14 COL. SWEENEY: Our next speaker will be Mr. Nick Lincir,

15 also of the AYSO.

16 MR. LINCIR: I'm Nick Lincir. I was the former

17 commissioner before Bob Bryant. I'm now the L.A. director

18 for the South Bay area.

19 I'm glad that we were given the last portion

20 of the program. Since we are coaches we are used to it.

21 But the question of Bogdanovich, some of us go back several

22 years when Bogdanovich was nothing but a mountain with the

23 old housing torn down.

24 At that time some of our people at the AYSO

25 set out around town to find a flat spot so that our children

26 could kick a soccer ball around. It was very difficult to

27 find any of that. A lot of our children had to be bused or

28 driven to fields outside of the city.
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1 Finally, the Bogdanovich proposal for a soccer

2 field and a sports complex was initiated. I remember that

3 the year was 1976. It took eight years of hard work behind

4 the scenes to get anyone to move on our actual soccer field.

5 Finally, two years ago this field was inaugurated.

6 I feel that the Bogdanovich facility is essential, if not

7 vital, to the youth of this community. I am familiar with

8 the sites and fields all around us, Torrance, Palos Verdes,

9 Rolling Hills. They have many, many more fields. Here,

10 because of our hilly area, we are not fortunate to have that.

11 Our schools do not have soccer fields; they have asphalt.

12 The numbers that Bob Bryant cited continue to multiply, and

13 to see a facility that we worked so hard for be taken out

14 from under us I believe is appalling.

15 I am happy to hear the gentlemen who was here

16 from the service that was a coach. And I also spoke to some

17 of the people from Colorado who say that at Colorado Springs

18 Air Force Base they have seven soccer fields. If you

19 gentlemen would only bring one of those to San Pedro, you

20 can have Bogdanovich. Thank you very much.

21 COL. SWEENEY: The next speaker will be Col. Pete

22 Wilkinson.

23 COL. WILKINSON: I'm Pete Wilkinson and I'm going to

24 address the same subject. I have been coaching youth soccer

25 for 13 years. The issue is well apparent. I will say that

26 I started coaching in Virginia, went to Massachusetts,

27 Montgomery Alabama; Redlands, California and then down here.

28 And the issue always was aiving away developed facilities
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1 for kids to play soccer or for some other use in the

2 community. And I spent 14 years fighting that.

3 What I like about this public hearina is that

4 I hope it puts you all on a guilt trip that you hadn't thought

5 about the kids, because that's definitely the future and that

6 definitely has to be thought about. We hear a lot of good

7 things about sports.

8 I will tell you a short story. I overheard a

9 coach talking to the team after practice, and he was saying,

10 what do you think about what you are doing. They discussed

11 the fact that they were developing their bodies, developing

12 their minds. You know, they were getting better at thinas,

13 more disciplined, relaxed in coming together and it was

14 really working nice for them. And the coach dropped a

15 zinger. He said, don't you think that it would be stupid

16 to mess it up with drugs? And every kid nodded his head and

17 said, you bet. Thank you very much.

18 COL SWEENEY: Thank you, Col. Wilkinson.

19 Our next speaker is Ms. Bonnie Christianson

20 representing herself.

21 MS. CHRISTIANSON: Thank you. I am Bonnie Christianson,

22 a resident of San Pedro.

23 Information has come to me also that the

264 24 $860,000 given by the state to the city for Bogdanovich Park

25 would need to be repaid if housing were at Bogdanovich Park.

26 That being the case, it leaves White Point. It was interestina

27 today when I was sittina in the workshop on gangs in the

28 harbor area. There were about seven parents and school
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1 officials, and the gentleman talking was going along and

2 telling us all about the gangs here in the harbor area, and

3 he said that that fiasco that is going on in San Pedro with

4 the Air Force and the gangs or the Air Force and White Point,

5 he said if they only realized the gangs that are in there,

6 and the state parks now house gangs, how much better it would

7 be to house Air Force than gangs of all the gangs that are

8 in the park.

9 A recent -- some of the speakers here today

10 have talked about hazardous materials. I wonder have those

11 speakers recently looked at the propane tanks at Gaffey and

12 Westmont and when are they going to move those tanks at 22nd

13 Street, the hazardous materials? I have a feeling that the

14 Air Force would be much more expeditious in moving any

15 hazardous materials.

16 Talking about the national defense, I don't

17 have my flag with me but I'm sure you can visualize it, in

18 this day and age of technology -- and this is the Space

19 Division personnel, and believe it or not there are personnel

20 living here in San Pedro that do put their lives on the line

21 daily. We are not all aware of some of the hazards and some

22 of the daily things that these men in personnel and women go

23 through. And then the speaker talked about subsidy. I don't

24 want to pay any more taxes on subsidies, please. Another

25 person mentioned the encroachment. The Air Force already

26 told us that a clear deed would be aiven on the rest of the

27 property. Then there seemed to be a chastising of the fact

28 that the military showed up tonight. They are here in this
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1 room. Thank God this is a free country where the military

2 as well as the civilians can come out in support for what

3 they need.

4 The science magnet. I happen to be one of the

5 associate authors who augmented it in the Los Angeles

6 Unified School District when they started about 11 years

7 ago. I also was one of the people that helped place the

8 Marine magnet in our San Pedro High School. I cannot believe

9 that housing on less than half of White Point property would

10 in any way keep our youngsters from working in the tidepools

11 or any other park. If they need the right of access, I'm

12 sure the Air Force would give that right of access.

265 13 A park with the hundreds of people coming from

14 all over the country, this sort of thing, would that keep

15 our wildlife there? With a state Dark, would a whole lot of

16 people coming in there keep our wildlife there? There is no

17 reason why we cannot have both housing and a wildlife refuge.

18 Forget the state park. A refuge for wildlife.

19 I might mention there are two entries to Fort

20 MacArthur, 24th Street and 30th Street. It was interesting

21 that someone mentioned about someone getting their name in

22 the book because they tried to go over the fence. I have

23 to tell you there is an 11:30 curfew for the personnel inside

24 for the youngsters, and few youngsters try to go over the

25 fence. That's our Air Force personnel.

26 COL. SWEENEY: Would you begin to sign off, please.

27 MS. CHRISTIANSON: Yes. The Air Force is holding out

28 their hands; it's up to us to accept it. Thank you.
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1 COL. SWEENEY: Our next speaker is Vince Yobich

2 representing the South Bay.

3 MR. YOBICH: First, I'd like to thank you for the

4 opportunity to be -able to speak. I think it's great. And

5 I would like to thank all of the military people here. I

6 think, like everyone else, I appreciate living in this

7 country where we are defended and the sacrifice people make

8 on an ongoing basis. And finally, I would like to thank

9 all of the other speakers, because certainly listening tonight

10 to both sides, I just learned a lot from the time I have been

11 here that I didn't know before I came.

12 I would like to talk about three thinas. The

13 first one is about what I consider an ineffective Environ-

14 mental Impact Statement and some options; second, about a

15 potential park; and third, about what I would have to say

16 in detail about the lack of viable options.

17 I might mention today, I arrived from Sacramento

18 a little bit late. I was leaving the airport in Sacramento.

19 Our plane took off. It flew about four minutes in the air

20 and we came, circled around and landed again and we spent

21 about 15 minutes on the around, maybe half an hour and they

22 took off again and came to LAX. On the way I asked one of

23 the stewardesses why did we take off and land and take off

24 again. She said, well, the pilot noticed there was something

25 wrong with the engine. And I said oh, you mean they fixed it?

26 She said no, we changed pilots. The process that we are in

27 somewhat reminds me a lot of that. In this room are the

28 people that will change roles and stuff. I see somethinc
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1 fundamentally wrong with the engine, whether it's the people

2 sitting on the podium, who I don't think are primary decision-

3 makers, or the people in the audience who, unfortunately,

4 are not either. But what I'm talking about is a lack of

5 thoroughness in this plan, a lack of what I would call

6 intellectual integrity overall. It seems like all of the

7 options are jumping around. It sort of said here's what we

266 8 are going to do and let's see various ways we can do it,

9 not choosing a viable option. And thoroughness, which would

10 be a state park, I can quote one sentence that comes up that

11 says it's become apparent that the construction of military

12 housing is the only feasible alternative. That's it. And

13 I think there is more possibilities than that that were not

14 adequately discussed. There is a technical matter in the

267 15 plan. I have to say I think the impact that it states on

16 recreational facilities, schools, freeways and et cetera,

17 is in my opinion somewhat understated. That's putting it

18 mildly.

19 Second, I want to mention about the potential

20 park. I could read it, but just let me mention it without

21 reading it.

22 All of us know, we heard there are no other

23 potential sites. I mean, this is the last chance. I used

24 to live in San Francisco and there was a beautiful place

25 north of San Francisco, the Redlands, where a lot of people

26 were talking about a park there. There were also needs for

27 military housing, but there was a place put aside, you know,

28 what is nice about it, I used to work in the antipoverty
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I program up there. There was a place where the people could

2 work out their, what we call the crazies. And I think that's

3 what I think some people are alluding to here. I think

4 that's what is really missed here. You pay for the place

5 in the long run by the quality of life. It seems to get

6 more difficult to solve and we find ourselves yelling at

7 each other at various times and we don't really know why.

8 I am going to submit a map, either now or

9 later, which shows -- I'm sure everyone has seen it -- within

10 the same distance of these sites from the Air Force Space

268 11 Division, you are looking at most of the Metropolitan Los

12 Angeles area, and it's my feeling that a thorough objective

13 analysis would develop other options for the sites for

14 giving good housing to the military. And I think the use

15 of the park is just one thing that we owe to our children

16 not to let that place get away. My wife is pregnant and I

17 would like to be able to say hey, we didn't use up every

18 square inch for housing; we left something for you to see

19 what it was like. I know everyone can appreciate that. I

20 don't think that it means any group has to get cut out or

21 whether they like soccer, housing or et cetera.

22 The third thing I was mentioning was what I

23 call the lack of viable options. And I alluded to this

269 24 throughout this. I think part of the reason for lack of

25 viable options, when I worked at major institutions like

26 the Air Force, it's very difficult to take a risk and risk

27 a career advance by doing anything other than staying with

28 the party line. And I don't think we are going to see a lot
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1 of viable options as long as this presentation is being

2 made from the Air Force. I really think -- it was proposed

3 a lawsuit. I love lawyers as much as everybody else does,

4 but that may be the only thing left. I'm suspicious of this.

5 I used to prepare these kinds of similar kinds of things,

6 feasibility studies and the sort.

7 After looking at it I get the feeling overall,

8 to make one comment, I smell a rat. And I'm not trying to

9 imply somebody is doing something evil or wrong, because I

10 don't think anybody is doing that in this case. What it

11 reminds me of is a comment about the difference between

12 communism and capitalism. You know, mankind exploits

13 capitalism and communism exploits mankind.

14 The big question I'm left with at this point

15 is simply to say what is next; to use that Peggy Lee song:

16 Is That All There Is. If all we are going to do is make

270' 17 comments or are we going to respond and then get the results

18 of the response. I'm just saying that is not enough for tht

19 kind of society that we all enjoy living in, and I think we

20 can do better than that. I think we can arrive at a decent

21 solution that looks at everyone's interest without just

22 drawing this one, that once it's destroyed it will be gone.

23 And that's all I have to say.

24 COL. RODGERS: I'm not trying to be sarcastic, but

25 the point I want to make is that I have researched the

26 literature on the subject, studies by various independent

27 agencies that have gone back seven or eight years looking

28 for a suitable housing site for Space Division. Other than
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1 the middle reservation of Fort MacArthur, i4 anybody knows

2 of one, let me know, because we haven't found one that is not

3 going to hurt someone. It's going to hurt the AYSO or the

4 kids or the flowers and the trees and the wildlife. If

5 there is one out there, we'd sure like to know about it.

271 6 A VOICE IN THE AUDIENCE: How about the parade around

7 at Fort MacArthur?

8 COL. SWEENEY: Our next speaker is John Parker.

9 MR. PARKER: I am an armed service veteran. I have

10 been employed for 36 years in the missile space industry

11 covering the armed services, United States government, civil

12 service, and also my family has had to move periodically.

13 We moved 10 times our first 13 years with my company, and

14 that was in most cases in different states, not from just

15 one side of town to the other.

16 The housing shortage at one location was so

17 bad that we had to sign up for a house and put a deposit down

18 six months before the tract house would be built. And then

19 when we left that location, we ended up, luckily, givina it

20 away to a school teacher when we transferred to another

21 location. So finding adequate housing is only one of the

22 problems that my family encountered. Some of the other thincs

23 that have not been discussed, and that's because we are only

24 discussing housing. Look at the school children. School

25 children have to go to new schools, they have new teachers,

26 they have new friends in school, they have new friends in

27 their neighborhood, civic, community and religious partici-

28 pation interruption to our family, morale of the family,
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1 stress on the family, household damage during the move, or

2 even loss of household items, economy on the family, finan-

3 cial problems, locating adequate medical facilities,

4 disruption of permanent mailing address, additional family

5 wardrobes because of different weather conditions at new

6 locations, additional automobile expenses, license tags and

7 registration, leaving loved ones, friends and families behind.

8 That was the worst in our case. We just moved here nine

9 months ago from San Jose. We have three children there and

10 three grandchildren there. So my family is very aware of the

11 service family difficulties.

12 I'm representing the Air Force Social Chapter

13 147 with 1,403 members. The Air Force community keeps their

14 homes well-kept to enhance the neighborhood, the same as

15 most of these families. They are on call 24 hours a day,

16 seven days a week. They support local area needs, they

17 contribute to the financial well-being of the area, they

18 support in force during San Pedro cleanup days and other

19 volunteer days like the one about the church that was painted.

20 The Air Force Space Division families needs affordable housing

21 in the Los Angeles area. The White Point area should be a

22 high candidate for the Air Force housing.

23 Multiple homes on a sinale site should reduce

24 the cost to the taxpayer by reducing the operating costs and

25 maintenance costs. Bogdanovich Park has been built, with

26 the addition of the soccer field and baseball diamond, at a

27 reported cost of $500,000. I have heard as high as $700,000.

28 And this was paid for by the San Pedro taxpayers. It i.oesn't
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1 make sense to me to throw those away by destroying those

2 fields and then spending a similar amount or a greater amount

3 to replace those fields. The cost will be paid for by the

4 taxpayers, whether it's city or federally funded.

5 And then there was another point brought out

6 tonight that if Bogdanovich Park is used for housing, the

7 city would have to pay $816,000 back to the state. That

8 would be in addition to the cost. The kids need fields.

9 What would they do if the field were destroyed? Does anybody

10 here have a suitable alternative location for soccer fiplds

11 and baseball fields for the kids? And if Bogdanovich Park

12 is used for housing, how will the San Pedro youth community

13 feel about giving up a park named and dedicated to one )f

14 their citizens? And how many of you in attendance have a

15 large equity in your home as a result of having purchased

16 it during high inflation times. The Air Force families will

17 not likely get housing because of this inflation. They are

18 required to move or relocate to new or usually distant sites

19 every three or four years, sometimes less, so they don't

20 accumulate these large home equities. So let's be fair and

21 allow our local Air Force families to live at White Point

22 housing. Thank you.

23 COL. SWEENEY: Next we will hear from Mr. Lloyd Karsh

24 from the Harbor Peace Committee.

25 MR. KARSH: I was interested in the fact that you

26 spent four months repairing the DEIS -- or the EIS. Also,

27 you allowed yourself four months to prepare the thing and

272 28 two and a half weeks for people to respond, in terms of this
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272 1 hearing, and another four and a half weeks for tie final

(Co Inq 2 written responses. So the public gets shortchanged all the

3 way.

4 I was also interested in the fact that when

5 you mentioned what you call your scoping hearing, then you

6 really didn't get the sense of what happened at these

7 hearings. In the first place, on the hearing on the state

273 8 park the majority of the audience was -- the majoriIy of the

9 people who live in this town were in favor of the state park.

10 At the hearing that you held on December llth the majority

11 of the people in the audience were not in favor of that

12 housing, and nowhere is that reflected in this EIS. It's

13 like people are irrelevant.

14 I'm interested in the sense that when you go

15 over what will be the impact to San Pedro in the flora, fauna,

16 water table change, plan use compatibility, loss of open

17 space and increased traffic, historical and archeoloaical

18 value and statistics, that you are putting housing in White

19 Point. All of these things are impacted, at least to a moderate

20 or to a high degree. It says so in your very own report. So

21 you are willing to place housing in White Point. That you are

22 willing to admit, that will destroy for all practical purposes

23 the chance to have one last natural area on this coast that

24 we can pass down to the generations.

25 I'm interested in the fact that all the trade-

26 offs, the impact on the natural area of White Point, the

27 artists, the cultural center at Angels Gate or Boadanoyicn

28 Park, it's a no win situation for the people of San Pedro.
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1 I was also interested in the development of

2 the studies the Air Force used to relate to the development

3 of this housing need. As far as I can tell, it wasn't until

4 the 1984 Bellinger & Associates study in 1984 was the

5 cuestion of Air Force access tq White Point or anywhere in

274 6 San Pedro specifically addressed, wherein you admit in the

7 early 1970s the city was definitely interested in the cark.

8 And in 1975 you weren't through the process of filing for

9 the land use plans, a plan called for White Point to be

10 donated for recreational use, a recreational park for both

11 passive and active recreational facilities. And that has

12 been stopped because of a lack of funds, in fact, playina

13 it off against the factors of the military. It's all been

14 blown out in space.

15 The other thing that is going on, the Viet Nam

16 war housing went up and we had a round of inflation that

17 just about bankrupted the country, and now we are going down

18 the same path all over again, in addition to a nassive cublic,

19 armina the heavens, which i dcn't think will benefit anybocdy.

20 But I say it's important to be here because, you know, fcr

21 your key commission impact factors such as synergism and

22 corporation industries. This is whvy -. ou want to be here,

23 so you can ze close to al! the :toys. H-Eowever, from a security

275 24 point of v:iew, national and in Air Force security noont oC

25 1 view, I think it ,s real!%, out of the cuesticn outtinc all

26 of your brass within "wat, two miles of each other? it seems

27 ":,P I.- t•. .; ec7e 1 is :-n even ron r c. scu r s ta ndcc t.

28 % ", "so dasturcec it -- e -nmeact _`u11v th
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1 you had no feeling in reading this impact study. Somebody

2 in North Carolina would look at the study and say what is

3 going on here with this at White Point. They would not

4 have any sense of either a massive community opposition,

5 they would not have any record of what has been said at

6 these hearings, or letters to the Air Force, they would not

7 have any sense of the fact that this meeting is obviously

8 packed tonight by people who have resisted this thing aoinc

9 through. And there is a hell of a lot of brass here toniaht.

10 You know, it's all manipulative. It's very manipulative.

11 It's insulting. The question of the park is vaguely addressed

276 12 on what I call page 86, which you call 3-8. There is finally

13 a paragraph that indicates that oh, yes, there is a park at

14 White Point. And you conclude that the ability of funds

15 and transfer of funds for the park would depend on the reso-

16 lution of the housing issue. You have already decided how

17 it's going to be resolved, you know. There is just a certain

18 lack of respect for the people in this town embodied in the

19 way that you approach this subject.

20 Nowhere do I see -- we agree on one thina. We

21 agree on the dangers of the Seal Beach Naval Weapons Station.

22 For years the people ran into a snag to get nuclear weapcns

23 out of Seal Beach, and your Environmental :mpact Statement

24 mentions Seal Beach as a site definitely noses a very

25 hazardous site for Air Force personnel.

26 You mention that it's also hazardcus to have

27 housina alona the side of the refinery because of ncxicus

28 fumes. And it is the last open space on t:;e coast of
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1 California. You complain about the cost of housina on the

2 military budget has put pressure on the national economy.

3 There hasn't been a massive amount of low income houses

4 built since the 1950s, and that was only built to satisfy

5 the demands of the GI. That was a war against facism,

6 before we brought over a thousand Nazi rocket engineers to

7 develop our space program, which is now Star Wars.

8 We are putting ourselves all at risk with

a nuclear technology. It's like you want to be part of the

10 community but you hide yourself out behind gates and security

11 systems. And that doesn't really feel like part of the

12 community. And the neighborhood kids can't walk down your

13 streets. You don't mention any of this, if there would be

277 14 public access to any of the housing that you propose to

15 build. I don't want, you know, to be living in a world

16 where people are putting out their best efforts working on

17 a global genocide machine. And now we are turning the whole

18 earth into a god-damn machine. It's not fair to you, it's

19 not fair to the people, it's not fair to our children's

20 children's children. And you burn the earth up. You know,

21 you got the technology to do it, as we all know; you work

22 on it everyday. And somewhere it's got to stop.

23 COL. SWEENEY: Mr. Karsh, you need to sum up, please.

24 MR. KARSH: I would just like to see people understand

25 that we live on one earth, that the weapons that we have are

26 beyond our means, that the amount of our needs do not justify

27 having these weapons, that at any moment, you know, computer

28 error we can be dealing with a wall-to-wall fire storm.
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1 Something like that could be the beginning of the end, I

2 don't know. Thank you.

3 COL. RODGERS: I would just like to say, Mr. Karsh,

4 that while I don't agree with anything you hail to say, those

5 of us that represent those in the auditorium tonight in

6 civilian clothes are deeply committed to defending your

7 right to say such things in an open forum.

8 Secondly, I would like to say that, while you

9 made many attacks on the Environmental Impact Statement,

10 there was very little detailed remarks that we could actually

11 tie to the document. If you have specific comments that you

12 think there are inaccuracies in the document or can offer

13 substantive reference material to discount anything in the

14 document, we would be glad to consider it.

15 COL. SWEENEY: Our next speaker is Mr. James Allen

16 representing the community newspaper.

17 MR. ALLEN: Well, basically I have just a few questions

18 to ask and I don't want to make any long, drawn-out statement

19 tonight. I think everybody is pretty tired of staying here.

20 But basically, we need to know a few things. One, is the

278 21 Air Force willing to coexist on a negotiated piece of land

22 at White Point with the state park. Two, is the Air Force

23 willing to give the city or the state a nonreversionary

279 24 guarantee on whatever property is left after the Air Force

25 has built whatever housing they decide to build on either

26 of the three sites; and thirdly, will the Air Force enter

280 27 into serious negotiations in which they will involve the

28 city, the state, themselves and the community representatives
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1 that have come here today to come to negotiated settlement

2 of this that is fair to all parties involved.

3 Now, one thing I will add, that is, I was at

4 a meeting of the Chamber of Commerce some months ago where

5 the general of the Air Force showed up and Congresswoman

6 Joan Flores was there, and after a long series of discussions

7 between the two sides, it became very apparent that the

8 bottom line was that the Air Force only -- their bottom line

9 was that they needed 16 acres of White Point for Air Force

10 housing and that the city was only willing to give nine acres.

11 And I said to the general at that point, well, we are all

12 business people here, and generally in any kind of business

13 negotiation you don't get everything you want. Wouldn't it

14 be best if we were to compromise on the remaining, what is it,

15 seven acres? And the general absolutely said no.

16 Now, it's my feeling that if the Air Force

17 were to give up three and a half acres and the city were to

18 give up three and a half acres, they would probably have a

19 deal here and we could all probably go home early tonight.

20 But I don't feel like there is anybody on the Air Force side

21 that is willing to give in. That's the impression that we

22 get in the community, that these are the options you are

23 willing to give us, period.

24 Now, I would like to hear some response to the

25 first three questions and see whether or not there -- really

26 what the position is in the Air Force side.

27 COL. RODGERS: Okay, I will take them one at a time.

28 First, on the coexistence with the state park. I said in
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1 my opening remarks, and I will say it again, that the Air

2 Force believes that a park on White Point along with the

3 state beach there and belonging to the county is indeed a

4 viable park solution. We don't see that as a mutually

5 exclusive arrangement at all.

6 Secondly, the Air Force's willingness to give

7 up a reversionary interest on the remainder of White Point.

8 I said this earlier in the evening, though I'll repeat myself,

9 that in the last negotiating position from Secretary Boatwright

10 from the Air Force, the agreement was made to seek removal

11 of the reversionary clause from the remainder of White Point,

12 along with several other conditions that called for the 16

13 acres of White Point along with Bogdanovich Park. I think

14 I can say unequivocably that the Air Force has been involved

15 and continues to be interested in serious negotiations with

16 the city of Los Angeles.

17 MR. ALLEN: Would they accept 12-1/2 acres at White

18 Point and a reversionary -- a no reversionary guarantee and

19 put it in writing?

20 COL. RODGERS: It's inappropriate for me toniaht here

21 to say what the Air Force would or wouldn't accept.

22 MR. ALLEN: Who would it be appropriate to receive

23 that information from?

24 COL. RODGERS: Well, we have ongoing negotiations,

25 more extended negotiations with the city of Los Angeles

26 scheduled. And let me say, though, that if there are ot!'er --

27 it is not simply splitting the difference between 16, there

28 is the business of relocating the ballfields, which we have
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1 heard a great deal about tonight. The city has offered up

2 Bogdanovich Park, but they have said oh, by the way, there

3 is some ballfield that needs to be relocated.

4 The problem of relocating the ballfield is

5 quite a big one and very central to the issue of Bogdanovich

6 Park. So all I can tell you right now is that negotiations

7 are scheduled to continue, and the Air Force is willing to

8 sit down with the city.

9 COL. SWEENEY: Mr. Allen, do you have any further

10 comments? If not, I have to ask you to reserve your questions

11 to the end of the hearing, should we have any questioning

12 time remaining.

13 MR. ALLEN: One remaining comment would be that my

14 feeling is that all parties concerned, and that includes

15 the community groups that are here tonight, state park

16 officials, city and Air Force, should all sit down and hammer

17 out, I think, in sincere negotiation a final agreement that

18 everyone can live with, and I think there is room here to

19 come up with a viable solution that will save the soccer

20 fields, that will give housing and it will give the community

21 a very needed necessary state park. Thank you.

22 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you very much.

23 Our next speaker will be Mr. Art Mackey speaking

24 for himself.

25 MR. MACKEY: Thank you very much. It's an advantage

26 to speak this late in the evening, or this late in the

27 proceedings, in that you cannot avoid becominq better

28 educated; you cannot avoid feeling the pressure with which
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1 the speakers have spoken and the sincerity with which they

2 have spoken and the interest that they each had, as we all

3 have our own. It's a pleasure for me to be here. It sounds

4 to me like this is an Air Force versus a park issue. But

5 that's not how I see it.

6 I think we ought to concentrate back on the

7 impact statement. What I see in the impact statement, one

8 of the significant items omitted, and that's the environment

9 of the quality of the people involved and the quality of

10 the community that has been brought here by the already

11 existing Air Force people. In the community we have 500

12 already-built homes and more in which they live in the

13 community aside from Fort MacArthur. We are talking about

14 170 more families contributing decent, high quality,

15 disciplined, friendly, good neighbors. That's not a park

16 issue; that's a people issue. You should not worry about

17 the tidelands or the number of units. We should worry about

18 the quality of people, because what will make this country

19 move forward is the quality of people. I would simply like

20 to recommend then that in the final document leading to that

21 publication that there be this interaction with the city

22 government and state parks and the folks here for the purpose

281 23 of expanding some of the concerns we have heard about the

24 children playing soccer and those concerns of the audience

25 and expand to the point where they are addressed prior to

26 being written down in some form, to discuss them thoroughly.

27 And I thank you for your time.

28 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you, sir.
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1 Next we'll hear from Ms. Goldie Otters

2 representing herself.

3 MS. OTTERS: I am Goldie Otters. I live in San Pedro.

4 About 14 years ago in this same auditorium, a public hearina

5 was held by the Navy proposing enlisted men's housing at

6 White Point. Nine hearings have been held since that

7 regarding military housing on White Point, all demonstrating

8 overwhelming public opposition. At the same time -- about

9 the same time Prop 20, an initiative demanded by the people,

10 was approved to preserve remaining coastal land for the

11 enjoyment of all the people, not just those lucky or rich

12 enough to live on it.

13 The coast is California's most valuable

14 resource, and White Point is a perfect example of that

15 treasure. Last year the Coastal Commission not only

16 unanimously denied the Air Force proposal, but the

17 Commissioners stated, and I quote, I think the Air Force

18 has been talking from prepared statements but not listening.

282 19 I cannot support their position. The EIS bears that out.

20 And I quote from a Peninsula news editorial, and I'm quoting

21 selectively. The EIS shows clearly that, while the Air

22 Force is asking for local public comment on its housina

23 plans, it is not really listening to what is being said.

24 At a scoping session more than two dozen people

25 told the Air Force planners that White Point should become

26 a state park. The EIS only chose to list the number of

283 27 speakers to address various general topics. will the Air

28 Force only choose to downplay again the community sentiments
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283 1 against the loss of a state park option? Regardingr pace 3-4

(Cof t) I2 of the E1 Statement, if the Air Force no longer requires the

3 housing, the structures and roads theoretically could be

4 removed and the land returned to its existing seminatural

284 5 open space site. Abandoned military housing is required to

6 be first offered as low income housing. San Pedro, Wilmington

7 and Long Beach have had long experience with that event.

8 The EIS, page 1-6, also informs us that the

9 average allowance for all field grade and senior officers

10 is approximately a thousand dollars a month, and indicates

11 that this is a hardship. A news article regarding the

12 ceremony for an Air Force colonel, who retired last week,

13 mentions that he lives in Palos Verdes Estates. As the

14 highest priced housing in California, that would seem to

15 be suitable quarters.

16 In the summary of the EIS, the proposed action

17 is that the housing proposed at white Point also includes

18 several acres designed for open space and recreational use,

19 tennis courts, basketball courts and so forth, as well as

285 20 landscaping to enhance the visual quality of the development.

21 When was the last time the public was ever

22 invited to use the tennis courts or swimming pools of

23 Fort MacArthur, or what is now the upper reservation.

24 Your plan is excellent for the Air Force, not

25 the public who pays for it and is fenced out. On the

26 contrary, the military may enjoy all of the amenities of

27 a White Point state park. A state park is a family park.

28 Anyone uses them. Everyone knows that, believe it or not,
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1 there is life after soccer. Many of your organizations

2 supporting the state park expects to have programs especially

3 for children. I think that's all I have to say. It's a

4 long evening. Thank you.

5 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you.

6 Next we will hear from Mr. John Kopezak

7 representing himself as a South Shores homeowner.

8 MR. KOPEZAK: John Kopezak of San Pedro. And I want

9 to thank you gentlemen for giving me this opportunity.

10 As a South Shores homeowner of over 22 years,

11 I want to repeat my previous desire that the Air Force be

12 permitted to build their 170 housing units on 40 acres at

13 White Point. Nothing in the environmental analysis has o

14 sufficient reason to even argue about it. For eight years,

15 since 1978, the Air Force has repeatedly tried to get this

16 site, and it's about time they started to build.

17 The Environmental Impact Analysis process is

18 a bureaucratic monstrosity that I as a taxpayer resent. I

19 see in last night's paper that we had another gang fight at

20 Royal Palms. The less park we have the less area for gangsters

21 to perform their atrocities. Let's give the Air Force what

22 they badly need: Housing now.

23 We have 13 parks in San Pedro, and White Point

24 is a park that will only make it like Disneyland with gridlock

25 and without protection from the gang violence.

26 A correction on some of this last stuff. The

27 last useful area left on our coastal area. The coastal areas

28 from Cabrillo Beach out to Point Fermin is all open; from
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1 White Point up to Redondo Beach is all open.

2 World conditions call for more Air Force birds,

3 and I welcome the Air Force to White Point for my future

4 safety. Thank you.

5 COL. SWEENEY: Next we will hear from Mr. Ronnie

6 Lindquist representing himself.

7 MR. LINDQUIST: I am Ronnie Lindquist. I'm a tax-

8 payer and a resident of the city of Los Angeles, and I intend

9 to cut through some of this syrup. I don't like the waste

10 of tax dollars. I strongly support the eyeball-to-eyeball

11 type negotiations between state, city, county and federal

12 officials to determine and carry out the logical plan

13 previously suggested, that both the Air Force and the city

14 and everyone can have a real park and build housing in the

15 San Pedro area. But enough of the heel-dragging, enouah

16 with letters back and forth, enough of dreams about parks.

17 It's time to do something.

18 The longer the city, state, county officials

19 drag their heels with their insincere nonsense, the more of

20 our tax dollars are eroded by inflation and environmental

21 studies. The land at White Point is in a residential area

22 and it belongs to the federal government. The fact that it

23 was loaned to the city of Los Angeles on which to build the

24 park is irrelevant, since the transfer document clearly

25 states that the federal government can reestablish its fee

26 simple title to the land at any time for national defense

27 purposes, even if the city had in fact fulfilled the primary

28 condition of the loan, which was to build a park within five
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1 years. That's back around '84, '83, depending on how you

2 count.

3 Now, it doesn't say anything about planning

4 the park or having a meeting about a park or supporting a

5 park or dreaming about a park. It said the city had to

6 build a park, and it hasn't. Now, even if the city had

7 built a park, the federal government could still do what it

8 wants for national defense purposes. That's what the deed

9 says and that's what we as citizens of the city of Los Angeles

10 agreed to. Now, the people who want to say building residences

11 is not a national defense have to forget that. They are not

12 the people in charge with the responsibility or authority

13 for determining what are and what are not national defense

14 needs. That is the job of congress and the president. And

15 those two entities have determined that the building of these

16 residences is a national defense need. Over $12 million of

17 national defense money has been appropriated to build 170

18 houses on this federally owned land and it is defined as a

19 national defense need. The same group of people may want

20 to disagree with congress, and they can do thnt, but that

21 has to be done in Washington if you want to get congress to

22 deobligate funds. But to try to do it with statements of

23 the impact to the environment or building residences in a

24 residential area is just a waste of tax dollars. Now, as

25 an American I think we have the right to build a residence

26 on our property in a residential area. At least I thought

27 we had that right until I discovered what was going on down

28 here. I think that everybody here has a right to build the
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1 homes that already exist in San Pedro.

2 How is it that the last ones in always seem

3 to think that they have the right to say that nobody else

4 has the right to do that. They have appropriately sold the

5 land on which they are built down here, and if anyone told

6 them that no one was ever going to build houses cn White

7 Point, you ought to go down and sue them because they lied

8 to you. We are Americans; we have the right to build houses

9 on our property, and that's exactly what is going to happen.

10 Which brings me to my last point.

11 I am vehemently opposed to taking this

12 nonsensical issue to court as a capricious waste of tax

13 dollars. It's a double waste of tax dollars, because it

14 would be wasting our tax dollars to fight the federal

15 gcvernment or the federal tax dollars to pay lawyers to

16 play thaL wtll-known games of lawyers and judges, when the

17 bottcGn line is clearly known, and that is, that we are going

18 to have 170 houses built on federal government land owned

19 by the federal government.

20 In closing, I would just like to make one

21 point: In an area where the population of eight to 10 million

22 people -- it's incredible. I mean, that any one group of

23 Americans that think they have the right to tell another

24 group of Americans that they can't build houses on their

25 own land just because it's got a real nice view of the ocean,

26 and if anyone here wants to tell me that that's not the

27 issue, I don't think anyone with any sense will believe it.

28 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you, Mr. Lindquist.
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1 Next we will hear from Mr. Dick Anderson

2 representing himself and his family.

3 MR. ANDERSON: I didn't show up tonight with a lot

4 of preparation. I guess I got angry at the first part of

5 the meeting, but I knew there was something about the last

6 two gentlemen I liked. I wanted to say to the Air Force

7 you are the only peace workers in the world, and I appreciate

8 it. I, too, am just a little ashamed tonight. There was an

9 assemblyman here. Is he still here? Oh, he scurried out as

10 soon as he got his say in. At first I thought he was going

11 to say something constructive, and I listened to his points

12 and everything, and then he made the last remark: He said

13 the militarization of San Pedro, and that's when I got mad.

14 And then most of the group that I'm addressing has already

15 left tonight, so I'm sorry that they are not here. But for

16 those that clapped, and they said because all these guys

17 were here, actually, it just griped me. And I thought about

18 last week and two of your brothers died and I got mad.

19 Tonight we heard from -- listen to this -- we

20 heard tonight from, what was it, the Human Relations Commission,

21 the Sierra Club, the Audubon, the Native Plant Life Organiza-

22 tion, the League of Women Voters, All My Relations, All Life

23 Relations, the Harbor Area Peace Commission -- listen --

24 COL. SWEENEY: Let me interrupt you if I could, please.

25 I am asking you to please address your comments to the Draft

26 Environmental Statement and defer from attacking any of the

27 other speakers. They gave you the opportunity to speak.

28 MR. ANDERSON: I apologize. But I support the 170
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1 units, and I want the Air Force as my neighbors. My family

2 wants them as neighbors. We don't want a state park here.

3 We don't want a state park here. We want the Air Force.

4 That's exactly where it is. And believe me, you do have

5 support other than these groups, the South Shore Homeowners

6 Association, of which I am no longer a member of as of

7 tonight. We support you and our neighbors support you, and

8 that's it.

9 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you very much. We still have a

10 few speakers, so we are going to go a little beyond the

11 cutoff time of ten o'clock. But I believe that all of those

12 that have asked for an opportunity to be heard will be heard

13 within the next half an hour or so.

14 Next we will hear from Edward Buchanan repre-

15 senting himself.

16 MR. BUCHANAN: Good evening. I listened with great

17 interest from a lot of special interest groups, and I

18 represent a special interest group: Myself. I live in

19 South Shores. I have lived there for 25-1/2 years. I raised

20 five children in this area, and I feel this area is a whole-

21 some congenial neighborhood. I was successful in getting

22 all of my children to universities. Two are lawyers, one

23 is an accountant. Not bad for a small town San Pedro.

24 It's a great place to live, and I think we

25 ought to share it with the people in the Air Force. Clearly,

26 in my mind the issue about Bogdanovich Park should not even

27 be raised. It boils down to one of two things: We build

28 170 units for the Air Force on Option A of that park or
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1 reserve it for state park. I for one as an individual who

2 lives in the neighborhood would not like to see a state park

3 developed there. And I will be honest with you, it's a

4 very special interest. I wouldn't like to see 300 to 400,000

5 visitors a year coming down into my neighborhood with the

6 increase in traffic, which I will assure you will happen if

7 we go the state park route.

8 On the other hand, if we let the Air Force

9 live there, I know what kind of people will come and live

10 in those homes. They are intelligent, college graduates,

11 they are dedicated, they are professional. And I guarantee

12 you they will add more to our community than they will take

13 out. And that's my view. Thank you very much.

14 COL. SWEENEY: Next we hear from Mrs. Grace Hoxworth.

15 MS. FOXWORTH: Ladies and gentlemen and members of

16 the Air Force, as a member of Mayor Bradley's original

17 committee to decide the use and development of the access

18 land for Fort MacArthur and its properties, I find it a

19 little hard to accept the incessant bantering by the Air

20 Force over the property. We all respect the Air Force. We

21 want you. It is not a military question.

22 In the interest of public health and safety

23 we, too, did a geological survey of the land and found

24 formations not conducive and density and mass wastes. Your

286 25 studies show evidence of this same finding. We found it

26 necessary to declare these properties as agricultural lands

27 to abate the onslaught of developers. You won't build on

28 the natural contour of the land and you will destroy it by
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1 grading. This is a common way of building today.

2 We have the so-called Sunken City at Point

3 Fermin because of this same geological strata. We have

4 Portuguese Bend of the same makeup.

286 5 Forty-five years ago we were told by engineers,

( -6on't 6 with the development of Hawthorne and Crenshaw, when they

7 reached Crenshaw that if there was any further development

8 south of that area we would have slippage. We have

9 Portucuese Bend. Friendship Park is nct on I--- '

10 We have to declare it agricultural, and also declared a

11 county regional park because the land would not support

12 regular watering and weight density of buildings.

13 We have never wanted housing in the area of

14 the White Point land. The Air Force is not satisfied with

15 the perimeter. No, it has to have the middle of the pot.

16 We are not against the military, least of all the Air Force.

17 We just don't want housing in this prime historical property.

18 It was originally designated as an historical military

19 passive recreational park to preserve it for our grand-

20 children and for posterity. And environmentally this land

21 is smack-dab in the path of the migratory flight for birds.

287 22 A great variety are to be found at Point Fermin and the

23 so-called Sunken City. The reason there are none at White

24 Point now is because of the lack of trees there.

25 I'm not that far from this area, beina in the

26 1200 block on 26th Street. I have feeders, I water and I

27 have all kinds of wild birds there, including tanagers,

28 orioles, blue jays. And I welcome them. I also welcome
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1 the Air Force, but not at White Point. Thank you.

2 COL. RODGERS: I would like to make one comment.

3 We have done quite extensive soils investigations as part

4 of this project, and all of the reports we have show that

5 all the sites are suitable.

6 COL. SWEENEY: We have just seven further individuals

7 who had asked to speak this evening.

8 Next will be Donna DiRocco speaking for herself.

9 MS. DI ROCCO: Thanks. My name is Donna DiRocco, and

10 I was born and raised in San Pedro. I am an environmental

11 specialist by profession, and my comments are directed to

12 the Draft Environmental Impact Statement.

13 First of all, I did some simple mathematics

14 and I found that 170 homes divided by 40 acres comes to

15 .25 homes per acres, or a quarter of an acre for each house.

16 And I was wondering if that is a requirement that each house

288 17 has to have a quarter of an acre lot, or did I do my math

18 wrong?

19 Another idea that came to mind today, I was

20 wondering if the Draft Environmental Impact Statement took

289 21 into account today's interest rates that are falling with

22 home mortgage payments and that houses are becoming much

23 more affordable for people, especially the first-time buyers,

24 like maybe myself some day. I think that should be of

25 interest.

28 On page 3.37, the section on air quality

290 27 impasse. You should quantify those impacts rather than

28 just generally brushing over the impasse.
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291 Page 3.39 discusses very vaguely runoff

1 2 volumes. That should be quantified.

3 On Page 3.45 you discuss localized transporta-

4 tion impac:s, but you do not address any impacts on the

292 5 arbor Freeway or the San Diego Freeway going down to the

6 Space Division. I think that needs to be looked at.

7 Rage 4.10 you tell us that if we want to look

8 at more details on the geotechnical investigation that we

9 should get a copy of the 7oodward Clyde Report. I was

293 10 wondering if you could just summarize what that investigation

11 points out, if you could summarize that. You don't have to

12 put the whole thing in, but maybe just a summary of the

13 geotechnical.

14 Also on page 4.13 you say that the soils on

15 the site are expansive. I'm not really sure if that will

294 16 affect the stability of housinq development on the site.

17 So hope you will further address that.

18 Also page 4.9 you discuss the traffic study

295 19 but you don't discuss what days the traffic study was performed

20 or the hours and if it was at peak hours or not.

21 Finally, I didn't get a chance to review the

22 entire EIS. I got it late last week, so when I finish

23 reviewing it I will be providing further comments. Thank you.

24 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you very much.

25 COL. RODGERS: I would just like to say on the Woodward

26 Clyde Report, the size of that document is about two volumes

27 two and a half inches thick each. I would be happy to make a

28 full report available for reading in our offices, and we can
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1 probably provide a brief summary in the final report.

2 COL. SWEENEY: The next speaker will be Mr. or Mrs.

3 R.A. Artunian representing themselves.

4 MR. ARTUNIAN: I am a 20-year resident of the quiet,

5 clean community of South Shores. I would really like to

6 keep it that way, therefore, I would like to express my

7 strong desire against a large state park that could attract

8 over 300,000 people per year into it, mostly transient and

9 coming in vans, campers as well as cars. Just think about

10 it. Most of those people that will be coming will be coming

11 during the summer months. So I just am asking you to ask

12 yourselves, can Western Avenue and Paseo Del Mar handle

13 that kind of traffic? You know, I quit the freeway going

14 to work bumper to bumper. I would hate like heck to take

15 an hour to go one mile to Ole's to buy a two dollar hammer.

16 But seriously, the traffic, the transient

17 nature would in turn lose the atmosphere we have all been

18 used to and like so well. So why don't we go ahead and get

19 something that will maintain the atmosphere we are used to

20 and that we can handle. We just can't handle the other

21 situation. Thank you.

22 COL. SWEENEY: Next we will hear from Mr. Tony Bernard

23 representing himself.

24 A VOICE IN THE AUDIENCE: He left.

25 COL. SWEENEY: Okay. We will move on then to

26 Mr. John Baberi.

27 MR. BARBERI: Thank you. I have prepared a detailed

28 statement which I have mailed to your office. I will be
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1 very brief in my remarks. I am here tonight as a private

2 citizen of San Pedro. I was born and raised in this

3 community and attended public schools here. My parents,

4 my family have lived in the community for nearly a century,

5 so of course reading the document and looking academically

6 in the future of the community and of course the future of

7 White Point, I have reviewed the Draft Environmental Impact

8 Statement dated April 1986 and, as a matter of act, I have

9 reviewed many of these in the course of my own business here

10 in San Pedro. I find that typically the beauty is in the

11 eyes of the preparer, so I won't really go out on the specifics

12 that are covered in the statement, but I will echo some of

13 the sentiments expressed earlier in the evening by Assemblyman

14 Elder, representatives of the AYSO organization and others.

15 In my view, many of the alternatives present

16 in the Draft EIS is unacceptable, inasmuch as they destroy

17 Bogdanovich Park which is a very heavily utilized recreational

18 athletic facility for the community. I also dismiss a couple

19 of the other alternatives. But the only one which I am

20 unwilling to sacrifice is the Anqels Gate Cultural Center.

21 So if those alternatives were removed, I have no problems

22 at all in supporting the alternatives to develop 40 acres

23 of White Point for Air Force housing.

24 The Air Force has become somewhat of a cottage

25 industry to the city of San Pedro. I have no apologies for

26 that. I think they enrich the community. Whether we like

27 it or not, the civilian space program is inextricably tied

28 to the military space program, and the future is in outer
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1 space.

2 Earlier this evening we heard a -- well, we

3 heard numerous proposals for state parks. I want to express

4 that for a peace park or a peace monument, and I would only

5 say that for those of you that are so inclined to visit a

6 peace monument, you should take the time to visit the

7 Arlington Cemetery, the people that provided the people,

8 and those are Air Force people and the other brothers and

9 sisters in the armed services that maintain the peace.

10 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you.

11 Mr. George Williams of San Pedro representing

12 himself.

13 MR. WILLIAMS: Thank you. I am a resident of San

14 Pedro for two years, and I own property here. I am a member

15 of a homeowners association and an officer in the association.

16 But I'm really talking for myself about this thing here

17 tonight. I am a retired Air Force officer, and I have lived

18 in a lot of communities. I hear a lot of feeling in this

19 room that I think, however this issue is resolved, should

20 be spoken to. This isn't a people-to-peopie issue. Really,

21 San Pedro needs the Air Force as much as the Air Force needs

22 that housing.

23 I have lived here two years, and I reallv

24 worry where my tax dollars are goinq and whether they are

25 going up or down. We had a break in our communication with

26 the local people. The police in the Harbor Station came

27 over and they complained that they lost 18 patrolmen who

28 were taken out of town. So we had to start a letter drive
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1 to Ms. Flores to get them back. Which we did.

2 Now,.when I was in the Air Force, in the

3 community where I lived we got involved. And I promise

4 those of you that are still here as the residents of San

5 Pedro that that is the quality of the new neighbors that

6 you will be gaining, so that can help you in your fight to

7 get San Pedro taken care of and to get the use of your tax

8 dollars here.

9 In addition, I don't know if this has been

10 brought up or not, but the military, when they live in a

11 community and their children use the community for sales

12 there is something called (inaudible) dollars that are tied

13 to that community. Now, if you don't get organized, and

14 I'm sure with the Air Force neighbors you will get organized,

15 those dollars will go uptown, too. That's all I have.

16 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you.

17 Next we will hear from Mrs. Lois LaLouie.

18 MR. LA LOUIE: My name is Lois LALouie. Did I under-

19 stand you to say that we could not ask questions at this

20 point?

21 COL. SWEENEY: No, you may ask questions, but we

22 prefer you to make your comments and then ask your questions

23 at the end of your comments, return to your seat, and then

24 Col. Rodgers will attempt to answer your questions.

25 MS. LA LOUIE: Thank you. My traininq is in the

26 history of art and architecture. I have taught at the college

27 level from prehistoric times to the present day; therefore,

28 I am interested in this EIS for several points of view.
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1 First of all, I read the advertisement in the

2 classified section in the newspaper inviting me to go to

296 3 the ½cal 'ibrary and read this. I went to the San Dedro

4 Library but the librarians couldn't find it. I was able

5 to get the 1984 copy, and they let me take it out last niqht

6 to look at it. Like other people who spoke tonight, I did

7 not have time to study it entirely, but in certain areas I

8 found questions.

9 For example, when you refer to Paseo Del Mar

297 10 as being a four-lane road below the White Point area, I

11 experience it as a two-lane road.

12 And I can find no reference here to what one

298 13 speaker told you, I think it was an earthquake down below

14 White Point, is not mentioned in here. I agree with the

15 people who said that you have not given enough attention

16 to what the people of the area say.

17 But you do in this 1984 edition include as an

18 aftermath four pages from the San Pedro Chamber of Commerce.

19 I would suggest that many of the realtors in the area belong

20 to the San Pedro Peninsula Chamber of Commerce, and they

21 mi.ht accept Col. Rodgers' challenge to find the Air Force

22 some other place for its housing. I think Jacob Gutierrez

23 was right when he picketed the original housing at Fort

24 MacArthur, because from the point of view of architecture

25 I find it disappointing. I suspect that if the Air Force

26 is successful in placing 170 homes at White Point it, too,

299 27 will be in the tradition of the architecture produced by

28 the federal government: Totally disappointing.
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1 When I came in here tonight I felt much like

2 the Arab who had a camel in the desert and he had a tent,

3 and when the camel put his nose in the tent in the middle

4 of the night and asked if it could please get a little water

5 there, the Arab agreed, and a few hours later woke up to

6 find out that the camel had its shoulders in the tent, and

7 then the story goes on in the morning, the Arab woke up to

8 find out that he was out in the desert and that the camel

9 was in the tent.

10 The Air Force has come to San Pedro and has

11 taken over Fort MacArthur, and Gutierrez was unsuccessful

12 in stopping you. I don't live in San Pedro. I work in

13 San Pedro. I know San Pedro and I love San Pedro, and the

14 people who have spoken here this evening against the Air

15 Force housing at White Point are some of the finest people

16 in the entire world. And I know people all over the world.

17 When they speak, I listen to them.

18 I have gained a distinctive impression this

19 evening watching the Air Force in action that they have

20 forgotten that in this great country, which is coverned by

300 21 the people, I ask them to listen to the people. They have

22 not done so in this DEIS, and I think it's time that they

23 did listen.

24 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you very much.

25 COL. RODGERS: I would just like to make one comment,

26 and that is -- really, two comments.

27 First of all, we would be very happy to supply

28 you with a copy of the current Environmental Impact Statement.
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1 If you would see us after the meeting or if you put your

2 name on the mailing list we can get one to you. We would

3 like to make a further comment before the end. Secondly,

4 the matter of our disappointing house architecture. Housing

5 is really my responsibility as the chief of acquisition of

6 civil engineering to provide the best possible family housina

7 that we can for the dollar. And I'm sure you can appreciate

8 that congress doesn't give us extra funds to provide many

9 of the architectural touches which we would probably all

10 like to have in our homes. What they are after is the

11 minimum amount of dollars that they can depart with and to

12 provide shelter. Still in all, we take a great deal of

13 pride in civil engineering in providing the best possible

14 facilities we can. We recently built at the Los Angeles

15 Air Force Station a couple of design awards out there. I

16 would like to see the family housing that we build in the

17 San Pedro area to be design-winning housing and do everything

18 I can to make that happen.

19 COL. SWEENEY: Thank you, Col. Rodgers.

20 Our last speaker is Mrs. McCauley, who would

21 prefer to make her comments from her seat; is that correct?

22 MRS. MC CAULEY: Yes. I am a resident of San Pedro

23 and highly incensed at the attitude I have seen, like our

24 community is a community of loaners and residents.

25 My husband served very honorably in the

26 military for 20 years. My son served his country, my brother,

27 my father, and so on and so on. They as well as I feel for

28 all of our taxpayers, feel like their money is wasted. None
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1 of us do. But as the man said, God bless them for ten

2 dollars. You know, not only do I not want to see Bogdanovich

3 Park lost because of the significant value to our community

4 and to our children, but we have to serve each other. We

5 have to be a part of the community. We can't just ignore

6 each other and not let them in our backyards and think

7 maybe they will just go away. They are not going to ao

8 away. We need them. So we only need them when somebody

9 is shooting at us, right? No one wants to stand up and

10 take the flag for someone else. I am proud to be the wife

11 of a retired Air Force gentleman, and I would like to see

12 all of you as my neighbors.

13 COL. SWEENEY: I believe I overlooked one person who

14 had requested to make a statement, Mr. Turnquist.

15 MR. TURNQUIST: I would like to take you back to 1929

16 when I first enlisted in the Navy. Comina out here, I

17 married a local girl, and when she tried to find a place

18 to live, landlords were against the military. And it still

19 persists today. They are reluctant to rent to us. If they

20 do they raise the rent. In those days you could rent a

21 house, you could rent like $45 and you paid every two weeks

22 and they were furnished. I would like to say that the

23 Chamber of Commerce previously accepted the Air Force and

24 then they changed their minds later on. Fort MacArthur is

25 better than some homes across the street. I know there is

26 reserve people in this audience tonight that attend drills

27 and they are against it. I was a sailor when I came out

28 here and I would like to ask vou if one of your sons or
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1 daughters were in the military what would you do? I suggest

2 to the Air Force not to change their plans and go for all

3 the land between Gaffey and Western and also between Paseo

4 Del Mar and Western Avenue.

5 In closing I would like to point out that my

6 wife heard from a former classmate here in San Pedro, who

7 was a dentist here in town who made the remark a few weeks

8 ago, "You married a sailor." Well, I would like to say that

9 I am a former sailor and I have served over 31 years in the

10 Navy and I retired as a full commander and I live here in

11 the South Shores. That's all I have to say.

12 COL. SWEENEY: Unfortunately, there is no further

13 time remaining and we must conclude these proceedings at

14 this time out of respect to our agreement with those that

15 graciously loaned us this facility. Please remember that

16 you have until the 27th of May, 1986 to submit written

17 materials to be included in the transcript of this hearing,

18 and those written statements will be fully considered and

19 addressed in the final Environmental Impact Statement.

20 Once again, oral and written statements or comments will be

21 afforded equal weight.

22 Offically, the Air Force appreciates your

23 efforts to come out tonight and contribute your views to

24 this public hearing, and speaking on behalf of all of the

25 members of this Air Force team, we thank you for your

26 courteous attention and adherence to the rules of this

27 hearing throughout this evening. I believe it's not too

28 presumptuous to say that each of us who have been here
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1 throughout the evening has learned a lot and has learned

2 a greater appreciation of the other. I have been assured

3 by Col. Rodgers that he and his Air Force team will remain

4 at the table for a short period of time to informally

5 answer any further questions that might be remaining.

6 (The public hearing is adjourned.)
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3.0 RESPONSES TO PUBLIC COMMENTS

In accordance with CEQ regulations, the U.S. Air Force (USAF) is

required to assess and consider comments on the DEIS (40 CFR 1503.4).

This section provides responses to public and agency comments received

on the DEIS. Responses are provided to the written comments received

through June 2, 1986 (Section 1.0) and verbal comments made at the

public hearing (Section 2.0). The responses in this section are keyed

by number to the comments identified in Sections 1.0 and 2.0.

1. Consultation with the California State Office of Historic Preservation

The National Environmental Policy Act (NEPA) process assists public

officials in making a decision on the final site selection (i.e., the

Proposed Action or Alternatives A through H). The final site selection,

therefore, does not occur until the EIS process is complete, including

publication of the DEIS, the FEIS, and. the Record of Decision. As

indicated in Sections 4.14 and 5.14 of the DEIS, the Proposed Action and

each of the alternatives being considered contain historical and/or

archaeological sites that are potentially eligible for inclusion on the

National Register of Historical Places. Once the final site is

selected, the USAF will consult with the California State Office of

Historic Preservation and the Advisory Council on Historic Preservation

to, first, determine the eligibility of the site and, second, to develop

an appropriate mitigation plan to minimize adverse impacts on

historic/archaeologic sites determined to be eligible for inclusion on

the National Register. Section 6.14 of the DEIS briefly summarizes

potential mitigative measures. This consultation will be made as

outlined in 36 CFR 800.6. The Advisory Council on Historic Preservation

also has received the DEIS (see letter dated May 12, 1986, in

Section 1.0 of this FEIS).

2. Request for Copy of WESTEC's Final Archaeological Survey

The draft Historical/Archaeological survey report submitted by WESTEC is

under review by the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. Upon completion of

this review, a final report will be prepared. The final report will be
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provided to the National Park Service, California State Historical

Preservation Office, the Advisory Council on Historical

Preservation, and the Division of National Register Programs,

U.S. Department of Interior, Western Region. The reports are for

official use only to protect potentially eligible historical/

archaeological sites from destruction by amateur artifact

collectors.

3. Relocation of Bogdanovich Park (BP) Soccer Field and Baseball
Diamond

As discussed in Section 5.11 of the DEIS, the soccer/football field

and the baseball field at BP would be displaced by alternatives

involving BP (Alternatives B, C, D, and H). Organizations that

currently utilize these fields, including the American Youth Soccer

Organization (AYSO) and Mary Star of the Seas High School, would be

forced to use facilities at other locations. Although there are two

other baseball/softball fields nearby on Paseo del Mar, they are in

poor condition. There are no other public soccer fields in the

southern San Pedro area. The Daniels Field Sport Center

(13th Street) has a soccer field, and football fields at Peck Park

and Recreation Center and the San Pedro Park and Recreation Center

have been utilized for soccer. Although these facilities exist, the

City of Los Angeles Parks and Recreation Department states that

demand for these fields is extremely high, and that the fields are

heavily utilized by many groups for both football and soccer.

The city has stated that it expects the USAF to construct

replacement facilities but has not offered a site. The USAF has

indicated that it will contribute to the cost of replacement fields

on land provided by the city, provided there are sufficient funds

remaining after the contracts for construction are let and the

construction cost of the housing to the government is reasonably

fixed. No funds for replacement fields are included in the project

budget, because no funds were needed for the White Point (WP) site

originally planned. BP was not originally considered for this
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project precisely because, unlike WP, it had had been developed and

was in use. The alternatives evaluation criteria (Section 3.2 in

the DEIS) included the provision (Item No. 4) that the candidate

site is not already committed to other uses. BP and the Upper

Reservation of Fort MacArthur (UFM) were originally determined by

the USAF not to be viable sites due to their existing use. The

inclusion of BP and UFM as an alternative site and the consideration

of BP and UFM in the DEIS analysis was due to the City of Los

Angeles' proposal. It is recognized that any BP alternative may,

under present circumstances, cause some loss of field availability

during the time between start of construction on houses and

completion of replacement fields. There is a possibility that no

replacement fields may be able to provided due to lack of funds.

This situation would present a significant impact to the uses of the

BP ball fields.

4. USAF Housing Will Overburden the Already Overutilized Fields and
Recreational Facilities

As indicated in Section 4.11.2 of the DEIS, the combination

soccer/football field and baseball field are extensively used by the

AYSO, Mary Star of the Seas High School, and the City of Los Angeles

Parks Department. The soccer field at BP is the only soccer field

open to the public in San Pedro. Data from the AYSO indicate that

approximately 1,100 children from the community belong to this

organization, which is the largest athletic program in the San Pedro

community. Discussions with the AYSO and the City of Los Angeles

Parks and Recreation Department indicate that the soccer field is

used 7 days a week from the beginning of August to the end of

February. USAF housing projects generally include some recreational

facilities, including tennis and basketball courts. There will be,

however, an increase in demand for the already overutilized

recreational facilities (such as football and soccer fields)

associated with the children of the field grade and senior officers

who will occupy the proposed housing. The amount of increase in

demand for recreational facilities by USAF personnel will result
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from the number and age of the children. Additional demand will

also occur associated with the 569 non-USAF housing units under

construction or planned for the San Pedro area (see Table 5.13-3,

p. 5-109 of the DEIS).

5. Preservation of Historical Sites, Parks

As described in Section 5.14 of the DEIS, the National Historic

Preservation Act of 1966 and its implementing regulations require a

determination as to whether or not the historical and archaeological

site(s) are eligible for inclusion in the National Register of

Historic Places. The USAF currently is conducting a survey to

identify historical/archaeological sites on WP and BP. Previous

surveys had been performed for UFM. If a site is found to be

eligible for inclusion on the National Register during USAF

consultation with the State Historical Preservation Office, a

determination will be made by the USAF and State Historical

Preservation Office to identify the level of impact to the site from

the construction. If the impact is determined to be adverse, a

memorandum of agreement (MOA) will be developed with the State

Office of Historic Preservation, the Advisory Council on Historic

Preservation, and the USAF to establish a plan to mitigate the

adverse effects. The consultation process is described in RESPONSE

NO. 1. Section 6.14 of the DEIS summarizes potential mitigative

measures, including the monitoring of all surface cutting activities

by a qualified archaeologist.

There are various other park units in the state park system besides

State Parks. These include State Recreation Areas and State

Beaches. As indicated in Section 5.1.1 (p. 5-82) of the DEIS,

current plans for WP as a State Park may be altered by development

of USAF housing at WP (SEE RESPONSE NO. 10). Although development

of WP into a State Park would be limited by construction of USAF

housing at WP, the development of WP into another category of park

in the state park system or by the City of Los Angeles would
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not be precluded. Depending on the alternative, land available for

development of WP as a park (including the county land south of

"Iseo del Mar and Royal Palms State Beach) would range from 114 to

155 acres for the Proposed Action and the alternatives involving WP.

The USAF believes the coexistence of housing and a city- or

state-managed park at WP is compatible.

6. Transportation System to Alleviate Traffic

The location of the 170 housing units at a single location and with

the personnel occupying these units working at a single location

(i.e., LAAFS) would facilitate the use of car and van pools. For

example, current data on the USAF personnel occupying the housing

units at Middle Fort MacArthur (MFM) indicate that 75 percent

participate in car pools, 10 percent use the bus, and L5 percent

drive (see Section 5.13 of the DEIS). It is anticipated that a

similar transportation use distribution would exist for the

oersonnel planned to be housed in the proposed 170 housing units.

As described in Section 6.13 of the DEIS, the use of ride sharing

and flex-time scheduling will be encouraged for the work trip to

LAAFS in El Segundo.

7. Use of BP and UFM not Consistent with Best Interests of San Pedro

The alternatives evaluation criteria (Section 3.2 in the DEIS)

included the provision (Item No. 4) that the candidate site is not

already committed to other uses. BP and UF° were originally found

by the USAF not to be viable sites due to their existing uses.

These sites were included in the alternatives (Section 3.5 of the

DEIS) and were analyzed in the DEIS based on the City of Los

Angeles' proposal to the USAF for use of these parcels as

alternatives to all 170 units being constructed at WP. Based on the

existing uses of BP and UFM and the requirement to relocate these

uses, the USAF has determined that the Proposed Action (40 acres on

WP) represents the best solution, not only for military housing but

also for all segments of the community.
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8. More than Half the Acreage Remaining at WP Would Remain as Open
Space

The USAF has supported the coexistence of housing and a city- or

state-managed park at WP. As indicated in Section 5.11 (p. 5-82) of

the DEIS, current plans for WP as a State Park may be altered by

development of USAF housing at WP. There are, however, various

other park units in the State Park System besides State Parks.

These include State Recreation Areas and State Beaches. Depending

upon the final site selected, land available for development of a

State Recreation Area or State Beach (including the county land

south of Paseo del Mar and Royal Palms State Beach) would range from

114 to 155 acres for the Proposed Action and the alternatives

involving WP.

9. Little Acknowledgement in the DEIS of the Level of Community
Interest Expressed at the Scoping Meeting for Development of a State
Regional Park

The meeting held on Dec. 11, 1985, was a scoping meeting to

determine the scope of issues to be addressed and for identifying

the significant issues related to the Proposed Action as required by

NEPA and the implementing CEQ regulations (40 CFR 1501.7).

Section 1.5 of the DEIS described the results of the scoping

process. The issues raised through the public scoping process were

summarized in Table 1.5-1. The DEIS (p. 1-22) did acknowledge that

the primary concern of the community was the issue of land use,

specifically the issue of utilizing WP for housing versus park

development. Table 1.5-1 (p. 1-23) in the DEIS tabulated the number

of times land use issues were raised (verbal and written) during the

scoping process. As shown in Table 1.5-1, land use issues comprised

73 of a total 108 comments (67 percent).

The WP Park Feasibility Study, prepared by the California Department

of Parks and Recreation, was described in Section 1.4.2 (Planning

Programs) (pp. 1-16 to 1-17) of the DEIS. The recommendations of

the feasibility study were summarized in this section of the DEIS.
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The results of public hearings on the State Park proposal ind the

community support for the State Park were also described (p. 1-17).

The detailed impact analysis performed for the Proposed Action and

the eight alternatives in the DEIS (p. vii), indicated that the

Proposed Action would have significant adverse impact on the State

Park plans for WP (SEE RESPONSE NO. 10). Based on the existing

uses of BP and UFM and the requirement to relocate these uses, the

USAF has determined that the Proposed Action (40 acres on WP)

represents the best solution, not only for military housing but also

for all segments of the community.

10. Statements Made that Minimize the Level of Impact the Proposed
Action will have on State Park Development of WP

Section 5.11 (p. 5-82) of the DEIS acknowledged the fact that the

California State Department of Par~s and Recreation has stated that

construction of USAF housing on a significant portion of WP would

deter the development potential of a State Park. The State Park

designation is only one of seven designated park units in the State

Park System. Units of the State Park System are classified into one

of several categories, as required by the California Public

Resources Code (PRC 5002-5019.75):

a. State Parks--Relatively spacious areas of outstanding scenic or

natural character often containing significant historical

archaeological, ecological, geological, and other such values,

and having appropriate types of recreation.

b. State Recreation Areas--Areas selected and developed to provide

multiple recreational opportunities to meet other than purely

local needs. Such areas are selected for their having terrain

capable of withstanding extensive human impact and for their

proximity to large population centers, major routes of travel,

and proven recreation resources, such as manmade or natural

bodies of water.

c. State Vehicular Recreation Areas--Areas where topographic

features and associated recreational vehicle opportunities are

the primary values.
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d. State Beaches--Areas with frontage on the ocean or bays,

designed to provide swimming, boating, fishing, and other

beach-oriented recreational activities.

e. Historical Units--Areas established primarily to preserve

objects of historical, archaeological, and-scientific interest,

and to maintain places commemorating important persons or

historic events.

f. State Reserves--Areas embracing outstanding natural or scenic

characteristics of statewide significance which shall be

preserved in a condition of undisturbed integrity.

g. State Wilderness--Areas at least 2,024 hectares (5,000 acres) in

size, either by themselves or in a combination with contiguous

areas (or are of sufficient size as to make preservation

practical), which have been affected primarily by the forces of

nature, and which allow solitary and primitive unconfined

recreation. They may be established within boundaries of other

State Park System units.

As indicated in Section 5.11 of the DEIS, there are 60 state-

managed parks in the California State Park System that encompass

120 acres or less. These include 32 state beaches, 7 state

recreational areas, and 21 historical parks. Sixteen of the

state beaches have picnic areas and six have overnight camping

in addition to picnicking. Whereas the Proposed Action would

eliminate WP from consideration for development into a

designated State Park, the remaining 124 acres (including the

county land south of Paseo del Mar and Royal Palms State Beach)

would remain for development by the state as a state

recreational area, state beach, or state historical park or by

the City of Los Angeles and/or Los Angeles County as a coastal

park. There are a number of combined state and city/county

parks in Los Angeles County where the beach area is a State

Beach and the city or county controls the adjacent upland area

and promotes picnicking, hiking, etc. (SEE RESPONSE NO. 49).
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11. Statements Made in the DEIS That Pass Judgement on the Merits of
a State Regional Park Being Developed in the WP Area--Focus
Impact of Housing on the Area, Not the Impact of a State Park

The DEIS not only provided impact analysis of the Proposed

Action and alternatives on the existing environment but also

analyzed the cumulative impact of the USAF housing on projects

under construction or planned for the area. NEPA and the

CEQ-implementing regulations require analysis of cumulative

impacts of planned projects, including those of other agencies.

Analysis of cumulative impacts was raised as an issue during the

public scoping process. Table 5.13-3 and Figure 5.13-3

(pp. 5-109 and 5-110) in the DEIS list the projects recently

completed or proposed in the San Pedro Area. The development of

WP into a state park is one of the projects planned for the

area. This would occur if Alternatives D, G, or H are selected.

If the Proposed Action or Alternatives A, B, C, E, or F are

selected, the remaining 114 to 148 acres, although not

sufficient for a State Park designation, could still be

developed into a state-managed park such as a state recreational

area, state beach, or state historical site (SEE RESPONSE

NO. 10). The DEIS did not comprise an environmental

assessment of park development at WP, it analyzed the cumulative

impacts to the area of both the USAF housing and park

development, the coexistence of which is a viable possibility.

The Harbor Division of the Los Angeles Police Department has

expressed that the reporting district which includes the WP area

has one of the highest crime rates in the division. Yet, the

police have stated that they have few formal reports of criminal

activity specifically at Royal Palms State Beach.

12. Statements that Lessen the Degree of Objectivity that Exists on
the Part of the USAF in Reviewing Alternative Sitings

Table 3.5-I (p. 3-20) of the DEIS presented eight alternative

configurations for the USAF housing at WP, BP, and UFM. The
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USAF expressed nonconcurrence with five (Alternatives B, E, F,

G, and H) of the configurations due to housing densities

incompatible with adjacent housing, the need to relocate

numerous existing uses at BP and UFM, and the high cost of

demolition associated with removal of existing buildings at UJFM

(SEE RESPONSE NO. 17). Although the USAF expressed

nonconcurrence with the five alternative siting configurations,

all eight alternatives received equal and complete impact

analysis in the DEIS. A relative comparison of the

environmental effects of the Proposed Action and each of the

eight alternatives was presented in Table 2 (p. vii) of the

DEIS.

13. Congressional Requirement for the USAF to "Resolve the Issue
Regarding the Proposed Site"

The quote from the Congressional Record (Oct. 10, 1984) was

taken out of context. The "issue" in question referred to

resolution of the executive branch policy of requiring one

Federal agency to pay another for Federal land (i.e., DOD paying

DOI). See Congressional record in Appendix H. The conferees

endorsed the position outlined in the Fiscal 1985 Military

Construction Authorization Act which prohibited the use of

appropriated funds to pay for land transfers. Subsequent to the

Congressional appropriation, the executive branch determined

that the property could be transferred to the USAF without

requiring reimbursement (see letter in Appendix F from Mr. David

Stockman, Director-Office of Management and Budget to Honorable

Dwight Ink, Acting Administrator-General Services

Administration--April 12, 198b).

USAF representatives have he ni7, with City of Los Angeles

representatives for more t-_v 3 r . These meetings and

correspondence have result- .. of Los Angeles proposals to

use BP and UFM. USAF and CU• _ )os Angeles personnel have

been meeting on a weekly basis since April 1986, to discuss

various alternative sitings.
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14. Inconsistency of Housing Data and Site Plans Developed by the
City of Los Angeles for Alternative D and the Data Used in the
DEIS for Alternative D

The conceptual site plan developed for Alternative D by the City

of Los Angeles planning staff is one configuration. The USAF

has proposed another configuration. It should be noted that the

housing data developed in the DEIS by the USAF are only

preliminary, as indicated in the footnote to Table 3.5-1

(p. 3-20). These housing units will be designed and constructed

by one contractor based on competitive evaluation by the USAF of

the proposals submitted to the USAF. Therefore, no site plans

are available until the contract is awarded. To discuss density

does not require site plans but rather an indication of the

typical number of units per acre. This typical information was

provided in the DEIS.

15. Omission of Statements About Housing Density Compatibility

Statements made in Sections 5.8 and 5.9 of the DEIS indicate

that although the placement of multi-family units in the

community will be consistent with the intermingled single- and

multi-family nature of development in south San Pedro, there may

be some landowners who feel that multi-family housing is not

consistent with the single-family housing in the areas

immediately adjacent to the site (e.g., across Weymouth Ave. to

the east of the site or across Western Ave. to the west of the

site). Although some community segments do not find attached

units undesirable, multi-family housing could be perceived by

some members of the community as potentially lowering property

values of adjacent single-family developments.

16. Limited Scope of Contacts Made Among Citizens Not Associated
With Agencies, Utilities, or Research Organizations

CEQ regulations implementing NEPA require that an early and open

scoping process be initiated to identify the significant issues

related to a proposed action and to involve the community at the
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beginning. To accomplish this, a Public Scoping Meeting to

determine issues to be included in the EIS was held on

Wednesday, Dec. 11, 1985. The meeting was held at the Good

Shepherd Lutheran Church, 1350 W. 25th St. in San Pedro, CA.

USAF officials and Environmental Science and Engineering,

Inc. (ESE) personnel (principal preparers of the DEIS) were

present. The Scoping Meeting was conducted to provide an

opportunity for groups and individuals to raise issues of

significance related to a specific location for the housing on

WP, BP, or UFM. Interested individuals and representatives of

affected groups were invited to the meeting. The scoping

meeting was attended by more than 200 individuals.

Additionally, the USAF offered to conduct individual meetings

with interested individuals, elected officials, and

representatives of interested groups during the weeks of Nov. 18

to Dec. 10, 1985. Those persons or groups not able to attend

the Public Scoping Meeting or who did not wish to speak at the

Public Scoping Meeting, were invited to submit written comments

to the USAF by Jan. 15, 1986. The USAF also met individually

with the staffs of the California Coastal Commission and the

State of California Department of Parks and Recreation as part

of the scoping process. In addition, there have been numerous

letters and meetings with the City of Los Angeles concerning its

offer of BP and UFM. All of these inputs have played a

significant role in the subsequent development of the DEIS.

Because San Pedro has no local governmental agencies, the USAF

has turned to civil and service organizations as being

representative of the community. These organizations were

briefed on the USAF housing plans on several occasions. The

list of service organizations notified of the Scoping Meeting is

given in Appendix C of the DEIS (p. C-12) and includes the

Kiwanis Club, Rotary Club, Lions Club, San Pedro Chamber of

Commerce, AYSO San Pedro League, South Shores Homeowners
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Association, and South Bay Area Chamber of Commerce, among

others. A majority of the membership of these organizations

either live or operate businesses in San Pedro. Additionally,

numerous articles which either directly or indirectly addressed

the proposed housing have appeared in the San Pedro News-Pilot.

Public notices also appeared in local newspapers which notified

interested individuals and groups about the Scoping Meeting

(Dec. 11, 1985) and the Public Hearing (Apr. 22, 1986). At no

time has the USAF declined an invitation to meet with

individuals or community groups.

17. Use 36-Acre Area of UFM--Demolition Costs at UFM Inadequate,

Ill-Considered Conclusion--Need Comparable Demolition Costs for
NIKE Facilities

The proposed 36-acre area of UFM includes areas of severe slopes

that are not economically buildable, the Merriam-Leary Battery

that would require significant amounts of funds for demolition,

and the relocation of the existing swimming pool for which funds

were not included in the appropriation. In addition to the

significant demolition costs associated with the Merriam-Leary

Battery, there is also the potential historical significance

associated with the battery and its involvement in World War I

(WWI) and World War II (WWII), and its use as a control center

for target acquisition and missile tracking during the NIKE era.

For these reasons, the 21-acre parcel of UFM described in the

DEIS was selected as the only viable area for the development

siting.

The following costs were developed for demolition of existing

structures on the 21-acre development siting at UFM

(Figure 3.5-7, p. 3-30 of the DEIS):
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Item Estimated Unit Total
No. Description Quantity Unit Cost ($) Cost ($)

1 Remove asbestos 117,600 ft 2  0.10 11,760
siding

2 Asbestos disposal 22,400 lb 2.00 44,800
3 Demolish and dis- 28 each 4,500.00 126,000

pose of wood frame
buildings

4 Demolish and dis- 28,000 ft 3  0.25 7,000

pose of concrete
footings

5 Demolish and dis- 19,200 ft 3  0.30 5,760
pose of concrete
tunnel entrance

6 Seal tunnel en- 20 yd 3  200.00 4,000
trance with con-
crete

TOTAL BASIC COST 199,320
Plus 20 Percent Contingency 39,864

TOTAL CONTRACT COST 239,180
GS&A Plus 10 Percent 19,930

TOTAL COST $259,114

ESTIMATE $250,000
to $300,000

The above costs include only demolition of the tunnel entrance,

disposal of the debris, and the sealing of the entrance with

concrete. The costs do not include the filling of the

subsurface tunnel passageways to prevent collapse. Available

information (blueprint of the tunnel system in 1944) indicates

extensive tunnel passageways (approximately 2,000 linear feet)

beneath the proposed 21-acre development siting (see

Figure 3-1). Because many of these tunnels were supported with

wooden timbers, collapsing is occurring in some areas as the

wood deteriorates. Costs to backfill these tunnels to ensure

site stability would be substantial.

Demolition and debris disposal costs for the NIKE facilities at

WP are estimated to be approximately $50,000 to $75,000. For
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the Proposed Action, four small concrete block buildings

(Bldgs. 1026, 1027, 1030, and 1050), one wood frame building

(Bldg. 1021), and three small sentry stations (Bldgs. 1023,

1024, and 1025) would need to be demolished. Due to the

structural integrity of the underground NIKE missile storage

facilities (Bldgs. 1019 and 1020), it is anticipated that these

facilities would only need to be backfilled. Demolition costs

for the alternative configurations at WP would be less than the

Proposed Action because fewer structures are involved.

Alternative A does not involve any of the NIKE facilities, thus

demolition costs are only those associated with removal of the

concrete foundations of the former buildings that were located

at the corner of Western Ave. and 25th St. (see Figure 4.11-3,

p. 4-82 of the DEIS). The demolition costs associated with

Alternative A are less than the Proposed Action or other

alternatives.

18. Relocation of Ball Fields from BP to Another Location by the
USAF

The relocation of ball fields from BP to another location was

addressed in Section 5.11 of the DEIS. SEE RESPONSE NO. 3.

19. Government Having to Go Through Procedures to Construct Housing

Actions by Federal agencies are required to comply with NEPA,

which is the basic national charter for protection of the

environment. NEPA procedures ensure that environmental

information is available to the decision maker, public

officials, and citizens before decisions are made and before

actions are taken. The preparation of the DEIS, FEIS, and

Record of Decision (ROD) are all part of the NEPA process to

compile relevant environmental data and provide analyses of

impacts to the environment of the Proposed Action and reasonable

alternatives.
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20. Distinguish Between the Former Landfill at WP and the Debris

Dulmp

As described in Section 4.11 (p. 4-86) of the DEIS, a former

landfill consisting of three parallel trenches was operative on

the western portion of WP during the 1950s. Due to subsidence

of the backfilled material, the three former landfill trenches

are readily apparent. Test pits dug into these trenches during

the recent archaeological investigation confirmed the presence

of the landfill in this area.

As indicated in this comment, a former construction debris

disposal area is located in the drainage swale traversing WP

from in front of the coastal battery down to the former skeet

range. This "manmade" or artificial fill area has been

documented by the recent geotechnical investigation at WP

(Woodward-Clyde, 1986). The artificial fill (Qf) area on WP

that your comment refers to is indicated in Figure 4.2-5

(p. 4-12) of the DEIS.

21. Misrepresentation of Attendance at Royal Palms State Beach

The attendance cited in the DEIS is based on daily use, not the

number of visitors at any one time. Although there may only be

several hundred at any given time, the turnover of visitors

results in a daily summer attendance of 1,700 visitors each day.

As noted in the DEIS, attendance estimates were obtained from

the Los Angeles County Department of Beaches.

22. Evaluation of Other Alternatives to the WP Site--Extension of
the Public Comment Period on the DEIS

As stated during the April 22, 1986 Public Hearing on the DEIS,

the USAF has consistently been willing to evaluate any

reasonable alternative to the housing at WP. The same statement

was made at the Dec. 11, 1985 Public Scoping Meeting. To date,

no additional reasonable alternatives, other than those included

in the DEIS, have been identified by the public.
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The evaluation of alternatives for housing of military members

assigned to Space Division dates back to 1979, beginning with

approximately 45 regional and local sites. Based on existing

use and other factors, this list of 45 was narrowed to 20 sites

for evaluation in this DEIS (SEE RESPONSE NO. 25). These

20 sites included 17 regional sites and 3 local sites: WP, BP,

and UFM. These 20 sites are discussed in Section 3.0 of the

DEIS. It is important to note that BP and UFM were originally

found by the USAF not to be viable sites due to their existing

use. However, these sites were included in the DEIS based on

the parcels being offered by the City of Los Angeles as an

alternative to all 170 units being constructed at WP.

Included in t evaluation of alternatives for 170 units at WP

were three alternatives that would not require construction by

the USAF. These were: a leased housing program, purchasing of

existing units, and private construction in conjunction with a

long-term lease by the USAF. As discussed in Section 3.4 of the

DEIS, none of these are feasible.

As presented in the DEIS, the USAF has identified and discussed

all reasonable alternatives to construction of 170 units at WP.

The public comment period has not identified any other

reasonable alternatives. As to the request to extend the

comment period, the USAF accepted comments on the DEIS,

including information concerning viable alternatives, through

May 27, 1986. NEPA and the implementing regulation of the

President's Council on Environmental Quality determined that a

45-day public and agency comment period on a DEIS is sufficient

to allow adequate input from the public and agencies. (Due to

the nature of this comment and to provide adequate opportunity

during the 45-day comment period to provide additional

alternatives, the USAF responded immediately to this 22 April

hand-written comment with a letter to the commentor. A copy of

the letter is included in Appendix G.)
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23. DEIS Neglects the Removal of the Possibility of a State Park at WP

The DEIS acknowledges the proposed state park at WP throughout the

analysis. The conceptual site plan from the WP Park Feasibility

Study was provided in the DEIS (Figure 5.15-1; p. 5-120). The

impacts of the Proposed Action and alternatives on thp proposed

State Park plan (as given in the California Department of Parks and

Recreations Feasibility Study) were described in detail in

Section 5.11. SEE RESPONSE NO. 10.

24. Requirement for the Property to be Large Enough for 170

Single-Family Housing Units

The alternatives selection criteria are listed in Section 3.2

(p. 3-5) of the DEIS. As shown, Item No. 3 of the criteria states

that the parcel of land "must be of a size to permit construction

of a reasonable number of housing units." The criteria listed in

the alternatives selection process did not include the provision

that the land must be large enough to accommodate all 170 single-

family housing units. As described in the DEIS, neither BP or UFM

is large enough for all 170 units, yet alternative siting

configurations involving attached and single-family housing units

on these parcels of land were analyzed throughout the DEIS. Based

on the existing use of BP and UFM and the demolition costs at UFM,

the USAF has determined that all 170 units at WP is the best

solution for the USAF and the community. The remaining portion of

WP would still be available for recreational development.

The construction of a reasonable number of housing units in one or

two locations is necessary to economically consolidate security,
maintenance, and family support structure. Additionally, there are

other advantages (e.g., car or van pooling) that would occur due to

"a number of individuals living in a single location and working at

"a single location (SEE RESPONSE No. 6).
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25. The Requirement of No Purchase of Property is Unduly Restrictive--
DEIS Should Consider Other Alternatives

The provision that the appropriated funds were not to be used for

land acquisition was part of the resolution associated with this

congressional appropriation (Congressional Record-Oct. 10, 1984).

This resolution reads in part as follows:

"The conferees have agreed to provide $11,800,000 for 140 housing
units in support of the Air Force Space Division personnel in Los
Angeles, California. However, funds have not been approved for
land acquisition, and appropriated funds are not to be used for
this purpose. The conferees endorse the position outlined it the
fiscal year 1985 Military Construction Authorization Act which
prohibited the use of appropriated funds to pay for land transfers.
The conferees do not concur with the Executive Branch policy of
requiring one federal agency to pay another for federal land."

The funding history for this project is summarized for Fiscal Year

(FY) 83 and FY 85 as follows (in millions $):

Gramm-
Rudman

Act
Requested Authorization Appropriation Budget
By USAF by Congress By Congress Reduction

FY 83 3.1 2.7 2.7 2.6
FY 85 16.5* 15.1* 11.8* 11.3
Total
Project 19.6 17.8 15.5 13.9

*The USAF originally requested $16.5 million, which included

$1.4 million for land acquisition. The authorization of

$15.1 million did not include land acquisition. The $11.8 million

appropriated by Congress specifically did not include acquisition

of land. This amount was then decreased to $11.3 million by the

Gramm-Rudman Act.

The evaluation of alternative sites by the USAF includes more than

45 sites. This evaluation was based in part on a November 1981
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housing survey conducted by the Naval Facilities Engineering

Command (Western Division) which performed an evaluation of housing

sites in the Los Angeles-Orange County area. The Navy study, under

the direct management of Lhe Assistant Secretary of Defense for

Installation and Housing (ASD/I&H), identified a study area defined

as a 1-hour commute from the Long Beach Naval Station. The study

group was tasked with the identification of all Federal, state, and

local government-owned property within the study area. The survey

identified 45 sites which met this criteria.

The 45 sites were then ranked from I to 45 to determine their

potential for military housing. They were ranked on 12 cri-ia:

1. Ownership and availability,

2. Compatible land use,

3. Location,

4. Access,

5. Community Services,

6. Public transportation,

7. Size,

8. Topography,

9. Seismic hazard,

10. Traffic,

Ii. Noise, and

12. Demolition.

The criteria were weighted to give ownership, cost due to

acquisition, and current use, higher relative scores due to their

importance. A matrix was de-:cloped to aid -hc analysis.

Based on the above criteria, the study reported that of the

45 sites, 10 were either Federally owned or had been deeded with a

reversionary clause for national defense and were determined to be

highest ranked sites and were identified for additional analysis.

Of these 10 sites, 5 were directly Federally owned.
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1. Middle Reservation of Fort MacArthur,

2. San Pedro Navy Housing,

3. Seal Beach Naval Weapon Station,

4. Lawndale Missile Plant, and

5. Los Alamitos Armed Forces Reserve Center.

All five were available for housing development; however, it was

noted that for housing to be located at Los Alamitos, a waiver of

DOD airfield clearance criteria would be required.

Three of the 10 sites had been deeded to the city of Los Angeles by

the Federal government with a reversionary clause for national

defense:

1. WP,

2. UFM, and

3. The Palos Verdes Public Quarters Area (Suang-Nau Village).

The remaining two sites were not recommended for housing due to

their current use or pending action:

1. Helicopter Landing Facility (HOLF) Mile Square, and

2. The Naval Medical Center in Long Beach.

Of the remaining 35 sites, 33 are owned by various local school

districts and were considered not suitable for additional analysis

due to curient use, size, and cost of acquisition. One site (San

Pedro Hill AC&W), controlled by the Federal Aviation Association

was eliminated due to current use, and one site was controlled by

GSA.

The sites identified by the Navy study as having the highest

potential for military hous;ing were evaluated in the DEIS for the

San Pedro Housing project. The Middle Reservation of Fort

MacArthur (MFM) was eliminated because USAF housing had already

been constructed on the rvailable land; WP and UFM were evaluated
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in the DEIS, and the Proposed Action and several alternatives for

the housing involve some configuration of either WP or UFM.

In addition to these 45 regional sites, the USAF evaluated a number

of other regional sites that were either located outside the Navy

study area but within a reasonable distance from LAAFS, or were

within the Navy study area but had become available after

completion of the Navy study. None of these sites were found to

meet the criteria for the housing project as documented in the DEIS

(Section 3.4; pp. 3-8 to 3-17).

Three alternatives were evaluated in the DEIS (Sections 3.4.16,

3.4.17, and 3.4.18; pp. 3-17 to 3-19) that would not require

construction by the USAF. These were a leased housing program,

purchase of existing units, and private construction in conjunction

with a long-term lease by the USAF (SEE RESPONSE NO. 22).

26. Replacement of Ball Fields--Replacing the Park Value of WP

The costs for replacement of ball fields has been estimated at

$650,000. SEE RESPONSE NO. 3.

As discussed throughout the DEIS, the USAF has indicated that the

housing and a city- and/or state-managed park at WP are compatible.

The housing and park are not mutually exclusive. SEE RESPONSE

NO. 10.

27. Alternatives Analysis is of Limited Scope; No Analysis of the

Alternative of Using a Specific Allowance for Housing

The USAF has evaluated alternatives for housing of military

personnel assigned to Space Division since the mid-1970s (SEE

RESPONSE NO. 25).
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28. Site Plans Not Provided in the DEIS

Conceptual site plans developed to date are preliminary and are

intended for internal USAF use. The housing data presented in the

DEIS are very preliminary planning figures as indicated in the

footnote to Table 3.5-1 (p. 3-20). Final site densities will be

determined following receipt of proposals from the architectural

consultant (SEE RESPONSE NO. 14).

29. Inordinate Weight Given to Surrounding Housing Developments Rather

Than Surrounding Zoning

The construction of single-family homes at a density compatible

with ad'acent residential neighborhoods was recommended by the

Mayor's Advisory Committee on Military Housing (May 82).

Councilwoman Flores indicated to the USAF in October 1983 that the

community supported the single-family concept. Local zoning

regulations provide maximum allowable densities. It does not

preclude development below this maximum density (SEE RESPONSE

NO. 15).

3G. DEIS Fails to Evaluate in Any Substantial Detail the Alternative
Suggested by the City of Los Angeles for Clustered Development On
WP and BP

The city's proposal for clustered development on WP and BP is

designated as Alternative D in the DEIS. Although the USAF

expressed noncurrence with this alternative due to housing density

incompatible with adjacent housing, this alternative received equal

and complete impact analysis throughout all sections of the DEIS. A

relative comparison of the environmental impact of this alternative

versus the Proposed Action and the other seven alternatives was

presented in Table 2 (p. vii) of the DEIS. As shown in Table 2,

the selection of Alternative D significantly impacts the existing

recreational facilities that have been developed at BP. A segment

of the community does not support this alternative due to this loss

of a highly utilized recreational facility.
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31. Existing Zoning Allows for Higher Densities than Proposed in the
DEIS--Density of Navy Officer Housing

Each military housing project constructs homes based on a number of

conditions that are unique to each project. The criteria used by

the Navy for construction of the homes along 25th St. in the 1960s

are not known. SEE RESPONSE NO. 29.

32. Alternative Configurations of Development Should Be Systematically
Examined in the DEIS

In addition to the Proposed Action, eight alternative configura-

tions for the USAF housing at WP, BP, and UFM were examined in the

DEIS. These are given in Table 3.5-1 (p. 3-20) of the DEIS. All

eight alternative configurations received equal and complete impact

analysis throughout the DEIS. A relative comparison of the impacts

associated with each of these alternatives was presented in Table 2

(p. vii) of the DEIS.

33. More Than 90 Housing Units Could be Sited at BP

The determination of the 90 units density at BP is based on two

factors: (1) due to topography, only 16.5 of the 22 acres are

buildable given the limited funds available for construction

(funding does not allow for extensive earth work or special

construction necessary for building houses on slopes); and (2) the

community support for compatible single-family homes. The RD2

zoning just west of BP is based on the development of the

high-density condominium along Western Ave. When the Los Angeles

Zoning Map is reviewed, it shows that except for tnat small parcel,

the rest of the area surrounding BP is zoned residential Rl low

density, single-family. Zoning is only a high-end bench mark and

does not require that densities meet that level. It is up to the

site developer to determine the number of units to be constructed

as not to exceed the maximum density.
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34. BP Could Support 154 Housing Units at the Existing Zoning

Topographical surveys and funding limitations have determined that

only 16.5 acres of BP, not 22 acres, are economically buildable

(SEE RESPONSE NO. 33).

35. 104 Single-Family Units Could Be Developed at BP With 5,000-ft 2

Lot Sizes

The density of 4.7 units per acre is based on the entire 22-acre

parcel, of which only 16.5 acres is buildable. The steep sloped

area along the north side of BP is not buildable. The USAF

believes "net" density is the more appropriate method for

expressing housing density because "net" density determines the

overall visual appearance of the housing units. SEE RESPONSE

NOS. 33 AND 34.

36. Adjacent Navy Housing Has a Density of 5.6 Units Per Acre In A
Mixed-Use Configuration

SEE RESPONSE NO. 31.

37. Evaluation of Alternative Development Configurations

SEE RESPONSE NO. 32.

38. No Basis for Concluding That the Proposed Action Has the Least
Impacts

In addition to the Proposed Action, eight alternative development

configurations (A through H), each with different housing

densities, received complete impact analysis in the DEIS. A

comparative analysis of the relative impacts of each alternative in

37 areas of potential environmental effects was performed in the

DEIS. A comparison of the impacts associated with the eight

alternative configurations is graphically depicted in Table 2

(p. vii) of the DEIS. Additionally, Section 3.6, "Comparative

Analysis of Environmental Impacts of Proposed Action and

Alternatives" (pp. 3-32 through 3-49), describes the comparative

analysis of the alternative configurations. Impacts that were
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determined to have either a potentially significant or adverse

effect were designated by a superscript identifier in Table 2 and

were discussed in Section 3.6.

It should be recognized that no numerical weighting can be attached

to each impact (e.g., stormwater runoff impacts are not necessarily

equivalent to change in vistas). A total impact value, therefore,

cannot be generated for each alternative, and the minimum value

selected. The USAF believes that a city- or state-managed park can

co-exist with the USAF housing. The Proposed Action development at

WP does not exclude park development on the remaining city, county,

or state property (see Response No. 10). The comparative analysis

performed for each alternative configuration in the DEIS (and

described above) is the basis for concluding that the Proposed

Action is feasible. Additionally, it should be noted that the NEPA

process is to assist the decision-maker in making an informed

decision on the final site. Environmental impacts as well as other

factors such as economics and overall agency goals must be

considered in the decision-making process.

39. Lack of Cost Information on the Demolition at UFM--Limited Analysis
of Continued use of the Housing Allowance and Existing Housing

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 17 AND 27.

40. Not Sufficient Analysis to Conclude the Proposed Action is the
Least Environmentally Damaging Alternative

SEE RESPONSE NO. 38.

41. DEIS Fails to Assess the Impact of the Proposed Project on the
State Park--USAF Implies that Size is the Critical Criterion

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 10 AND 38.

The criterion of size as it relates to recreational use was not

developed by the USAF. The city of Los Angeles, California

Department of Parks and Recreation, and the CCC have expressed

concerns about size. The USAF has stated that there is sufficient

acreage for both housing and a park.
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42. Visual Experience of WP is of an Undeveloped Rather than Urban Area

WP is in the middle of a residential area. This location, as

indicated in the DEIS, is not visible from the beach due to the

cliffs and is out of view of the houses along Westeran Ave. due to

the steep terrace along Western Ave. Although it may be visible

from further out to sea, it will appear as only an extension of the

existing residential neighborhoods. The steep terrace along

Western Ave. would be retained for scenic overviews of the coast

and ocean if the Proposed Action siting is implemented. The impact

analysis in the DEIS did identify that the Proposed Action and

Alternative A would have relatively higher levels of impact on

aesthetic vistas than the other alternatives (see Table 2;

p. vii).

43. DEIS Contained a Limited Analysis of Visual Impacts--Photographs

are Necessary

Impacts on visual aesthetics, both from shore and offshore, for the

Proposed Action and the eight alternative configurations were

described and analyzed in Section 5.15 (p. 5-115 through 5-119) of

the DEIS.

Terrestrial photographs to pictorially describe the landscapes and

views from WP and UFM with descriptive legends were presented in

Appendix E of the DEIS.

44. Proposed Action Development Would Destroy the Visual Experience of
WP as an Open, Undeveloped Area

SEE RESPONSE NO. 42.

45. An Extensively Revised DEIS is Needed

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 22 AND 38.

46. Use of WP for Housing Would Destroy its Potential for Recreational
Use

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 5 AND 10.
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47. Consultation with the Local Native American Community to Avoid
Adverse Impacts to Archaeological/Ethnographic Sites

Archaeological surveys of WP and BP are currently in process.

Previous surveys had been performed for UFM. Several cultural

sites have been located and these were described in Section 4.14 of

the DEIS. The NEPA process assists public officials in making a

decision on the final site selection (i.e., the Proposed Action or

Alternatives A through H). The final site selection, therefore,

does not occur until the EIS process is complete, including

publication of the DEIS, the FEIS, and the Record of Decision.

Once the final site is selected, the USAF will comply with all

applicable regulations and laws including consultation with the

Regional Commissioner and local Native Americans to develop

mitigation measures and contingency plans for any identified

archaeological/ethnographic sites. Until final site selection is

made, specific mitigation measures and contingency plans cannot be

developed.

48. School Enrollment Projected to Exceed Capacity

The issues of school capacity, enrollment trends, and ethnic

balance were examined more closely to reevaluate the impacts of the

proposed housing project on the school district. Mr. Robert Niccum

(Chief Realty Agent, Los Angeles Unified School District) suggested

that Ms. Kathyrn Friedman (Realty Division) be contacted to obtain

information needed for the analyses. Ms. Friedman delegated this

responsibility to Ms. Sue Brooks.

Based upon historical population growth for San Pedro, trend

projections were used in the DEIS to estimate future enrollments

and the associated school capacities. Los Angeles County utilizes

the cohort-survival population projection technique in determining

future enrollment. These enrollment projections were not provided

at the time the DEIS was being prepared.
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As a result of these new enrollment figures provided by Ms. Brooks

(personal communication, June 5, 1986), impacts have been revised

to reflect that the project will impact White Point Elementary

School by exceeding capacity by 7 percent during the 1986-87 school

year and by 8 percent during the 1987-88 and 1988-89 school years.

This compares with the uriginal analysis which identified

enrollment capacity of 95.2 percent for the 1986-87 school year.

Capacity will be exceeded at San Pedro High School by 3 percent

during the 1986-87 school year as projected in the DEIS. During

the 1987-88 and 1988-89 school years, capacity will be exceeded by

2 percent. Capacity will not be exceeded at Dana Point Junior High

School during these three school years.

Through telephone conversation with Ms. Brooks, it was determined

that capacity at schools in the Los Angeles Unified School District

was a function of the number of students per classroom and the

ethnic balance at each school. The ethnic balance at each of the

three schools was requested from Ms. Brooks, but was unobtainable

in time for this response. The same holds true for the ethnic

balance of the USAF dependents who will attend the three schools,

because the ethnic domposition of the USAF officers assigned to

Space Division and who will reside in the 170 homes is not known.

The ethnic balance of the officers will change as officers are

rotated.

Information was received from Mr. Pat Spenser (personal

communication, January 15, 1986), Public Information Officer of the

Los Angeles Unified School District, which revealed that 32.1 per-

cent of the elementary schools in Region A were projected to be

operating at 95 percent of capacity or above during the 1985-86

school year. Even without the addition of USAF dependents, White

Point Elementary School will be operating above capacity by the

1987-88 school year. In addition, capital facility improvements

are not programmed for the school. A review of information
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provided on high schools indicates that approximately 40 percent of

all high schools were projected to exceed capacity by an average of

9.4 percent during the 1985-86 school year. The incidence of

enrollment exceeding capacity is anticipated to remain the same or

increase in the near term based upon population projections for the

Los Angeles area. It is expected that the additional students will

ho accommodated at other local schools that have available space.

Tne parJicular schools at which studeits will be accommodated will

depend on the actual conditions existing when the units are

occupied in 1987.

49. WP is the Last Remaining Undeveloped Coastal Property

Many coastal areas in Los Angeles County are controlled by the

state, county, and/or local municipalities to provide public access

to the coast. A review of ownership records in the county tax

assessor's office indicates that there are 39 individual areas

along the coast in Los Angeles County. The locations of these

areas are shown in Figure 3-2; Table 3-1 lists each parcel.

A number of areas have combined state-owned oceanfront property

(i.e., beaches) with adjacent upland areas owned by the county or

city. These parcels provide both upland and coastal access and are

usually only separated by a roadway (e.g., Pacific Coast Highway,

etc.). The combined 124 acres of oceanfront and upland state,

county, and city property in the WP area could provide a similar

type of resource that could coexist with the adjacent residential

community as well as the proposed USAF housing.

50. Cutting and Leveling the Hill for Military Housing

As described in Section 5.14 (p. 5-112) of the DEIS, a former

homesite occupied by Japanese families would be impacted by the

Proposed Action. If the Proposed Action is selected for the

housing, the USAF will coordinate efforts with the California State

Office of Historic Preservation and the Advisory Council on
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Table 3-1. State, County, and City Coastal Property in Los Vngeles County

Map Designa-
tion No.

(see Fig- Area
ure 3-2) Name Owner (acres)

1 Cabrillo Beach/Park City of Los Angeles 36

2 Pt. Fermin Park City of Los Angeles 37

3 Angeles Gate Park City of Los Angeles 64
4 White Pt. Beach County of Los Angeles 20
5 Royal Palms State Beach State of California 18
6 Abalone Cove County Beach County of Los Angeles 65
7 Pt. Vincente Fish Access County of Los Angeles 7
8 Pt. Vincente Interpretive County of Los Angeles

Center 28
9 Flat Ruck Scenic Overlook City of Palos Verdes Estates 5

10 Torrance Beach Park County of Los Angeles 41
11 Miramar Vest Pocket Park City of Torrance 1
12 Redondo State Beach State of California 85
13 Seaside Lagoon City of Redondo Beach 4
14 Veteran's Park City of Redondo Beach 6
15 Hermosa State Beach Park State of California 110
16 Manhattan State Beach State of California 44
17 Dockweiler State Beach State of California 255
18 Vista Del Mar Park City of Los Angeles 2
19 Del Rey Lagoon Park City of Los Angeles 12
20 Venice Municipai Beach City of Los Angeles 238
21 Venice Beach Recreational City of Los Angeles

Center 5
22 Santa Monica State Beach State of California 44
23 Beach Park 1 City of Santa Monica 5
24 Ocean View City of Santa Monica 6
25 Crescent Bay Park City of Santa Monica 2
26 Palisades Park City of Santa Monica 26
27 Palisades Park City of Los Angeles 46
28 Temescal Canyon Park City of Los Angeles 49
29 Will Rogers State Beach State of California 93
30 Topanga State Beach State of California 22
31 Las Tunas State Beach State of California 3
32 Malibu Surfrider State Beach State of California 31
33 Malibu Lagoon State Beach State of California 77
34 Malibu Bluffs State State of California

Recreational Area NA
35 Corral-Solstice Beach State of California 4
36 Dan Blocker State Beach State of California NA
37 Pt. Dume State Beach State of California 34
38 Zuma Beach County Park County of Los Angeles 105
39 Robert H. Meyer Memorial State of California

State Beaches 37
40 Nicholas Canyon County Beach County of Los Angeles 40
41 Leo Carrillo State Beach State of California 1679

NA - Information not available, State of California, Dept. of Parks
and Recreation.

Source: ESE, 1986.
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Historic Preservation to mitigate adverse impacts to the site (see

Section 6.14; pp. 6-9 to 6-10 of the DEIS).

As described in Section 5.1 (p. 5-1), the houses would be sited

along the existing flat terraced areas. The construction of

housing and roadways on these terraces would not alter the general

terraced nature of the site. There would not be any cutting and

leveling of the natural sloped areas on any of the sites.

51. Need WP for Recreational Purposes

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 5 AND 10.

52. Circulation of DEIS Does Not Fulfill USAF's Responsibilities Under
Section 106 of the National Historic Preservation Act of 1966

SEE RESPONSE NO. I.

53. USAF Must Afford the Council an Opportunity to Comment on the
Effect of the Project

SEE RESPONSE NO. 1.

54. WP Property Should be Available for Use by Everyone

The USAF believes that housing and a city- or state-managed park

can co-exist at WP; ihe two are not mutually exclusive. See

Response Nos. 5 and 10.

55. Wildlife at WP Much More Diverse Than Reported in the ..IS

Vertebrate faunal field investigations originally were conducted at

WP and UFM on Dec. 7, 1974. These investigations were used in the

1975 EIS performed by the USAF for family housing and were later

used for the July 1984 Environmental Assessment of WP. A checklist

inventory of existing species was produced and included those

species expected to occur as weli as those actually observed and

observed through indirect evidence (e.g., tracks, fecal droppings,

burrows, etc.). The species were identified by location of siting

and by relative abunlance, both onsite and in Southern California.
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The vertebrate investigations for the DEIS were conducted by

Dr. Michael Recht on Dec. 22-24, 1985, at WP, UFM, and BP. These

investigations included a checklist inventory of species similar to

the earlier work described previously, but the recent investi-

gations also included trapping (24 live traps for small mammals in

three strings in three areas of WP) and a series of terrestrial

photographs depicting the WP and UFM landscapes and habitats.

Because species diversities can change according to season, an

additional vertebrate faunal survey at each of the three sites (YP,

UFM, and BP) was conducted on May 12, 14, 16-18, 1986. The effort

was similar to that conducted in December 1985 and reported in the

DEIS. Forty live traps in four strings were placed in four areas

of WP during May 16-17, 1986. The complete report of the

investigation is included in Appendix D of the FEIS.

Investigations of the flora were conducted for the WP and TFM sites

on Dec. 7, 1974, for the 1975 EIS for USAF Housing and these

results (and an additional survey in 1984) were used for the 1984

EA of WP. The investigation included a walkover survey and

checklist inventory of the species observed from direct and

secondary evidences.

Investigations performed for the DEIS were conducted at WP, UFM,

and BP in late December 1985, February-March 1986, and May 1986.

The three separate surveys were conducted to document seasonal

changes in flora and to investigate the potential occurrence of the

Palos Verdes blue butterfly during both the dormant and active

phases of its life cycle. In addition to a walkover survey and

checklist inventory similar to the previous investigation, a survey

specifically for the Palos Verdes blue butterfly foodsource,

Astragulus trichopodus var. lonchus was conducted. This included

walking transects spaced at 25- to 50-ft intervals. The previous

existing Astragalus plants at WP expired between the March and May

1986 surveys. See discussion in RESPONSE NO. 183.
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56. Construction of Housing Along 25th Street Next to Existing Military
Housing Would be More Acceptable--BP and UFM Has Space Available
for Housing

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 10 AND 17.

57. USAF Should Request Additional Money from Congress for Acquisition
of Land Parcels that Meet the Selection Criteria

SEE RESPONSE NO. 25.

58. If Land is Utilized for Housing, the State Park at WP Will Not
ExIst

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 5 AND 10.

59. WP Park Not Considered in the DEIS

SEE RESPONSE NO. 41.

60. Federal Government Not Subject to NEPA--Nice That USAF Believes the
Housing Project is Worthy of Environmental Review

SEE RESPONSE NO. 19.

61. Initial Assessment of Toxic/Hazardous Materials at WP

Due to its primary mission, the DOD has long been engaged in

operations dealing with toxic and hazardous materials. Federal,

state, and local governments have developed strict regulations to

require that disposers identify the locations and contents of

disposal sites and take action to eliminate the hazards in an

environmentally responsible manner. The primary Federal

legislation governing disposal of hazardous waste is Resource

Conservation and Recovery Act (RCRA) of 1976, as amended. Under

Sec. 6003 of the Act, Federal agencies are directed to assist EPA,

and under Sec. 3012, state agencies are required to inventory past

disposal sites and make the information available to the requesting

agencies. To assure compliance with these hazardous waste

regulations, DOD developed the Installation Restoration Program

(IRP). The current DOD IRP policy is contained in DEQPPM 81-5,

C.ted Dec. 11, 1981. DOD policy is to identify and fully evaluate
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suspected problems associated with past waste disposal practices

and to control hazards to health and welfare that resulted from

these past operations. The IRP will be the basis for response

actions on DOD installations under the provisions of Comprehensive

Environmental Response, Compensation, and Liability Act (CERCLA) of

1980, as clarified by Executive Order 12316. CERCLA is the primary

Federal legislation governing remedial action at the past

hazardous-waste disposal sites (40 CFR 300).

As described in Seccion 4.11 (p. 4-86) of the DEIS, the IRP is

performed in four phases. These phases are defined as follows:

1. Phase I. Initial Installation Assessment (Records

Search). To identify and prioritize those past dispo. 4

sites that may pose a hazard to public health or the

environment as a result of contaminant migration.

2. Phase II. Confirmation. To define and quantify by

preliminary and comprehensive environmental and/or

ecological survey, the presence or absence of

contamination that may have an adverse effect on public

health or the environment.

3. Phase III. Development of technological base, if

required.

4. Phase IV. Development of remediation alternative,

selection of an alternative, and action, if required.

As indicated in the DEIS (pp. 4-85 and 4-86), the COE (Huntsville

District) has conducted the IRP Phase I Initial Installation

Assessment of WP. In the IRP program, the Corps of Engineers (COE)

has been assigned responsibility for investigating formerly owned

military property to determine if hazardous materials exist on

these excessed sites, however, the USAF has requested to be the

lead agency in the investigation of WP, BP, and UFM. The USAF

(Space Division) currently is conducting Phase I investigations at
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BP and UFM. In addition, the USAF is conducting a survey of UFM to

determine quantities of asbestos that may exist in the WWII-era

buildings.

62. Imperative That Soil and Water Sampling Be Performed At WP

Due to the possibility of contamination from former operations at

WP, the USAF (Space Division) has initiated an investigation of the

WP site. This investigation will include soil and ground water

analyses at the former landfill and at potential spill or hazardous

materials storage sites. As indicated in rhe DEIS (p. 4-86), if it

is determined by sampling and analysis that contaminated materials

exist on WP, and that these materials present a risk to human

health or environmental quality, appropriate remedial action, as

determined by engineering feasibilit -l ies, would be undertaken

as part of Phase IV. All of these actions would be fully

coordinated with appropriate local, state, and Federal regulatory

agencies. Any remedial control and/or cleanup measures will be

implemented prior to construction of housing. Cleanup and/or

control of contamination would occur at WP, BP, and UFM as part of

the DOD IRP, regardless of whether or not the site is selected for

USAF housing.

63. EPA's NPL Contains Seven California Military Bases as Candidates

for Hazardous Waste Cleanup

The DOD, similar to private industry, conducts a number of

industrial processes and manufacturing operations. Former disposal

of wastes from these operations followed standard disposal

practices in use at the time. In the mid- to late-1970s, it became

recognized that the common waste disposal practices used nationwide

for industrial wastes presented a potential for environmental

contamination. In recognition of the need for improvement of these

waste disposal practices and the ieed for remedial cleanup actions

at past disposal sites, the U.S. Congress passed CERCLA in 1980.

CERCLA requires notification of all known or suspected hazardous
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waste sites. DOD has responded by identifying numerous sites

suspected of containing hazardous wastes. SEE RESPONSE NO. 61.

64.. A Complete RI/FS Should Be Conducted In Accordance With EPA's

Published Guidelines And Regulaticas

Response actions at military installations are conducted by DOD

pursuant to Executive Order 12316 and the Memorandum of

Understanding of Aug. 12, 1983, between the EPA and DOD. EPA

participates in the response actions of DOD in each of the IRP

phases (Phase I through IV). Phase II of the IRP is equivalent to

a Remedial Investigation (RI), while Phase IV constitutes a

Feasibility Study (FS) and remedial action. The IRP Phase II and

IV actions are consistent with EPA-published RI/FS guidelines.

65. Why Is This a National Defense Project? How is Recruitment
Stifled?

As described in Section 3.3 of the DEIS, LAAFS is experiencing

reluctance of personnel to consider assignment to this area due to

the high cost of local housing. As discussed in Section 1.2 of the

DEIS, recent housing surveys have substantiated the existing

deficiency in available adequate housing.

The USAF's aerospace responsibilities at LAAFS are essential to

national security, and USAF offices must be staffed with competent,

highly skilled scientists and technicians. For example, on a

typical USAF base, the housing is allocated based on 18 percent for

officers and 82 percent for enlisted personnel. LAAFS has

72 percent officers, most of whom possess advanced degrees. In

addition, the officers and enlisted members assigned to LAAFS

possess skills in great demand by private industry. For the USAF

to attract and retain these highly qualified/specialized

scientists, engineers, and technicians, it must provide adequate,

affordable housing. Not to provide the needed housing would mean a

continuance of unsatisfactory living conditions for a large number
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of families. The lack of adequate housing inhibits the USAF from

attracting and retaining qualified and dedicated personnel. This

results in the loss of highly qualified individuals to retirement,

civilian employment, or other assignments. The difficulties

involved in attracting qualified personnel to the Los Angeles area

potentially adversely affects the ability of the Space Division to

perform its mission. This, in turn, potentially has an adverse

effect on national defense.

Military family housing is an integral part of the national

defense. Providing affordable, decent, and safe housing for

military personnel whenever possible is the policy of the

U.S. government. These people staff the defenses of the country

and their morale and well-being are directly and appropriately

linked with the well-being of their families. Housing for military

families has been provided at public expense since the 19th

Century, and a major investment program in housing is underway

today. Congress recognizes that housing of military families is a

part of the national defense and includes housing in national

defense budgets through MCA bills. The argument that "national

defense" consists only of weapons systems is in error. Acquisition

of property under a national defense reversion clause for military

family housing is a proper use of the reversion power.

66. Why Not Buy Housing In the Civilian Community? Why Must Officers
Live In Close Proximity To Each Other?

Three alternatives were evaluated in the DEIS that would not

require construction of housing by the USAF. These were a leased

housing program, purchase of existing housing units, and private

construction in conjunction with a long-term lease (built-to-lease)

by the USAF. Sections 3.4.16, 3.4.17, and 3.4.18 describe

Congressional elimination of the leased housing program in the

early 1980s, the infeasibility of purchasing existing units, and

the Appropriations Committee's current freeze on the DOD

"Build-To-Lease" program.
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The purchase of 170 housing units with the appropriated

$13.9 million on the open market would require a developer to sell

houses at approximately $82,000 each. Those houses would have to

be within a I-hour's drive and 30 miles of LAAFS. As indicated in

the DEIS, the median price of houses in the Los Angeles/Orange

County area is approximately $136,000. In addition, the purchase

of houses on the open market would necessitate the purchase of the

accompanying land and Congress has specifically denied the purchase

of land with the appropriation (SEE RESPONSE NO. 25). The

$13.9 million for this project is the total amount available,

including demolition of existing facilities, site grading, roads,

parking areas, and utilities. In addition to actual home

construction for the Proposed Action, it will require approximately

$1 million to prepare the site, leaving $12.9 million for

construction of the 170 houses (approximately $75,000 per house).

SEE RESPONSE NO. 25.

67. What Definite Assurance Is There That Additional Land At WP Would
Not Be Developed?

USAF will support the City of Los Angeles request for a change in

the reversionary clause of the transfer deed to WP regarding

Dept. of Defense Requirements (see letter dated December 17, 1985,

in Appendix G).

68. Why Must the Density of the Housing Be Compatible with Surrounding
Housing--Why Not Purchase Condominium Projects?

As described in Section 5.8 (p. 5-68) of the DEIS, the Federal

Government is exempt from local zoning regulations. It is

intended, however, that the housing would be, to the extent

possible, laid out in a manner compatible with the densities of

adjacent residential development. While some community segments do

not find attached multi-family units (high density) undesirable,

multi-family housing could be perceived by some adjacent homeowners

as potentially lowering the property values of adjacent single-

family developments. Eight alternative configurations with various
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housing densities involving WP, BP, and UFM were analyzed in the

DEIS. SEE RESPONSE NO. 66.

69. Cumulative Impact of "Militarization" of the San Pedro Community--
Effect of Transience of Military Personnel On Services

The cumulative impacts of the DOD housing were described at the end

of each of the 16 principal disciplines. In addition to the

proposed USAF housing, the relevant cumulative impact sections

considered the recently completed USAF housing project at MFM and

the proposed Navy housing at Suang-Na Village (e.g., see

Table 5.9-1 in Section 5.9.10, pp. 5-75 to 5-77).

Due to the demand for the USAF housing, the housing units will be

at 100-percent occupancy on a continuous basis. Because the

military personnel are rotated on assignments, the vacated housing

units of military members transferred from LAAFS would be quickly

reoccupied by incoming military personnel. Although the

individuals themselves change, the demand for services, such as

schools and recreational access would remain at a relatively

constant level consistent with the number of housing units, as

described in Section 5.11 (p. 5-80) of the DEIS.

70. Reason for Constructing Housing Offbase is Unclear

The entire area (Areas A and B) of LAAFS (approximately 96 acres),

located in El Segundo, is completely occupied by administrative

offices, research facilities, maintenance shops, a commissary, and

dining facilities. There is no Land available for housing

construction on either Area A or B of IAAFS. LAAFS differs from

the vast majority of USAF installations because until 1982 it had

no onbase housing for its military members. To meet a portion of

the critical need for housing at LAAFS, the USAF in 1982,acquired

MFM in San Pedro from the U.S. Army for construction of

370 family-housing units for enlisted personnel and junior officers

assigned to LAAFS. These 370 units met only a part of the total
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housing requirement at LAAFS. The MFM was acquired for housing

because LAAFS has no space available for housing. The additional

170 units proposed at WP would satisfy the housing deficit for

LAAFS.

71. Cost Information About the Housing Project Not Documented in the

DEIS

The per-unit cost for the project (approximately $87,000) was

provided in Section 3.4.17 (p. 3-18) in the DEIS. That figure

multiplied by the 170 units provides the approximate total project

costs. The total amount of funds available has recently been

further reduced by the Gramm-Rudman Act, such that the total funds

available is $13.9 million or $82,000 per house for the 170 units

(SEE RESPONSE NO. 25).

72. Removal of Existing "Expansive Soil"--Where Will It Be Deposited?

The disposal of demolition debris (wood, concrete rubble, etc.) and

soils that are excavated during site preparation is the

responsiblity of the construction contractor. As part of the

USAF's contract with the construction company, the USAF requires

that these materials be disposed of in accordance with applicable

regulations.

73. Disposal of Potentially Contaminated Soil

The WP site is under investigation to determine if any toxic or

hazardous materials were disposed of or spilled at WP. This

investigation will be completed before any construction work begins

at the site. Any contaminated materials identified at WP, BP, or

UFM during the investigation which require cleanup will be removed

and disposed of in accordance with EPA and State of California

hazardous waste regulations. SEE RESPONSE NO. 62.

74. DEIS is to Help Officials Make a Decision Based on Environmental
Consequences

SEE RESPONSE NO. 19.
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75. USAF has not Diverted from Original Plans

As described in Section 1.0 (p. 1-1) of the DEIS, an Environmental

Assessment was prepared in July 1984 for location of the proposed

housing on a 50-acre parcel of land in the western portion of WP.

The USAF subsequently determined that an EIS is required for the

proposed housing. The objective of the DEIS is to identify,

describe, and analyze the environmental issues associated with the

housing project at WP and its alternatives. Various alternative

housing sites also were examined in the DEIS. These alternative

sites are based on the proposals by the city of Los Angeles

involving the use of 22 acres at BP and 21 acres at UFM and reduced

areas of WP. These alternative siting configurations are summarized

in Table 3.5-1 (p. 3-20) and described in detail in Sections 2.0

and 3.0 of the DEIS.

76. USAF Housing will Preclude Park Development

SEE RESPONSE NO. 10.

77. WP is Last Parcel of Ocean Property

SEE RESPONSE NO. 49.

78. USAF Housing Should be Constructed at Another Location

SEE RESPONSE NO. 22.

79. USAF Should Consider Using "Alternative A" for Construction of the
Housing

As described in the DEIS, the Alternative A siting is the original

Proposed Action for which an EA was prepared in July 1984. There

was substantial opposition to this proposal by neighboring

homeowners, the City of Los Angeles, and the California Department

of Parks and Recreation. The California Coastal Commission voted

unanimously that this Proposed Action was inconsistent with the

California Coastal Zone Management Act. The City of Los Angeles'

proposals for using BP and/or UFM and the investigation of

alternative configurations on WP resulted in the preparation of the

DEIS. The use of either BP or UFM will result in the displacement
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of current, organized community uses of these sites as indicated in

the DEIS. The USAF believes the Proposed Action in the DEIS

involving 40 acres on the lower area of WP is a compromise among

the interests of the various segments of the community.

80. Housing for Officers at Extreme Edge of Permitted Driving Distance
from LAAFS Constitutes a Threat to Defense

The location of housing for officers assigned to LAAFS being

approximately a 1-hour drive from the USAF station presents no

threat to the defense of the United States. DOD housing standards

provide for a maximum of 1-hour drive and 30 miles. The traffic

engineering analysis described in the DEIS indicated no problems in

the area.

81. Biologic Field Investigations Underestimated the Wildlife
Populations

Appendix E of the DEIS listed the vertebrate wildlife species that

have been observed or potentially occur at WP. As shown in

Appendix E, owls, redtail hawks, pheasant, quail, and blackbirds

are included. SEE RESPONSE NO. 55.

82. DEIS does not Cover the Threat to State Park Plans for WP

SEE RESPONSE NO. 10.

83. Possibility of Landslides at WP

As described in the DEIS, landslide potential at WP is minimal.

Recent geotechnical surveys at WP consisted of geologic

reconnaissance mapping and subsurface exploration. The subsurface

exploration program consisted of excavating or drilling, sampling,

and logging of a total of 173 borings and 129 test pits spaced at

approximately one to three per acre. Laboratory tests were

conducted to classify the materials and to estimate their physical

and engineering properties. These tests included mechanical

analysis, strength, compressibility, expansion, compaction,

swelling pressure, and loaded swell test. The complete results of
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the geotechnical investigations at wP and BP can be obtained from

the USAF.

84. Reconsider Proposed Action Location; Gardeners Have Spent Time and

Effort Cultivating the Community Gardens

The USAF has considered over 45 regional and local site

alternatives dating back to 1979 (SEE RESPONSE NO. 25). The

DEIS (Section 3.0) discussed eight local alternative configurations

and housing densities involving various size parcels on WP and the

use of BP and UFM. In addition, three alternatives were discussed

that would not require construction by the USAF (SEE RESPONSE

NO. 22). As described in the DEIS, each of the eight alternative

configurations would affect various community groups and/or the

natural environment. Based on the detailed analysis of alternative

configurations in the DEIS, the USAF believes the Proposed Action

is a compromise among the interests of the various segments of the

local community. The need to relocate the community gardens would

be likely under any future change in use of WP. The community

gardens possibly could be relocated to another area on WP or to

another nearby city park. The feasibility study for a state park

at WP did not include provisions for the community gardens in the

conceptual park plan.

85. Housing Would Create Traffic Problems on Paseo Del Mar; Housing
Project Would Eliminate Park

As described in the DEIS, a traffic engineering study was conducted

(Appendix H of the DEIS) for the Proposed Action and alternatives.

The study indicated that the additional households would create

some increases in traffic on several local roads; however, the

increases are expected to be minor relative to existing traffic

levels and would not change the level of service on any road or

intersection. Compared to the Proposed Action and other

alternatives, Alternative A is expected to have a relatively lower

level of potential effect on Gaffey St. and the San Pedro business
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district. The Proposed Action and alternatives will not require

improvements in the local roadway system except for possibly minor

improvements such as turn lanes at the entrances to the potential

sites. Ride sharing and use of flex-time work scheduling will be

encouraged to minimize any traffic impacts. See Mitigative

Measures in Section 6.13 of the DEIS. SEE RESPONSE NOS. 6

AND 10.

86. Consider Use of UFM, BP, or Area of WP at Western Ave. and 25th St.

".ight alternative configurations involving various size parcels of

WP and the use of BP and UFM were developed and evaluated

throughout the DEIS. As described in the DEIS, each of the eight

alternative configurations would affect various community groups

and/or the natural environment (SEE RESPONSE NO. 38).

87. Reconsider Proposed Action; Concern Over Loss of Community Garden

SEE RESPONSE NO. 84.

88. Recommend USAF Not Use BP Due to Loss of Existing Recreational
Facilities

The alternatives evaluation criteria (Section 3.2 in the DEIS)

included the provision (Item No. 4) that the candidate site is not

already committed to other uses. BP and UFM were originally found

by the USAF not to be viable sites due to their existing use. The

inclusion of BP and UFM as an alternative site and the

consideration of BP in the DEIS analysis was due to the proposal by

the City of Los Angeles to use this site (SEE RESPONSE NO. 3).

89. Recommend That Overnight Camping Not Be Considered At WP

As described in the California Department of Parks and Recreation

WP State Park Feasibility Study, overnight camping is being

considered in the park plans for WP. Comments relative to allowing

overnight campling at WP should be expressed to city and state

officials. The USAF is not involved in the decision to allcw or

not allow overnight camping at WP.
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90. Reconsider Proposed Action; Gardeners Have Spent Time and Effort
Cultivating the Community Gardens

SEE RESPONSE NO. 84.

91. Reconsider Proposed Action; Gardeners Have Spent Time and Effort

Cultivating the Community Gardens

Translation: English Response to Italian. SEE RESPONSE

NO. 84.

Reconsiderare lo spostamento. Tempo e sforzo impiegato dei

giardinieri per cultivare i giardini della collectivita

Dal 1979 la forza aerea (USAF) ha valutato piu di quaranta (40)

posti al livello regionale e al livello locale. Nell'abbozzo della

dichiarazione sui problemi dell'ambiente (DEIS) (Sezione 3.0) si

hanno discusso otto configurazioni diverse, al livello locale, che

riguardano anche la densita di case nei pezzi di terra di varia

misura a White Point e anche l'useo di Beckdonovitche Point e la

Riserva Superiore di Fort MacArthur. Si hanno discusso anche tre

alternative in cui 1"USAF non dovrebbe costruire niente. Qualsiasi

alternativa avra degli effetti sia nei gruppi della colletivita sia

nell'ambiente. Con fondamento nell'analisi delle possibilita

presentate nel DEIS, l'USAF crede che la proposta presentata sia

quella meno deleteria delle otto configurazioni descritte nel

DEIS (CF. RISPOSTA 22). Sei possono spostare i giardini a un

altro posto da White point o a un altro parco vicino dalla citta.

92. Reconsider Proposed Action; Gardeners Have Spent Time and Effort
Cultivating the Community Gardens

SEE RESPONSE NO. 84.

93. Reconsider Proposed Action; Gardeners Have Spent Time and Effort
Cultivating the Community Gardens

SEE RESPONSE NO. 84.
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94. Reconsider Proposed Action; Gardeners Have Spent Time and Effort
Cultivating the Community Gardens

SEE RESPONSE NO. 84.

95. Reconsider Proposed Action; Gardeners Have Spent Time and Effort
Cultivating the Community Gardens

SEE RESPONSE NO. 84.

96. Justify Reversion of 40 Acres at WP in Terms of National Defense

The reversionary clause in the deed is for national defense need.

This does not necessarily mean a national defense emergency. The

military personnel are an integral part of the national defense,

not just the weapons system. SEE RESPONSE NO. 65.

97. USAF Has Not Addressed the Alternative Siting Proposals and
Compromises

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 25 AND 38.

98. DEIS Does Not Assess the Environmental Consequences of the Housing
Project; Alternatives to Proposed Action Not Adequately Considered

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 25 AND 38.

99. DEIS Does Not Contain a Conceptual Site Plan of the Proposed
Housing Development; No Clues to How Project Relates to Terrain;
Effect on Visual Environment; How Access Points Relate to Traffic

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 14 AND 28.

Traffic access routes and analysis of traffic impacts for the

Proposed Action and the eight alternatives are contained in the

traffic engineering analysis (Appendix H) of the DEIS. The results

of the traffic analysis indicated that no significant impacts would

occur for the Proposed Action or the alternative siting

configurations. Once the final site is selected, the design staff

will coordinate with city traffic engineers to determine final

ingress/egress points.
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100. DEIS Rationalizes and Oversimplifies the Effect of the Proposed
Housing Development on the Planned State Park at WP

SEE RESPONSE NO. 10.

101. DEIS Lacks a Convincing Evaluation of Alternatives to the Proposed
Action

SEE RESPONSE NO. 38.

102. DEIS Does Not Contiin a Conceptual Site Plan

SEE RESPONSE NO. 99.

103. DEIS Does Not Adequately Assess Impact of the Proposed Action on
the State Park Plans

Public access currently exists to Royal Palms State Beach and

White Point Beach. Approximately 1,700 visitors per day during

the 1985 summer attended Royal .Palms State Beach. The proposed

housing project would not exclude visitors from the beaches.

Currently, the upland area of WP provides no parking for beach

access due to the wire fencing around the site. As described in

the DEIS (p. 5-83), the area of the Proposed Action is designated

in the WP Park Feasibilty Plan for a 300-car parking area

following the realignment of Paseo del Mar. Parking for beach

access and viewing ocean vistas could be provided in the area

south of the current route of Paseo del Mar. Although this

parking area would be smaller than planned in the feasibility

study, it would result in an increase in available parking over

that which currently exists. SEE RESPONSE NO. 10.

104. DEIS Should More Comprehensively Consider Potential Limitations
That the Housing Proposal May Have Upon Potential Park
Development; Compatibility Between the Proposed Housing
Development and State Park; Loss of Scenic and Visual Qualities
Due to the Housing on Plans to Develop a State Park

Section 5.11 (pp. 5-80 through 5-90) of the DEIS described in

detail the impact that the Proposed Action and the seven

alternatives would have on the proposed state park plan at WP.

The impact analysis was based on the CDPR state park feasibility
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study and the conceptual site plan for the state park. For each

alternative parcel on WP, the DEIS (Section 5.11) described those

facilities shown on the state park concept plan that would be

impacted. For example, the Proposed Action is described (p. 5-83)

as impacting the 300-car parking area, day-use picnic area, and

some restroom facilities that were proposed for the 40-acre area

in which the Proposed Action would be located. Analysis for the

Alternative A housing siting (p. 5-85) showed that this

alternative would impact the proposed camping area and associated

vegetative buffering. Similarly, each of the alternatives were

analyzed for their impacts to the state park plan. The USAF

recognizes that the housing on WP will reduce the amount of land

available for park development and some elimination of park

facilities, as identified in the feasibility study, may occur.

The housing, however, does not preclude the development of some

type of city- or state-managed park at WP. SEE RESPONSE

NO. 10.

The state park feasibility study recognized the incompatibility of

the park with adjacent residential neighborhoods. The study

recommended vegetative buffering to buffer the park from the

surrounding residential neighborhoods to the west (across Western

Ave.), to the east (across Weymouth Ave.), and the Navy housing to

the north. This buffering would provide barriers for scenic and

visual effects and aid in noise abatement. Similarly, vegetative

buffering could be provided around the USAF housing project to

provide a natural transitional area between the housing (which

would be similar to the existing adjacent single-family housing)

and the park development.

105. Alternative Housing Configurations Are Not Given More

Consideration

Eight alternative configurations were analyzed in detail in the

DEIS. Seven of the eight alternatives involved higher density

development designs utilizing clustered or attached housing.
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Table 3.5-1 (p. 3-2C) summarized these alternative configurations.

The USAF recognizes the need to preserve open space at WP. As

discussed in the DEIS, each of the alternative configurations

would affect some segments of the community. For example, those

groups supportive of a state park of maximum size at WP would

prefer Alternative H for the housing. This alternative utilizes

BP and UFM and none of WP. As described, this alternative

significantly impacts the existing recreational uses of BP and UFM

supported by some segments of the community. The proposed housing

at WP does not preclude park development on the remaining state,

county, and city land (SEE RESPONSE NO. 10).

106. Explanation of the Method of Calculation of Housing Density for
Alternative A

The discussion in Section 3.5 (p. 3-19) of the DEIS explained that

due ta the utilization of the three relatively level natural

terraces, the housing would be located in three "clusters."

Although the entire parcel is approximately 50 acres, only

32 acres is "buildable," resulting in an average "net" density of

5.3 dwelling units per acre. In the Impact Analysis section, the

density calculation utilized the entire parcel (50 acres). This

yielded a "gross" density of 3.4 dwelling units per acre, which is

comparable to the adjacent hoosing across Western Ave. (approxi-

mately 3.0 dwelling units per acre).

The USAF believes "net" density is the more appropriate method for

expressing housing density because "net" density determines the

overall visual appearance of the housing units. A correction of

this "gross" density calculation for Alternative A is noted in

Section 4.0 of the DEIS.

107. 100 Single-Family Lots Could Be Developed At BP With 5,000 ft 2

Lot Sizes; 134 Single-Family Lots Could Be Developed At UFM With
5,000 ft4 Lot Sizes

SEE RESPONSE NC. 33.
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108. Cost Differences Between Demolition of Facilities at UFM Versus
Demolition of NIKE Facilities at WP

SEE RESPONSE NO. 17.

109. The Zoning Map of Southern San Pedro Shown in Figure 4.8-2

(p. 4-62) of the DEIS Has Been Updated. BP is Now Zoned Al-I

According to the zoning department (Ms. Gertrude Kay, personal

communication, June 23, 1986), the specific plan for San Pedro

primarily changed restrictions within zoning classifications, such

as height restrictions, and did not have a large effect on zoning

designations. BP zoning was changed to Al-I (parks) from RI-i

(residential) to reflect the newly developed recreation

facilities.

110. The Population Data Given on p. 4-65 is the 1980 Census
Population, Not the 1984 Population

The figure given on p. 4-65 (62,336) is the 1980 census population

for San Pedro. The correct 1984 population estimate for San Pedro

is 65,083. The figure (62,004) shown in Table 4.9-1 (p. 4-66) of

the DEIS should be 62,336. This figure represents an increase of

7.6 percent over the total population of 60,497 reported in the

1970 census for San Pedro. These corrections are noted in

Section 4.0 of this FEIS.

I11. The Terminal Island Treatment Plant Provides Secondary Treatment

This Terminal Island Treatment Plant, a wastewater facility

operated by the City of Los Angeles, is discussed on pp. 4-90 and

4-92 of the DEIS. The plant is a secondary treatment facility

rather than a primary treatment facility, as indicated in the

DEIS. This correction is noted in Section 4.0 of this FEIS.

It is also noted that the existing Navy housing at WP is served by

Los Angeles County Sanitary District No. 5 and the Joint Water

Pollution Control Plant.
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112. Sewerage Service Is Not Provided By the County For BP or UFM

Sewerage service at BP and UFM are discussed in the DEIS on

pp. 4-95 and 4-98, respectively. These two sites are served only

by the City of Los Angeles system and the Terminal Island

Treatment Plant and are not within the Los Angeles County Sanitary

District No. 5 area. This correction is noted in Section 4.0 of

this FEIS. Figure 4.12-2 is correct, as shown in the DEIS.

113. DEIS Gives Little Substantive Consideration to Alternative

Housing Sites or Densities

In Section 3.4 of the DEIS (pp. 3-8 through 3-19), more than

45 alternative sites have been evaluated for feasibility of

constructing military housing dating back to the late 1970s.

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 25 AND 38.

114. Use of WP for Housing Would Eliminate Any Opportunity for a City
or State Park

The construction of USAF housing does not preclude park

development of the remaining combined 124 acres of oceanfront and

upland areas at WP. SEE RESPONSE NO. 10.

115. The Proposed Plan of the City of Los Angeles Designates WP as a
Recreational Area

SEE RESPONSE NO. 10.

116. Reconsider Proposed Action Location; Gardeners Have Spent Time
and Effort Cultivating the Community Gardens

SEE RESPONSE NO. 84.

117. Reconsider Proposed Action Location; Concern over Loss of
Community Gardens

SEE RESPONSE NO. 84.

118. WP is the Only Remaining Undeveloped Coastal Property in Los

Angeles County

SEE RESPONSE NO. 49.
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119. No Open Space will Remain; Open Space will be Replaced by
Institutional Housing

SEE RESPONSE NO. 10.

120. No More Military Housing Units in San Pedro

SEE RESPONSE NO. 25.

121. USAF Housing is Fenced and Public is Excluded; Questions

Reversion of the Property Due to National Defense

The housing development would be fenced for security purposes. In

addition, vegetation would be included in landscaping plans to

provide a scenic buffer between the 40-acre development and the

remaining 75 acres of WP. The fencing around the housing

development would not affect public access to the 75 acres at WP,

or the combined 49 acres at Royal Palms State Beach, the county

property along the coast at WP, and the upland county land south

of Paseo del Mar. Currently, public access to WP is limited

because the entire 115-acre parcel is fenced and has locked gates.

As previously indicated, military personnel are an integral part

of national defense (SEE RESPONSE NO. 65).

122. Traffic Would Become Congested if the 170 Housing Units are
Constructed

A traffic engineering impact analysis was performed (see

Section 5.13; pp. 5-101 to 5-110 in the DEIS). The traffic

analysis indicated that although the housing development would

create some increases in traffic on several local arterial

roadways, the increases will be insignificant. A maximum increase

of 2.9 percent would occur on Gaffey St. between 1st St. and the

entrance to the Harbor Freeway. SEE RESPONSE NO. 6.

123. Natural Science Educational Resource Would be Eliminated

The proposed housing development would be located in the area of

WP that is occupied by the former NIKE facilities. The construc-

tion of these NIKE facilities, including launchers and underground

missile storage silos, initially disturbed the natural environment
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at WP. In addition, disking of the site for fire control has

disturbed natural vegetation and reduced animal habit•.ts on the

site. The housing development on the lower 40 acres would not

impact the remaining 75 acres of upland WP, including the sloped

areas upper terraces. In addition, the oceanfront areas contain

tidal pools, and the overlooking bluffs south of Paseo del Mar

would not be impacted. Approximately 124 acres of combined

oceanfront and upland area would still be available for natural

science field trips by local schools.

124. The Palos Verdes Blue Butterfly will have Lost its Natural Habitat

The Proposed Action siting does not include the area of WP which

contained the Astragalus foodplant. As indicated in the DEIS

(Section 4.4; p. 4-29 to 4-39) only three Astragalus plants have

been identified at WP since spring 1985. One of these plants died

before field studies were initiated in December 1985 for

preparation of this DEIS. A second plant died before follow-up

field studies were conducted in late February 1986. The remaining

plant produced leaflets on approximately six branches, but did not

flower in 1986. This plant subsequently died sometime between the

Febrary-March and May 1986 surveys. At this time, there are no

specimens of Astragalus growing at WP. The most significant

Astragulus resources ne-r WP are at UFM (15 plants) and at

Friendship Park (approximately 100 plants). SEE RESPONSE

NO. 183.

125. Ballfields at BP Could be Relocated at Angels Gate Park

SEE RESPONSE NO. 3.

126. Consider the Navy-Owned Land Between the Rancho Verde Raquet Club
and the Navy Housing on Western Ave.

This parcel of land was included in the alternative analysis in

the DEIS (Section 3.4.15.2; p. 3-16). The area is on Western Ave.

between John S. Montgomery Drive and Westmont and is adjacent to

ex:sting Navy housing. It is a 5-acre site with a large drainage
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channel running through the property. The site is too small for

the proposed housing, and the cost to develop would be high due to

constraints associated with its topography; therefore, its use for

the Proposed Action is not feasible.

127. USAF Should Purchase Homes in the Private Sector

SEE RESPONSE NO. 66.

128. What Assurance Does the Community have that all the Remaining Area
will not be Reverted?

SEE RESPONSE NO. 67.

129. Consistency of Proposed Action with Regional Air Quality Plans

The Southern California Association of Governments (SCAG) was

contacted during preparation of the DEIS (Ms. W. Murphy, personal

communication Feb. 14, 1986) to determine if the Proposed Action

is consistent with regional air quality plans. SCAG indicated

that its policy is to review residential developments of

500 dwelling units or greater, a threshold standard below which

projects are considered regionally insignificant. The Proposed

Action includes only 170 units. A copy of the DEIS was submitted

to SCAG; no comments have been received.

The SCAG Air Quality Management Plan is a joint product of the

South Coast Air Quality Management District (SCAQMD) and SCAG.

SCAQMD publications and data were primary sources of information

for the air quality analyses presented in the DEIS (Section 5.5,

pp. 5-32 to 5-45). The air quality impacts were determined to be

insignificant, as presented in the DEIS.

130. Explain Specific Methods Which will be used to Promote Transit,
Vanpools, and Retrofit of Out-of-State Vehicles; give the Target
Rates for Participation

The USAF and Aerospace Corp. maintain a computerized system

("Commuter Computer") for matching drivers and passengers for

vanpools, carpools, etc. Newsletters and information packets are
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published for distribution to new military members to make them

aware of carpools and the retrofit of out-of-state vehicles.

The location of the housing in a single development and the

similar workplace (LAAFS) for the housing occupants maximizes the

feasibilty of ride sharing, vanpools, etc.

Statistical data for the recently completed USAF housing at MFM in

San Pedro indicate that 75 percent participate in vanpools,

carpools, etc.; 10 percent use the bus; and 15 percent drive.

Similar distributions are anticipated for the proposed 170-unit

housing development.

131. Make Contact with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service Regarding
Federally Protected Species in the Project Area

The Palos Verdes blue butterfly, a federally listed endangered

species, has been known to exist in the Palos Verdes Peninsular

area. As indicated in the DEIS (Section 4.4; p. 4-32), evidence

of the butterfly has not occurred since 1983. The U.S. Fish and

Wildlife Service (Laguna Niguel, CA) has received a copy of the

DEIS for review. SEE RESPONSE NO. 124.

132. Reconsider Proposed Action; Gardeners Have Spent Time and Effort
Cultivating the Community Gardens

SEE RESPONSE NO. 84.

133. Reconsider Proposed Action; Gardeners Have Spent Time and Effort
Cultivating the Community Gardens

SEE RESPONSE NO. 84.

134. Reconsider Proposed Action; Gardeners Have Spent Time and Effort
Cultivating the Community Gardens

SEE RESPONSE NO. 84.
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135. Reconsider Proposed Action; Gardeners Have Spent Time and Effort

Cultivating the Community Gardens

SEE RESPONSE NO. 84.

136. Concern Over Community Garden; the USAF Should Select
Alternative "A"

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 79 AND 84.

137. The DEIS does not Adequately Consider Alternatives; Does Not
Adequately Consider the Impacts at WP or BP

SEE RESPONSE NO. 75.

138. USAF Should Consider Using the VA Hospital Land for Construction

of Housing

The General Services Administration (GSA) is seeking to sell a

portion of the VA Hospital land (109 acres) to a private developer

for an estimated $350 million as called for in the Fiscal 1987

budget. As described in the DEIS (p. 3-11), the VA land was a

gift from an individual with the stipulation that if the VA had no

use for the land, it would revert back to the original owner. The

heirs of the families whose ancestor donated the land for the

hospital in 1888 have indicated that they plan to oppose the sale

legally. In addition, four members of the California

Congressional delegation testified against the proposed sale to

the house Veterans Affairs Oversight and Investigations

Subcommittee. Due to the unresolved legal question of whether the

VA has clear title to the land and the fact that the housing

appropriation from Congress specifically did not include funds for

land acquisition, the VA property is not a feasible alternative.

139. Demolition of Structures at UFM may be no more Difficult than
Demolishing the NIKE Facilities at WP.

SEE RESPONSE NO. 17.

140. USAF does not Address the Issue that Housing Construction Would
Prevent the Establishment of a State Park

SEE RESPONSE NO. 10.
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141. If the Housing is Constructed at BP, USAF Should Pay for
Replacement Ballfields

SEE RESPONSE NO. 3.

142. Reconsider Proposed Action; Concern Over Loss of Community Gardens

SEE RESPONSE NO. 84.

143. Reconsider Proposed Action; Concern Over Loss of Community Gardens

SEE RESPONSE NO. 84.

144. USAF Housing and a Park Can Coexist; Need to Delete Reversionary
Clause

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 10 AND 67.

145. Reconsider Proposed Action; Concern Over Loss of Community Gardens

SEE RESPONSE NO. 84.

146. Traffic Impacts are Expected to be Minor

As described in the traffic impact analysis in the DEIS

(Section 5.13), the maximum increase on Gaffey St. between Ist

Ave. and the entrance to the Harbor Freeway will be an

insignificant 2.9 percent. Carpooling and flextime work

scheduling are anticipated, as practiced by USAF personnel

currently in the USAF housing at MFM in San Pedro. SEE RESPONSE

NO. 130.

147. State Park May Impact Local Population by 40 to 70 Percent

The impacts (including population impacts) associated with the

development of a State Park at WP would be assessed in an

environmental analysis report specific for the proposed park. The

environmental analysis associated with the development of a State

Park has not yet been performed.
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148. Crime on Existing Beaches is Minor Due to the Beaches Being

Declared "Neutral" Territory; Concern Over Security at a State

Park

The Harbor Division of the Los Angeles Police Department has

expressed that the reporting district which includes WP has one of

the highest crime rates in the division. Yet, the police have

stated that they have few formal reports of criminal activity at

Royal Palms State Beach. Thus, while the district has a high

crime rate, it is not directly attributable to activity at the

beach.

As stated in the DEIS (p. 5-89), the USAF housing development will

have 24-hour security whereas the State Park would not necessarily

have 24-hour security. The concern over security at the proposed

State Park would need to be addressed in an environmental impact

analysis for the State Park.

149. Concern Over Noise that Would Be Associated with a State Park

The impacts due to noise generation associated with State Park

development at WP would be assessed in an environmental impact

analysis specific for the proposed park. This analysis has not

yet been performed.

150. The Potential for Toxic Materials at the Site Should Be Studied;

Cleanup Funds, if Necessary, May Be Hard to Obtain; Failure to
Secure Funds Would Leave the Site in a Toxic State

SEE RESPONSE NO. 61.

151. Funding for Relocation of the BP Ballfields

SEE RESPONSE NO. 3.

152. USAF was Ordered to Prepare an EIS During Court Proceedings
Related to the USAF's Right-of-Entry to Conduct Geotechnical
Investigations

During June, July, and August of 1985, Assistant Undersecretary

Boatright requested from the City of Los Angeles (represented by

Councilwoman Flores) a number of times right-of-entry to WP in
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order that the USAF could conduct geotechnical surveys of the area

to assist in determining those areas that were buildable. This

information was required in order to respond to the city's

proposals concerning various configurations of WP and BP. The

city refused to grant this entry and the USAF condemned the

property for right-of-entry for a 4-month period to conduct the

necessary surveys. The city challenged the action in court. The

court did not find sufficient cause to allow the city to block the

survey and granted the USAF's entry. At no time during the

proceedings was the USAF ordered to prepare an EIS.

153. USAF is no Longer Seeking a Compromise Position with the City;
Negotiations Have Ended

Negotiations are continuing between the USAF, the city, and the

State Department of Parks and Recreation. A series of meetings

which began in April 1986 are progressing. The USAF's Proposed

Action is for construction of all units on 40 acres of WP. T.ere

are advantages with one site both for the USAF and the city.

I. No existing recreational uses would be displaced and

require relocation; and

2. The construction, maintenance, and security cost will be

lower for one site versus a split site.

154. USAF Attempting to Provide Residential Amenities at WP by
Providing Large Lots, Spectacular Views, and a Private
Recreational Area

The USAF is responsible for providing quality of life features for

its personnel housed in government-owned'housing. This includes

recreational facilities such as athletic areas and children's play

yards. Such features are included in the Request for Proposal

submitted to contractors for their inclusion as funding allows.

The size of lots provided is a function of the overall acreage.

The Proposed Action of 40 acres at WP results in gross lot size of

approximately 8,200 ft 2 . This does not take into account all

provisions of the Proposed Action:
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I. The 40 acres included buffer areas to screen the housing

from the future park use and vice-versa as a part of the

area to be reverted. This was included so the USAF was

ensured that adequate buffering would be provided.

2. The USAF will have only one access road from the site

onto Paseo del Mar for security control and due to

traffic along Paseo del Mar. This requires a looping

road system that takes extra acreage to provide. These

two factors result in lots sizes smaller than

8,200 ft 2 .

The city zoning in the area has a minimum of 5,000 ft 2 lots.

Zoning regulations provide a minimum lot size, and there :s no

requirement to build to the minimum. Zoning only provides for a

minimum that can not be exceeded. The decision to construct

single-family homes at a density compatible to the adjacent

residential neighborhoods is based upon the Mayor's Advisory

Committee on Military Housing in San Pedro (May 1982) and

Councilwoman Flores indication in October 1983 that single-family

homes were supported by the community. Although certain segment;

of the community may now support higher densities, multi-family,

attached housing may be perceived by other segments of the

community as possibly reducing adjacent land value.

155. USAF has not Provided Site Plans; Not Responded to Site Plans
Prepared by the City of Los Angeles

SEE RESPONSE NO. 14.

156. USAF's Need for 16 Acres at WP is Based on Providing Amenities for
USAF Personnel

The USAF's need for a 40-acre single site or a 16- and 16.5-acre

split site is not a function of providing amenities for personnel.

As described in the DEIS, the Proposed Action was selected because

it met all evaluation criteria. The selection of this site would

displace fewer users than BP or UFM and, therefore, represented a
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compromise among the interests of the varying community segments.

The combined WP, Royal Palms State Beach, and County of Los

Angeles property south of Paseo del Mar covers 164 acres. If the

Proposed Action of 40 acres on WP is implemented, 124 acres for

park development remains. If the split site of 16 acres at WP and

BP is chosen, 148 acres for park development remains.

The USAF believes that recreational development of the area is not

dependent on the participation of the State Parks and Recreation

Department. There are no data that demonstrate that the state or

city could not develop the remaining acreage as a viable adjunct

to the existing beach recreational area. The State Park system

has other recreational designations that appear to more closely

fit the WP beach recreational area.

157. WP is a 145-Acre Shorefront and Upland Site; Adjacent Development

is Virtually Invisible

Only a small portion of the former WP NIKE Battery is shorefront

property and this portion is controlled by the County of Los

Angeles and the State of California at Royal Palms Beach. The

development of a portion of WP by the USAF for housing will not

have any effect on the shorefront portion of the property. The

upland area of WP is comprised of two marine terraces and a

connecting slope. WP is in an urban residential area and

surrounded on three sides by typical single-family residential

development. From a few locations on WP, other surrounding

development may be screened by topographic slopes. These

locations, however, are limited and would provide this isolated

type of experience for only a few individuals at a time.

158. USAF Housirg is not Justifiable as a National Defense Need

SEE RESPONSE NO. 65.
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159. The Coastal Act Provides that Lower Cost Visitor and Recreational
Facilities Shall Be Protected; Upland Areas Shall Be Preserved;
Oceanfront Land Shall Be Protected for Recreational Use; Scenic
and Visual Qualities Shall Be Protected

Federal agencies are directed to give appropriate weight to the

various types of provisions within the Coastal Management Plan

[15 CFR 930.39 (c)]. The agency must ensure that its activities

are consistent to the "maximum extent practicable" with the

enforceable mandatory policies of the plan. However, the agency

need only give adequate consideration to provisions of the plan

which are in the nature of recommendations.

Section 30213 of the California Coastal Act (California Public

Resource Code, Division 20) ". in the form of a recommendation

when it states that, "Lower cost visitor and recreational

facilities shall be protected', encouraged, and where feasible

provided .... public recreational opportunities are preferred." As

stated in the DEIS and Consistency Document, the Proposed Action

does not preclude the development of lower cost visitor

recreational facilities on the remaining acreage of WP, Royal

Palms Beach, and the county land south of Paseo del Mar (124 acres

combined). The agency ±s required by 15 CFR only to adequately

consider this aspect. Because such park development would not be

precluded, the USAF has met this requirement. The development of

housing and a park are not mutually exclusive and meets the

"balance" approach recommended by both the Federal and state

coastal acts.

Section 30223 of the California Coastal Act states that, "Upland

areas necessary to support coastal recreational use shall be

reserved for such use, where feasible." Again, this is in the

form of a recommendation when the term "where feasible" is used.
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The DEIS and the Consistency Document indicated that such upland

development would not be precluded and that the housing and the

park can be developed in a balanced approach that meets the needs

of both interests.

Section 30221 of the California Coastal Act deals with oceanfront

land suitable for recreation. The proposed USAF housing does not

affect oceanfront property. The upland area of WP and the

oceanfront area are divided by Paseo del Mar and a steep beach

bluff. Both conditions divide the property into oceanfront, which

is currently controlled by the state and the county and for which

the Proposed Action will not affect, and the upland areas landward

of Paseo del Mar and the beach biuff. The DEIS and the

Consistency Document support the- position that USAF housing does

not encompass areas associated with oceanfront use or

water-oriented recreational use.

Section 30251 of the California Coastal Act deals wiLh scenic

values. It is in the form of recommendations when it states that,

".visual qualities of coastal areas shall be considered and

protected as a resource...," and "..to minimize the alteration or

natural Land forms, to be visually compatible with the character

of surrounding areas..." It does state that, "New development in

highly scenic areas such as those designated in the California

Coastline Preservation and Recreation Plan prepared by the

Department of Parks and Recreation and by local governments shall

De subordinate to the character of its setting." The ULSAF housing

site considers these factors, as documented in the DEIS and the

Consistency Document. The CCC and the city both objected to the

original 50-acre site on the basis that it would degrade the

sce,•ic quality of the area. Recogniz~ng this concern, the USAF

areed with the proposal of the city to evaluate the flat area

along Paseo del Mar. This location, as indicated in the DEIS, Ls

not visible room the beach due to the cliffs and is out )t view :t



the houses along WesLern Ave. due to the steep terrace along

Western Ave. Although it may be visible from further out to sea,

it will appear as only an extension of the existing residential

neighborhoods. The steep terrace along Western Ave. would be

retained for scenic overviews of the coast and ocean if the

Proposed Action siting is implemented.

160. The USAF Housing Would Effectively Eliminate the California
Department of Parks and Recreation's Ability to Develop a Park of
Statewide Significance at WP

SEE RESPONSE NO. 10.

161. Even in the Present Undeveloped State, the Land at WP Provides
Much Needed Urban Open Space and Dispersed Recreational
Opportunities

As indicated in the DEIS, no recreational development of WP by the

city has occurred as was required in the transfer deed. The

115 acres of upland land at WP provides limited open space or

recreational value at the present due to fencing and locked gates.

The only organized uses are a community garden used by a limited

number of people and field trips by local school students. The

other use (uncontrolled) is by people willing to pass through

holes in the fence.

162. The Upland Area of WP Serves as a Support Area for Existing Public
Beaches at WP

The upland area on the county land south of Paseo del Mar contains

recreational facilities that are not coastal-oriented (i.e.,

baseball fields) and are in poor condition. This area is also

used for vehicle parking and for ocean viewing. The Proposed

Action does not involve this area of WP. As 3tated in the

RESPONSE NO. 161, the upland area of WP north of Paseo del Mar

(city-controlled land) is fenced and has locked gates. No

coastal-oriented recreational facilities have been developed, and

because of the fence, no parking is provided in support of the

public hbaches.
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163. The Reversion of Land Will Set a Precedent for Incremental Loss of
Park Area

The USAF has stated that it would support the city's effort to

have the reversionary clause removed from the deed of transfer

(SEE RESPONSE NO. 67).

164. The Proposed Development Would Be Highly Visible; One of the Main
Attractions of the Site is that Adjacent Housing is Invisible from
Much of the Frontal Slopes

The housing along Western Ave. (west of WP) is invisible from much

of the lower elevations on WP due to the steep terraces along

Western Ave. This is shown in photographs in Appendix E (e.g.,

p. E-21) of the DEIS. However, the housing to the east of the

site along Weymouth Ave. is visible from all the frontal area of

WP. This is shown in the photographs on pp. E-22, E-24, and E-25

in Appendix E of the DEIS. The objections by the City and the

California Coastal Commission to the visual impacts of the

original siting of 50 acres on the steep terraces along Western

Ave. resulted in the Proposed Action on 40 acres in the lower area

of WP.

165. If Overall Remaining Acreage of WP is Decreased to Less Than
100 Acres, No Space Would Remain for Providing Physical and Visual
Buffering the Camping Area from Residential Uses

SEE RESPONSE NO. 10.

166. The Entire WP Site May Eventually Be Reverted if the USAF Is
Allowed to Exercise the Reversionary Clause

SEE RESPONSE NO. 67.

167. Site is One of the Few Shoreline Areas Suitable for Enhancing
Coastal Recreation; Presently Provide Recreational Use for Hikers,
Ocean Vistas, and a Physical Access Connection Between Upland
Development and the Sea; Housing Construction will have Adverse
Impact on Public's Use of the Beach

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 10, 49, AND 193.
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168. Scope of Alternatives is Limited; Lack of Detail Regarding
Specific Design; No Analysis of Various Development Scenarios

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 10, 14, 22, 25, AND 28.

169. No Analysis of Alternative Development Configuration or
Alternatives to Construction

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 10, 14, 22, 25, AND 28.

170. Cost of Demolition of Facilities at UFM not Included in DEIS

SEE RESPONSE NO. 17.

171. Alternatives Considered in the DEIS Were Limited to Those
Involving Land with Federal Ownership

SEE RESPONSE NO. 25.

172. Existing Zoning Would Allow Higher Densities than Were Considered
in the Alternatives

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 33 AND 34.

173. 104 Single-Family Units Could be Developed at BP with 5,000-ft 2

Lot Sizes

SEE RESPONSE NO. 35.

174. 47 Housing Units Could be Located at WP on the 9 Acres Suggested

by the City of Los Angeles

The 9-acre parcel of WP offered by the city is in the extreme

southeast corner of the site and includes part of the steeply

sloped area between the relatively flat terraces. This results in

only 5 or 6 acres that are actually buildable yielding a "net"

density of 8 to 9 units per acre. This would require multi-familv

housing, which is not compatible with the adjacent neighborhood

(single-family units at a density of 4.7 units per acre).

Multi-family housing could be perceived by some members of the

community as potentially lowering property vplues.
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175. USAF Should Consider a Continuation of the Housing Allowance and
Purchase or Renting of Homes; Decrease in Morgage Rates Improves
Feasibility of Purchase

Section 1.3 (p. 1-3) of the DEIS discusses the Congressional

limits on BAQ, VHA, and MAHC and the resulting shortfalls between

housing allowance and cost of housing. As discussed in the DEIS,

USAF officers are currently experiencing a $500 to $600/month

out-of-pocket housing shortfall which results in acceptance of

substandard housing or driving long distances. The housing

allowances (BAQ and VHA) are currently being utilized to support

USAF personnel who are not housed in the 370 units of military

housing at MFM and who have to acquire housing in the private

sector. The BAQ and VHA are set by Congress and can only be

increased by Congress. This housing allowance will continue to be

utilized by USAF personnel that do not reside in the government

housing at MFM or the proposed additional 170 housing units.

Mortgage and equity accrual rates fluctuate with time, dependent

upon changing economic conditions. The USAF had identified a need

for housing in the mid-1970s. Since that time, mortgage rates

have fluctuated drastically and likely will continue to fluctuate

through the planned useful life span of the proposed housing

units. The military personnel who will occupy the housing units

are rotated on assignment such that a number of officers will

occupy the homes during the planned useful life of the units.

Officers assigned to LAAFS 5, 10, or 2C years from now will need

housing and will likely be subject to mortgage rates different

than in 1986. Construction of these units will eliminate the need

for military personnel to purchase housing in the private sector

and endure financial hardships associated with the times when

mortgage rates are high.

176. DEIS Fails to Address the City of Los Angeles Proposal

SEE RESPONSE MOS. 14 AND 30.
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177. Reconsider Proposed Action; Concern Over Loss of Community Gardens

SEE RESPONSE NO. 84.

178. Reconsider Proposed Action; Concern Over Loss of Community Gardens

SEE RESPONSE NO. 84.

179. Reconsider Proposed Action; Concern Over Loss of Community Gardens

SEE RESPONSE NO. 84.

180. Reconsider Proposed Action; Concern Over Loss of Community Gardens

SEE RESPONSE NO. 84.

181. "Accommodate or Explain" Response by USAF is in Effect for the

Office of Planning and Research State Clearing House

The FEIS and Record of Decision for the Proposed Action will meet

the requirements of the Office of Planning and Research
"accommodate or explain" consensus.

182. Impacts of the Project on the Palos Verdes Blue Butterfly and its
Host Plant, Astragalus

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 124 AND 183.

183. Screening of Host Plants for the Presence of the Palos Verdes Blue
Butterfly

After an exhaustive search of the entire WP site during December

1985, only two specimens of the Astragalus foodplant were observed

growing there. As indicated in the DEIS, these plants are not

located on the parcel of WP which is the Proposed Action. In

December 1985, both plants were senescing and producing very

little vegetation. One of the plants died before field studies

were conducted in late February and March 1986. The remaining

plant produced leaflets on about six branches, but did not flower

in 1986. It subsequently expired sometime between the March and

May 1986 surveys of WP. At this time, there are no specimens of

Astragalus trichopodus growing at WP.
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Adult females of the endangered Palos Verdes blue butterfly lay

their eggs on flowers of the Astragalus, and Palos Verdes blue

butterfly larvae feed only on the developing flowers and seedpods

of this legume. Since the lone remaining Astragalus plant at WP

did not produce any flowers or seedpods during 1986, this plant

could not have supported any individuals of the endangered

butterly during this year. To confirm this, Dr. Arnold carefully

monitored this plant on several occasions during the butterfly's

1986 adult flight season and larval development period. Despite

intensive searches, no life stages of the endangered butterfly

were observed at WP in 1986.

During 1983, 1984, and 1985, only three mature Astragalus plants

were observed at WP. No seedlings were produced during this

period, probably due to the extensive ground cover of weeds and

annual grasses, which quickly outcompete Astragalus seedlings. As

the remaining Astragalus plants died during this year without

producing any seeds, it seems unlikely that the Astragalus will be

able to naturally re-establish itself at WP. It might be possible

to re-establish Astragalus, if the weeds and annual grasses were

properly managed. Lacking such direct intervention, the WP site

will likely be unable to support the Astragalus and Palos Verdes

blue butterfly in the near future.

Based on these findings, the USAF will prepare and submit a "no

jeopardy" opinion on the Palos Verdes blue butterfly which will

complete Section 7 consultation with FWS in accordance with the

Endangered Species Act of 1973.

184. Protection of Areas Having the Potential for Restoraticn and/or
Rehabilitation of Astragalus

The last remaining Astragalus plant on WP has expired. No

Astragalus resource currently exists at WP. If Astragalus is to

reestablish itself on WP, direct intervention would be required,

and the area of restoration would need regular maintenance (e.g.,
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cultivation, weed control, urban runoff protection, etc.). As

indicated in the DEIS (Section 5.4; p. 5-23), the Proposed Action

location would not impact sloped areas of WP, which are the most

suited to the growth of Astragalus. SEE RESPONSE NO. 183.

185. The DEIS Inappropriately Discusses Impacts Associated with the

Development of a State Park at WP

The DEIS not only provided impact analysis of the Proposed Action

and alternatives on the existing environment but also analyzed the

cumulative impact of the USAF housing on projects under

construction or planned for the area. Analysis of cumulative

impacts was raised as an issue during the public scoping process.

Table 5.13-3 and Figure 5.13-3 (pp. 5-109 and 5-110) in the DEIS

list the projects recently completed or proposed in the San Pedro

Area. The development of WP into a State Park is one of the

projects planned for the area. The state's environmental analysis

will examine impacts and issues associated with the development of

WP into a State Park. The DEIS did not comprise an environmental

assessment of park development at WP, it analyzed the cumulative

impacts to the area of both the USAF housing and park development,

the coexistence of which is a viable possibility.

186. The DEIS Fails to Acknowledge or Address Recreational Deficiencies
Identified by Both State and Federally-Sponsored Recreational
Studies Within the Los Angeles Coastal Zone

Personal communications with the Department of Parks and

Recreation-Planning Division (Jack Bechtel, June 23, 1986)

indicate that recreational deficiencies are determined by using a

recreation demand model. The results of the model indicate that

WP is in one of the highest recreational demand areas in the

state. The model results for Los Angeles County in 1980 indicated

that the camping demand in the area was 9,900 camping spaces. In

1980, only 2,000 camping spaces existed in the county; therefore,

7,901 additional spaces were needed. According to the model

resu:ts, 13,000 camping spaces would be needed in Los Angeles

County by 1990. No information was available on the number of

camping spaces that exist in 1986.
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187. DEIS Makes an Inconsistent Statement About Crime at Royal Palms
State Beach

SEE RESPONSE NO. 148.

188. If 50 Acres of the Site Were Converted to Military Housing, It
Would Preclude the State Department of Parks and Recreation
Ability to Develop a Park of Statewide Significance

SEE RESPONSE NO. 10.

189. Five of the Eight Alternative Configurations are Rejected by the

USAF Suggesting a Less Than Objective Evaluation; City of Los
Angeles Proposal is a Suitable Resolution of the Competing Land
Use Proposals

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 10 AND 14.

190. Data Used for Alternative D Appear to be Incorrect

SEE RESPONSE NO. 14.

191. Why is White Point the Only Site Remaining Out of 40 Possible
Choices

SEE RESPONSE NOý 25.

192. No Other Combination of the Alternative Sites That Would be

Suitable

The DEIS considered seven alternative configurations

(Alternatives B through H) that involved split sites among WP, BP,

and UFM. As described in the DEIS, the displacement of current

recreational users of BP and UFM, and the high cost of demolition

of existing buildings and the underground tunnel system at UFM

adversely affect the potential for use of these sites.

193. DEIS Does Not Discuss WP as an Educational Resource; Use of WP by

the Magnet School for Science Field Trips

The DEIS indicated on p. 4-81 that nature field trips are

conducted at WP for schools and other groups. The magnet school

conducts field trips at WP as part of its science curriculum.

During the approximately 4 years the school has been in existence,
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classes have visited the oceanfront tidal areas approximately

monthly and the upland portions of WP approximately 2 to 3 times

each semester (Mr. Dennis Weyrauch, personal communication,

June 3, 1986).

The Proposed Action will not interfere with the school's use of

the oceanfront tidal areas controlled by the state and county, the

existing upland county property south of Paseo del Mar, or the

75-acre upland area of WP controlled by the city and not included

in the proposed residential development. The latter area is

currently fenced, although access is available to the school. The

remaining 124 acres of combined state, county, and city property

at WP could be developed as a park or maintained as a natural area

in conjunction with the Proposed Action. The school's use of this

property for nature field trips would not be affected by the

Proposed Action. It should be noted that the Proposed Action

siting is in the area of WP that is occupied by the former NIKE

launchers and support facilities and the community gardens. This

area would have less value for nature studies than the open,

undeveloped portions of WP. Discussion of the park development

alternatives for the remaining areas of WP and the Royal Palms

State Beach is included in Section 5.11.1.2 of the DEIS. SEE

RESPONSE NOS. I0 AND 123.

194. Consider Rise of the VA Hospital Land in Brentwood for USAF
Housing Through a Use Permit with the VA

SEE RESPONSE NO. 138.

195. Federal Government Not Subject to NEPA--Nice that USAF Believes
the Housing Project is Worthy of Environmental Review

SEE RESPONSE NO. 60.

196. Initial Assessment of Toxic/Hazardous Materials at WP

SEE RESPONSE NO. 61.
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197. Imperative that Soil and Water Sampling be Performed at WP; Seven
Military Bases in California are Either on or Proposed for
Inclusion on the NPL

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 62 AND 63.

198. A Complete RI/FS Should Be Conducted in Accordance with EPA's
Published Guidelines

SEE RESPONSE NO. 64.

199. Why is This a National Defense Project

SEE RESPONSE NO. 65.

200. Why Not Purchase Housing Open Market; Why Must Officers Live in
Close Proximity to Each Other

SEE RESPONSE NO. 66.

201. What Assurance is There that the USAF WJill Not Revert the
Additional Land at WP in the Future

SEE RESPONSE NO. 67.

202. Why Can't There Be a Housing Density Exception for the USAF

SEE RESPONSE NO. 68.

203. Why Couldn't the USAF Buy a Condominum Project

SEE RESPONSE NO. 66.

204. DEIS Did Not Describe the Cumulative Impacts of Militarization of
the San Pedro Community; Effect of Transience of Military
Personnel on Services

SEE RESPONSE NO. 69.

205. Reasons for Constructing Offbase Housing Are Unclear; Comparative

Analysis of Construction Costs Versus Cost of Purchasing in the

Civilian Sector

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 66, 70, AND 71.
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206. Introduction of Legislation for State Appropriation to Cover Price
Differential of Housing Construction Cost Versus Civilian Market
Costs

Assemblyman Elder has introduced a bill that would provide for

additional funding for the State Park. Additional funding was

proposed because development of a State Park at WP was going to

require more money than was originally projected. The bill

currently is in the Water, Parks, and Wildlife Committee of the

State Assembly and is not scheduled for hearing. With the

emergency clause, it could be scheduled at any time the

legislature is in session. The bill does not provide funds to pay

the differential between the congressional appropriation for the

USAF housing and the open market price (Mr. Nathan Manske,

Personal Communication, June 23, 1986).

207. Alternatives Involving BP Are Not Consistent with the Best

Interests of San Pedro

The analysis in the DEIS of BP as a potential site for housing was

due to the city of Los Angeles' proposal. The city offered BP to

the USAF to minimize the amount of land used for housing at WP.

BP was originally determined by the USAF not to be a viable site

due to the development of soccer and baseball fields and the

intensive use of these fields by the community (SEE RESPONSE

NO. 3).

208. The City of Los Angeles Is Disappointed That the USAF Gives Very
Little Attention to Alternative Housing Sites, As Well As Housing
Design and Density

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 25 AND 105.

209. Significant Use of WP for Housing Would Eliminate Any Opportunity
for a City or State Park

SEE RESPONSE NO. 10.
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210. The Proposed San Pedro Specific Plan and the City of Los Angeles
Designates WP as a Recreational Area

The current recreational opportunities at 14P are limited due to

the fencing and locked gates. There has been little recreational

development of WP by the city as required in the transfer deed.

The only development at WP has been the establishment of a

community garden which could be relocated to another area on WP at

minimal expense or disruption to users. The proposed housing will

not eliminate the use of the remaining 124 acres of state, city,

and county land as a recreational resource. SEE RESPONSE

NO. 10.

211. USAF Should Follow the Direction of Congress as Indicated in the
Appropriation and Work With the City to Resolve This Issue

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 13 AND 153.

212. DEIS Only Addresses Local Regional Recreational Needs Not State
and National Recognized Outdoor Deficiencies

SEE RESPONSE NO. 186.

213. DEIS Gives Distorted View of Capabilities of the State Park
System; No Such Thing as a Regional State Park

SEE RESPONSE NO. 10.

214. Many Types and Sizes of State Park Units; "State Parks" by
Definition Consist of Relatively Spacious Areas

SEE RESPONSE NO. 10.

215. DEIS Fails to Acknowledge the City of Los Angeles' Offer on
9 Acres at WP

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 14, 30, AND 38.

The city has offered 9 acres at WP and 22 acres at BP; however,

there are not 31 acres available for construction. The city

indicates that only 5 or 6 of the 9 acres offered at WP are on

level terrain and are buildable, and the geotechnical surveys of
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BP indicate that only 16.5 acres are buildable. Therefore,

although the city's proposal for this alternative as a split site

requires reversion of 31 ak.res, only 21 or 22 acres are

buildable.

216. The DEIS Neglects to Provide the Land Use Standard Used in

Evaluation of Alternative Sites

Compatibility with adjacent land use was one of the five criteria

used to evaluate the feasibility of constructing the housing on

alternative sites. These criteria are listed on p. 3-5 of the

DEIS. The USAF expressed nonconcurrence with the use of 9 acres

at WP due to incompatibility of density with adjacent existing

neighborhoods (Table 3.5-1; p. 3-20 of the DEIS). The Proposed

Action was selected in order to construct thL housing development

in a manner compatible with existing adjacent density.

217. The DEIS Fails to Acknowledge That Paleontological as Well as
Archaeological Mitigation Would Be Required Regardless of Which
Site is Chosen

The DEIS acknowledged that archaeological/historical surveys were

being performed and that preliminary results from these surveys

have identified potentially significant sites on the Proposed

Action and each of the alternatives that would require mitigation.

Table 2 (pp. vii to ix) depicted the relative level of impacts

associated with the Proposed Action and the eight alternatives on

paleontological, archaeological, and historical resources.

Section 3.6 (pp. 3-32 to 3-49) described these impacts. As

indicated in the DEIS, alternatives involving BP (B, C, D, and H)

have a higher level for impact on paleontological resources due to

the shallow depths of the Altamira Shale Strata as described on

p. 3-46 and shown in Table 2 (p. viii) of the DEIS. The Proposed

Action and Alternatives C and F are considered to have relatively

higher levels of potential impacts on potentially significant

historical/archaeological sites.
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Mitigative archaeological/historical measures were described in

Section 6.14 (pp. 6-9 to 6-10 of the DEIS). These measures

include coordination with state and Federal agencies, monitoring

of surface cutting activities, and development of contingency

plans in the event of an emergency discovery of a site during

construction. SEE RESPONSE NO. 1. Section 6.3 (p. 6-3) of

the DEIS summarized mitigative measures to minimize adverse

impacts on potential paleontological resources. These included

monitoring by a qualified paleontologist of all surface cutting

activities that will cut into the Altamira Shale and provisions

for halting or redirecting surface grading activities in the event

significant fossils are identified.

218. Concern for Protection of WP as Part of the Pacific Flyway for
Migratury Birds

Although bird migration may be observed throughout much of the

State of California, the majority of migratory activity occurs

along well-defined corridors. Migration corridors may include

coastlines, mountain ridges, valleys, and riverbottoms. These

physical features provide landmarks for visual orientation and

supply important resources such as food, water, and protective

cover.

Major corridors in California include the eastern edge of the

Sierra Nevada Mountains, the Central Valley area, and the Pacific

Coast (see Figure 3-3). The WP area of Southern California is not

within a major corridor used by land birds. Shore birds and

pelagic (open ocean) species found on the Pacific coast corridor

generally utilize resources associated with marine wetland

habitats including beaches, bogs, marshes, and other estuaries.

The use of WP as a landing area for migratory birds was

investigated by Dr. Michael Recht. His complete report on the

subject is included in Appendix D and his findings are summarized

as follows:
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MAJOR BIRD MIGRATION CORRIDORS
IN CALIFORNIA

SOURCES: Cogswell, 1977; ESE, 1986.
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1. Few trees are present at the site that could provide

sufficient cover or habitat for migrating species;

2. The lack of standing or free water greatly reduces the

attractiveness of the park for migrating water fowl;

3. The grassland areas are disked for fire suppression each year

to reduce fuel loads and control weed growth;

4. The expansive nature of the underlying soil inhibits growth of

larger shrubs, further maintaining a grassland habitat; and

5. Historically, as a former military installation, the area of

WP does not appear to have maintained significant populations

of migrant birds.

In addition, people walk dogs that are often not on leashes on the

WP area. Utilization of WP by migratory birds is minimal due to

the factors presented above. SEE RESPONSE NO. 55.

219. WP Is the Only Coastal State Park Between the Ventura County
Border and the Orange County Border

SEE RESPONSE NO. 49.

220. California Coastal Commission Determined the Proposed Housing Is
Inconsistent with the Coastal Act; If Land Is Used for Housing a
State Park Is Not Feasible

The California Coastal Commission's inconsistency statement was

applicable to the original Proposed Action in the July 1984

Environmental Assessment of 50 acres on the terraces along Western

Ave. The Proposed Action in the DEIS concerns 40 acres along

Paseo del Mar in the southeast portion of WP. SEE RESPONSE

NO. 10.

221. WP Task Force Concluded that There Is More Than Enough Land to
Provide for Both the Housing and Recreational Uses

SEE RESPONSE NO. 10.
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222. DEIS Did Not Address the Educational Resource Value of WP

SEE RESPONSE NO. 193.

223. DEIS Did Not Include Project Costs

SEE RESPONSE NO. 25.

224. DEIS Did Not Include Cost for Demolition of Existing Facilities at

UFM; Relationship Between Cleanup of Materials at WP and UFM

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 17, 61, AND 62.

DOD funding for the IRP is for identification and control of

hazardous materials resulting from past disposal operations.

These funds are not a part of the housing appropriation. IRP

funds would not be used to pay for the demolition of the existing

structures at UFM; funds for demolition of structures would come

from the housing appropriation. If hazardous materials are

identified at BP or UFM, cleanup and/or control of these materials

would occur regardless of whether or not these sites are selected

for the proposed USAF housing.

225. DEIS Did Not Provide a Comprehensive Survey of Wildlife at WP

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 55 AND 183.

226. Housing Is a Problem for USAF Personnel

The housing allowance (BAQ and VHA) for military members is not

sufficient to cover the high cost of housing in the Los Angeles/

Orange County area. As indicated on pp. 1-5 through 1-10 of the

DEIS, military personnel are accepting substandard housing or

driving long distances rather than absorbing the $500 to

$600/month shortfall for housing. For this reason, LA.FS is

experiencing reluctance of personnel to accept assignment to this

area.
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227. Housing Problem Is Not Unique to USAF; It Is a Problem for Navy,

Marine, and Army Personnel

The Navy also is experiencing a housing deficit and, as described

in the DEIS (pp. 1-15 and 1-16), is in the process of planning

housing construction in this area. The Navy has taken action with

the city and plans to construct housing at Suang-Na Village. An

Environmental Assessment was recently prepared and construction is

scheduled to begin in January 1987.

228. The Construction of USAF Housing Is Not Going to Solve the USAF
Housing Problem

SEE RESPONSE wo. 70.

229. Housing Is Not a National Defense Need

SEE RESPONSE NO. 65.

230. All Land with Reversionary Clause Would Be Used for Housing in the
Interest of National Defense

SEE RESPONSE NO. 67.

231. The California Coastal Commission Voted Unanimously Against the
Housing Project

SEE RESPONSE NO. 220.

232. Use of WP Tidal Area for Science Studies

SEE RESPONSE NO. 193.

233. Use of Upland Areas of WP for Science Studies

The proposed housing development would be located in the area of

WP that is occupied by the former NIKE facilities. The construc-

tion of these NIKE facilities, including launchers and underground

missile storage silos, initially disturbed the natural environment

at WP. In addition, disking of the site for fire control has

disturbed natural vegetation and reduced animal habitats on the

site. The housing development on the lower 40 acres would not

impact the remaining 75 acres of upland WP, including the sloped
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areas upper terraces. In addition, the oceanfront areas contain

tidal pools, and the overlooking bluffs south of Paseo del Mar

would not be impacted. Approximately 124 acres of combined

oceanfront and upland area would still be available for natural

science field trips by local schools (SEE RESPONSE NO. 193).

234. DEIS is Deficient in Its Discussion of the Level of Impact the
Proposed Action Will Have on State Park Development of WP

SEE RESPONSE NO. 10.

235. Statements in the DEIS that Pass Judgment on the Merits of a State
Park at WP

SEE RESPONSE NO. 11.

236. Statements that Lessen the Degree of Objectivity that Exists on
the Part of the USAF in Reviewing Alternative Sitings

SEE RESPONSE NO. 12.

237. Inconsistency Between Housing Density Presented in Alternative D
and that Prepared by the City of Los Angeles

SEE RESPONSE NO. 14.

238. Omission of Statements About Housing Density Compatibility

SEE RESPONSE NO. 15.

239. Limited Scope of Contacts Made Among Citizens Not Associated with
Agencies, Utilities, or Research Organizations

SEE RESPONSE NO. 16.

240. Little Acknowledgement in the DEIS of the Level of Community
Interest Expressed at the Scoping Meeting for Development of a
State Park

SEE RESPONSE NO. 9.

241. The Proposed Action Would Disqualify WP for Development of a State
Park

SEE RESPONSE NO. 10.
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242. Statements in the DEIS that Pass Judgment on the Merits of a State
Park

SEE RESPONSE NO. 11.

243. Statements that Lessen the Degree of Objectivity With Which
Alternative Sites Were Analyzed; Congress Directed the USAF to
Work with the City to Resolve the Issue

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 12 AND 13.

244. Inconsistency Between Housing Density Presented in Alternative D
and that Prepared by the City of Los Angeles

SEE RESPONSE NO. 14.

245. Omission of Statements About Housing Density Compatibility

SEE RESPONSE NO. 15.

246. Limited Scope of Contact Made Among Citizens Not Associated With
Agencies, Utilities, or Research Organizations

SEE RESPONSE NO. 16.

247. No Other Alternative Site for USAF Housing

SEE RESPONSE NO. 25.

248. Last Remaining Coastal Land in the County of Los Angeles

SEE RESPONSE NO. 49.

249. Consider Using a Buildable Area of 36 Acres at UFM

SEE RESPONSE NO. 17.

250. Need Comparable Demolition Costs for UFM and the NIKE Facilities
at WP

SEE RESPONSE NO. 17.
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251. Reasons for Using All of BP or UFM

BP and UFM were not originally considered for this project

precisely because, unlike WP, they had been developed and were in

use. The alternatives evaluation criteria (Section 3.2 in the

DEIS) included the provision (Item No. 4) that the candidate site

is not already committed to other uses. BP and UFM were

originally determined by the USAF not to be viable sites due to

their existing use. The inclusion of BP and UFM as alternative

sites and their consideration in the DEIS analysis was due to the

city of Los Angeles' proposal. These sites were proposed by the

city to conserve as much land at WP as possible for park

development.

252. Relocation of Ballfields at BP; Negotiate With the City

The city has stated that it expeots the USAF to construct

replacement facilities but has not offered a site. The USAF has

indicated that it will contribute to the cost of replacement

fields on land provided by the city, provided there are sufficient

funds remaining after the contracts for construction are let and

the construction cost of the housing to the government is

reasonably fixed. No funds for replacement fields are included in

the project budget, because no funds were needed for the WP site.

As originally planned, BP was not considered for the housing due

to its development and current use (SEE RESPONSE NO. 251).

Therefore, unlike the Navy who had money specifically authorized

by Congress for the relocation of those facilities, there is no

such line item in the USAF housing appropriation.

253. DEIS Neglects to Mention the Impact of the Housing on Development
of a State Park at WP

SEE RESPONSE NO. 10.
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254. WP Provides Wildlife Habitat, Food Sources for Predators and
Smaller Birds; Wildlife Habitat Would be Enriched if WP is
Restored with New Vegetation; State Park Would Provide Numerous
Recreational and Educational Opportunities

Biological surveys documented the wildlife resources at WP. As

indicated in the DEIS (p. 5-28), the Proposed Action would involve

housing construction along Paseo del Mar in the southedbc portion

of WP. This area contains the former NIKE launchers and support

facilities (buildings, roadways, utilities, fences, etc.). The

area has been disturbed by the previous construction and periodic

disking for fire control, the development of housing in this area

would be expected to cause little or no significant impact on WP.

SEE RESPONSE NO. 10.

255. Cost of Relocating Ballfields; Replacement of Park Value at WP

Funding for the BP recreational f~acilities was through a state

grant of $422,756 to the city of Los Angeles, with the stipulation

that the city must maintain facilities at the park for a 25-year

period. The city of Los Angeles contributed an additional $60,000

for a total of $482,756. In the event the recreational facilities

are not available for public use, the city must invest an

equivalent amount of the state grant in other recreational

facilities (Mr. Joe Brightbart, Personal Communication, June 23,

1986). SEE RESPONSE NO. 3.

256. Estimates for Utility Costs Seem High

Utility costs ($100 to $300/month) used in the DEIS were derived

from Space Division data for military families stationed at LAAFS

and residing in the Los Angeles/Orange County area. The costs

were scaled according to the size of proposed housing unit (i.e.,

3 or 4 bedrooms) to estimate total housing costs for LAAFS

personnel (Table 1.3-2; p. 1-8).

257. Would USAF Support Removal of the Reversionary Clause from the
Remainder of WP

SEE RESPONSE NO. 67.
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258. DEIS has One Line on the Scoping Hearing

Section 1.5 (pp. 1-20 through 1-23) of the DEIS described the

results of the scoping process. The issues raised through the

public scoping process were summarized in Table 1.5-1 (p. 1-23).

SEE RESPONSE NO. 9.

259. DEIS Doesn't Address Recent Changes in Chamber of Commerce and
Local Homeowner's Position Regarding Housing Compatibility

SEE RESPONSE NO. 15.

260. DEIS Presents Alternatives that the USAF Does Not Concur With

SEE RESPONSE NO. 12.

261. Before the USAF Builds on WP They Must Remove Reversionary Clause
From the Transfer Deeds to the Remaining WP Property and BP

SEE RESPONSE NO. 67.

262. BP is an Important Community Facility; Ideal Location Due to Its
Elevation

Section 4.11.2 (pp. 4-88 and 4-89) of the DEIS describe the

soccer/football field and baseball diamond at BP and the

importance of these fields to the recreation of various local

community groups.

263. Recreational Facilities at BP were Constructed by a Grant from the
State

SEE RESPONSE NO. 255.

264. The Cost of Developing Recreational Facilities at BP was Paid by
the State; City Would Need to Repay the State if Housing Were
Constructed at BP

SEE RESPONSE NO. 255.

265. USAF Would Not Affect Science Students from Using WP; Housing and
a Wildlife Refuge Can Coexist; A State Park With Hundreds of
Visitors Would Disturb Wildlife

SEE RESPONSE NO. 123.
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An environmental analysis for development of a State Park at WP

would be prepared by the State Department ol Parks and Recreation,

and this would address the impact hundreds of daily visitors would

have on the wildlife at WP.

266. No Viable Alternative Selected

SEE RESPONSE NO. 25

267. Impact on Recreational Facilities, Schools, Freeways is

Understated

The Proposed Action and each of the eight alternative development

configurations (A through H) received complete impact analysis in

the DEIS. A comparative analysis of the relative impacts of each

alternative in 37 areas of potential environmental effects was

performed in the DEIS. A comparison of the impacts associated

with the eight alternative configurations is graphically depicted

in Table 2 (p. vii) of the DEIS. Additionally, Section 3.6,

"Comparative Analysis of Environmental Impacts of Proposed Action

and Alternatives (pp. 3-32 through 3-49), describes the

comparative analysis of the alternative configurations. Impacts

that were determined to have either a potentially significant or

adverse effect were designated by a superscript identifier in

Table 2 and were discussed in Section 3.6.

As indicated in Section 3.6.12 (p -- 42) of the DEIS, the impacts

on recreational facilities wre identified, especially the

combination of increased demand and the loss of the existing

actively used recreational facilities associated with alternatives

involving BP and UFM (p. 3-43 of the DEIS).

The impact on schools has received additional analysis in the

FEIS. White Point Elementary School is expected to exceed

capacity by 7 percent during the 1986-87 school year and by

8 percent during the 1987-88 and 1988-89 school years.
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Impacts of the Proposed Action on peak a.m. and p.m. traCfic on

the San Diego Freeway were conducted by the traffic engineer for

this FEIS. "ais analysis is described in detail in Response

N-. 292. For the San Diego Freeway, the Proposed Action would

:epresent a 0.08-percent increase in daily traffic and a

0.54-percent increase in peak-hour traffic. For the Harbor

Freeway, north of the Vincent Thomas Bridge, the Proposed Action

would represent a 2.7-percent increase in daily traffic rnd a

2.2-percent increase in peak-hour traffic.

268. Other Alternatives Within the Metropolitan Los Angeles Area Should

Be Available

SEE RESPONSE NO. 22 (map is submitted as part of Response

No. 22).

269. No Viable Options Presented

The USAF has evaluated more than 45 alternative sites dating back

to the late 1970s. SEE RESPONSE NO. 25.

270. What is Procedure for Comments and Responses?

In accordance with NEPA and CEQ regulations (40 CFR 1500), the

USAF is required to invite comments from Federal, state, and local

agencies on the DEIS before preparing an FEIS. Additionally, the

USAF is required to request comments from the public,

affirmatively soliciting comments from those persons who may be

interested or potentially affected by the action. In accordance

with CEQ regulations, the USAF is required to assess and consider

comments to the DEIS and respond to these comments in the FEIS.

SEE RESPONSE NO. 19.

271. USAF Should Use the Parade Ground at MFM for Additional Housing

The parade ground at MFM is a part of the original 50-acre site

(500 Varas Square) of Fort MacArthur. The parade ground and

adjacent buildings are part of a designated historical district

that is listed in the National Register of Historical Places.
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Construction of housing on the parade ground would be contrary to

Federal regulations (36 CFR 800).

272. Public is Shortchanged on Time for Review of DEIS

THe DEIS was filed with EPA and distributed to the public on

April 3, 1986. The Federal Register notice appeared on April 11,

1986, which initiated the public comment period. The 45-day

comment period as specified in CEQ regulations (40 CFR 1506.10)

ended on May 27, 1986. The USAF accepted comments until June 2,

1986.

273. Community Support at Scoping Meeting for State Park at WP Was Not
Reflected in DEIS

SEE RESPONSE NO. 19.

274. It Was Not Until the July 1984 EA that the Question of USAF Access
to WP or Anywhere in San Pedro was Addressed

As described in Section 1.4 (p. 1-11) of the DEIS, in 1975 Space

Division (then called Space and Missile Systems Organization)

undertook an investigation of WP and UFM for construction of USAF

housing. The U.S. Army had reported these parcels as excess in

1975. The USAF prepared a candidate EIS in 1975 analyzing the

impacts of housing on WP and UFM. This report is Reference No. 85

in the bibliography of the DEIS.

The area known as MFM, where 370 units of USAF family housing was

eventually constructed, was not considered in the 1975 EIS because

at that time it was not proposed for excessing by the Army. When

it became clear that MFM would also be excessed by the Army, the

USAF suspended its plans for housing on either WP or UFM, and the

City and County of Los Angeles began to actively consider use of

WP and UFM.
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275. Security Question Regarding All USAF Officers Being Housed at One
Location

Security measures are more easily implemented and are more

cost-effective when military personnel are housed at a single

location.

276. State Park Plans for WP are Vaguely Addressed in the DEIS

SEE RESPONSE NO. 10.

277. Housing Development Would Not Have Public Access

The housing development would be fenced for security purposes. As

indicated on p. 5-85 of the DEIS, Alternative A would include

joint use USAF/community recreational facilities (a 5- to 7-acre

athletic field). The Proposed Action and other alternatives would

not include athletic fields due to limited amount of land.

Vegetation would be included in landscaping plans to provide a

scenic buffer between the 40-acre Proposed Action development and

the remaining 75 acres of WP. The fencing around the housing

development would not affect public access to the 75 acres at WP,

or the combined 49 acres at Royal Palms State Beach, the county

property along the coast at WP, and the upland county land south

of Paseo del Mar. Currently, public access to WP is limited

because the entire 115-acre parcel is fenced and has locked gates.

278. Will USAF Coexist at WP with a State Park

The USAF housing at WP does not preclude the development of a

park. The USAF believes that the housing and a city- or

state-managed park can co-exist at WP (SEE RESPONSE NOS. 8 AND

10).

279. Would USAF Support the Removal of the Reversionary Clause on the
Remaining Property at WP

The USAF has stated that it would support the city's efforts to

have the reversionary clause removed from the Deed of Transfer

(SEE RESPONSE NO. 67).
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280. Will USAF Enter into Serious Negotiations with the City, State,

and Community Representatives

SEE RESPONSE NO. 153.

281. USAF Should Interact with Public Regarding the Various Concerns of
the Community Prior to Publication of the FEIS

SEE RESPONSE NO. 280.

282. USAF is Not Listening to the Concerns of the Community

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 9, 19, AND 153.

283. Community Support for State Park at WP is not Adequately Reflected
in the DEIS

SEE RESPONSE NO. 9.

284. DEIS Statement that if USAF no LQnger Needed the Housing the Land

Could Theoretically be Returned to its Existing Seminatural Open
State; Abandoned Military Housing is Required to be First Offered
to the Community for Low Income Housing

The USAF is aware of the requirement to offer military housing as

low income housing if it is no longer needed for military

personnel. The statement made in the DEIS (pp. xii and 8-1) that

the land could theoretically be returned to its previous semi-open

state refers to the fact that the housing will have a finite time

for any type of use based on its structural condition. The BP

site is a useful parallel example. The former Navy housing at the

site was removed because it was no longer useful and the site has

been returned to its previous open state.

285. Public Use of USAF Recreational Facilities

SEE RESPONSE NO. 277.

286. Geologic and Soil Stability for Residential Development

The geologic and soil stabilities of the WP site are considera-

tions which the USAF has given much attention. A detailed field

investigation and testing program was conducted by Woodward-Clyde
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Consultants to provide data required for preparation of the DEIS.

The Woodward-Clyde Consultants soils report is summarized in the

DEIS in Sections 4.2 and 5.2.

The soils report indicates that there are no serious limitations

for the Proposed Action or any of the alternatives. It does

indicate that the geologic conditions will need to be considered

in the planning and design of the development to ensure that the

grading results in stable conditions. A total of 302 test borings

and pits were spaced at one to three per acre at WP to determine,

in detail, the site characteristics. The tuff layer that was

suspected of causing the landslide problems at the Portugese Bend

area was not identified at WP.

287. WP is Located Along the Migratory Flyway Path of Birds

SEE RESPONSE NO. 218.

288. 170 Housing Units Divided by 40 Acres Yields Lot Sizes of a
Quarter of An Acre Each

The 40-acre parcel of the Proposed Action is the total acreage

available. This would include space for streets, parking,

sidewalks, common areas such as recreational facilities (e.g.,

tennis courts), and utility systems, as well as the houses and

individual lots. If it is assumed that approximately 30 percent

of the 40-acre parcel is used for streets and other common areas,

28 acres would remain for houses. This results in 6 houses per

acre or lot sizes of one sixth of acre each. SEE RESPONSE

NO. 154.

289. Impact of Declining Interest Rates of Ability of USAF Personnel to
Purchase Housing in the Private Sector

SEE RESPONSE NO. 175.
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290. Quantification of Air Quality Impacts

The existing air quality environment and the impacts are discussed

in detail and quantified in Sections 4.5.2 and 5.5, respectively,

of the DEIS.

In Section 5.5, the impacts are distinguished into two types:

short term and long term. Short-term impacts are related

primarily to construction activity, including construction

equipment exhaust emissions and emission of fugitive dust due to

site preparation. Long-term impacts are those associated with

increases in traffic and natural gas consumption. Each of these

is quantified by use of emissions factors and other available

data. The project-related contributions are compared to the

existing environment on a local and regional basis. Increases in

daily emissions are anticipated wo range from 0.02 to 0.04 percent

in the region and 1 to 3 percent locally (south San Pedro).

291. Quantification of Stormwater Runoff Volume and Pollutant Loading

The existing surface water environment and the impacts of the

Proposed Action are discussed in detail and quantified in

Sections 4.7 and 5.7, respectively, of the DEIS. Evaluation of

impacts includes both runoff volumes and water quality.

Several separate watersheds are involved in the evaluation of the

Proposed Action and alternatives. Impacts are, therefore,

quantified for individual basins and also the overall impacts to

the receiving coastal waters. Culvert and storm sewer information

was collected from the city engineering department and through

field inspections. Runoff volume impacts for a 10-year, 24-hour

storm were quantified. Water quality impacts were evaluated on an

annual basis using land-use-related pollutant loading data from

the recently completed National Urban Runoff Pollutant study by

EPA. An increase in pollutant loading of 1.5 percent was

calculated for the Proposed Action when compared to the total

existing loading.
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292. Impacts on the Regional Transportation System (Harbor and San
Diego Freeways)

Discussions of the local and San Pedro area existing transpor-

tation system and impacts are included in Sections 4.13 and 5.13,

respectively, and the complete traffic study report is included in

Appendix H of the DEIS. Quantification of the impacts of the

Proposed Action and Alternatives, on the Harbor (I-110) and San

Diego (1-405) Freeways, has been completed. This traffic

information is included in Appendix C of the FEIS and is

summarized in the following paragraph.

Data were presented in the DEIS which indicate that 85 percent of

the USAF personnel can be expected to car pool for the drive to

and from the Space Division offices by way of the Harbor Freeway,

San Diego Freeway, or other routes. The number of trips on these

routes generated by the Proposed Action or any alternatives is

small compared to the system capacity and impacts of other

development in the region. The impacts on the San Pedro area

system were determined to result in no reduction of the level of

service and no significant percentage increase in total traffic.

The relative impacts on the larger regional system would be less.

Project traffic would represent a 2.7-percent increase in daily

traffic and a 2.2-percent increase in peak-hour traffic on the

Harbor Freeway north of Vincent Thomas Bridge. For the San Diego

Freeway, the Proposed Action would represent a 0.08-percent

increase in daily traffic and a 0.54-percent increase in peak-hour

traffic.

293. Summarize Findings of Geotechnical Investigations

The geotechnical report prepared by Woodward Clyde Consultants is

summarized in the discussion presented in Sections 4.2 and 5.2 of

the DEIS. The primary geological/geotechnical concerns related to

the Proposed Action and alternatives include stability of the

soils against sliding induced by construction grading, erosion,

earthquakes, etc., and the stability of the expansive soils that

exist in the area of WP.
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The Woodward Clyde Consultants report indicates that none of these

factors present serious problems to the Proposed Action or any

alternative. In addition, the volcanic tuff layer, which was

reported to have been the primary plane of weakness for the

Portugese Bend landslide, was not found at WP to the depth

investigated in the survey. The location, size, and orientation

of cuts must be considered in the site layout and design. Any

expansive soils located immediately under each structure will need

to be excavated between 3 and 5 ft, based on site-specific

characteristics. The sites involved did not possess unusual or

unsafe geologic characteristics.

294. Address Expansive Soils and the Affect on Stability of Housing

As indicated in Sections 4.2 and 5.2 of the DEIS, the WP, BP, and

UFM sites are covered with soils that have been determined to be

highly expansive by the site-specific geotechnical investigations.

These soils will need to be removed offsite and replaced with

engineered fill from offsite sources in areas of foundations,

roadways, and vehicle parking. Following rough grading

operations, soil removal to a depth of 4 to 5 ft in areas of

foundations and roadways will occur. These soils will be disposed

of offsite. Both the rough grading and soil removal operations

will involve pan graders, bulldozers, dump trucks, etc. The

replacement, engineered fill, will be brought in from offsite and

deposited in i-ft increments, followed by compaction with rollers,

packers, etc. Building foundations and roadways will then be

constructed on the fill.

295. Date and Time of Traffic Data

The traffic study discussed in Sections 4.13 and 5.13 utilized

daily traffic data collected by the City of Los Angeles for

several road segments in the San Pedro area. These data represent

average !aily traffic volumes and are the most up-to-date

information available from the city. The data are collected by
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297. Paseo del Mar is a Two-Lane Road in the WP Area; Not a Four-Lane

Road as Reported

As given in the DEIS (Section 4.13.1; p. 4-99), Paseo del Mar is

correctly identified as a 2-lane road along the southerly boundary

of the site. The July 1984 Environmental Assessment incorrectly

identified Paseo del Mar as a 4-lane road in the vicinity of WP.

298. Potential for Earthquake at the Site

As described in the DEIS in Section 5.2.1.4 (pp. 5-8 and 5-9), no

significant seismic hazards which suggest that the Proposed Action

is exposed to more potential damage from seismic events than the

surrounding areas were identified. No known active faults cross

WP. The closest mapped fault, the Cabrillo fault, is located at

the base of the northeast facing slope that borders BP. This

fault does not appear to have had significant seismic activity in

the past 500,000 years. Although minor shifting could conceivably

occur in response to rupture on the Cabrillo fault if it were to

become active, it is anticipated that these displacements would

not impose a significant threat to the housing development. The

most likely seismic hazard that will impact the site will be due

to seismic shaking generated by rupture on regional active faults

such as the Palos Verdes or San Adreas faults. The risk of damage

from seismic activity on these regional faults is comparable to

many other areas of Southern California. Liquefaction due to

seismic shaking is not considered a hazard due to deep ground

water at the site and the cohesive nature of the soils. The

complete results of the geotechnical investigations at WP and BP

can be obtained from the USAF.

299. Architecture of the USAF Housing at MFM is Disappointing

Design and construction of housing is the responsibility of the

Directorate of Acquisition Engineering at LAAFS. The principal

objective is to provide the best possible family housing for the

funds that ere appropriated by Congress. The housing

appropriation is the minimum amount to provide adequate housing
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the city at various locations on an ongoing basis, and data at a

particular location may be from a previous year. The accuracy of

the data collection program and impact analysis do not warrant

obtaining traffic counts for use in this study.

An intersection capacity utilization (ICU) analysis which provides

a measure of the level of service at peak usage, is also provided.

The traffic engineering consultants, Weston Pringle and

Associates, collected peak-hour traffic data in 1984 at the

intersection of Western Ave. and 25th St., a primary signalized

intersection in the vicinity of WP and BP. Those peak-hour

traffic data were used in the ICU analysis presented in the DEIS.

296. Copy of the DEIS not Found in San Pedro Library

The DEIS was distributed to the p•ublic on April 3, 1986. At that

time, the local libraries were mailed a copy of the DEIS. These

are as follows (see Section 11.0 of the DEIS):

Library City

1. San Pedro Regional Branch Libary San Pedro
2. Public Library (Civic Center Branch) Torrance
3. Public Library (Main) Long Beach
4. Los Angeles Harbor College Library Wilmington
5. California State University

Dominguez Hills Library Carson
6. County of Los Angeles, Dominguez

Branch Public Library Long Beach
7. City of Rancho Palos Verdes,

Miratestie Branch Library Rancho Palos Verdes
8. City of Los Angeles Main

Public Library Los Angeles
9. University of California at

Los Angeles Library Long Beach
10. California State University,

Long Beach Library Long Beach
II. City of Rancho Palos Verdes

Peninsula City Branch Library Ranchos Palos Verdes

The cover letter attached to the DEIS requested that the library

place the report in the Government Publications Section of each

library. No DEIS reports were returned to the USAF by the Postal

Service, so it was assumed that all the reports were received.
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for 170 families. Nevertheless, the USAF civil engineering staff

takes great pride in the design and construction of the best

possible facilities considering the funds appropriated. The civil

engineering staff recently received design awards from

professional engineering organizations for several of their

recently completed projects.

300. USAF is not Listening to the Concerns of the People

SEE RESPONSE NOS. 9, 19, AND 153.
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4.0 CORRECTION TO THE DRAFT ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACT STATEMENT

The following corrections are applicable to the Draft Environmental

Impact Statement, Air Force, Space Division, Housing Project, San Pedro,

California, April 1986.

Page 1-1, Line 12, Change EA to EIS.

Page 1-4, Line 9, Change No. 2. Minimum footage based on rank;" to read

No. 2. Minimum square footage based on number of bedrooms (subminimum

square footage not inadequate except in unusual circumstances);"

Page 1-4, Line 14, Change No. 6. Rent/mortgage plus utilities must be

within Basic Allowance for Quarters (BAQ) plus any Variable Housing

Allowance* (VHA) for area; and" to read No. 6. Rent/mortgage plus

utilities must not exceed Basic Allowance for Quarters (BAQ) plus any

Variable Housing Allowance* (VHA) for area by more than maximum monthly

housing cost above allowances (MAHC herein); and"

Page 1-4, Line 17, Change No. 7. Unit must be within a 1-hour or less

commuting distance from duty station." to read No. 7. Unit must be

within 30 miles and a 1-hour or less commuting distance from duty

station."

Page 1-5, Line 15, Change "The BAQ plus the VHA is the maximum housing

allowance which is set by Congress and establishes the cost that

military personnel can afford to pay for housing (including utilities)

without experiencing financial hardship." to read "The BAQ plus the VHA

is the maximum housing allowance. The maximum monthly housing cost

above allowances (MAHC) establishes the additional cost that military

personnel can afford to pay for housing (including utilities) without

experiencing financial hardship."
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Page 1-5, Line 25, Change "The determination of suitable housing is

based on three factors:" to read "The determination of unsuitable

housing is based on three factors:"

Page 1-5, Line 27, Change No. 1. Commuting distance (i.e., greater than

a 1-hour drive at peak traffic conditions);" to read No. 1. Commuting

distance (i.e., greater than 30 miles or a 1-hour drive at peak traffic

conditions);"

Page 1-5, Line 29, Change No. 2. Substandard conditions (i.e.,

incomplete utilities, structural conditions, number of bedrooms,

inadequate square footage, poor neighborhood); and" to read No. 2.

Substandard conditions (i.e., incomplete utilities, structural

conditions, number of bedrooms, inadequate square footage in combination

with unusual circumstances, poor neighborhood); and"

Page 3-5, Line 5, Change No. I. Site must be within an average 1-hour

commuting distance." to read No. I. Site must be within a 1-hour

commuting distance during rush hour and not exceed 30 miles.

Page 4-65, Line 7, Change 62,336 to 65,083.

Page 4-66, Line 10, Change 62,004 to 62,336.

Page 4-90, Line 26, Change primary to secondary.

Page 4-95, Line 30, Change Los Angeles County to Terminal Island

Treatment Plant.

Page 4-98, Line 3, Change Los Angeles County Sanitation District No. 2

to Terminal Island Treatment Plant.

Page 5-80, Line 20, Impacts have been revised such that the project will

impact White Point Elementary School by exceeding capacity by 7 percent
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during the 1986-87 school year and by 8 per:ent during the 1987-88 and

1988-89 school years. See discussion in Response No. 48.

Page 5-104, Line 22, Change 2.9 increase to "2.9 percent" increase.

Page 5-111, Line 16, Change "Launches" to Launchers".

Page 13-1, Line 12, Change "Degreee" to "Degree."

Page 13-3, Line 26, Change "Enginering" to Engineering."

Pages E-28 and E-29, The keys to these photographs are transposed. The

key shown on Page E-28 should be on Page E-29 and vice-versa.
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5.0 LIST OF PREPARERS

ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE AND ENGINEERING, INC.

Charles D. Hendry, Ph.D.
Warren Pandorf, P.E.
Donald W. Ingram, P.E.
Jack D. Doolittle
John R. Maxwell
Melissa D. Stewart
Kathleen A. Civitarese

REYNOLDS, SMITH, AND HILLS, INC.

Richard A. Zwolak
John F. Romero

WESTON PRINGLE AND ASSOCIATES,
TRAFFIC AND TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING

Weston S. Pringle, P.E.

CONSULTING VERTEBRATE BIOLOGISTS

Michael A. Recht, Ph.D.
Paul Sonnenfeld

ENTOMOLOGICAL CONSULTING SERVICES

Richard A. Arnold, Ph.D.

PALEONTOLOGICAL CONSULTING SERVICES

John D. Cooper, Ph.D.
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APPENDIX A

INDIVIDUALS, GROUPS, PUBLIC OFFICIALS,
AND AGENCIES WHO RECEIVED COPIES OF THE FINAL REPORT

The following elected officials, agencies, groups, and individuals have
received a copy of this final EIS:

City and State
Elected Official/Agency/ (State is California, unless

Group/Individual designated otherwise)

Elected Officials, Agencies, Groups

Honorable Alan Cranston, U.S. Senator Los Angeles
Honorable Pete Wilson, U.S. Senator San Diego
Honorable Glenn Anderson, Member, Long Beach

U.S. House of Representatives
Honorable Mel Levine, Member, Los Angeles

U.S. House of Representatives
Honorable Dan Langren, Member Long Beach

U.S. House of Representatives
Honorable Robert Beverly, San Pedro
California Senate

Honorable Joan Milke-Flores, San Pedro
Councilwoman, 15th District

Honorable Gerald Felando, Torrance
California Assembly

Honorable Dave Elder, Long Beach
California Assembly

Honorable Tom Bradley, Mayor of the Los Angeles
City of Los Angeles

Honorable Deane Dana, Supervisor, Los Angeles
Fourth District, Los Angeles County

U.S. Department of Interior,
Office of Environmental Project Review San Francisco

U.S. Department of Interior,
Fish and Wildlife Service Laguna Niguel

U.S. Department of Interior,
Bureau of Indian Affairs Riverside

U.S. Department of Interior,
Bureau of Indian Affairs Sacramento

U.S. Department of Interior,
National Park Service,
Interagency Archeological Service San Francisco

U.S. Department of Interior,
Office of the Secretary Washington, D.C.

U.S. Department of Interior
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service-
Western Region Portland, OR
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City and State
Elected Official/Agency/ (State is California, unless

Group/Individual designated otherwise)

Elected Officials, Agencies, Groups (Continued)

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency,
Region IX San Francisco

U.S. Environmental Protection Agency Washington, D.C.
U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,

Endangered Species Office Sacramento
Department of Army, Los Angeles
District Corps of Engineers Los Angeles

Dr. Vance Grant, Federal Department
of Education

Advisory Council on Historical
Preservation, Western Office Golden, CO

Mr. Andy Jones, Army-Air Force
Exchange Service (AAFES) Dallas, TX

Mr. Charles Odom, Headquarters
Air Force Commissaries (AFCOM) Kelly AFB, TX

Mr. Steve Glover, U.S. Army COE,
Huntsville District Huntsville, AL

Major Clark, Air Force Space Command Peterson AFB, CO
Mr. Jerry Hemstock, Long Beach Naval

Housing Office San Bruno
California Department of Transportation Los Angeles
California Department of Fish and Game Long Beach
California Department of Conservation Sacramento
California Department of Water Resources Sacramento
State Coastal Conservancy Oakland
Governor's Office,.State of California Sacramento
California Department of Fish

and Game Sacramento
Brian Farris, Southern California
Air Quality Management District El Monte

Resource Agency of California Sacramento
California State Historic
Preservation Office Sacramento

California State Clearing House,
Office of Planning and Research Sacramento

California Native Plant Society Sacramento
Mr. Anthony Allen Ulm, Deputy Regional
Director, California State Park System Los Angeles

Mr. James Hadaway, Department of Parks
and Recreation Los Angeles

California Department of Parks and
Recreation Sacramento

California Coastal Commission San Francisco
California Department of Fish and Game Sacramento
California Resources Agency Sacramento
Southern California Association Los Angeles
of Governments
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City and State
Elected Official/Agency/ (State is California, unless

Group/Individual designated otherwise)

Elected Officials, Agencies, Groups (Continued)

Robert Moore, Dept of Beaches and
Harbors Marina Del Rey

Mike Lansing, Mary Star of the San Pedro
Sea High School

Principal, Dana Jr. High School San Pedro
San Pedro Regional Branch Library San Pedro
Public Library (Civic Center Branch) Torrance
Public Library (Main) Long Beach
Los Angeles Harbor College Library Wilmington
California State University

Dominguez Hills Library Carson
County of Los Angeles, Dominguez

Branch Public Library Long Beach
City of Rancho Palos Verdes,
Miratestie Branch Library Rancho Palos Verdes

City of Los Angeles Main
Public Library Los Angeles

University of California at
Los Angeles Library Long Beach

California State University,
Long Beach Library Long Beach

City of Rancho Palos Verdes
Peninsula City Branch Library Rancho Palos Verdes

Inspector Parker, Harbor Division
Fire Dept. Los Angeles

Cpt. McVey, Harbor Division Police Dept. Los Angeles
Larry Friedman, Planning Dept. Los Angeles
Joe Aki, Dept. of Water and Power Los Angeles
Lee Pitman, Harbor District Engineering San Pedro
Richard Julio, Engineering Dept. Los Angeles
George Binder, San Pedro Planning San Pedro
Bob Campbell, Los Angeles City Parks Los Angeles
Jack Upchurch, San Pedro Building Dept. San Pedro
Mr. Sam Botwin, Los Angeles City San Pedro
Planning Commission

American Legion Auxiliary Unit 65 San Pedro
Downtown Merchant's Association San Pedro
Kiwanis Club of San Pedro San Pedro
Lions Club of San Pedro San Pedro
Rotary Club of San Pedro San Pedro
San Pedro Coordination Council San Pedro
San Pedro Optimist Club San Pedro
San Pedro Chamber of Commerce San Pedro
Izaak Walton League San Pedro
Little Sisters of the Poor San Pedro
AYSO San Pedro League San Pedro
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City and State
Elected Official/Agency! (State is California, unless

Group/Individual designated otherwise)

Elected Officials, Agencies, Groups (Continued)

Retired Officer's Association Long Beach
Point Fermin Residents Association San Pedro
South Bay Area Chamber of Commerce Los Angeles
South Shores Homeowners Association San Pedro
Reverend Art Bartlett, San Pedro's San Pedro

Honorary Mayor
John J. Resich, Jr., A Professional San Pedro

Corp.
Mr. Paul Nevans, San Pedro Peninsula

Chamber of Commerce San Pedro
Mr. John R. Schnore, South Bay
Association of Chamber of Commerce San Pedro

Sierra Club-Palos Verdes-South Bay Group Palos Verdes Peninsula
Paul Mitchell, Carl Karcher Enterprises Anaheim
Harbor Area Peace Committee San Pedro
Keith B. Kannard, Armed Forces

Communications and Electronics
Association Thousand Oaks

Sylvia Benko, American Association of
University Women San Pedro

Mary Jane Abare, Regional Research
Institute of Southern California Los Angeles

Ed Goldstein, Rockwell International El Segundo
Alex Pina, Pacific Bell Torrance
Herb Johnson, Southern California Gas Co. Compton
John Dehjan, Terminal Island WWTP San Pedro

Individuals

A. Lisa Alegria Carson
James P. Allen San Pedro
Arthur H. Almeida San Pedro
Mr. Dick Anderson San Pedro
Bob Andrew Long Beach
Ms. Martha Angevine San Pedro
John Ara San Pedro
Dodie Bahrans-Meister Sherman Oaks
Mr. John Barbieri San Pedro
Mr. Tony Barnard San Pedro
Jim Bassler San Pedro
Peter P. Beardsley Redondo Beach
Mr. Edwart T. Bobak San Pedro
Gregory D. Boutte San Pedro
Robert Jay or Ellen C. Bryant San Pedro
Delores J. Braden Torrance
Chris Budinsky San Pedro
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City and State
Elected Official/Agency/ (State is California, unless

Group/Individual designated otherwise)

Mr. Vince Budrovich San Pedro
Mrs. Dorothea Carlson San Pedro
Dick Chenoweth San Pedro
Idalia Chestnut Carson
J. Cichon San Pedro
Kathy Comparsi San Pedro
Geoff Condon San Pedro
Patricia A. Condon Rancho Palos Verdes
Bonnie M. Christensen San Pedro
Alexander B. Crampton, M.D. San Pedro
F.T. Commings San Pedro
Ms. Ann D'Amato Los Angeles
Lt. Col. Terry L. Dake Santa Monica
Marilyn Dalton San Pedro
Nancy Dewey San Pedro
Steve Dillow Torrance
Donna M. DiRocco San Pedro
Frances Dastarae San Pedro
John L. Dewey San Pedro
C.J. Dorrenbacher Huntington Beach
Esther Drake San Pedro
Herb Dugger San Pedro
Warren Emery San Pedro
Richard Esposito Palos Verdes Peninsula
Evelyn Eversole San Pedro
Mr. and Mrs. William Farrell San Pedro
Avanell Farrell San Pedro
R.W. Fellows San Pedro
Ms. Rose Fobrich San Pedro
Mrs. Thelma-Jo FuDay San Pedro
Mrs. M. Gabelich San Pedro
Jerry Gaines San Pedro
Mr. Lilio E. Gattoni San Pedro
John Gault San Pedro
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Gay San Pedro
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Gehling San Pedro
Howard Geiger San Pedro
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Goldstone San Pedro
Joseph Gorman Rancho Palos Verdes
Yolanda Grolle' San Pedro
Roger Groth San Pedro
0. and Vernette C. Guinn San Pedro
T. William Guinn San Pedro
Mr. Jacob J.W. Gutherree San Pedro
Alek Haidos San Pedro
Vernon E. Hall San Pedro
R.A. Hartlinian San Pedro
James E. Hathaway San Pedro
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City and State
Elected Official/Agency/ (State is California, unless

Group/Individual designated otherwise)

Carl M. Hatelid San Pedro
Kevin M. Healy San Pedro
W. Fred Heilig San Pedro
Mr. and Mrs. Peter Heintz San Pedro
Grace Heyne San Pedro
Ed Hibsman Rancho Palos Verdes
Paul L. Hinton San Pedro
Jack P. Holt San Pedro
Ronald Hoppel San Pedro
Inez Howard San Pedro
Ms. Grace A. Hoxworth San Pedro
Richard Hubacek Palos Verdes r insula
Mr. James D. Hurt Los Angeles
J.P. Hurdle San Pedro
Michael Jackson Redondo Beach
Steve Jacques San Pedro
Don Jones San Pedro
Mario or Vesna Juravich San Pedro
Eric Kamien San Pedro
Lloyd Karch San Pedro
Melody Kawamoto San Pedro
P.H. Keil San Pedro
D. Kimm San Pedro
Mrs. Ilse Kirste San Pedro
S. Klizusner San Pedro
John Kopczak San Pedro
John J. Kordich San Pedro
J.B. or Norma Lamascus San Pedro
Robert S. Lamond Long Beach
Claudia Lane San Pedro
Ms. Lois Knight Larue Rancho Palos Verdes
Clarann Levakis Long Beach
John Leventis San Pedro
Nick Lincir San Pedro
Lt. Jeff Lindsey San Pedro
Rilee Lindquist Playa del Rey
Maj. Kirk Links San Pedro
E. Lustgarten San Pedro
Mr. Robert G. McCaman Torrance
Mike McCloud San Pedro
Mrs. Orean McCullough San Pedro
Mr. Robert S. McNamara Ranchos Palos Verdes
Mr. Art Maffei Los Angeles
Olivia Maiser Long Beach
Ken Malloy San Pedro
M.K. Mandell San Pedro
Antonia March San Pedro
Mabel W. Maskly San Pedro
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City and State
Elected Official/Agency/ (State is California, unless

Group/Individual designated otherwise)

Rick Matthews San Pedro
Frank Mayer San Pedro
Sister Maureen San Pedro
Scotty Maxwell San Pedro
Paul T. Meister Sherman Oaks
Mike Miller West Covina, GA
Paul J. Mitchell Orange
Noah F. Modisett San Pedro
Margaret & Anthony Monti San Pedro
Marion Morgan San Pedro
Diana Nave San Pedro
Paul R. Nevans San Pedro
Gail Noon San Pedro
Inez Norris Long Beach
John Norton San Pedro
David A. Nunso, Jr. San Pedro
Grace Oakes Rancho Palos Verdes
Karen Oakes San Pedro
Tom O'Donnell San Pedro
Paul R. Olson San Pedro
Goldie Otters San Pedro
James R. Pairis Montebello
Mr. John T. Parkak San Pedro
John T. Parker San Pedro
Robert M. Penn San Pedro
Mr. and Mrs. Perdok San Pedro
Carlos A. Perez San Pedro
George 0. Pickering San Pedro
Mr. Tony (Coyote) Portillo San Pedro
Mr. & Mrs. Joseph Puerta San Pedro
Lily T. Ray San Pedro
Martin Reiter Rancho Palos Verdes
John Resich San Pedro
Gene Rogers San Pedro
A & L Rubin San Pedro
Maurice Ruud San Pedro
William F. Samaras San Pedro
Mr. & Mrs. A. Samuels San Pedro
Alfred Sattler San Pedro
Col. William E. Sawyer San Pedro
Bill Schafer San Pedro
Kathryn Schultz San Pedro
Margaret Schultz Rancho Palos Verdes
Sue Seki Long Beach
Don R. Sherman San Pedro
D.F. Simon Rancho Palos Verdes
Gregory and June Burlingame Smith San Pedro
Jim Stanberg San Pedro
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City and State
Elected Official/Agency/ (State is California, unless

Group/Individual designated otherwise)

Vicki and David Stanton San Pedro
Stavros San Pedro
Sandra E. Stibrik San Pedro
Joseph C. Sullivan Redondo Beach
Aileen Taylor Rancho Palos Verdes
Astrid B. Thangen San Pedro
Bill Tilley San Pedro
Mrs. Rona Trainor San Pedro
Alfred J. Trudell San Pedro
Arthur A. Tuominen, Sr. San Pedro
Mr. George Turnquist San Pedro
Ms. Christine Ung Los Angeles
Ray Uruburu San Pedro
Mr. Ed Vincent Rancho Palos Verdes
Michael or Winifred Watson San Pedro
Judith Webb Rancho Palos Verdes
Guy F. Welch San Pedro
Donovan Weston San Pedro
Mr. Dennis Weyrauch San Pedro
Ron F. Wilkinson Los Alamitos
Mr. George L. Williams San Pedro
Gayle Williamson San Pedro
Michael Willis San Pedro
Sister Winefrid San Pedro
M. Yasuda San Pedro
Lino Zavala San Pedro
Barry Zilin San Pedro
Catherine Zyetz San Pedro
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1.0 PURPOSE

A Coastal Consistency Determination for Federal actions is required in

accordance with the Federal Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, as

amended, Section 307(c)(1) and with the National Oceanic and Atmospheric

Administration (NOAA) Regulations [15 Code of Federal Regulations (CFR)

930.33 and .34, et. seq.]. All Federal agencies are required to ensure

that their undertakings are consistent to the "maximum extent

practicable" with the NOAA approved state coastal management plan for

actions that may have direct impacts on the coastal zone. The state's

coastal management plans and coastal zone were established by the

California Coastal Act of 1976, as amended, and its implementing

regulations. The California Coastal Management Plan (CCMP) has been

approved by NOAA. The purpose of this document is to identify and

analyze the specific environmental impacts associated with the proposed

construction and operation of 170 single-family housing units on

40 acres of land in the southeast portion of White Point (WP) in San

Pedro, CA. These housing units will support U.S. Air Force (USAF)

personnel assigned to the Space Division (SD) of USAF located at Los

Angeles Air Force Station (LAAFS) in El Segundo, CA.

In August 1984, the USAF made a finding of consistency for a project

consisting of 170 units of military housing on 50 acres of the north

portion of WP. In June 1985, the California Coastal Commission (CCC),

on the recommendations of its staff, non-concurred with the USAF finding

of consistency. In July 1985, the USAF informed the CCC and the

California Department of Resources that notwithstanding the non-concur-

rence of the CCC, the USAF still considers that the proposed project of

170 housing units of 50 acres of WP was consistent to the "maximum
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extent practicable" with the Federal Coastal Zone Management Act.

However, as recommended by the CCC, the USAF agreed to engage in

negotiations with the City of Los Angeles to determine if other

alternative sites could be considered. From July 1985 to the present,

including the current Environmental Impact Statement (EIS) process, the

USAF has been negotiating with the City of Los Angeles on these

proposals (see Appendix 1).

Although the USAF and the city have not reached an agreement,

negotiations have resulted in the Proposed Action and eight alternatives

involving WP, Bogdanovich Park (BP), and the Upper Reservation of Fort

MacArthur (UFM). WP and UFM are located south of 25th St., the inland

boundary of the California Coastal Zone in this area. BP is located

north of 24th St. and, therefore, is not within the designated Coastal

Zone.

In April 1986, the USAF released for public review a Draft EIS for the

SD San Pedro Housing Project which describes in detail the environmental

impacts for the Proposed Action and these eight alternatives. This

Federal Coastal Consistency Determination is a companion document to the

Draft EIS. The environmental impacts identified within this document

are discussed in greater detail in the Draft EIS.

1.1 NEED FOR THE PROPOSED ACTION

LAAFS, located in the City of El Segundo, Los Angeles County, is the

headquarters for the USAF SD, which includes the 6592nd Air Base Group

and 20 tenant organizations. SD is responsible for the research and

development of the Department of Defense (DOD) space systems. This

responsibility includes the planning, programming, and management of the

acquisition of space systems, support equipment, and related hardware

and software. SD also provides for the maintenance and construction of

launch, tracking, and support facilities and provides launch and flight

test support to major DOD programs and those of other Federal agencies.

The launch, on-orbit satellite tracking, data acquisition, and command

and control of DOD satellites are performed by SD.
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In accordance with DOD regulations, the USAF is responsible for the

health and welfare of its military personnel and their dependents,

including provisions for adequate housing through either the

availability of government-provided housing or the payment of housing

allowances to obtain (rent or own) nongovernment housing in the local

community. LAAFS differs from most USAF installations in that until

1982 it had no onbase family housing. For more than 15 years, the USAF

has been involved in efforts to provide adequate, affordable housing for

its personnel at LAAFS. The recently constructed 370 housing units for

junior officers and enlisted personnel on a portion of the Fort

MacArthur Military Reservation in the San Pedro community has partially

met the objective of providing adequate housing for all military

personnel assigned to LAAFS.

Annual surveys of military personnel at LAAFS who are not provided

government housing and paid housing allowances show that field grade and

senior officers are experiencing financial hardships in obtaining

adequate housing. The results of the most recent housing survey

(September 1985) indicate that of the 854 officers at LAAFS, 582 are

considered unsuitably housed. The lack of adequate housing and

financial shortfalls have created problems for the USAF in recruiting

and retaining qualified personnel to meet its mission at LAAFS as

compared to other installations. In recognition of these problems and

the critical need for adequate housing of military personnel assigned to

LAAFS, the 1983 and 1985 Congresses approved funds for the construction

of an additional 170 housing units.

The housing units are planned to include ninety (90) 3-bedroom units

with an average 1,375 square feet (ft 2 ) and eighty (80) 4-bedroom

units with an average 1,570 ft 2 . The Proposed Action also includes

several acres designated for open space and recreational uses (tennis

courts, basketball courts, etc.), as well as landscaping to enhance the

visual quality of the development. The units will house approximately

660 military personnel and their family members.
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1.2 REGIONAL LOCATION

The Proposed Action would be located on 40 acres at the southeast corner

of WP. BP and the UFM and various regional sites were considered as

alternatives to the Proposed Action. The regional location of these

sites is presented in Figure 1-1. Various project alternatives and

configurations on these sites are considered in this document, including

the July 1984 proposed action of 170 single-family units on 50 acres at

the northeastern portion of WP and the City of Los Angeles' proposal for

a split site using BP and WP. Detailed descriptions of these local

alternatives are presented in Section 2.0.

As shown in Figure 1-1, the sites are located within the San Pedro

community of the City of Los Angeles and are within 20 road miles of

IAAFS, which is located in the City of El Segundo. A local vicinity map

showing the relationship of WP, BP, and UFM is given in Figure 1-2.
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2.0 THE PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

2.1 PROPOSED ACTION AND SCOPE

The Proposed Action is to construct 170 single-family units on 40 acres

of land at the southeast corner of WP extending westward along Paseo del

Mar. This property would be acquired by exercising the reversionary

clause in the Federal deed of transfer to the zity. This area is shown

in Figure 2-1. The area is relatively level and is bounded to the south

by Paseo del Mar and to the east by Weymouth Ave. There is a sharp

elevational gradient beginning at the 175-feet (ft) contour along the

northern boundary of the Proposed Action location. This gradient

severely limits the extent of the Proposed Action along the north-south

axis. Implementation of the Proposed Action would result in an average

density of 4.3 dwelling units per acre (du/acre).

As shown in Figure 2-1, the Proposed Action does not include the former

Coastal Battery but does include the area of the former NIKE missile

launchprs and the community garden. The Proposed Action does not

involve any of the county property south of Paseo del Mar or Royal Palms

Beach State Park.

Conceptual siting plans and engineering designs have not been developed

for the Proposed Action. The siting plan will include an open "Green

Belt" area.

The construction of 170 units is intended to eliminate the present

housing deficiencies for LAAFS field grade and senior military

personnel. The housing units are designated primarily for field grade

and senior grade officers (majors, It. colonels, and colonels).

Approximately 53 percent (90 units) are expected to be 3-bedroom units,

with the remaining 47 percent (80 units) being 4-bedroom units. The

units will include a car shelter with storage space, depending on
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availability of funds. All units will be insulated for energy

conservation in conformance with DOD criteria.

The number of units and bedrooms and the unit sizes are listed in

Table. 2-1. The average 3-bedroom unit will have a net floor area of

approximately 1,375 ft 2 , and the average 4-bedroom unit will have

approximately 1,570 ft 2 . Neither the interior or exterior design of

the units has been determined.

The units are to be constructed under USAF Family Housing Design

Criteria (AF Manual 88-25). These standards are of high quality, and

meet or exceed all local ordinances. They include a full range of

criteria for the design and construction of not only the dwelling units

themselves, but also utility and waste disposal systems, as well as

vehicular and pedestrian circulation. In addition, the standards

specify requirements for fire protection, landscaping, privacy, and open

space for recreation. The units constructed will be aesthetically

compatible with the surrounding community.

2.2 ALTERNATIVE LOCATIONS FOR THE PROPOSED ACTION

This section describes the local (San Pedro area) alternative sites for

the proposed housing. These local alternative sites include BP and UFM,

which were suggested by the City of Los Angeles. Neither site is large

enough to accommodate all 170 units. With these additional sites, there

are eight possible configurations for the 170 housing units involving

various combinations of WP, BP, and UFM. These alternatives are listed

in Table 2-2 and shown in Figure 2-2. The following paragraphs describe

each of the development sitings.

2.2.1 ALTERNATIVES INVOLVING WHITE POINT (WP) ONLY

2.2.1.1 ALTERNATIVE A--50 ACRES IN NORTHWEST AREA OF WP

This alternative is the proposed action that was addressed in the July

1984 EA. This alternative involves construction of 170 single-family
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Table 2-1. Housing Type and Size

Approximate
Number Number of Net Square Feet

of Units Bedrooms Per Unit

20 3 1 ,350
70 3 1,400
10 4 1,450
50 4 1,550
20 4 1,700
170 Total ....

Sources: Beland and Associates, 1984;

ESE, 1986.
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Table 2-2. Alternative Coifigurations for USAF Hosaing at Rdte Point, Bogdaavich Park, and Upper
Reservation of Fort MacArthur

Upper Reservation of
Project Vliite Point Bogdarnxich Park Fort MacArthur

Alternatives Area Hounsig Area Housing Area Housing
(see Fig. 2.5-1) (Acres) Units (Acres) Units (Acres) Units Remarks

Alternative A 50 170 0 0 0 0 50 acres in northwest
(BuiIdable (32) portion of W. Original
Acres) proposed action (July

1984 EA).

Alternative B 16 80 22 90 0 0 16 acres in northwesc
(Buildable (16.5) corner of tP and all
Acres) of B.*

Alternative C 16 80 22 90 0 0 16 acres in sourheast
(Bidldable (16.5) corner of VP and all
Acres) of Bp.

Alternative D 9 80 22 90 0 0 City of Los Angeles
(Buildable (16.5) proposal. 9 acres
Acres) in southeast corrnrt

of Wf and all of aF.

Alternative E 16 80 0 0 21 90 16 acres in northiest
corner of WP* and

21 acres at UFM.**

Alternative F 16 80 0 0 21 90 16 acres in southeast
corner of WP and
21 acres at UFM.**

Alternative G 9 80 0 0 21 90 9 acres in southeast
corner of Wt and
21 acres at UFM.**

Alternative H 0 0 22 80 21 90 22 acres at 3P and
(Buildable (16.5) 21 acres at UFM.**
Acres)

*TIhe requiremet for 16 buildable acres may require USAF to revert additional acres.

tUSAF does not concur because 9 acres is not sufficient for housing compatible with local density.
**rh USAF does not concur with this alternative due to the need to relocate numerous aeisting uses

at UFM and the high cost of deolition associated with removal of the existing buildings. These

demolition costs were not included in funds appropriated by Cogress.

NMTE: The mrber of units is for planming purposes only; actual ,ix may differ slightly.

Source: ESE, 1986.
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detached housing units on a 50-acre parcel of WP. Figure 2-3 shows the

portion of WP that was proposed for this development. As shown in

Figure 2-3, this parcel is bounded to the west by Western Ave., to the

north by 25th St., and to the south by Paseo del Mar. This parcel does

not include any of the former Coastal Battery (Coastal Battery No. 127)

or the former NIKE missile facilities.

This alternative involves the construction of the 170 units in three

clusters on three terraces which exist along the northwestern portion of

WP. Due to the terrace slopes, the buildable acreage is 32 acres.

Implementation of Alternative A would result in an average density of

approximately 5.3 du/acre.

2.2.2 ALTERNATIVES INVOLVING WHITE POINT (WP) AND BOGDANOVICH PARK (BP)

2.2.2.1 ALTERNATIVE B--16 ACRES IN NORTH WP AND 22 ACRES AT BP

As an alternative to loss of area in the WP site to accommodate the

170 units required, the City of Los Angeles offered a split site at BP

and WP as an alternative to the Proposed Action. BP is a developed city

park of approximately 22 acres located approximately 1,000 ft northeast

of the WP site on the north side of 25th St. The buildable area at BP

is approximately 16.5 acres; Figure 2-4 shows the development siting on

BP. The site would be converted to residential area to reduce the

requirement for land at WP. Included in the city's offer were the con-

ditions that the USAF relocate the athletic fields and remove the

national defense reversionary clauses from the deeds to the remainder of

WP and to the portion of UFM controlled by the Los Angeles Department of

Parks and Recreation. The USAF will contribute to the cost of

replacement fields on land provided by the city, provided sufficient

funds remain after the contracts for construction are let and the

construction cost of the housing to the government is reasonably fixed.

No funds for replacement fields are included in the project budget,

because no funds were needed for the WP site originally planned. BP was

not originally considered for this project precisely because, unlike WP,

it had been developed and was in use. The USAF will support the city's
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efforts to have the reversionary clauses removed from the property deed

for the remainder of WP.

This alternative includes construction of 80 units (5 du/acre) in the

northwest corner of WP adjacent to the existing Navy officer housing at

the intersection of Western Ave. and 25th St. (Figure 2-5). The

requirement for 16 buildable acres may require the USAF to revert

additional acres. The remaining 90 units at BP (approximate density

5.5 du/acre) would be constructed across 25th St. The siting on BP

includes all the area within the boundary except the portion along the

northern and eastern portion of the site, which exhibits a sharp

elevational gradient.

2.2.2.2 ALTERNATIVE C--16 ACRES IN SOUTH WP AND 22 ACRES AT BP

This alternative proposal involves construction of 80 housing units on

16 acres in the southeast portion of WP (5 du/acre) and 90 housing units

on 22 acres (16.5 buildable acres) at BP (5.5 du/acre). Figure 2-6

shows the proposed siting for this housing at WP. The proposed siting

on WP is similar to the area for the Proposed Action (see Section 2.1)

although the area is reduced by 60 percent and thus does not extend as

far west along Paseo del Mar. The siting at BP is identical to

Alternative B (see Figure 2-5).

2.2.2.3 ALTERNATIVE D--9 ACRES IN SOUTH WP AND 22 ACRES AT BP

This alternative was offered by the City of Los Angeles. This scenario

involves the construction of 80 housing units on 9 acres at WP

(9 du/acre) and 90 units on 22 acres (16.5 buildable) at BP

(5.5 du/acre). As shown in Figure 2-7, the proposed 9-acre site on WP

is limited to the extreme southeast corner of the site at the

intersection of Paseo del Mar and Weymouth Ave. The siting on BP is

identical to Alternative B (see Figure 2-5). The USAF does not concur

with this proposal as the 9 acres is not sufficient for a housing

density compatible with the surrounding residential development (across

Weymouth Ave.).
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2.2.3 ALTERNATIVES INVOLVING WHITE POINT (WP) AND UPP2R RESERVATION OF
FORT MacARTHUR (UFM)

2.2.3.1 ALTERNATIVE E--16 ACRES IN NORTH WP AND 21 ACRES AT UFM

The UFM, consisting of 11 acres, was excessed in 1975. The Los Angeles

Department of Parks and Recreation received 64 acres of the land from

General Services Administration (GSA) through the U.S. Department of

Interior (DOI) in June 1977. There has been no real development,

although the Korean Bell site and the Osgood-Farley Battery Historical

Site are located on this parcel (see Figure 2-8). The World War II

(WWII)-era buildings are being used by the California Conservation Corps

encampment and Angel's Gate Cultural Center. The existing pool is also

being utilized. One of the former batteries has been converted to an

amphitheater and is being used for theater productions.

The remaining 47 acres of UFM was transferred from GSA through

U.S. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare (HEW) to the Los

Angeles Unified School District in June 1977. The reversionary clause

for this property was waived by the government for a 30-year period.

Originally, there had been plans to relocate the San Pedro High School

to this site, but no funds were available to do so. The area and

existing buildings currently are being used by the school district as a

vocational-technical skills training center, a school bus maintenance

area, auto body shop, auto maintenance shop, and a records dead storage

facility (6).

Due to the reversionary clause waiver on the school district property,

the Osgood-Farley Battery Historical Site, the Korean Bell site, and the

Merriam-Leary and Barlow-Saxton Batteries, the land available at UFM for

construction of housing consists of approximately 21 acres (see

Figure 2-8). As indicated, the majority of this area is occupied by 25

to 30 former Army WWII-era administration buildings and barracks, which

would require demolition prior to construction of the new housing units.

Due to the age of these buildings, it is likely that many contain

asbestos insulation, which is a hazardous material (carzinogen). The

asbestos would require special handling and disposal. The USAF does not
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concur with this siting due to the need to relocate existing uses at UFM

and the high cost associated with demolition of the existing buildings.

The funds appropriated by Congress do not include demolition costs for

this project.

The number of housing units at UFM would be 90, which would result in a

density of 4.3 du/acre. The remaining 80 units would be located on

16 acres in the northwestern portion of WP (5 du/acre). The siting in

the northern portion of WP would be the same as Alternative B (see

Figure 2-5).

2.2.3.2 ALTERNATIVE F--16 ACRES IN SOUTH WP AND 21 ACRES AT UFM

This alternative involves 16 acres in the southeastern corner of 'WP

(described in Alternative C; Figure 2-6) and 21 acres at UFM described

in Alternative E (see Figure 2-8).

2.2.3.3 ALTERNATIVE G--9 ACRES IN SOUTH W4P AND 21 ACRES AT UFM

This alternative involves the City of Los Angeles proposal of 9 acres in

the southeast corner of WP (described in Alternative D; Figure 2-7) and

21 acres at UFM described in Alternative E (Figure 2-8).

2.2.4 ALTERNATIVES INVOLVING BOGDANOVICH PARK (BP) AND UPPER

RESERVATION OF FORT MacARTHUR (UFM)

2.2.4.1 ALTERNATIVE H--22 ACRES AT BP AND 21 ACRES AT UFM

This alternative configuration was offered by the City of Los Angeles

and is unique. The housing units would be constructed on the 22 acres

at BP (80 units) and the 21 acres at UFM (90 units). These sites were

described previously as Alternative B (Figure 2-5) for BP and

Alternative E (Figure 2-8) for UFM. The USAF does not concur with this

alternative as it would require the relocation of the existing

facilities at UFM. In addition, the extensive demolition required at

UFM is not included in the funds approved by Congress.
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2.3 SUMMARY ANALYSIS OF ENVIRONMENTAL IMPACTS
OF PROPOSED ACTION AND ALTERNATIVES

A summary comparison of the potential enviromental effects of the

Proposed Action and the eight alternatives listed in Table 2-2 is

presented in Table 2-3. In Table 2-3, comparisons of the effects were

made for specific types of potential effects (with no mitigation) within

each environmental discipline/resource area. The evaluation in

Table 2-3 indicates the relative level of effect compared to all other

alternatives. As indicated in Table 2-3 (solid circles and asterisk),

potentially significant adverse impacts (with no mitigation) may occur

to flora/fauna, land use, recreational facilities, and historical sites

depending upon if the Proposed Action or a specific alternative is

selected. The Draft EIS should be referred to for a more detailed

discussion of the environmental impacts. The following discussions

highlight the potential effects and the relative comparisons of effects

for the Proposed Action and the eight alternatives by environmental

discipline area.

2.3.1 TOPOGRAPHY

Based on preliminary conceptual layouts, potential excavating, filling,

grading, and other earthmoving activities are not expected to

significantly alter existing landforms or topographic reliefs on the

affected sites. The planned buildable sites for the Proposed Action and

alternatives are relatively flat to gently sloping and avoid the areas

of steep relief on WP, BP, and UFM. In general, Alternatives A and B,

which utilize the terraces on the northern and western portions of WP,

are considered to have relatively higher potential for topographic

effects because these areas may require additional grading and other

measures to ensure the stability of building sites and roadways. The

potential level of effects at UPM are considered relatively lower

because the buildable area has been graded previously and includes

existing WWII-era buildings. The potential effects of any required

earthmoving activities at all sites are expected to be minimal.
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2.3.2 GEOLOGY/SEISMOLOGY

The Proposed Action and alternative sites at WP, BP, and UFM do not

have landslide problems according to geotechnical investigations of

slope stabilities. Alternative A, 50 acres in northern portion of WP,

is considered to have a relatively higher potential for landslide

effects than are the Proposed Action and other alternatives because

Alternative A involves the use of three terraces at different elevations

with connecting roadways and steep gradients between the terraces. The

potential for landslide problems on UFM are considered relatively lower

than for the sites on the southern portion of WP and BP because the

existing buildings on the UFM buildable site have similar or greater

loading than the housing units and have not experienced any stability

problems.

The sites at WP, BP, and UFM for all alternatives are characterized by

highly expansive soils which must be removed and replaced with

engineered fill. Excavation and replacement would occur only in areas

of building foundations, roadways, etc. and compacted to meet load

bearing specifications. Due to similarities in the sites, the potential

level of effects from expansive soils are considered relatively

equivalent for all alternatives, including the Proposed Action.

Because of the presence of expansive soils, ground water seepage can

cause soil swelling and the potential for surface instability. During

geotechnical investigations, sulfurous ground water was encountered

under artesian pressure at approximately 120 ft below land surface in

one boring in the eastern portion of WP. Therefore, the Proposed Action

and alternatives utilizing the eastern portion of WP (Alternatives C, D,

F, and G) are considered to have relatively moderate potential for

seepage problems compared to the other alternatives. These potential

effects are expected to be minimal since appropriate drainage control

measures (e.g., French drains and buttress drains) can be installed to

minimize potential impacts.
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Due to the nature of the underlying geologic units at WP, BP, and UFM,

there is no well-developed aquifer. No ground water in the vicinity of

the sites is used for drinking water. The nearest aquifer is located in

the Los Angeles Basin, approximately 3 miles north of the site. This

aquifer is geologically isolated from the three sites. No impacts to

ground water are anticipated due to the construction of housing.

No significant seismic hazards have been identified or are expected at

any of the potential sites. Potential effects are considered relatively

equivalent and minimal for the Proposed Action and all alternatives and

are similar to other areas in Southern California.

Erosion, flooding, and tsiinami problems are anticipated to be

insignificant for the Proposed Action and alternatives, except that the

potential level of erosion may be relatively higher for Alternative A

which involves three terraces and more roadways in an area of WP with

relatively steep slopes.

2.3.3 PALEONTOLOGY

Paleontologically important fossils have been identified in the Altamira

Shale member of the Monterey Formation at several sites in the southern

San Pedro region; however, no fossil sites are known to.exist on WP, BP,

and UFM and no significant surface fossils were observed during walkover

surveys. During grading and excavation activities, the potential exists

that fossils may be unearthed due to the shallow depths of the Altamira

Shale strata, especially for alternatives involving BP where the shale

strata is at relatively shallower depths than at the other sites. The

northern portion of WP has the second shallowest depths to the shale

strata among the sites. A qualified paleontologist will monitor all

rock-cutting activities and any recovered specimens will be curated at

appropriate institutions.
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2.3.4 FLORA/FAUNA

Although the majority of WP has been disturbed by previous development

and current management practices, WP is considered to have a relatively

higher potential for sensitive ecological habitat than either BP or UFM.

Therefore, the potential effects of loss of sensitive ecological habitat

are considered relatively higher for those alternatives involving the

use of WP. Alternative A, which affects the most land area as well as

the area of lesser previous development, is considered to have a

relatively higher level of potential effect than the other WP

alternatives which involve smaller sites and/or the southern area of

greatest past development. Except for the existence of Astragalus

trichopodus var. lonchus (milkvetch) on WP and UFM, no significant

ecological resources exist on WP, BP, or UFM, and the potential effect

of the loss of any existing, ruderal (vegetation disturbed or modified

by man's activities) habitat due to implementation of the Proposed

Action or the alternatives is expected to be minimal.

As noted, the most significant ecological resource on WP and UFX is

Astragalus which is a required food plant of the endangered Palos Verdes

blue butterfly (Glaucopsyche lygdamus palosverdesensis) in its larval

stage. During recent surveys, 2 Astragalus specimens have been

identified in the western portion of WP and 15 specimens on UFM in an

area approximately 200 ft north of the main gate along Leary Merriam

Drive. The area on UFM is approximately 500 ft south of the potentially

buildable site and will not be affected by development on the site.

The most suitable habitat for the legume is areas of steeper slopes.

Thus, any development involving areas with steeper slopes has a

relatively higher potential to adversely impact Astragalus colonization

and, in turn, the endangered Palos Verdes blue butterfly. Although

Alternative A provides for housing development to occur on relatively

flat terraces, the total site area for Alternative A includes steeply

sloped areas between the terraces as well as the areas of the two

Astragalus specimens. Therefore, compared to the Proposed Action and
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other alternatives, Alternative A has a relatively higher potential to

impact the Palos Verdes blue butterfly and the potential effect on this

endangered species is considered significant. Alternatives B and E

involving the 16-acre upper terrace and some sloping areas on northern

WP are considered to have a relatively moderate potential to impact the

endangered butterfly. Because potentially affected areas on southern WP

for the Proposed Action and alternatives other than Alternative A do not

include large areas of steep slopes, the potential effect on the species

is expected to be substantially lower than for Alternative A, and any

potential effects are not expected to be significant.

The decline in numbers of Astragalus plants in the Palos Verdes

Peninsula area is of concern. If Alternative A or another alternative

in the western portion of WP (Alternative B or E) is selected for the

housing development, the USAF will investigate various mitigation

measures, including the feasibility of providing fencing or other

physical protection around the existing Astragalus plants. In addition,

following consultation with the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service (FWS) and

biological experts, the USAF will study the feasibility of developing a

plan for maintenance (e.g., cultivation, weed control, etc.) of the

existing Astragalus. Additionally, the FWS may wish to consider the

feasibility of transplanting the Astragalus plants from WP, if

Alternative A, B, or E is selected, to other areas (UFM or Friendship

Park) that have more significant populations of the plants.

2.3.5 AIR QUALITY/CLIMATOLOGY

Regional air quality is not expected to be affected by the Proposed

Action or the alternatives. Some increases in local air pollutant

levels due to increased vehicle emissions and natural gas usage are

anticipated; however, the expected increases in levels are considered

relatively equivalent for the Proposed Action and alternatives and

relatively minor compared to existing pollutant levels. Ride sharing,

the use of flex-time for work schedules, and retrofitting out-of-state

automobiles to meet California vehicle emission standards will be

encouraged as measures to mitigate vehicle emissions.
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Other increases in local air pollutant levels (i.e., fugitive dust and

vehicular emissions) are expected due to construction activities (e.g.,

excavating, grading, and filling). The potential level of these

increases is expected to be proportional to the size of the buildable

area for each alternative. The Proposed Action and Alternatives E and F

involve relatively higher acreages of buildable land, and Alternative D

involves a smaller buildable area. Construction-related air quality

effects will be short term and are expected to be minimal. Mitigative

measures include wetting the soil to control fugitive dust and

maintaining pollutant emission control devices on the engines of the

construction equipment.

The Proposed Action and all alternatives will require certain demolition

activities which again are expected to proportionally affect the

potential levels of fugitive dust and vehicular emissions. Alterna-

tives E, F, G, and H involve UFM and are expected to require relatively

higher levels of demolition activities. Due to the age of the buildings

on UFM, large quantities of asbestos insulation will likely be

encountered during demolition which will increase costs for removal to

avoid air inhalation/safety problems. The Proposed Action and

Alternative C involve the former NIKE facilities on WP and are

considered to require relatively moderate levels compared to other sites

on WP and BP.

2.3.6 NOISE

The potential level of noise effects due to construction and demolition

activities are expected to be relative to the levels of construction

(i.e., buildable area size) and demolition as well as the proximity of

the sites to surrounding neighborhoods. Due to the proximity of

neighborhoods, alternatives involving BP and the northern portions of WP

are considered to have a relatively higher potential for noise effects

than the Proposed Action and other alternatives with sites in southern

portions of WP and UFM. Although noise associated with construction in

southern WP would impact the neighborhood across Weymouth Ave., the
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majority of this area is surrounded by open space. Any potential noise

effects due to construction are expected to be minimal and short term.

Potential noise impacts from increased traffic due to the housing

development are expected to be relatively equivalent for the Proposed

Action and all alternatives and insignificant compared to existing

conditions.

2.3.7 WATER RESOURCES

The Proposed Action and all alternatives will increase the volumes of

stormwater runoff from the sites including roadways, parking, and other

impervious surfaces. Alternatives involving sites on UFM are considered

to have relatively lower potential effects on the storm sewer system

because runoff volumes are not expected to increase from existing levels

(runoff volumes potentially may decrease), and the system has sufficient

capacity even if volumes do increase. The storm sewer systems serving

WP and BP are adequate to handle the potential increases in runoff

volumes. The potential effects of increased stormwater runoff volumes

for the Proposed Action and all alternatives are expected to be

minimal.

The Proposed Action and alternatives are not expected to create

significant water quality effects due to potential increases in

pollutant loadings. Compared to other alternatives, Alternative A is

considered to have the relatively higher level of potential effects due

to its larger development area, more roadways, and greater change from

existing conditions, whereas the site at UFM has a relatively lower

level of potential effect. Mitigative measures to reduce pollutant

runoff include the use of landscaping to control erosion, street

sweeping, maintenance of stormwater catch basins, and limiting the

application of fertilizers and pesticides to lawn areas.
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2.3.8 LAND USE/ZONING

Preliminary conceptual layouts for the Proposed Action, Alternative A,

and the alternatives utilizing a 16-acre site in the southeastern corner

of WP would result in housing densities that would be compatible with

existing densities in adjacent neighborhoods. The resulting densities

for the alternative sites on BP and UFM are compatible with surrounding

area densities. Therefore, potential developments on the sites are

expected to have relatively lower effects surrounding land use.

Potential densities for Alternatives B and E, which use the 16-acre

alternative site on the northern portion of WP, are considered to have a

relatively moderate effect on nearby neighborhoods because densities are

somewhat higher than existing densities in the area. Alternatives D and

G, which use the 9-acre site on southeastern WP, will create housing

densities almost two times higher than existing in adjacent

neighborhoods and would require attached or 2-story, multi-family units.

Alternatives D and G are considered to have a relatively higher level cf

potential effect on surrounding land use compatibility than are the

Proposed Action and other alternatives.

The City of Los Angeles has proposed to develop WP as a park in this

urban area and the State of California is involved in this proposal.

Therefore, the Proposed Action and Alternative A, which include the

greatest number of acres on WP (40 acres or 35 percent and 50 acres er

43 percent, respectively) are considered to have relatively higher

potential effects on planned, future uses of WP, compared to the other

alternatives. Because BP has been developed and currently is used for

soccer and baseball fields, alternatives which include tLe use of BP

(Alternatives B, C, D, and H) are also considered to have relatively

higher levels of potential impacts on planned land use. The

alternatives utilizing fewer acres of WP and UFM are considered to have

relatively moderate levels of potential effects. Although remaining

areas of WP would still be available for park development, the Proposed

Action and Alternative A may be considered to have significant effects

on planned uses if state or city funding were not made available solely
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on the basis of the limitations on available acreage. Also, the

potential effects on planned uses for alternatives involving BP may be

ct. isidered significant if the soccer and baseball field facilities are

not relocated.

Alternative A involves a relatively lower level of potential effect on

displacement of existing active recreational land uses than the other

alternatives, whereas the Proposed Action is considered to have a

relatively moderate level of effect since the community gardens would be

displaced, but could be .airly easily replaced on adjacent areas of WP.

All other alternatives would require the displacement of active

recreational or currently utilized facilities and, thus, are considered

to have a relatively higher level of potential effects. The potential

impacts of the displacement of these existing uses may be considered

potentially significant if relocation of the existing uses does not

occur.

2.3.9 DEMOGRAPHY/HOUSING

Because sites for the Proposed Action and all alternatives are located

in proximity to each other, the levels of potential effects on

population densities in the San Pedro community are considered to be

relatively equivalent and insignificant. Alternatives D and G, which

would require multi-family housing units on the 9-acre site on southern

WP, are considered to have relatively higher potential to affect real

estate values in the area compared to the Proposed Action and other

alternatives.

Z.3.10 EMPLOYMENT/ECONOMY

The Proposed Action and all alternatives will have equivalent and

positive impacts on the local economy. The prospective households

represent new potential customers for local service and retail

businesses in the San Pedro community. Adult, non-military members of

the households may also enter the labor market 'n the area. Although

the effect of local expenditures are not expected to be as great as for
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a non-military housing project, since military personnel spend a portion

of their incomes at exchanges and commissaries, surveys show that

military personnel spend approximately 32 percent of their incomes for

local goods and services.

2.3.11 PUBLIC SERVICES/RECREATION

Similar to any housing project, the Proposed Action and alternatives

will create increased demands on public facilities such as schools,

police and fire protection, and medical facilities. The potential level

of the effects on police and medical facilities will be less for the

military housing development than for a private development because the

USAF will provide an onsite security service and military personnel and

dependents will use government-provided facilities for most medical

treatment. Based on contacts with appropriate agencies, local

facilities and services have adequate capacity to meet the needs of the

new households. Therefore, the Proposed Action and alternatives are

expected to have minimial and equivalent effects on local public

services.

The Proposed Action and alternatives may have three types of potential

impacts on existing recreational facilites:

1. Loss of existing, actively used facilities;

2. Loss of passively used open space; and

3. Increase of demands on existing facilities.

The potential level of effects due to increased demands on existing

facilities resulting from any of the development alternatives is

expected to be equivalent and insignificant.

Except for the Proposed Action and Alternative A, all other alternatives

would result in the loss of existing, actively used recreational

facilities which may be difficult to replace. Although the Proposed

Action would displace the community garden area, the gardens could be
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replaced on adjacent areas. Alternatives B, C, D, and H which would

involve the displacement of the soccer and baseball fields at BP are

considered to have a relatively higher level of potential effect since

funds may not be available to replace these actively used fields.

Alternatives E, F, and G which would involve the displacement of the

activities of the California Conservation Corps and the Angel's Gate

Cultural Center on UFM are also considered to have relatively higher

levels of potential effects because replacement of these uses may not be

possible. The loss of the soccer and baseball fields at BP and

facilities on UFM may be considered as potentially significant impacts

if suitable replacement facilities are not made available in the area.

The soccer/football field and the baseball field at BP would be

displaced by alternatives involving BP (Alternatives, B, C, D, and H).

Organizations that currently utilize these fields, including the

American Youth Soccer Organization (AYSO), would be forced to use

facilities at other locations. The city has stated that it expects the

USAF to construct replacement facilities if BP is selected for the

housing but has not offered a site. The USAF will contribute to the

cost of replacement fields on land provided by the city, provided there

are sufficient funds remaining after the contracts for construction are

let and the construction cost of the housing to the government

reasonably fixed. No funds for replacement fields are included in the

project budget, because no funds were needed for the WP site originally

planned. BP was not originally considered for this project precisely

because, unlike WP, it has been developed and it is in use. It is

recognized that any BP alternative may, under present circumstances,

cause some loss of field availability during the time between start of

construction on houses and completion of replacement fields. There is a

possibility that no replacement fields may be able to be provided due to

lack of funds.

Much of WP currently is used for passive, open-space recreational

pursuits. Therefore, the Proposed Action and Alternative A, which
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involve the greatest land areas of WP, are considered to have the

relatively higher levels of potential effects on the loss of open space

compared to the other alternatives. Alternatives involving smaller

areas of WP and BP are considered to have relatively moderate levels of

potential effects due to the loss of open space, whereas the use of UFM

is considered to have relatively lower levels of potential effects since

the area has existing development. The loss of major areas of open

space on WP (Proposed Action and Alternative A) is not considered to be

as potentially significant as compared to the loss of the actively-used

fields at BP since over half of WP would still be available as open

space.

2.3.12 UTILITY SYSTEMS

Similar to any private development, the proposed USAF housing

development will create additional demands on the various private and

public service systems such as water, storm water, sanitary sewer, solid

waste, natural gas, electric, and telephone. Based on contacts with

local agencies and companies providing these services, the sanitary

sewer, solid waste, electric, and telephone systems which serve WP, BP,

and UFM have adequate capacity to meet the increased demands and

potential effects on these systems from the Proposed Action and all

alternatives. The impacts are expected to be equivalent and

insignificant.

The potable and fire-fighting water supply systems serving the southern

portion of WP and BP may need to be upgraded to meet the new demands.

Therefore, Alternatives C and D, which involve sites at both the

southern portion of WP and BF, are considered to have relatively higher

levels of potential effects compared to other alternatives. The

Proposed Action and Alternatives B, F, G, and H which involve only the

sites where water system upgrading may be required, are considered to

have relatively moderate levels of potential effects. No upgrading of

water supply system will be required for alternatives involving sites on

northern WP and/or UFM.
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Although some minor modifications may be needed, alternatives involving

sites in the northern portion of WP are considered to have a relatively

moderate level of potential effects on stormwater drainage systems

because the systems in the area of Paseo del Mar and Western Ave. may

require a greater level of improvement compared to the Proposed Action

and other alternatives. Adequate natural gas service is available at

all sites on WP and BP. Natural gas supply currently is not available

to the UFM site and these facilities would have to be installed for

Alternatives E, F, G, and H. Overall, the potential level of effects

due to improvements in water supply, storm water, and natural gas

systems are expected to be minimal.

2.3.13 TRANSPORTATION

because all involve the addition of households to the area, the Proposed

Action and alternatives would create some increases in traffic on

several local roads; however, the increases are expected to be minor

relative to existing traffic levels and would not change the level of

service on any road or intersection. Compared to the Proposed Action

and other alternatives, Alternative A is expected to have a relatively

lower level of potential effect on Gaffey St. and the San Pedro business

district. The Proposed Action and alternatives will not require

improvements in the local roadway system except for possibly minor

improvements such as turn lanes at the entrances to the potential

sites. Ride sharing and use of flex-time work scheduling will be

strongly recommended to minimize any traffic impacts.

2.3.14 HISTORICAL/ARCHAEOLOGICAL

In varying degrees, the Proposed Action and alternatives may affect

historical/archaeological sites which preliminary studies indicate to be

probably eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic

Places. The Proposed Action and Alternatives C and F (16-acre site on

southern WIP) are considered to have relatively higher levels of

potential effects on cultural resources because development in this area

may impact these historical/archaeological sites. Although other NIKE
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facilities exist in the region, the presence of both NIKE and Coastal

Battery facilities at one location represents a unique historic,

resource, and the loss of the NIKE facility in this setting may be

considered a potentially significant impact. None of the alternatives

including the Proposed Action affect the Coastal Battery facilities.

The level of potential effects for alternatives involving other areas of

WP and BP are considered relatively moderate compared to the Proposed

Action and Alternatives C and F because, while these other alternatives

may impact archaeological sites, the NIKE facilities are not impacted.

The level of potential effects on cultural resources is considered

relatively lower for UFM alternatives because the identified sites on

UFM have been completely or essentially destroyed by previous

developments. A qualified archaeologist will monitor all surface

cutting activities at the Proposed Action or Alternative Sites and any

artifacts will be curated at appropriate museums.

2.3.15 AESTHETICS

Both WP and BP are relatively vacant, open space areas; therefore,

alternatives utilizing these areas would create a change in views or

vistas. The Proposed Action and Alternative A involve the use of the

greater areas of WP and, thus, are considered to have a relatively

higher level of potential effect on changing vistas in the area.

Alternatives using smaller areas of WP, especially in the northern

portion, and BP are considered to have relatively moderate levels of

potential effects. Potential vista effects for UFM are considered

relatively lower compared to the other alternatives due to current

development on the site.

Alternatives D and G are considered to have relatively higher potential

effects due to impairment of views from existing residences in nearby

areas since implementation if these alternatives will probably involve

multi-story, attached housing units on the 9-acre site on southern WP.

The potential impairment of views for the Proposed Action and
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alternatives involving other sites on WP and BP are considered

relatively moderate whereas the use of UFM is considered to have a

relatively lower level of potential effects. Any potential effects from

impairment of view are expected to be relatively localized.

2.3.16 COASTAL ZONE MANAGEMENT

California's coastal management plans and coastal zone were established

by the California Coastal Act of 1976, as amended, and its implementing

regulations. Because 25th St. is the inland boundary of the zone in the

area, WP and UFM are located within the coastal zone and BP is outside

the zone. Therefore, alternatives involving sites on either WP or UFM

have the potential to impact the coastal zone. Proposed Action and

alternatives involving WP only (Alternative A) and WP and UFM

(Alternatives E, F, and G) are considered to have a relatively higher

potential to affect the coastal zone since all the development is within

the coastal zone. Alternatives B, C, D, and H, which involve BP such

that a portion of the development is outside the coastal zone, are

considered to have a relatively moderate potential to impact the coastal

zone. The Proposed Action and all alternatives, except Alternative A,

are found by the USAF to be consistent to the "maximum extent practic-

able" with the CCMP in accordance with the Federal Coastal Zone Manage-

ment Act of 1972 as amended and the NOAA implementing regulations.
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3.0 CONSISTENCY DETERMINATION

In accordance with the Federal Coastal Zone Management Act of 1972, as

amended, and the NOAA implementing regulations, the USAF finds that the

Proposed Action and all alternatives, except Alternative A, for con-

struction on WP, BP, and UFM in San Pedro, CA, are consistent to the

"maximum extent practicable" with the California Coastal Management Plan

(CCMP) as enacted by the California Coastal Act of 1976, as amended, and

approved by NOAA. The specific Coastal Planning and Management Policies

established by the 1976 act are listed in Table 3-1. Those sections

found to be applicable to the Proposed Action or alternatives are

discussed in the following paragraphs and are annotated in the table.

3.1 THE AFFECTED ENVIRONMENT

WP and UFM are located south of 25th St., the inland boundary of the

California Coastal Zone in this area and are within the Coastal Zone.

BP is located north of 25th St. and, therefore, is not within the

Coastal Zone.

Special sections of the California Coastal Plan are Public Access,

Recreation, Marine Environment, Land Resources, Development, and

Industrial Development. The specific articles and policies established

by the California Coastal Act are listed in Table 3-1. The environ-

mental impacts associated with the Proposed Action or alternatives for

those sections which have been indicated in the table as being applica-

ble are discussed in Section 3.2. The Draft EIS should be referred to

for a detailed discussion of other potential environmental impacts other

than the coastal associated impacts.
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Table 3-1. Planning and Management Policies of the California
Coastal Act of 1976

Section Article and Policy

Article 1--General

30200 Policies as standards; resolution of policy conflicts.

Article 2--Public Access

30210* Access; recreational opportunities; posting.
30211* Development not to interfere with access.
30212 New development projects; provision for access;

exceptions.
30212.5 Public facilities; distribution.
30213* Lower cost visitor and recreational facilities;

encouragement and provision; overnight room rentals.
30214 Implementation of public access policies; legislative

intent.

Article 3-Recreation

30220* Protection of certain water-oriented activities.
30221* Oceanfront land; protection for recreational use and

development.
30222 Private lands; priority of development purposes.
30222.5 Oceanfront land; protection for aquaculture use and

development.
30223* Upland areas.
30224 Recreational boating use; encouragement; facilities.

Article 4-Marine Environment

30230* Marine resources; maintenance.
30231* Biological productivity; wastewater.
30232 Oil and hazardous substance spills.
30233 Diking, filling, or dredging.
30234 Commercial fishing and recreational facilities.
30235 Revetments; breakwaters; etc.
30236 Water supply and flood control.
30237 Habitat conservation plan; Bolsa Chica.
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Table 3-1. Planning and Management Policies of the California
Coastal Act of 1976 (Continued, Page 2 of 2)

Section Article and Policy

Article 5-Land Resources

30240* Environmentally sensitive habitat areas; adjacent
developments.

30241 Prime agricultural land; maintenance in agricultural
production.

30241.5 Agricultural lands; variability of.
30242 Lands suitable for agricultural use; conversion.
30243 Productivity of soils and timberlands; conversions.
30244* Archaeological or paleontological resources.

Article 6--Development

30250 Location; general.
30251* Scenic and visual qualities.
30252 Maintenance and enhancement of public areas.
30253* Safety, stability, pollution, energy conservation,

visitors.
30254 Public works facilities.
30254.5 Sewage treatment plants and conditions.
30255 Priority of coastal-dependent developments.

Article 7--Industrial Development

30260 Location or expansion.
30261 Use of tanker facilities; liquified natural gas terminals.
30262 Oil and gas development.
30263 Refineries or petrochemical facilities.
30264 Thermal electric generating plants.
30265 Offshore oil transport and refining.
30265.5 Coordination of offshore oil transport and refining

activities.

*Section applicable to the proposed project.

Sources: California Coastal Commission, 1984; ESE, 1986.
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3.1.1 WHITE POINT (WP)

3.1.1.1 PUBLIC ACCESS

The WP area is currently fenced, preventing access to or passage through

the site. Limited recreational opportunities are provided by the

community gardens (i.e., small individual vegetable plots) operated by

the City of Los Angeles Department of Parks and Recreation. Nature

field trips are also conducted on a case-by-case basis for local schools

and groups. Uncontrolled use of WP occurs as the public can gain access

to the site through holes and gaps in the fence.

WP is separated from the shoreline by Paseo del Mar. Currently, there

exists a direct access to the sea for the public at Royal Palms State

Beach, which is directly southwest of WP.

3.1.1.2 RECREATION

Currently, there is limited public access to WP for recreation. Upland

areas offer visual open space and ocean vistas for those members of the

public who are willing to gain access through holes and gaps in the

fence. Other use is restricted to the limited number of people who use

the community gardens and nature field trips.

3.1.1.3 MARINE ENVIRONMENT

The marine environment currently receives the surface water runoff which

drains from the site into an existing storm sewer system. Approximately

105 acres of the WP site is within Basin 4 (see 'Figure 3-1), a 211-acre

drainage basin. The remaining 10 acres is in Basin 3, a 164-acre basin.

Runoff from the site within Basin 4 is collected by a storm sewer system

and discharges to the ocean at a 60-inch-diameter pipe outfall. Runoff

from the site within Basin 3 is also collected by a storm sewer system

and discharges to the ocean via a 72-inch-diameter outfall pipe. A

10-year, 24-hour rainfall of 5.5 inches would result in an estimated

runoff volume for Basin 4 of 3.8 inches, or approximately 67 acre-ft

(see Table 3-2). Runoff from Basin 3 for the same rainfall event is

approximately 55.0 acre-ft.
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Table 3-2. Drainage Basin Areas

Basin Area (Acres)

1 368

2 125

3 164

4 211

5 175

6 64

7 23

8 26

9 52

10 166

11 108

12 1,422

Total All Basins 2,904

Source: ESE, 1986.
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An underwater park of thermal vents which flow from the ocean bottom

exists offshore at WP. These thermal vents are likely

geologically-related to the warm springs that formerly existed in the

cliff area of WP. These underwater vents are important due to the

diversity of marine life associated with the vents.

The Joint Water Pollution Control Plant (JWPCP), a wastewater treatment

facility of Los Angeles County Sanitation District (LACSD), discharges

treated municipal wastes to the Pacific Ocean approximately 1.8 miles

offshore at WP (see Figure 3-1). The average discharge is approximately

360 million gallons per day (MGD). Pollutant loading from the discharge

has been estimated to be approximately 40,000 tons per year (tons/yr) of

total suspended solids (TSS).

3.1.1.4 LAND RESOURCES

No State of California or Federally protected species were found at VP

during 1974, 1984, 1985, and 1986 surveys. In addition, surveys in

1983, 1984, 1985, and 1986 of the entire Palos Verdes Peninsula have

found no endangered Palos Verdes blue butterfly (Glaucopsyche lygdamus

palosverdesensis). However, a potentially significant plant,

Astragalus trichopodus var. lonchus, commonly called ocean milkvetch,

was identified on the site. This plant is the food source of the

endangered Palos Verdes blue butterfly.

Astragalus specimens known to have occurred at WP were identified in the

western portion of the site (see Figure 3-2) on a relatively steep

ground which has not been disked recently. Only three specimens have

been known on WP since Spring 1985; currently only one has survived and

is in poor health. Astragalus resources currently available for

utilization by the Palos Verdes blue are nonexistent at WP (1). Based

on the most recent survey (February 1986), this condition is not

expected to change without direct intervention. The most significant

and nearest Astragalus resources to WP are found at Friendship Park,

located approximately 1 mile to the northwest. This resource, which is
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also declining in numbers, is represented by fewer than 100 Astragalus

plants. A recent (February 1986) survey has revealed that approximately

15 Astragalus plants also exist on UFM (see discussion in

Section 3.1.3.4 which is approximately 0.75 mile east of WP.

Locations of other resources that have been utilized by the Palos Verdes

blue have occurred in the Agua Amarga Canyon area of Palos Verdes

Estates and Frank Hess Park, and a small area immediately west of

Friendship Park along Palos Verdes Drive East. Recent inspection

(December 1985 and February 1986) of these sites has revealed that

numbers of Astragalus plants have become critically low or that the

plants have disappeared.

Two historical sites (the NIKE launchers and the Sepulveda homesite)

have been identified and are probably eligible for inclusion in the

National Register of Historic Places. Five archaeological sites have

been identified onsite, and preliminary results on field studies

indicate that tour of the five sites are probably eligible for inclusion

in the National Register of Historic Places. The other site

may be eligible. Potential exists for significant paleontological

deposits in the Altamira Shale member of the Monterey formation.

3.1.1.5 DEVELOPMENT

Because WP is a relatively vacant, open space area, some residents of

nearby neighborhoods are permitted a view of not only WP but also the

Pacific Ocean. Some surrounding neighborhoods do not have an ocean

view because of the bluff along Western Ave. on the WP site.

The results of Woodward-Clyde Consultants (14) reports indicate that the

site has no restrictions for building houses, provided surface materials

are excavated and replaced with engineered fill. Soil borings on the

site do not indicate any evidence of current or past deep slides.
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3.1.2 BOGDANOVICH PARK (BP)

BP is not located within the California Coastal Zone. However, storm-

water runoff from the site is collected and discharged to the Los

Angeles Harbor by the storm drainage system. BP is within Basin 12, a

1,422-acre drainage basin (see Figure 3-1). Runoff from BP is collected

by a 60-inch-diameter pipe. The outfall for Basin 12 is an 8-ft,

5-inch x 10-ft reinforced concrete box culvert. The 10-year, 24-hour

runoff volume for Basin 12 is approximately 473 acre-ft, 6.65 acre-ft of

which is from the 23-acre BP site.

3.1.3 UPPER RESERVATION OF FORT MacARTHUR (UFM)

3.1.3.1 PUBLIC ACCESS

The southern boundary of the 111-acre UFM area borders the Pacific Ocean

cliffs, separated only by Paseo del Mar. The area is enclosed by fence,

but public access is available at entrances located along Gaffey St. A

number of community recreaticnal and cultural activities use the buil-

dings and facilities remaining from the military ownership. Although

none of the current activities are coastal dependent, visitors have an

onsite view of the ocean from the central and southern portion of the

site obstructed only by the few buildings.

3.1.3.2 RECREATION

Ownership of the UFM area currently is divided between the City Parks

and Recreation Department and the Los Angeles Unified School District.

Both have plans for development of their respective parcels, but neither

has funds available. The UFM area, however, is currently being used and

includes the following onsite facilities: a basketball court; play-

ground; the Korean Bell Monument; and the Osgood-Farley Bunker, which

houses a museum. The Merriam-Leary Battery has been converted to an

open amphitheater. Also, the California Conservation Corps maintains

facilities in barracks in the northeast portion of the site, a cultural

center has been developed in buildings in the same area, and a youth

hostel is expected to relocate to the park. None of the current uses at

UFM are coastal related.
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3.1.3.3 MARINE ENVIRONMENT

The UFM site has a relation to marine resources which is similar to the

WP area. Storm drainage from the majority of the 111-acre UFM area

flows to the Pacific Ocean and the remaining area, the northeast

portion, drains easterly to Los Angeles Harbor. The ocean-bottom

thermal vents which exist offshore at WP (approximately 1 mile to the

west) are not known to exist offshore at UFM. No underwater parks are

known to exist offshore at UFM.

The UFM area contributes surface runoff to four different storm sewer

systems, including Basins 6, 7, 8, and 10 (see Figure 3-1).

Approximately 85 acres of UFM is within Basins 6, 7, and 8, all of which

discharge to the Pacific Ocean via culverts under Paseo del Mar.

Basins 6, 7, and 8 contribute approximately 36 acre-ft of stormwater

runoff from a 10-year, 24-hour storm. Runoff from the remaining

26 acres of UFM in Basin 10, a 166-acre basin, is collected in a storm

sewer system and discharges to the Los Angeles Harbor via a 45-inch-

diameter reinforced concrete pipe. The 10-year, 24-hour storm results

in approximately 56 acre-ft of runoff from Basin 10.

3.1.3.4 LAND RESOURCES

The UFM site was developed for military use in the past and includes

infrastructure and buildings. The open area has been disked and mowed.

In the March 1986 biological survey, 15 Astragalus, or milkvetch, plants

were found at UFM (see Figure 3-3). Astragalus is a required food plant

of the endangered Palos Verdes blue butterfly in its larval stage. In

surveys conducted since 1979, no Palos Verdes blue butterflies have been

observed at UFM.

Four archaeological sites have been identified at UFM which, although

they are severely disturbed, may be eligible for inclusion in the

National Register of Historic Places. The Osgood-Farley Bunker is in

the National Register of Historic Places. No known paleontological

resources exist onsite. Potential exists for significant
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paleontological deposits in the Altamira Shale member of the Monterey

Formation which underlies the site covered by a thin soil layer. Several

significant finds have been uncovered in that strata in other locations

in the region.

3.1.3.5 DEVELOPMENT

The UFM area has qualities related to development similar to WP. The

site is surrounded by existing residential development except along

approximately one-half of the southern boundary which borders the ocean

cliffs. The area possesses no significant hazards to life or property

although a small area of poor slope stability exists onsite. The

21-acre parcel designated for potential construction is located on a

local topographic high point along a southeasterly trending ridge, and

overlooks the Pacific Ocean to the southwest and south, and Los Angeles

Harbor to the east.

3.2 COMPLIANCE WITH PROVISIONS OF THE
CALIFORNIA COASTAL ACT

Those sections of the California Coastal Plan and Policies found to be

applicable to the Proposed Action and alternatives are discussed in the

following paragraphs and are annotated in Table 3-1 in Section 3.1.

Public Access, Recreation, Marine Environment, Land Resources, and

Development are discussed within the impacts for each alternative.

3.2.1 PROPOSED ACTION (40 ACRES IN SOUTHEAST AREA OF WP)

3.2.1.1 PUBLIC ACCESS

The Proposed Action on 40 acres along Paseo del Mar would not interfere

with the existing public access to the shoreline, nor would it preclude

the development of recreational opportunities on the remaining acreage

of WP in conjunction with the existing shoreline recreational uses. The

remaining 75 acres of WP would be adjacent (i.e., across Paseo del Mar)

to the 18-acre Royal Palms State Beach and 31 acres of county land.

These three areas could be developed to provide 124 acres of coastal

recreational facilities. The Proposed Action would not preclude the
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development of lower cost visitor and recreational facilities on the

remaining acreage of WP, Royal Palms State Beach, and the county land

south of Paseo del Mar.

The influx of 660 military members and their dependents resulting from

the Proposed Action represents an increase of approximately 1 percent

over the existing population of San Pedro. This increase is not

expected to significantly alter the use of the existing beach parks at

Royal Palms State Beach and the WP Beach.

3.2.1.2 RECREATION

The physical boundaries of the Proposed Action would not encompass any

areas associated with water-oriented recreational activities as the

Proposed Action is located on the north side of Paseo del Mar and would

not preclude the expansion of these types of uses on the combined acres

of Royal Palms State Beach, the county land south of Paseo del Mar, and

the remaining portion of WP. The 31 acres of county land currently

includes a ball field, which is in poor condition and is not a

water-related activity. The Proposed Action would not include any

oceanfront land and would not preclude the recreational development of

the oceanfront land controlled by the city, county, or state.

The Proposed Action would not be visible from the beach as it would be

situated on a flat area above the bluff and separated by Paseo del Mar.

Although the housing would be visible from the remaining portions of WP,

the housing would be screened by landscaping. In addition, the visual

impact would be similar to the impacts from the existing residential

area along Paseo del Mar.

3.2.1.3 MARINE ENVIRONMENT

The Proposed Action impacts on the nearshore ocean areas are those

normally associated with any construction activity in coastal areas and

are expected to be insignificant with the implementation of proper

construction methods. The potential impacts include:
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1. Increased potential for erosion and sedimentation during the

construction period,

2. Increased rainfall runoff volumes and rates due to paved

streets and other impervious surfaces, and

3. Washoff of pollutants from driveways and streets.

Estimates of the change in onsite runoff volumes were made for the

24-hour duration, 10-year storm having a rainfall depth of 5.5 inches

(13). The Soil Conservation Service (SCS) Runoff Curve Number method

(12) was used to estimate pre- and post-development runoff for the

Proposed Action and for each alternative. An SCS soil survey covering

the vicinity of the three sites has been conducted (11). SCS soil

surveys classify soils into one of four hydrologic soil groups, A

through D, with A soils being lowest runoff and D being highest runoff

soils. The soils at the site are of the Altamont-Diablo association and

fall into hydrologic Soil Group D.

The runoff estimates in Table 3-3 assume that no onsite storm water

retention is incorporated into the site design. After the housing

layout is designed and actual runoff is determined, appropriate

stormwater design features will be included within the project.

During construction, the surficial soils will be disturbed and stripped

of vegetation by grading and other construction activities. In that

condition, the soil is more susceptible to erosion by rainfall. Soils

in the area contain some clays which, due to the very small particle

size, are more easily carried by the surface runoff than soils with

larger grain size, such as sands. Because detailed information

regarding site layout and construction planning are important factors

influencing erosion and are not available at this time, it is not

possible to predict how much erosion and sediment transport might occur

at each site for a given rainfall event. Standard erosion control

measures (such as silt screens, sediment traps, soil binders and tacks,

mulches, etc.) will be used during construction.
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Water quality impacts of completed residential developments include the

washoff of pollutants which accumulate primarily on the impervious

surfaces. Some pollutants are natural materials which occur at the

project site under existing conditions, and other pollutants (e.g.,

lead, nutrients, etc.) result from development. Available information

from other drainage basins (10) was used to estimate the loading rates

for the existing natural or urban open area and for residental areas.

Pollutant concentration data from that report for 10 priority pollutants

are given in Table 3-4. Data for the nationwide median (28-station

sample) are given along with the closest geographic station to the study

area (i.e., Coyote Creek, San Francisco). The U.S. Environmental

Protection Agency (EPA) report notes that site-specific characteristics

are more significant than geographical location. The nationwide data

are used, therefore, in estimating impacts for the Proposed Action and

alternatives.

It is observed from Table 3-4 that a change in land use from urban open

or undeveloped to residential results in an increase in pollutant

concentration ranging from approximately 1.4 times for nitrite and

nitrates to 5.5 times for soluble phosphorus. Total zinc is the only

exception for the nationwide sample data with residential concentrations

being 0.7 of open area runoff concentrations.

Using runoff coefficients (ratio of annual runoff depth to annual

rainfall depth) of 0.05 for urban open and nonurban and 0.30 for

residential, average annual rainfall for the area of 12 inches and the

concentrations from Table 3-4 results in the loading rates presented in

Table 3-5. These data, therefore, reflect what might be expected for

the project site and the alternative sites based on the nationwide

medians from other locations without any mitigation.

The estimated annual runoff coefficients of 0.05 and 0.30 for open/

undeveloped and residential areas, respectively, indicate that the
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Table 3-4. Pollutant Concentrations Without Mitigation

Nationwide Coyote Creek
(28 Station) (San Francisco)

Median* Median*
Open/ Open[

Pollutant Nonurban Residential Nonurban Mixed

Total Suspended Solids 70 101 551 171

Biochemical Oxygen Demand - 10.0 - --

Chemical Oxygen Demand 40 73 102 80

Total Phosphorus, as P 0.121 0.383 0.455 0.374

Soluble Phosphorus, as P 0.026 0.143 0.091 0.120

Total Kjeldahl Nitrogen, 0.965 1.90 3.159 1.775
as N

Nitrite + Nitrate, as N 0.543 0.736 1.383 1.044

Total Copper -- 0.033 0.055 0.065

T, 'al Lead 0.030 0.144 0.159 0.351

Total Zinc 0.195 0.135 0.160 0.231

*Medians of Event Mean Concentrations, in milligrams per liter (mg/L).

Source: EPA, 1983.
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Table 3-5. Pollutant Loading Rates* Without Mitigation

Nationwide Coyote Creek
(28 Station) (San Francisco)

Median Median
Open Open

Parameter Nonurban Residential Nonurban Mixed

Total Suspended 9.5 82 75 139
Solids (TSS)

Biochemical Oxygen - 8.2 - --

Demand (BOD)

Chemical Oxygen 5.5 59 14 65
Demand (COD)

Total Phosphorus 0.016 0.31 0.06 0.30
(as P)

Soluble Phosphorus 0.0035 0.12 0.01 0.10
(as P)

Total Kjeldahl 0.13 1.5 0.43 1.4
Nitrogen (as N)

Nitrite + Nitrate 0.074 0.60 0.18 0.85
(as N)

Total Copper - 0.03 0.007 0.05

Total Lead 0.0041 0.12 0.02 0.29

Total Zinc 0.027 0.11 0.02 0.19

*kates are presented in pounds per acre per year (lb/acre/year) and are
calculated based on nationwide median concentrations and 12 inches of
rainfall for Southern California area.

-Not available.

Sources: EPA, 1983; ESE, 1986.
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total annual runoff volume for the developed condition is 6 times that

for undeveloped conditions. This is for annual runoff which is

generated primarily by small storm events less than the 10-year storm

event presented in Table 3-3. The relative impact for the small storm

events is greater than for high rainfall events. The loading rate given

in Table 3-5 reflects the increase in total runoff volume in addition to

the increase in concentration. Loading rates for residential areas are

estimated to be approximately 8 times larger for nitrite and nitrate

nitrogen and 34 times larger for soluble phosphorus when compared with

the open area. This is due to runoff of fertilizers that are usually

applied to lawns in residential areas

The loading increases described above apply to the actual area being

developed. The relative increase at the storm water outfall from the

entire drainage basin depends on the existing land use in the drainage

basin and the size of the basin. For example. Basin 4 (the basin

impacted by the Proposed Action) currently includes 115 acres of

undeveloped land and 96 acres of residential land use. Using the

loading rates from Table 3-5 for soluble phosphorus, the pollutant with

the greatest rate increase, it is found that the Proposed Action would

increase the annual load from 11.6 pounds (lb) to 16.1 lb, a 39 percent

increase.

Since kelp beds appear to be uniform along the coastline adjacent to WP,

and kelp beds are sensitive to TSS concentrations, the loading rates for

the existing basins were compared to the projected outfall loads for the

Proposed Action and each alternative for the assessment of impacts on

the marine environment. The relative increases in loading for the other

pollutants given in Table 3-4 are similar to the increases for TSS. For

example, the increase in TSS for the Proposed Action for Basin 4 is

approximately 32 percent which is representative of percent increases at

that outfall for other pollutants resulting from the Proposed Action

(with no mitigative measures considered).
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The stormwater analysis indicates that significant marine environment

impacts would not be expected for the Proposed Action. The existing

condition pollutant loading rates for the outfall from the drainage

basin which includes the Proposed Action site may be increased by

approximately 30 to 40 percent. With the increase, the loading at that

outfall would still be less than estimated for three adjacent outfalls

which have no known documented problems due to local stormwater runoff.

The Proposed Action would increase the total local stormwater pollutant

load to the Pacific Ocean by approximately 4.5 percent. These loads are

insignificant compared to the assimilative capacity of the marine areas

and the volume of water involved with tidal exchanges. In addition,

total stormwater loadings from the entire 12-basin drainage area of

southern San Pedro are less than 1 percent of the offshore municipal

discharge described in Section 3.1.1.3). Because these loading impacts

are not expected to be signIficant, stormwater detention is not required

in the stormwater management plan for the Proposed Action.

3.2.1.4 LAND RESOURCES

The severely modified habitat as a result of disking for fire control by

the City of Los Angeles on WP does not offer environmentally sensitive

habitat on the Proposed Action. Of particular significance is the

information that no individuals of Astragalus trichopodus var. lonchus

(milkvetch), the food source of the endangered Palos Verdes blue

butterfly (Glaucopsyche lygdamus palosverdesensis), were found on the

proposed 40 acres (see Figure 3-2). The Proposed Action, therefore,

would not impact the endangered butterfly.

Development of the Proposed Action would not impact the habitat of the

remaining portion of WP and would not be incompatible with continuance

of adjacent habitat areas as the project would not result in the

disturbance of surrounding areas. Of greater concern to the existing

habitat is the continuation of the disking of the remaining portion of

WP for fire protection.
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The Proposed Action would impact several historic, archaeological, and

paleontological resources. Of particular importance, the Proposed

Action would impact the entire NIKE facilities. The NIKE Launchers are

probably eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic

Places because of their historical significance as part of 11 NIKE air

defense sites that formed a ring around the greater Los Angeles area.

In addition, the NIKE facilities, with the Coastal Batteries on WP,

represent a unique combination of coastal defense systems from WWII and

the 1950s and 1960s. Therefore, the combination of these two sites is

probably eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic

Places.

The Proposed Action would also impact the entire areas of two

archaeological sites which are both probably eligible for inclusion in

the National Register of Historic Places. The National Historic

Preservation Act of 1966 and its implementing regulations require a

determination as to whether or not the historical and archaeological

site(s) are eligible for inclusion in the National Register of Historic

Places. If a site is found to be eligible for inclusion on the National

Register, a determination is required to identify the level of impact to

the site from the Proposed Action. If the impact is determined to be

adverse, a memorandum of agreement (MOA) will be developed with the

State Office of Historic Preservation, the Advisory Council on Historic

Preservation, and the USAF to establish a plan to mitigate the adverse

effects. A qualified archaeologist will monitor all surface cutting

activities at the Proposed Action or alternative. sites, and any

artifacts will be curated at appropriate museums. The paleontological

survey has indicated the potential for paleontological resources to be

discovered at the Proposed Action location. A qualified paleontologist

will be onsite to monitor construction activities involving earth

movement or excavation.
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3.2.1.5 DEVELOPMENT

A determination of the actual visual impact of the Proposed Action

cannot be made until the final site plan has been developed and building

elevations completed. However, by means of a visual survey of the

project site and surrounding neighborhoods, it appears that ocean vistas

from surrounding neighborhoods will not be significantly affected with

the exception of homes located south of 37th St. and east of Weymouth

Ave. Units located on the extreme southern portion of the site may

slightly alter the view of the ocean from homes located west of Western

Ave. The actual degree of impact would depend on the height of the

units and the setback from Paseo del Mar. Because of the high, steep

ocean cliffs, the Proposed Action would not impact views from the beach

or immediately offshore. Further out into the ocean the site would

become visible above the cliff tops. The view would be compatible with

the surrounding areas of houses.

The project site is located on a relatively level area situated between

two bluffs. This location services two functions: (1) to prevent the

obstruction of view from the northernmost bluff, and (2) to minimize the

alteration of existing landforms.

The Proposed Action would be visually consistent with the surrounding

single-family residential neighborhoods. The development would be

similar in nature to adjacent neighborhoods regarding characteristics

such as scale, building height, and density.

The Proposed Action is, in general, not located in an area subject to

natural hazards to any greater extent than the majority of the

surrounding region. Results of geotechnical investigation indicated the

site is buildable for the proposed houses.

3.2.2 ALTERNATIVE A (50 ACRES IN NORTHWEST AREA OF WP)

3.2.2.1 PUBLIC ACCESS

Alternative A, which provides for 50 acres along the northwest boundary

of WP, would leave an area for public use of 65 acres. The public
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access to this 65 acres is the same as the discussion for the Proposed

Action. If the remaining area from this alternative were comoined with

the Royal Palms State Beach and county land, the three areas could be

developed into 114 acres of recreation facilities.

3.2.2.2 RECREATION

The impacts of Alternative A would be similar to those discussed for the

Proposed Action (see Section 3.2.1.2) except for the visual impact on

upland coastal terraces associated with this alternative. The use of

these uplands would reduce the areas available for ocean viewing.

3.2.2.3 MARINE ENVIRONMENT

The impacts on the marine environment would be similar to those

discussed for the Proposed Action (see Section 3.2.1.3).

3.2.2.4 LAND RESOURCES

Land area projected for development under Alternative A includes terrain

of greater slope and the area where the Astragulas occurs and has the

greatest potential for reestablishment. A survey of the site in March

1986 indicated that only one Astragulas plant exists on the site and the

condition of the plant was poor. Therefore, this is not considered a

significant source of food for the Palos Verdes blue butterfly.

Land area involved in this alternative also has larger areas of natural

vegetation than the Proposed Action or other alternatives.

This alternative would impact major portions of the three archaeological

sites and the Sepulveda home site, which are probably eligible for

inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places. The procedures

for determining the significance of each site and mitigative measures,

if necessary, are described in Section 3.2.1.4.

3.2.2.5 DEVELOPMENT

Because of the bluff located on the western portion of the site, impacts

on nearby homes west of the site should be minimal. Development on the
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ridge would be visible from the ocean and portions of the beach. The

view would, however, be compatible with the surrounding area.

The proposed project is not located in an area subject to natural

hazards to any greater extent than the majority of the surrounding

region.

3.2.3 ALTERNATIVE B (16 ACRES IN NORTH WP AND 22 ACRES AT BP)

BP is not located within the California Coastal Zone, so no discussion

of BP is required other than stormwater runoff impacts on the marine

environment. The following sections discuss only the WP areas

associated with this alternative.

3.2.3.1 PUBLIC ACCESS

Alternative B would require 16 acres in the north portion of WP, which

would leave an area of 99 acres for public use on WP. The public access

to this 99 acres would be the same as discussed for the Proposed Action.

If the remaining area at WP wre combined with the Royal Palms State

Beach and county land, the three areas could be developed into 148 acres

of recreation facilities.

3.2.3.2 RECREATION

The impacts of Alternative B would be similar to those discussed for the

Proposed Action (see Section 3.2.1.2) except for visual impact on the

uppermost terrace on the site.

3.2.3.3 MARINE ENVIRONMENT

The impacts on the marine environment would be similar to those

discussed for the Proposed Action (see Section 3.2.1.3) except loadings

would be decreased in proportion to the smaller area of development.

The pollutant loading at the outfall from the system which drains the WP

site would increase 13 percent. The loading increase to the Los Angeles

Harbor from the BP site is only 1.5 percent. Impacts from each of these

are expected to be insignificant.
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3.2.3.4 LAND RESOURCES

This alternative would not impact the two Astragulus plants found on the

site, nor would it impact the high slope areas where the plants have the

greatest potential to reestablish. The site includes the northern

portion of one archaeological site which is probably eligible for

inclusion in the National Register of Historic Places. The procedure

for determining the significance of the site and mitigative measures, if

necessary, are described in Section 3.2.1.4.

3.2.3.5 DEVELOPMENT

Because this alernative is located on the uppermost terrace, it would

have minimal impacts on views of surrounding areas. It is not possible

from most existing houses to see this terrace because of the high bluff

located on the western edge of the WP area. Views of the WP site would

not be possible from the beach. Views from the ocean would be possible

from a distance offshore and would be compatible with the surrounding

area.

3.2.4 ALTERNATIVE C (16 ACRES IN SOUTH WP AND 22 ACRES AT BP)

Since BP is not located in the California Coastal Zone, the following

sections discuss only the WP area associated with this alternative.

Discussion of stormwater impacts on the marine environment are included

for Alternative B, Section 3.2.3.3.

3.2.4.1 PUBLIC ACCESS

The impacts from this alternative would be similar to the Proposed

Action (see Section 3.2.1.1). Since this alternative requires only

16 acres, the remaining area for public use would be 99 acres. The

combined area of the remaining WP area, the Royal Palms State Beach, and

county land would be 148 acres available for development into recreation

facilities.

3.2.4.2 RECREATION, MARINE ENVIRONMENT, AND DEVELOPMENT

The impacts of this alternative would be similar to those discussed for

the Proposed Action.
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3.2.4.3 LAND RESOURCES

The impact to the existing habitat would be similar to those discussed

for the Proposed Action. This alternative would impact about half of

the NIKE facilities and most of the archaeological site Eberhart-9.

Both of these sites are probably eligible for inclusion in the National

Register of Historic Places.

3.2.5 ALTERNATIVE D (9 ACRES IN SOUTH WP AND 22 ACRES AT BP)

Since BP is not located in the California Coastal Zone, the following

sections discuss only the WP area associated with this alternative.

3.2.5.1 PUBLIC ACCESS

The impacts from this alternative would be less than the Proposed Action

(see Section 3.2.1.1). Since this alternative requires only 9 acres,

the remaining WP area for public use would be 136 acres. The combined

areas of the remaining WP area, the county land, and the Royal Palms

State Beach would be 155 acres available for development into recreation

facilities.

3.2.5.2 RECREATION, MARINE ENVIRONMENT, AND DEVELOPMENT

The impacts of this alternative would be similar to .those discussed for

the Proposed Action.

3.2.5.3 LAND RESOURCES

The impacts to the existing habitat would be similar to those discussed

for the Proposed Action. This alternative would impact a portion of the

archaeological site Eberhart-9. This site is probably eligible for

inclusion on the National Register of Historic Places.

3.2.6 ALTERNATIVE E (16 ACRES IN NORTH WP AND 21 ACRES AT UFM)

The impacts to WP would be the same as those discussed for

Alternative B.
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The impacts to UFM, which is within the coastal zone, are discussed

below for each of the applicable articles of the California Coastal

Act.

3.2.6.1 PUBLIC ACCESS

The UFM area lies on the uplands above the beach and ocean cliffs.

Paseo del Mar lies between the southern boundary of the UFM area and the

ocean cliffs. The cliffs along the UFM area are approximately 125 ft

high and very steep which prevents direct access to the beach at this

point.

The UFM area is currently used for various recreational and cultural

activies, but these do not include camping. None of the activities are

coastal dependent other than the ocean vistas from the Korean Bell site.

The City Department of Parks and Recreation has plans for developing the

area owned by the department as a city park which also would not include

camping sites. The 21-acre UFM site included in this alternative would,

therefore, not impact low-cost recreational access to the bearh. The

impacts of the UFM site on beach usage are the same as those discussed

for the Proposed Action (see Section 3.2.1.1).

3.2.6.2 RECREATION

The City Department of Parks and Recreation owns the 64-acre portion of

UFM on which the 21-acre site for this alternative is located. The

city's plans for development of the parcel have not progressed because

of lack of funds. This alternative would reduce the area available for

recreational development from 64 acres to 43 acres. Because camping is

not included in the city's plans, the loss of area is not expected to be

a significant impact on the capacity of the remaining 43 acres to

provide upland recreational support area in the coastal zone, including

cultural sites, hiking, and ocean views.
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3.2.6.3 MARINE ENVIRONMENT

The offshore areas of the Pacific Ocean along the UFM area would receive

additional pollutant loading from storm runoff from approximately

one-third of the 21-acre site. The remainder of the area would drain to

the Los Angeles Harbor. The additional loading to each of these

receiving water bodies would be small in comparison to existing loads,

and impacts would be insignificant. Erosion and sediment loading

potential is increased temporarily during construction. Standard

construction erosion and sediment control measures would be used to

minimize potential impacts.

3.2.6.4 LAND RESOURCES

This alternative would not impact the 15 Astragalus plants found on the

UFM site. At the UFM site there is one archaeological site that may be

eligible for National Register of Historic Places inclusion, which might

be adversely impacted by construction on the 21-acre site for this

alternative. The Altamira Shale stratum which underlies the area may

have significant paleontological deposits which could be uncovered by

grading or excavation. Impacts of such an unearthing would be minimized

by having a paleontologist onsite during these construction activities.

3.2.6.5 DEVELOPMENT

Because the 21-acre UFM site lies on a local topographic high point

along a ridge, the construction of detached, single-family residences

would not obstruct the view to the ocean of any existing residences or

recreational areas. The 21-acre site contains several old military

buildings which would need to be demolished for this alternative.

Although the residential development would be visible from a point well

offshore looking landward, the replacement of the existing buildings

with residential structures is not considered to be an adverse impact.

3.2.7 ALTERNATIVE F (16 ACRES IN SOUTH WP AND 21 ACRES AT UFM)

The impacts to WP would be the same as those discussed for

Alternative C.
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The impacts to UFM are the same as those discussed for Alternative E.

3.2.8 kTZTERNATIVE G (9 ACRES IN SOUTH WP AND 21 ACRES AT UFM)

The impact to WP would be the same as those discussed for Alternative D.

The impacts to UFM are the same as those discussed for Alternative E.

3.2.9 ALTERNATIVE H (22 ACRES AT BP AND 21 ACRES AT UFM)

Since BP is not located within the California Coastal Zone, no further

discussion is required. The impacts to UFM from this alternative are

the same as those discussed for Alternative E. There would be no impact

to the WP site.
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4.0 LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS

Army U.S. Army

AYSO Americal Youth Soccer Organization

BP Bogdanovich Park

CCC California Coastal Commission

CCMP California Coastal Management Plan

CEQ Council on Environmental Quality

CFR Code of Federal Regulations

DOD Department of Defense

DOI U.S. Department of Interior

du/acre dwelling unit per acre

EIS Environmental Impact Statement

EPA U.S. Environmental Protection Agency

ft foot

ft 2  square foot

FWS U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

GSA General Services Administration

HEW Department of Health, Education, and Welfare

JWPCP Joint Water Pollution Control Plant

LAAFS Los Angeles Air Force Station

LACSD Los Angeles County Sanitation District

lb pound

lb/acre/year pounds per acre per year

MFM Middle Reservation of Fort MacArthur

MGD million gallons per day

mg/L milligrams per liter
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MOA memorandum of agreement

NOAA National Oceanic Atmospheric Administration

SCS Soil Conservation Service

SD Space Division

ton/yr tons per year

TSS total suspended solids

UFM Upper Reservation of Fort MacArthur

USAF U.S. Air Force

WP White Point

WWI World War I

WWII World War II
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
LOSACECLESAIMIOAC! S1AT.O1 *PtA 6.-(& WCWU. VWAY POSYAL CINIEN

1OShrA•LES CAV O,*

Honorable Tom Bradley 1 8 APR 1983
Mayor of Los Angeles
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Dear Mayor Bradley

It has come to my attention that the City of Los Angeles and the Navy are
currently in the process of negotiating land interests in the San Pedro
area for the construction of family housing for Navy personnel.

As you know, housing for Air Force personnel has been one of my top pri-
orities for several years. We have made some progress with the recent
completion of 200 units on the Middle Reservation of Fort Mackrthur. We
have another 200 units approved and funded in this year's budget and
another 140 units programned in the FY-85 budget.

Your citizens advisory conmnittee reviewed the atvailable sites in the San
Pedro area and made certain reconmendations concerning each parcel in
their final report last spring. Among those recommendations were that the
Middle Reservation be limited to 369 new tounhomes and that a portion of
the former 43L Nike site (1hite Point) be used for military housing.

IWe would like to explore the possibility of the White Point site with your
administration. If we are to acconmodate the reconmendation concerning
the Middle Reservation, we have an immediate requirement for approximately
30 units in our current budget plus the 140 units in the FY-85 budget. 1,'e
believe a satisfactory arrangement can be worked out and would like to see
that effort initiated. My point of contact is Colonel John D. Pearman,
Director of Civil Engineering (Telephone: 643-0920).

I would also like to extend my personal invitation to have you visit our
recently completed housing project. We believe it is a fine addition to
the San Pedro conmunity and one that reflects the spirit of cooperativeness
and the positive contribution that the military makes to the local communit.

S'Ierely

RI.-AnC
Lt General, USAF
Conmnander
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
M•&OOUART.F , SPACI ýIvISIONIAFSC

': • -. .LOS ANGUFS AIR L ' .P( 3ATIOh 5? Ot0 D:N I OSTAL C I PIII

Ms Joan Milke Flores
Councilwoman
City of Los Angeles
Los Angeles, CA 90012

Dear Councilwoman Flores

I have taken the initiative to open discussions with the City of Los Angeles
relative to additional land for housing for our Air Force personnel. The
attached letter to Mayor Bradley is intended to initiate that dialogue.

I would appreciate the opportunity to discuss that effort with you and
solicit your support in that regard. We believe that our efforts to date
have been a positive influence in the community and that we will continue
to make positive contributions in the future. Again, I extend my personal
-invitation to you to tour the recently completed housing at your convenience.

Arrangements for such discussions and tour can be made by having your staff
contact my Executive Officer, Major Shattuck at 643-1653.

Sincerely

SIGNED
RICRARD C. HENRY 1 Atch
Lt Genex'l, USAF Letter to Mayor Bradley
Commander
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

WASMINGTON. D.C. IOSSC--1000

O,,.CS or ,-C ^"-..a,- gucagI,.Y June 2E, 19E5

Councilwoman Joan Milke Flcres
Los Angeles City Council
City Hall
200 North Spring Street
Los Angeles, California 50012

Dear Ms. Flores:

I appreciate the opportunity to meet with you concernin; Air
.aorce housing requirements at Whit.e Point. Your suppert of

military family housing needs is reassuring. The businness-
like a.=osmhere of our discussion indicates to me that we can
resolve this matte. without an extended contr-oversy orlitigat~ion.

During the meeting, you suggested that we consider the use cf
the former Upper Reservat.ion of Fort Ma•-cAr.hu-i- n -c.-.tin
with 12.5 acres of the Bogdonovich Park property (former
Portsmouth Navy housing site) as an alternative to si-.n, our
housing on White Point. After maeful oonsidaratior., we have
regretfully reached the conclusion that the Upper Reserva-ion
is not a workable solution. However, this has led us to
another a.lana:-lve waicn you may find aL"&,;;.L4v=, :D - izs-
!et me spell out our reasons for not concurring wit =he use
of =he Upper Reservation.

Zhe houses will cost more to build due to the
different si te concitions, -
exist.in. buildings. In addition to the direct costs, the
delays for additional engineering wrk, demolition, pav-,ent
removal, site preparation, and a new environmental analysis
process will drive the cost up furthe-. This delay cost
includes both a higher overajl'Wro ect cost due to infia-ion
during the delay and payment of housing allowar.ces for a
longer period of t-ime (see below).

b. There would be a long delay to Study the Upoer
Reservation area and prepare an environmental assessment for
two separate areas. This portion of the delay alone t--anslates
into approxLately $1,600,000 annual additional cost for housing
allowances. There is a fr't-ner serious but un.ua-.ifianie los.
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in productivity from lessened morale and reduced retention
in tne service of highly esducated ..ilitay perscnnel forced
into one of our nation's highes- shelter-cost markets. Cur
compro..ise proposal also has envirronrnental implicat-r=ns, Du-
we feel that they are si...ler to those already =cnsidered and
found to have no significant impact. Therefore, we expect
to discuss them in an amendment to our e:iszinc environmen.a..
asseszment.

c. We remain concerned that there wou.-d be a severe
adverse local community reaction. The Upper Reserva-ion is
used by a number of different community groups. it was
primarily for this reason that the 1982 Mayor's report
eliminated this area, and why we elected not to disagree with
the -ecommeandation. .1 recognize that the relocation of these
activities is a decision dnd responsibility of the city, but
we are still concerned. Moreover, the Upper Reserva-lon is
sufficiently distant from White Point that a d4' eren, par:
of the San Pedro community resides in the vicini:y. We
believe we have met the South Shore Homeowners' concerns :n
tne portions of the letta= that follow; we do not wish to re-
. -iiae. -he community dialogue process with a new neighborhood.

we remain convinced that a single, contiguous area at ht-.e
Point would be the most advantageous site to meet our cr:-ioam
housing needs. As discussed at our meeting, there are many
siting alternatives which could be explored in conjunction
with a park in order to achieve the mostlmutually advantazeous
plan for development of this property. However, in a
of cooperation and joint pla.ning with the Ci-y of Los Anreles
and the San Pedro cmmunity, we would be willing to exprlre a
sPlit housin; development between a reduced area on Whi~ e
Point and the Bogdonovich Park site. After a tr-l.-.nar-
examination, the Bogdonovich Park site, in whicn -he federall

for iocating some of our housing.

By using the Bogdonovich site, there see to oe at least two
sit.in opport-uni ties on White Point that will be most oomparIbe
with use of the balance as a park. The firs: As a site on the
level ground along Paseo del ;,ar on the' east side of the zra:-,
away from the present state beach. Some hillside area meih
be used, if accepta•ble to the community and.buildable at
reasonable cost, to minimize the amount of land required.
This area was proposed as the site for a portion of the
houses by M=.. Jerry L. Gaines, President of the South Shores
Homeowners' Association, in a letter of June 6, 1985. We
believe his suggestion has merit and should be invesi--a-ed.

T.e second possibility is to use land along 25th Street between
Western Aven-ue and the Navy housing, extending some distance
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cnto the upper level of tte White ?cint area above the old
batter es. Ths idea would min-mize ccnf licts i:bctch
coastal :cne values and pociential park uses. :ts proxunity
to the Bogdonovich size would be bencficial from a -i'-r

ccu..-•. •y point of view, and would simpif4y maintenance
a nag&-ena. Since thiz immediate area is dominated by the

conmercial uses centered on the 25th Street and Western Avenue
intersection, some higher density type construction woui4 be
compatible and would minimize the land requirement. Th s,
however, could be taken up in the joint planning process.

We feel that it is important that our position on building
housing at White Point be fully understood. We have a current,
pressins need. Congress quite Lroperly expects us to proceed
in a timely fashion to construct the projects they have
authorized. Due tO the controversy over paymen: for this
site, they have taken a special Lzte.es: in assuring thatIt is use%- without undue delay. Accordingly, we must bezin
planning and design work on alternative sites and design
concepts. To evaluate the feasibility of the alternative
sites enc~passed by this proposal, it "s imperaive that we
be granted access to White Point and, if you concur with our
alternative, Rogdonovich ?ark, no latxr than mid-July. This
will enable us to accomplish preliminary topographical andsoils work. From it we would develop alternate pr=cosaIs
from which a final site plan for the housing wil. be chosen.
Hopefully, this site seleztion would be part of the joint
planning process. The survey and study results would a..so
be available for more detailed planning of a park.

The Ai- 7or=_e would like to begin the joint planning process
that we have proposed at once. To establish a date for the
next meeting, please contact Lieutenant General mcCarmney,
Colonel Rodgers or me.

-We -ap.p-"a • D uniy to work with you and =he Ci-v
oi Los Angeles on this matter. -
tion the local co=unity, the City of Los Angeles and the AirForce w4ll all benefit. We in the Air Force are looking
forward to working with you in a joint planninq process.

Sin erely,

Deput (~~sr. 3OTR.IGF-

Deputy Assi tn Secretary of the Air Force
(Znstallat.ions, Znvironment and Safety)
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DEPARTMENT OF T HE AIR FORCE
W--,4INGON. O.C. ZOssO -1000

of,,l, rrt T OA ,.,A,,,,- August 22, 1985

I Councilwoman Joan Milks Fl~res

Los Angeles City Council
City Hall
200 North Spring Street
Los Angeles, California 90012

Dear Ms. Flores:

This letter is with respect to use of White Point for
military family housing, which we have discussed on a
number of occasions. I promised to send you a letter
confirming my position during our discussion August 9.
This letter was delayed be=ause I was out of town.

First, I will briefly review our requirement for housing
and summarize what has happened to date. Then I will
confirm the Air Force position on the use of Bogdanovich
Perk (t22 acres) for siting our housing as you have sugges:te_.

The Air Force has a serious probl-m in providin, housinq
for people stationed a: Sp-ce Division, Los Anceles A'r
Force Sizta:on. This ±s not just a parochial Ai-r Force
contain. The Secretary of Defense personally det9=...e:
that new housing was necessary, and so did the Director of
t-he Office of .anagaent and Budget. The Congreos has
provided funds for 170 units of housing, to be built
specifically on land at White Point. While there rmay be
disaqreemen-t locally about whether the government should
provide housing for military fa.milias at Space Division,
it has been firmly resolved on the national level.

White Point was originally bought by the government with
taxpayer funds before World War I1. It was donated to the
city in 1978 for park purposes, but the government provided
in the deed that it could secure return of 'he property i.f
needed for national defense. The city has made no use of
the land for park pux-poses in "zho intervening seven years.
This, we are told, is due to funding priorities. N~ow the
state has expressed an inturest in ostablishinq a state park
on the land. The state, however, has yet to do much pla."ning,and there are clear local div,.eions over the state's insistcnce
on providing for overnight ceting. Park use, therefore,
4.Ppezr to :-.ain •c:nat .n ;'.su!on.
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In 1982, a committee appointed by Mayor Bradley recommended
constructing this housing on the west side of White Point,
along western Avenue. We accepted this decision by the city,
and so did the Congress. We made extensive efforts to work
with the surrounding community to make the project compatible
with nearby homes. To meet their desires, we secured approval
from the Office of the Secretary of Defense to build detached
homes with enclosed garages, contrary to normal policy that
calls for semidetached units and carports for most military
family housing.

Now let me confirm the Air Force position on the use of
Boqdanovich Park. As I told you in our August 9, 1985, tele-
phone conversation, the Air Force is willing to pursue
Bogdanovich as our primary site. The only question outstanding
is how many housing units could be accommodated on the site
in a density and configuration acceptable to the Air Force
and compatible with the surrounding coc.-unity. If we could
not get all of our housing units on Bogdanovich, then the
Air Force is willing to look first at the Navy land to
acCOn~odate the remaining housing units, provided the land
proves to be suitable for this purpose and that you can make
the land available as promised. To the extent that additional
land would be required to site our housing units, we would
use a Portion of White Point. I have pledged to you that
the Air Force will make a concerted effort to site all of
our housing units without using White Point land and, if
this is not possible, we will use as little land on White
Potnt as we can reasonably get by with. In addition, I have
pledged that any use of White Point land would be done 11n, a
way that would fully consider future park development and
"thus minimize any adverse impact.

The position on the use of Bogdanovich Park for siting our
housing was conditioned on the city granting irnediate access
to both Bogdanovich Park and White Point for site investi-
gative surveys and. tests. We need this detailed infc.at.•on
to develop specific siting and housing configuration
alternatives. It is impoocible to make intelligent decisions
on the use of the property in question without this essential
inforifiation and prelLninary planning. This information would
allow all reasonable alternatives to be evaluated in a joint
planning effort and I am confident it would result in a
mutually acceptable solution. Frankly, I am puzzled at the
city's continued refusal to allow access to the White Point
property for this very limited but necassa-y p.urpose. it is
particularly frustrating h:caune your proposal that we use
Bogdanovich puts us so very claue to an acceptable solution.
It does not, however, affect the nead to survey White Point.
As I have e•:pressed several times, the Airoce is not
willing to :Snnd ý.vcral months stu.y.:-ig the arcas ou:t±de
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of White Point, only to find that the need for some White
Point land remains. That would cause another prolonged and
unacceptable delay to repeat the study process and would not
permit a comprehensive review of all of the reasonable
alternatives. We simply m.ust study all of the alternatives
together if we are going to reach the best possible solution
for all of the parties concerned. Therefore, in return for
my firm agreemant on the P-bove position, and my further
conmitment not to seek reversion until we had done our
siting studies and gone over the= with the city and state,
I ackod again fmr immediate access for surveys. Once again,
you reruses.

I have understood your concern about granting access for
surveys to be that the public would perceive that the city
was capitulatihg. Written assurances from us that this was
not so were not acceptable to you. To relieve you and other
city officials of any responsibility, we filed an action in
Federal court conder-ing right to enter White Point for
tests and surveys ft 170 days. This should have solved
your perception prob• ,m, in that the Air Force took sole
responsibility. The City Attorncy, however, appeared and
szught to delay access, for reasons not evident to us other
than for the sake of delay, and was unfortunately successful
in obtaining a 30-day delay.

Ms. Flores, the Air Force was very excited about your .zrcosal
"that we use all of Bogdanovich mark, as we though: t!Ais =ut
us very close to an accop-able solution. The A•ir -orce nas
enjoyed a long and fruitful relationship with the C!-. of
Los :-.nel-s. it is hardly the ci-y's fault that housi-n
costs are so high, but we are obliged to do what we can to
mitigate them for the peo'ple we order to work at L-s .--. O_21cs'
Air Force Station. Due to the sensitive and '-Inortant nature
of the work at LAAFS, we must have the best officers 'v._ble.
At present, the cost of housing makes this an undesirable
assigr.ment, resisted by miny of the people we need the most.
You have acknowledged during our discussions your full su.por-
ýor provdingn adequate ho'4sing for our mili.tary members. We
have searched for sites for over six years. The ýrnite Point
area of San Pedro is not ideal, but it is the only workable
one available to us. Time is-running out on site selection
and we simply must make a selection and move to the design
and construction of houses.

in su.mary, the Air ro-!ce is firm.ly cn.mi-t.,d to usi.ng
Sogdanovich Park to reduce or eliminate t--e need zor ;fl-. -
Point land, but we must have survey access at once. r feel
that the Air Force has come a trc.nendous distance frcm its
Original posit-ion in order to acco::.1odate tihe city and your
cc.cqrn.s. We are sinc.rely willing to encage in a jci .nt
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planning effort to achieve a mutually acceptable solution
provided it can be done in a reasonable time. Given this
posture, I conceive of no rational reason why a survey of
White Point, without any pre-commitment by us to using all
or part of it, should be objectionable. I, once again,
request that the city withdraw its opposition to our
declaration of taking for a four-month survey easement,
thereby allowing us to proceed with surveys under that
ease.ment and a cooperative joint planning process.

As I stated in our last telephone conversation, if this is
not acceptable, then the Air Force because of time con-
straints will have no choice but to pursue reversion of the
White Point property and get the design and construction of
our housing units under way at the earliest possible date.
I appreciate your efforts to date and I remain hopeful that
somehow we can achieve a mutually acceptable solution.

Sincerely,.

. JMMS F O. 3A.T.ZGHT
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air- Force

(Installations, Enviror.ent and Safety)
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C2itv Q2laun~it of tf~e Q11itV of 'ý105 ý:knetes
4 OFFICE OF THE PRESIODNT PRO TEMPORC

Tajou ?Hilke glabres 485-3~47

COUNCILWOMAN. 151N O|STICT

September 4, 1985

Mr. James F. Boatright
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
Department of the Air Force
Washington,D.C. 20330-1000

Dear Mr. Boatright:

Thank you for your letter regarding the important issue of military
housing and recreational land in San Pedro.

We would reiterate that San Pedro continues to be very supportive of
military housing. We are proud to say that we have many military
housing complexes in our community.

As you know, we have in fact offered the Air Force several parcels mf
property in San Pedro which could accommodate your housing needs. We
would like to meet your needs while also preserving the singl- largest
undeveloped piece of coastal property in the City of Los Angeles --

White Point.

With that in mind, we would offer you the following proposal:

1) Use of the entire Bogdanovich Park parcel for milicary
housing, relocation of existing sports facilities and
preservation of views for the condominium complex in the far
northwestern portion of the property. Permission has been
granted by the City for the Air Force to survey this entire
property.

2) Access to eastern portion of White Point to survey a 20-acre
area for future development, if needed, of 10 acres or less.

Final approval for any development at White Point will be contingent
upon the City receiving clear title to remaining White Point property.

If and when a final agreement is reached as outlined above, I will
request the City Council to rescind its objection to Coastal Commission
approval for development of the property to be used for Air Force
housing.
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Mr. James F. Boatright
September 4, 1985
Page 2

We believe that this proposal, which enjoys widespread community and
city support. will provide your needed housing in a desirable
environment as well as preserving most of White Point for recreational
development.

Yours very truly,

JO E FLORES
Presi ent Pro Tempore
Los Angeles City CounciJ

JMF:mk
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"Ji. DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

OM O TV9 ASM1AD SEMITAM

September 6, 1985

Councilwoman Joan Milke Flores
Los Angeles City Council
City Hall
200 North Spring Street
Los Angeles, California 90012

Dear Ms. Flores:

Thank you for your letter of September.4, 1985, on military housing and recreational
land in San Pedro. Your proposal that we survey all of Bogdanovich Park and 20 acres
in the eastern portion of White Point is accepted.

For our mutual understanding, here is what we have agreed on.

1. Access for surveys is granted to all of Bogdanovich Park and 20 acres of
the eastern portion of White Point.

2. The Air Force will intensively study these areas and develop alternate site
layouts for. discussion with the City.

3. The Air Force will prepare site layouts and alternatives on: (a)
Bogdanovich Park, less a portion of the northwestern part to preserve views for the
adjacent condominium complex; and (b) up to 10 acres of a 20 acre tract on the
eastern part of White Point as may be required.

I have some observations, which I have made to you before in our conversations. First,
we will make every good faith effort to site our 170 houses on Bogdanovich Park. It
makes economic sense for us to operate one project instead of two. If, however, they
cannot be sited there, or on a combination of Bogdanovich and the eastern part of
White Point in a manner acceptable to the Air Force, we may have to come back to
you to survey more White Point land. You will have.full details of our efforts and
reasoning at that time, and I would hope that the need for any such request would be
self-evident.

Second, 1 was frankly surprised that you designated the eastern part of the property
rather than the land along 25th street. From the little we know of both the State's and
the Coastal Commission's reasoning, that would seem to be more acceptable to them.
I am not seeking access to that land at this time, but if you find that my impression is
correct it might be to everyone's interest for us also to survey 20 acres or so along
25th street and study alternatives involving it. This is a suggestion; not a request.
The eastern part of White Point is acceptable from our perspective.

Third, I appreciate your position on relocating the ballfields now at Bogdanovich Park.
While we fully understand this position, it does create a very difficult problem for us
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since our project does not include funding for this purpose. As we evaluate alternative
siting and housing configurations, we will also assess the availability of funding for this
purpose and will be prepared to discuss it at a subsequent meeting with the City.

Fourth, as you know, the Air Force has no-authority to remove the reversion clause in
the present deed to White Point. We recognize that you expect it to be removea with
respect to the part of White Point not used for housing. If we are able lo site our 170
units of housing in a satisfactory manner and reach agreement on all other conditions,
I will support and seek appropriate action to release the reversion on the balbnce of
the White Point property.

I appreciate your efforts in this matter. As you know, the Air Force urgently needs
these additional housing units and I am hopeful we can get the project under
construction at an early date.

S erely,

mes F. Boatright
Deputy .A.stant Secretary of the Air Force

(Installations, Environment and Safety)
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DEPARTNYENT OF THE A!R FORCE

22 Oct 1985

OFICC Of 716C DA&%•fI T SCCACTANY

Councilwoman Joan Milke Flores
Los Angeles City Council
City Hall
200 North Spring Street
Los Angeles CA 90012

Dear Ms Flores

In response to the City's proposed siting for additional Air Force family
housing in the San Pedro area outlined in your letter of September 4, 1985,
the Air Force conducted site engineering investigations and preliminary site
planning. The purpose of this letter is to provide you with the results of
these efforts and to respond to the City's proposal.

A recent survey of Air Force housing needs in the Los Angeles area has
reconfirmed our urgent and immediate need. Therefore, your assurances that
you and the community of San Pedro continue to be very supportive of
military housing is sincerely appreciated. As you know, the land at White
Point is our desired site for the currently approved and funded 170 housing
units. The sire was carefully selected for the numerous reasons previously
discussed with you. We believe White Point to be the best solution for zhe
City, community and Air Force. However, we continue to be very sensitive to
the desires of the City of Los Angeles and the citizens in the San Pedro
area. Accordingly, your proposal to have us site housing on Bogdanovich
Park and, if needed, White Point is an acceptable alternative.

The engineering data has confirmed that both Bogdanovich Park and the
southeast corner of White Point are geologically suitable for our planned
construction. In order to meet our needs, it will be necessary to develop
all of the economically buildable land on Bogdanovich Park, estimated to be
about 16.5 acres, together with 20 acres of an eastern White Point si:e.
However, preliminary archeological investigations at Bogdanovich indicate a
costly data recovery effort may be required prior to construction. Our
layouts of housing are consistent with the surrounding neighborhoods and
should In no way negatively impact their value. The 1.5 acre open space to
preserve the view from existing condominiums has been maintained. We have
incorporated the conditions stated in the San Pedro Chamber of Commerce
report in our planning with the exception of their request for a joint use
athletic field.

The Air Force understands and appreciates the need to relocate the existing
Bogdanovlch sports fields. We are willing to contribute to the cost of
moving them to another site provided by the City if, after contracting for
construction, there are funds remaining in the appropriation for this
project. As you know, our original funding request was reduced by the
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Congress. The delays in starting construction have eroded the purchasing
power of our funds. Building on the two sites further complicates the
financial picture. There appears to be a lower cost alternative available.
We would omit the Bogdanovich Park soccer field from the project area
compensating land, some five to six acres, were provided on White Point.
This would not appear to have any serious impact on state park use of the
balance of White Point. While we have to site houses on the baseball field
at Bogdanovich park, there-are two such fields at White Point already. we
would be willing to contribute to their rehabilitation on the -same basis as
above, that is if there were funds available after contracting "for
construction. We would expect a reasonable curfew on night use of the
soccer field.

Regarding the reversion rights pertaining to White Point, the Air Force will
support the City's request for a change in the reversion clause of the deed
for the Vhite Point land, to be effective when transfer of the Bogdanovich
Park and White Point sites to the Air' Force is final and construction is
underway on both of them. Release of the reversion would also require that
the City of Los Angeles and/or the State of California have completed the
plans for a park, coordinated those plans with the Air Force, and firmly
committed the necessary funds for construction of a park on White Point.

We are prepared to proceed immediately with completion of the environmental
process, and appear before the California Coastal Commission with the new
development p2an for White Point. Before doing so, we need your assurance
of active support by the City of Los Angeles in all forums regarding site
selection and environmental analyses for this plan. We also need a formal
agreement that the City of Los Angeles will transfer the agreed properties
to the US Government 14 working days following, a request by the US
Department of the Interior.

In anticipation of the City's full support we have revised our plan to favor
your proposal as our preferred siting. In the meantime, critical time has
elapsed and it's necessary that we be able to proceed now. We ask that the
City reply as soon as possible, accepting the arrangements we have prc'csed
in this letter. Please indicate specifically which option you prefer fo7
the soccer field. We would appreciate your response by October 30, 1985.
Re need to start the contracting process so that our people can occupy these
badly needed houses without further delay.

.•cerely

;;James F. Boatright
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force

(Installations, Environment and Safety)

2
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE

November 6, 1985

Councilwoman Joan Milke Flores
Los Angeles City Council
City Hall
200 Ntorth Spring Street
Los Angeles CA 90012

Deer Ms Flores;

In my letter of Octob-e*r 22, 1985,1 set out a comprehensive proposal for siting our 170-
unit housing project on a combination of Bogdenovich Park and 20-25 acres on the
eastern side of White Point. At our meetin; the same day, I showed you conceptua.l
layouts for siting the houses in several different ways. In conformance with
community desires, in which we concur, the units are single family dwelllngs
consistent with the surrounding houses. I easked for a reponse to this proposal by
Ovto!cr 30; ncne h.s been received.

It is evident that conflicting community pressures will make a solution acceptable to
:11 sides not only logr delayed but highly unlikely. Even the City :overnment itself is
not in accord, as we leOrned October 22. We need to gct on Yw*ith this project, not for
br.c:: ,i za:e=o cr to msct artificia] dcad-Ines but bectus,, Air 'orce pe:Ie need
h¢ucs to v*vc In at = economic cost they can &f ford.

I' our discusslons were lezding eweditlously to a resolution, perha.-p-s some sm.il
fsu.t!r delay could b2 tolerated. However, I see the picture becoming more complex
d-ily, End the pro:pect ror a nei-gotiat.d resolution fast reced-Ing. The.-efcre, we h-ave
det-Idcd to proceed with a single site on White Point, as orinnally approved by the
Ccn:ress. A notice of intent to pre~pare an e•.onment-al impa.ct StCtement on a
"KWhte Point site on a.'n e.x•pedited schedule, ca,-istent with applic.ble laws Pand
rg.,lations, will be filed sho.tly. We are .nnouncing 5eodri.novich Park and the Upper
P.eservttion ca c1ternetivos. The final siting decision will drawon community Input,
environmental impact, and cost factors.

I rearct that we were unable to reach a suoc-'e¢.'ful c.onclusion.

De.put 4' -stcon't Secretary of the Air Force
(Inst.lL--tions, Environment and Stfcty)
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( gt 11u rla I4 (Ilit C' . s k .r

OfIvCC Of" THE PRESIDENT PRO TEMPORE

COuNGCLWO84.M ISTINO61G

November 19, 1985

Mr. James F. Boatright
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force
Department of The Air Force
Washington, D. C. 20330

Dear Mr. Boatright:

The City has had an opportunity to review your proposal in detail.. We
have also conferred with the State regarding the status of development
at White Point Park.

Our goal has been to accommodate additional Air Force housing in our
comunity while protecting the future of the already-funded $8 million
White Point Regional Park project.

We believe our offer accomplishes both of these goals.

Since there seemed to have been some confusion on the part of the Air
Force as to what the City meant by the "eastern portion of White Point,"
we have enclosed a map detailing approximately 9 acres on the far
eastern portion of White Point which the City could make available to
the Air Force in our compromise proposal.

In addition, we are off ering Bogdanovich Park for military housing. As
you can see by our staff drawings, the housing you desire can be built
on these sites as a mixture of single family dwelling homes and attached
homes. The plan for Bogdanovich follows the same general plan as the
one You proposed and while not maxcimizing the number of homes on the
site, represents a reasonable increase In density. The remaining units
necessary to total 170 were placed at White Point in a straight forward
design to minimize the impact of the housing on the State Park.

As you know, the Air Force has built attached units at the middle
reservation and the Navy will be' building attached units at Suanga
Village in our community so we would have no problem with this arrange-
"uent. This compromise involves a great deal of sacrifice both to the
City and the community. We are giving up the rights to an existing park
and a portion of White Point. a highly sensitive region that represents
the last large parcel of undeveloped publicly-owned coastal park property
in the City.
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Page 2

The Stati:-s reprasentativo,-Hr -Anthony Ulm,-has-indicated t:hat if mort-
of White Point property than is being offered is taken, the project will
lack significance for state park purposes and be abandoned. This action
would represent the loss of existing allocated project development
funds, and anticipated total State park expenditure approximating $8
million dollars. Even more importantly, the loss of this unquestionable
unique park land will represent an unnecessary and unacceptable loss to
present and future generations of Americans. He emphasizes that this
eastern slice can be considered in this compromise proposal but only
this eastern slice. Anything more will prompt the State to pull out of
the project.

While granting these lands to you, we would ask only that you pay for
the relocation of the ballfields at Bogdanovich Park to San Pedro Park
or another nearby location and support the elimination of the reversionary
clauses on the remaining property at White Point Park and Angel's Gate
Park.

This proposal gives you the acreage necessary to house the men who work
as liaisons with the local defense contractors and allows the City to
proceed with the State on the development of the already-funded White
Point Regional Park development.

I would add that the City unanimously supports this offer with the
concurrence of State park officials. Tf this is acceptable, we will
move immediately to accommodate your housing needs.

We and the community areeager, as you are, to have this matter
resolved. Please let us know by the end of the year if this offer is
acceptable. Our continued support for this compromise beyond December
31st depends on your acceptance of the conditions outlined above.

I am available to meet with you in Los Angeles or Washington to discuss
this important issue.

Very truly yours,

i OAN ILKE FLORES

Presi ent Pro Tempore
.. ngeles City Council

.HFl/vt
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DEPARTMENT OFTHE AIR FORCE
WAHIPNGTOV4. o.c. O0,20-1000

December 17, 1985

Councilwoman Joan Milke Flares
Los Angeles City Council
City Rall
200 North Spring Street
Los Angeles, California 90012

Dear Ms. Flores:

The Air Force has reviewed the City of Los Angeles' proposal
regarding the siting for housing to support Space Division as
outlined in your November 19, 1985, letter. -The proposal is
not acceptable because it does not provide sufficient acreage
for our housing development.

As I indicated in my letter of October 22' 1985, we are
willing to accept split siting between 3ogdanovich Park and
White Point. However, we must insist that we get sufficient
land to develop our housing complex. Our minimum requirement
was stated in the previous letter as all of the economically
buildable land on Bogdanovich Park, estimated to be about 16.5
acres, together with 20 acres of an eastern White Point site.
After further study, we believe we could develop our housing on
all of Bogdanovich together with 16 contiguous and economically
buildable acres on White Point provided an adequate buffer zone
around our housing was provided for in the park planning for
the remainder of White Point. We have come a long way from our
initial position.of 50 acres, which is what we really need, and
we are simply unwilling to further reduce the required acreage.

The following stipulations remain unchanged from our letter of
October 22, 1985:

0 The Air Force understands and appreciates the need to
relocate the existing Bogdanovich sports fields. We
are willing to contribute to the cost of moving them to
*maother site provided by the City if, after contracting
for construction, there are funds remaining in the
appropriation for this project. As you know, our
original funding request was reduced by the Congress.
The delays in starting construction have eroded the
purchasing power of our funds. Building on the two
-ite* further complicates the finaucial picture.
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"* Regarding the reversion rights pertaining to White
Point, the Air Force vill support the City's request
for a change in the reversion clause of the deed for
the White Point land, to be effective when transfer of
the Bogdanovich Park and White Point sites to the Air
Force Is final and construction is underway on both of
them. Release of the reversion would also require that
the City of Los Angeles and/or the State of California
have completed the plans for a park, coordinated those
plans with the Air Force, and firmly committed the
necessary funds for construction of a park on White
Point. The Air Force will oppose relinquishing
reversion rights on any property other than White
Point.

"e We will need assurance of active support by the City of
Los Angeles in all forums regarding-site selection and
environmental analysis for this plan. We will also
need a formal agreement'that the City of Los Angeles
will transfer the agreed properties to the U.S.
Government 14 working days following a request by the
U.S. Department of the Interior.

As you are aware, the Air Force Is now engaged in the Environ-
mental Impact Staitement•(EZIS) process on this matter. This
formal process requires consideration of reasonable alterna-
tives. If the City of Los Angeles submitted an alternative
consistent with the above conditions, the Air Force would be
pleased to accept the alternative. We are now in the "scoping
phase" of the EIS process and such a proposal from the City
would be most appropriate.

Thank you for your consideration on this important matter. I
would be pleased to discuss or explain our position in more
detail if you desire.

Sincerely,

\..•ames F. Boatright
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force

(Installations, Environment and Safety)
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* Weato. ?V#e adl Abbeciai
TRAFFIC & TRANSPORTATION ENGINEERING

May 28, 1986

Mr. Warren Pandorf -
ESE, Inc.
P.O. Box ESE
Gainesville, FL 32602

Dear Mr. Pandorf:

This letter is to supplement our letter report of February 6, 1986, which re-
viewed traffic factors related to the Air Force Space Division Housing Project,
San Pedro, California. Additional information was requested relative to poten-
tial impacts upon the freeway system. This letter is in response to that re-
quest.

Figure 2 of our report indicates that 1600 daily trips generated by the proposed
project are expected to utilize the Harbor Freeway (I-110). Peak hour volumes
are 105 AM and 130 PM for the project at the Harbor Freeway. Daily volumes
on the freeway north of the Vincent Thomas Bridge are 60,000 daily trips and
5,800 peak hour. Project traffic would represent a 2.7 percent increase in
daily traffic and 2.2 percent increase in peak hour traffic.

At the junction of the Harbor Freeway (I-110) and the San Diego Freeway (1-405),
project trips will be dispersed and it is not possible to estimate with any
accuracy the assignment to the various routes. Since all dwelling units would
be occupied by Air Force personnel stationed at the Los Angeles Air Force
Station in El Segundo, a total of 340 daily trips could be generated between
these two locations. As stated in the report, studies have indicated that
85 percent of the officers would car pool and 15 percent would drive. This
reduces the daily trips from San Pedro to El Segundo to 195 or 98 during both
the AM and PM peak hours.

Daily traffic on the San Diego Freeway (1-405) reaches 238,000 north of Haw-
thorne Boulevard with a 18,300 peak hour volume. The project would represent
a 0.08 percent increase in daily traffic and a 0.54 percent increase in peak
hour traffic.

2651 EAST CHAPMAN AVENUE 9 SUITE 110 * FULLERTON. CALIFORNIA 92631 * (714) 871-2931
C.. , 1
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In summary, the project would have an extremely minor impact upon freeway
traffic. Projected increases are less than the accuracy of the counting
procedure. In addition, the nature of the project encourages ride sharing
which reduces the potential traffic impacts over more standard residential
development. Finally, these are not all new trips to the area but relocated
trips from current residence to Air Force Housing.

We trust that this supplemental information will be of assistance to you. If
you have any questions, please contact us.

Respectfully submitted,
WESTON PRINGLE & ASSOCIATES

Weston S. Pring e, P.E.
Registered Professional Engineer
State of California Numbers C16828 & TR565

WSP:bas

#84451
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LATE SPRING VERTEBRATE FAUNAL SURVEY OF WHITE'S POINT PARK,
UPPER FORT MACARTHUR, AND MARTIN J. BOGDANOVICH PARK

Surveys of the vertebrate fauna of the areas-known as White's Point

Park, Upper Fort MacArthur, and Martin J. Bogdanovich Park were conducted on

May 12, 14, 16-18, 1986. The surveys consisted of an extensive walk over

the respective sites with specific attention directed towards identif.,cation

of extant species, tracks, fecal droppings, active burrows, and discussions

with site users. Additionally, forty live-traps, in four strings, were

placed in four separate areas of White's Point Park from May 16-17, 1986, to

sample the small mammal population.

All of these sites were previously surveyed in 1985. Their habitats

have not substantially changed. The following descriptions, presented in

the 1985 report, apply today:

White's Point Park--The White's Point parcel is an

abandoned Nike missile site and consists primarily of a

large tract of land of disturbed mustard-dominated

grassland but also contains a number of paved roads,

buildings, and other developments. Most of the site

consists of open fields only a portion of which is disked

over after the winter-spring growing season.

Upper Fort MacArthur--The Upper Fort MacArthur parcel is

a developed site containing numerous buildings,

landscaped lawns. and paved areas as well as several open

fields in which a weed-dominated vegetation develops

ý4ter winter-spring rains. Vegetation on the site

consists of various cultivars around the buildings and a
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weedy grassland in the open undeveloped fields.

Martin J. Bogdanovich Park--This site, just northeast of

White's point park by approximately .2 mile, is a former

grassy-weeded slope with recreational facilities on its

southern portion. A paved road, entering from 25th

Street on the park's ;outhern border, leads past the

recreational facilities to the approximate center of the

park and the grassy-weeded slopes of the northern portion

of the park. The grassy-weeded northern portion of the

park shows evidence of having been disked, apparently for

fire control purposes.

White's Point Faunal Survey Sumnmary Comments

i'he faunal composition did not, on the whole, differ significantly in

ecotypes from those forms previously reported or expected. However, we did

observe one manmmalian species (House Mouse) which was expected but not

previously seen, and two domestic maimnalian species not previously expected

which should have been (Domestic Dog, Domestic Cat). Although many of the

bird species previously reported were seen again, newcomers were observed

(Barn Swallow, Common Crow, Spotted Dove). Among the reptiles the warm

weather brought out were three expected but not previously seen species

(Western Fence Swift, Gopher Snake, California King Snake) and one

previously reported species (Side-Blotched Lizard).

Upper Fort MacArthur Survey Summary Comments

rhe faunal composition did differ from our previous report in that

although most of the species listed were observed again, four avian species

previously listed were absent (Common Flicker, Audubon's Warbler, California

Sea Gull, Raven). Ten avian species not previously reported were seen
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(Herring Gull, Long-Billed Curlew, Townsend's Warbler, Wilson's Warbler,

Cliff Swallow, American Goldfinch, Western Flycatcher, Scrub Jay, House

Sparrow, Common Crow). The presence of one new reptile species was

determined by the discovery of a fresh scat, unmistakeably that of a Horned

Lizard, probably that of the Coast Horned Lizard.

Martin J. Bogdanovich Park Summary Comments

The faunal composition, while including most of the previously reported

species, differed in that two species previously reported were absent (Red-

Tailed Hawk, Say's Phoebe), and six previously unreported species were seen

kMockingbird, Brewer's Black Bird, Mourning Dove, Common Crow, Domestic

Pidgeon, Cliff Swallow). Once again, although no gophers were seen, fresh

mounds were observed.
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KEY TO CHARTS

All abundance terms are relativa to normal density of the species.

A abundant, very numerous and easily verified
C - common, moderate numbers and verifiable
U - uncommon, infrequently found
E - endangered

PR - previously reported
N - new sighting
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MAMMALS OF WHITE'S POINT PARK

Site Presence Determined
M W F Sa Su

Opposum C hypo
Didelphis marsupialis

Ornate Shrew U hypo
Sorex ornatus

Broad-footed Mole C hypo
Scapanus latimanus

California Myotis U hypo
Myotis californicus

Pallid Bat U hypo
Antrozous pallidus

Brush Rabbit C hypo
Sylvilagus bachmani

Audubon Cottontail A 1,PR
SylvilaRus auduboni

California Ground Squirrel A PR
Spermophilus beecheyi

Botta Pocket Gopher A numerous active mounds,
Thomomys bottae bones in .scats, PR

California Pocket Mouse U hypo
Perognathus californicus

Western Harvest Mouse U hypo
Reithrodontomys mexalotis

House Mouse C 2,N
Mus musculus

Black Rat U not seen, droppings PR
Rattus rattus

Deer Mouse C hypo
Peromyscus maniculatus

California Mouse U hypo
Peromvscus californicus

California Vole C not seen, runs PR
Microtus californicus
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Site Presence Determined
M W F Sa Su

Coyote U hypo
Canis latrans

Gray Fox U not seen. presence previously
Urocyon cinereoargenteus reported by site users

Domestic Dog C 2,N
Danis Familiaris

Domestic Cat 1,N*
Felis Cattus

Long-Tailed Weasel U hypo
Mustela frennata

Striped Skunk C PR
Mephitis mephitis

Spotted Skunk C hypo
Spilogale putorius

*•dead
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BIRDS OF WHITE'S POINT PARK

Resident/ Foraging/ Number Actually Observed
Breeding Migrating M W F Sa Su

Turkey Vulture U
Cathartes aura

Red-tailed Hawk C 1,PR
Buteo jamaicensis

Cooper's Hawk U
Accipiter cooperi

Sparrow Hawk C 3,PR 1 3 3 3
Falco sparverius

California Gull C PR
Larus californicus

Herring Gull C PR
Larus arRentatus

California Quail U
Lophortyx californius

Mourning Dove A 13,PR 4 8 6 7
Zenaidura macroura

Domestic Pigeon A 2,PR 1 2 16
Columba livia

Barn Owl U
Tyto alba

Great Horned Owl U
Bubo virginianus

Burrowing Owl C PR
Speotyto cunicularia

White-throated Swift U
Aeronautes saxatalis

Killdeer C PR
Charadrius vociferus

Anna's Hummingbird C 1,PR 2
Calypte anna

Allen's Hummingbird U
Selasphorus rufus
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Resident/ Foraging/ Number Actually Observed
Breeding Migrating M W F Sa Su

Ring-necked Pheasant U PR
Phasianus colchicus

Say's Phoebe U 3,PR
Sayornis saya

Cliff Swallow C 8 4 4
Petrochelidon pyrrhonota

Raven C 4,PR
Corvus corax

Common bushtit U
Psaltriparis minimum

Wrentit U
Chamaea fasciata

Mockingbird C I,PR
Mimus polyglottos

Loggerhead Shrike C 3,PR 2 1 2
Lanius ludovicianus

Robin C
Turdus migratorius

Starling A 24,PR 13 7 9 20
Sturnus vulgaris

Audubon's Warbler U
Dendroica auduboni

House Sparrow C
Passer domesticus

Western Meadowlark A 6,PR 2 1 2 2
Sturnella netlecta

Brewer's Blackbird C
Euphagus cyanocephalus

House Finch A Z1,PR 3 6 10 6
Carpodacus mexicanus

Lessor Goldfinch U
Spinus psaltria

Brown Towhee U 1,PR
Pipilo fuscus
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Resident/ Foraging/ Number Actually Observed
Breeding Migrating M W F Sa Su

Savannah Sparrow C PR
Passerculus sandwichensis

White-Crowned Sparrow C PR
Zonotrichia leucophrvs

Oregon Junco C
Junco hyemalis

Common Flicker C PR
Colaptes auratus

Barn Swallow U I,N
Hirundo rustica

Common Crow C 2,N
Corvus brachyrhynchos

Spotted Dove C? C 2,N 2 2
Streptopelia chinensis
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REPTILES OF WHITE'S POINT PARK

Site Presence Determined
M W F Sa Su

Western Fence Lizard C 1,N
Sceloporus occidentalis

Side-blotched Lizard C 2,PR
Uta stansburiana

Coast Horned Lizard U hypo
Phrynosoma coronatum

Southern Alligator Lizard C PR
Gerrhonotus multicarinatus

Western Whiptail U hypo
Cnemidophorus tiaris

Ringneck Snake C hypo
Diadophus punctatus

Racer U hypo
Colaber constrictor

Striped racer U hypo
Masticophis laterialis

Coachwhip C hypo
Masticophis flaRellus

Gopher Snake C I,PR
Pituophis melanoleucus

California Kingsnake C 1,N*
Lampropeltis aetulus

Western Rattlesnake U hypo
Crotalus viridis

;4dead
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AMPHIBIANS OF WHITE'S POINT PARK

Site Presence Determined
M W F Sa Su

Garden Slender Salamander C hypo
Batrachoseps major

Western Toad U hypo
Bufo boreas
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LtAMMALS OF UPPER FORT MACARTHUR

Site Presence Determined
M W F Sa Su

California Ground Squirrel C not seen, 2 active mounds PR
Spermophilus beecheyi

Botta Pocket Gopher C many active borrows
Thomomys bottae

Domestic Cat C I,PR
Felis catus

House Mouse C hypo
Mus musculus

Black Rat U hypo
Rattus rattus

Norway Rat U hypo
Rattus norvegicus

California Myotis (Bat) U hypo
Myotis californicus

Pallid Bat U hypo
Antrozous pallidus

Long-tailed Weasel U hypo
Mustela frenata

Audubon's Cottontail U hypo
SylvilaRus auduboni
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BIRDS OF UPPER FORT MACARTHUR SITE

Resident/ Foraging/ Number Actually Observed
Breeding Migrating M W F Sa Su

Herring Gull C 1,N
Larus argentatus flyover

Long-Billed Curlew U? U 1,N
Numenius americanus flyover

Townsend's Warbler U 6,N
Dendroica townsendi

Wilson's Warbler U i,N
Wilsonia pusilla

Cliff Swallow C 3,N
Petrochelidon pyrrhonota

Meadowlark C 4,PR 5 1
Sturnella neglecta

Starling C 37,PR 35 10 20 9
Sturnus vulgaris

House Finch A 4,PR 8 5 7 8
Carpodacus mexicanus

American Goldfinch U 2,N
Spinus tristis

Common Flicker C PR
Colaptes auratus

Audubon Warbler U PR
Dendroica auduboni

Spotted Dove C 5,PR 1 5 1
Streptopecia chinensis

California Sea Gull CR
Larus californicus

Loggerhead Shrike U 1,PR 12 3 4
Lanius ludovicianus

Red-Tailed Hawk U l,PR I
Buteo jamaicensis

Sparrow Hawk U 1,PR 3 1
Falco sparverius
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Resident/ Foraging/ Number Actually Observed
Breeding Migrating M W F Sa Su

Mourning Dove C 10,PR 3 4 3 2
Zenaidura macroura

Domestic Pigeon C A 10,PR 6 70 8 16
Columbia livia

Anna's Hunmmingbird A 1,PR I
Calypte anna

Say's Phoebe U PR
Sayornis saya

Western Flycatcher U 1,N
Empidonax difficilis

Raven U PR
Corvus corax

Mockingbird C 6,PR 1 2
Mimus polyglottos

Scrub Jay C 1,N
Aphelocoma coerulescens

House Sparrow C 2,N
Passer domesticus

Common Crow C 13,N 1 1 2
Corvus brachyrhynchos
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REPTILES OF UPPER FORT MACARTHUR

Site Presence Determined
M W F. Sa Su

Western Fence Lizard C hypo
Sceloporus occidentalis

Side-Blotched Lizard C PR
Uta stansburiana

Southern Alligator Lizard C PR
Gerrhonotus multicarinatus

Ringneck Snake U hypo
Diadophus punctatus

Coachwhip U hypo
Masticophis flagellum

Gopher Snake U hypo
Pituophis melanoleucus

California Kingsnake U hypo
Lampropeltis getulus

Western Terrestrial Garter Snake U hypo
Thamnophis eiegans

Western Rattlesnake U hypo
Crotalus viridis

Coast Horned Lizard U fecal
Phrynosoma Coronatum droppings ,N
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AMPHIBIANS OF UPPER FORT MACARTHUR

Site Presence Determined
M W F Sa Su

Garden Slender Salamander C hypo
Batrachoseps major

Western Toad U hypo
Bufo boreus
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MAMMALS OF THE MAPTIN J. BOGDANOVICH PARK

Site Presence Determined
M W F Sa Su

Botta Pocket Gopher C fresh fresh fresh
Thomomys bottae mounds, mounds mounds

PR

Audubon's Cottontail C hypo
Svlvilagus auduboni

Domestic Cat C hypo
Felis catus

House Mouse C hypo
Mus musculus
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BIRDS OF THE MARTIN J. BOGDANOVICH PARK

Resident/ Foraging/ Number Actually Observed
Breeding Migrating M W F Sa Su

Meadowlark C I,PR 2 1
Sturnella neRlecta

Starling C 26,PR 20 92 16 ii
Sturnus vulgaris

Raven C PR
Corvus corax

House Finch C 4,PR 5
Carpodacus mexicanus

Sparrow Hawk C 1,PR 1
Falco sparverius

Red-Tailed Hawk C PR
Buteo jamaicensis

Say's Phoebe C PR
Sayornis saya

Mockingbird C 1,N 1
Mimus polyRlottos

Brewer's Blackbird C 26,N
EuphaRus cyanocephalus

Mourning Dove C 3,N 5
Zenaidura macroura

Common Crow C I,N 2
Corvus brachyrhynchos

Domestic Pidgeon C 2,N
Columbia livia

Cliff Swallow C 2,N
Petrochelidon pyrronota
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REPTILES OF THE MARTIN J. BOGDANOVICH PARK

Site Presence Determined
M W F Sa Su

Side-Blotched Lizard C hypo
Uta stansburiana

Western Fence Swift C hypo
Sceloporus occidentalis

Gopher Snake C hypo
Pituophis melanoleucus

California Kingsnake C hypo
Lampropeltis aetulus
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AMPHIBIANS OF THE MARTIN :7. BOGDANOVICH PARK

Site Presence Determined
M W F Sa Su

Garden Slender Salamander U hypo
Batrachoseps maior

Western Toad U hypo
Bufo boreus
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6957 Hazeltine Ave. #2
Van Nuys, CA 91405
June 5, 1986

Mr. Warren Pandorf, P.E.
ESE, Inc.
P.O. Box ESE
Gainsville, FL 22602

Dear Mr. Pandorf:

In response to your query as to the importance of White's Point Park
as a component of the Pacific Flyway, we would say that the Park's
value is negligible. Several factors lead to this determination:

Few trees are present at the site that could provide
sufficient cover or habitat for migrating species;

The lack of standing or free water greatly reduces the
attractiveness of the park for migrating water fowl;

The grassland areas are disked for fire suppression each
year to reduce fuel loads and control weed growth;

The expansive nature of the underlying soil inhibits growth
of larger shrubs, further maintaining a grassland habitat;

Historically, as a former military installation, the area of
White's Point Park does not appear to have maintained
significant populations of migrant birds.

Therefore, we can state with a high degree of accuracy that the value
of White's Point Park as a component of the Pacific Flyway is minimal.

Respectfullr yOrs,

Mchael A. Recht, "PhD.
Vertebrate Biologist

Paul Sonnenfeld
Environmental Scientist
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ENTOMOLOGICAL CONSULTING SERVICES
50 Cleaveland Road # 3

Richard A. Arnold, Ph.D. Pleasant Hill, California 94523 (415) 825-3784

5 June 19^6

Mr. Warren Pandorf, P.F.
Water Resources Engineer
Environmental Science & Engineering, Inc.
P.C. Eox ESE
Gainesville, Florida 32602

Dear Warren:

This letter reports the findings of my suJpplemental vegetation sujrveys
during May and June at three parks near San Pedro, California: 1) 14nite
Point (WP), 2) Upper Reservation area of old Ft. MacArtnur (UR). and 3)
Martin J. Eogdanovicn Park (MP). The findings presented in tnis letter
supplement tnose presented in my earlier reports dated 7 January, 1 F¶arcr,
and 2 April 1986.

At eacr study site the flora was inventoried, plus any mowing and
disking patterns were noted. Also, the status of specimens of Astragplus
trichopodus var. loncnus (Fabaceae), observed during my earlier surve.-s at
WP and UR, is updated. This legume is the larval foodplant for the
endangered Palos Verdes Blue butterfly.

Survey Methods

The flora was inventoried by walking transects tnrougnout all open-
space areas of each study site. Transects were spaced at approximately 1CC-
foot intervals. Areas dominated by ice plant, landscape species, gardens,
buildings or atnletic fields were less intensivel'y sujrveyed.

Results of Floral Inventory

Very little native vegetation of the coastal sage scrub and coastal
grassland vegetation types can still be found Ft. tne three studi sites due
to extensive nabitat disturbance. Patner, tne late spring End early srmnrcr
flora at all tnree sites consists of a ruderz'l mix of weeds and snnual
grasses, cnaracteristic of hignli disturbed localities in Foutnerr
California. As noted in my earlier vegetation report (dated 7 Jar.Jarv
19P6), I refer to tnis vegetation type as tre "fennel-mustard-grýssland"
vegetation type. leveral introduced reeds, notably Foeniculum vutlgre
(fennel), Prssica nigra (black mustard), and PaBhanus sativus (wild
r,ndisn), pl.us essorted weedY' grvsses, including Avena barbata, rrcm-is
dizrdrus, Eromus rubrns, and Hfordcer v lare, charýcterize tnis vegetation
tipe. Ctner dominant weeds include Sals.cl Kali, tmerontnus grrecizars,
Atriolex semibeccata, "elictis irdiu.js, r'•lve .,nrviflorF,, Cincoon dz.cc*vcr,
a.nd Euarorbia albor-argirat,. Cnl.i tre latter 3pecies is a native plant;
notever, it is widespread in di-sturbtr-(o crrzs of Foutrern C:Iifcrniz.
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A~pendix f lists tno nineteen nex! parnt soecies identified ý.t ýre tnrrr-'

satocs during my field surveys condunt~ed in Va- *a nd Jinc. Plant nomncelzt arý
follows Kin (1%69, P California Flora). Vost of tnese socries o-re sjr'er-
flowering, weedy onnuals tnat were net apparent during mry winter plcant
sujrvevs (see my revort d;ated 7 Jan-asr- V16) (Cr~ ti-o native clrnts were
noted: 1) Lap~inu.s nanas, wnicm grew in widely scattered catcnes ot URl rnd
WP; and 2) Heteroýtrcca_ grand ifl orn, wnicn grew on a few nilisides at 1.P -ar,
loss densely vegetated areas at UR. Altthoujgr tnis latter Zzec3C2.S is,
nativc, as Yinz (196ý) noted t-rrt it ofter "Lerzaves like r vwee!".

WVritr Point:
The- entire site, except for the gorden area, was- res:arveyed. Pill

nineteen new plznt Species were cbserved here, including botr native
species. Ljoinus nanas grew. in = few sirall cat~cnes witnin tne fennel-
Mustard-Lgrassland. Heterothece grandiflore was observed assolitnry, wd!
zcpttered individu-als growing along trails Fand roadsides on tnc nills.

()f tre Oý2 olants inventoried during arll sajrveisr Ft VP, only eirrt
native species were observed. However, twto of tne naitives, Friogonum
cinerp.um rnd Astrvga) us triebopodus3 were represented by only ore s-Pecimen.
E-nd trie last. Astrpgplajs now Paooears to be dea~d (see section titled"tts
of Pstrragzljs) . Two other native snecies, Heterot~heca grrndiflora Prnd
Lijonorbic albomzrginztP, often grow in disturbed areas t-nro'agno.it otutrtern
Cal ifornia.

Pogdanovicr. Park:
?!' inv:entory concentrated on the open space sector benind tne Ftrnletic

fields. Ter, neiu species, all weeds, were noted growing witnin tnis portion
of tne park during my Vny' and Jine sarveys.

Daring all1 surve ' s st PP, '5, Dlant taxe were observed. Eao Dno r ba
zalbornarginetr. was tne only native Species observed during my sarvE is.

SReserva-tion Pt Fort I'acArtrnar:
In ?,ay and June, 1 primEarily resarve~ved all open-space areas, bat al-so

brieflv examined all landscared areas and tr~ose dominpted bi ice plant and
~.CalyCtas. Seventeen of ttne new plants were observed, inciading botn
nEative plants. Laoinus nanusj wazs foujnd at. P fev widely scrttered si'ePs in
tne fennel-mustar-grassland, pnimnanril: in areas vnere' tne fennel and
mostzrd were Sparse. Eeterotnec,: grzndiflora was noted growing along L few
rordsides ana other bare areas.

Dajring all surve '-s at UR, 90 plant taxil were noted, incl..ding six
nrtive species. Two Ececies Pre trees that were orobpbll; olrntcd as
lzndscaping. Two otner soecies, I!!etrotnecc gra;ndiflorr and Faonorbia;
Flbomzrginata., are natives that frequently gro%; in disturted na~bitats-.
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Di ski ng

No obvious signs of recent disking in 19C6 were observed Ft IVP, PP, or
UR. At FP, tne atnletic fields and associated periprerzl areas were mrowed,
but remaining open sppce at the back of the park was overgrown b! tne
fennel-mustard-grassland vegetation. A limited amount of mowing and
clearing of vegetation was noted at UR, primarily wnere the fennel-mustard-
grassland vegetation grew next to buildings. Presumably, tne disking for
fire control will be done later this year.

Status of Astragalus

Sixteen specimens of the larval foodplant for the endangered Palos
Verdes Flue butterfly were observed at UR, in tI'e area described in my'
report dated 4 March 1986. During my spring field work I nad noted I1
specimens growing there, including 6 mat-re plants and 10 seedlings. Two Cf
tne seedlings nave perished since my last visit to tne site, apparently die
to natural causes with tne onset of the dry season.

The lone remaining Pstragaljs plant at WP acpears to nave died sirce mv
last visit to tnis site. The smýll amount of foliage tntt I observed
earlier this soring, nas withered, and the plant did not exnibit any otner
signs of life. You snoulc recall tnat during my earlier site visits I nhd
noted that tnis specimen was senescing. As no new Astragalus seedlings nrvc
been observed at WP since 10103 and the last mature plant did rot flower in
0IF_, it seems unlikely that tne Astragalus will be able to n2turally re-

establish itself at 1,'P in tne near future. However, if the vegetation at VP
was actively managed to reduce the resident weed and grass cover and open up
areas for colonization, then the Astragalus could probably be re-establisned
tnere.

Summary and Recommendations

Field sirveys in late spring and early suimmer yielded an additiornl
nineteen plant tzxa for my floral inventories at WP, PP. and UR. P'urlng my
winter and early spring surveys I nad previously identified 35 plant
sDecies. Only two of tne nineteen additional species were natives, with one
being a frequent innabitant of disturbed areas. Tne remaining 17 species
Pre natiuralized weeds from European and Vediteranean regions, rnd inc-lide
-rimarili summer-flowering composites and legumes. Tnese findings
substantiate tne conclusions presented in my earlier reports: 1) zll three
sites are nigrly disturbed; 2) tnc primary vegetation at eacr site ccnsists
of weeds and introduced grasses; and 3) very little native vegetation nro;
grCws at tne tnree carks.

If land-use planning decisions and construction activities are delr-led
until the 1IF7 flignt season of tre Palos Verdes FIJe butterfly, I reccmmerd
trct a follcw-:c s~urvE-i be conducted at that time to insure tnat tne
bhtterfl! is absent from tre proposed project site. it would also be
idvisable to verify tre status of tne Astragalus, as its numbers could
ircrense or new patones of tnis clznt could become establisned at a project
site after tnc onset of the next rainy se• son. For example, at UP, wn.ero
3sx cf the resident tstrsgaljs -larts flowered and produced seed pc~s in
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106, new seedlings are likely to germinate after next winter's rains begin.
A.s tre current Astrzgalus plants grow on an embankment adjacent to p road,
rzins could wash the seeds to another area at OIR before they germinate.

Please feel free to contact we if you nave questions or need Ndditional
information.

Sincerely,

Picn.rd t. Arnold, Pn.D.
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APPENDIX A

Fioolemental Plant inventory' for Wnite Point Park (%'P),

12ertin J. Eogdanovich Park (MRB), and tt~e Upper Peservation A~rea

of old Ft. t'acArtrrir CUR)

ltlidv F'ite
P lant Taxon (* native species) VIP ?mp UP

AFTERACEAE
card~jus DicnoceofalaUS x x x
Cnr-isanthernurn ccronariuzn X X x
Cirsilim vulgare x x x
'!HIeterotneca grandiflore x x
Lactua Serriola x x
5'ilvb-jn Plarianinr x x

C!!ENOPODIACEAE
Fe..ssia nyssooifolip x x

F ABAC EAE
Latnvrus odoratus x x
*Ljolnus nanus X X
f'ed icago nispida x x x
?'e(' ic ago 1 -ioull ina x x x
rCd ic ago sativa x x
f'el iotus E~lba x x x
Vicia sativa x x x

OXALIDACEAF
C'xz~lis corniculata x x x

PC' R TULA CPCEA £
Port-ilaca olerccese x x x

RUPIACF.AE
Galiumn Aoarine x

SCROPHULA PTACEAE
Linaria sp. x x
Plantago lanceola-ta x x x
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ENTOMOLOGICAL CONSULTING SERVICES

50 Cleaveland Road # 3
Richard A. Arnold, Ph.D. Pleasant Hill, California 94523 (415) 825-3784

IC Jine 1986

Mr. Cnuck Pendry
Environmental Science & Fngineering, Inc.
P.C. Box ESE
Gainesville, Florida 32602

Dear fr. Hendry:

Warren Pandorf sent me a copy, of the California Dept. of Fisr. & Game's
(CDFG) letter, dated 26 I1ay, regarding the Draft EIS for tne U.!. Air
Force's proposed nousing project near San Pedro, California. Tne pjrpesp of
my letter is to respond to CDFG's concerns about tne potential impacts the
procosed project at Wnite's Point Park (WP) might nave on tne endangered
Palos Verdes Elue butterfly (PVBF). In particular, CDFG is concerned rbcut
statemenLs in tne Draft ETS on pp. 5-22 and 5-24 regarding the PVFP's
possible utilization of its remaining foodplant, Pstragalus tricroDOdus, at
WP. The following information addresses CDFG's concerns.

After an exhaustive searnr. of the entire WP site during December 159ý5,
I noted .only two specimens of the Astragalus foodplant growing there. At
that time, I observed that both plants were senescing and producing very
little vegetation. Cne of the plants died before mi field studies conducted
in late February and March 1986. The remaining plant produced leaflets on
about six branches, but did not flower in 19C6. It subsequently expired
sometime between my March and May 1986 visits to WP. Thus at this time
there are no specimens of Pstragolus triCnopodus growing Et WP.

Adult females of the endangered PVBP lay their eggs on flowers of the
Astragalus, and PVBP larvae feed only on the developing flowers and seedpods
of tnis legume. Since the lone remaining Astragalus plant at VP did not
prod Jce any flowers or seedpods during 1986, this plant could not nave
sujpported any individuals'of the endangered butterfly during this year. To
confirm tnis, I carefully monitored this plant on several ocassions during
the butterfly's 1986 adult flight season and larvrl development period.
respite intensive searches, no life stages of the endangered butterfly
were observed at WP in 1986.

Diring 1ýC3, 19C4, and 1985, I observed only three mature t.strapglis
plants at WP. No seedlings were produced during tnis period, probably due
to the extensive ground cover of weeds end annual grasses, wnich quickl-y
outcompete Astragalus seedlings. As the remaining Pstragpls plants died
during tnis year witnout producing any seeds, it seems uanlikely tnat the
Astrzgljus will be Fble to naturally re-establisn itself zt VP. It migrt
be possible to re-establish Astragi-ls at the proposed project site, if tre
weeds and annual grasses were prcoerly managed. Lacking suacn direct
intervention, I doujbt that tne VP site will be .ble to spport tne
Astragalus and PVDu in tne near fiture.

I nope that the above information clerifies my sirvey findings.

Eincereldr,

E-6Picnvrd A. Arr~old



APPENDIX F--LETTER FROM EXECJTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
TO GENERAL SERVICES ADMINISTRATION



~~~~U .... F , .. , ,, ,. . : F .LEE ELDG S16 6AF8

SXECUTIVE OFFICE OF THE PRESIDENT
OFFItE OF MANAGEMENT ANO BUDGET

APR 12 1982

Coo•d :
Appi

Honorable Dwight Ink : al' r
Acting Administrator Z oo
General Services Administration 1,
Washington, D.C. 20404

Dear Mr. Ink:

The 1985 Defense military construction request included $1.4
million to acquire land at Fort -MacArthur for Air Force family
housing. This property was originally excessed and conveyed to
the City of Los Angeles without payment In 1978, with a reversion
provision requiring that the property be used for park purposes
or revert to the Federal Government. The City of Los Angeles has
now proposed a plan te use only a portion of the property for a
park and will convey the balance back to the U.S. Government for
use by the Air Force to address its serious shortage of
affordable housing in the Los Angeles area.

Unfortunately, the Congress deleted the 1985 funds for land
acquisition while retaining authorization for housing. Ul

We have again requested these funds In the 1986 budget. However,
in that the situation now demands immediate attention and in that
the reversion provision does require conveyance to the U.S.
Government, I believe that the Fort MacArthur acquisition is
extraordinary.

1, therefore, request that you proceed to reacquire the SO acres
at White Point, California, formally part of Fort lcAcrthur, and
transfer thit nrna 4 * I- and

I " _- _ -" .. .. ... 7. % 7Z; wt,,uu* requiringreiabursa~ent .

David A. Stockman
Director

, , .- .. F-I - - -, 1 4 -.- -- :. C" I, '
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C- E PR ART.ENT OF THE AIR FORCE
x~ . OUAR'EP-ý A:'* 31V'.CN (A9SCJ

CS .1 E S R LCE SIANCfN. CO tX 91960

LOS ANGE1SS CA ,:39"

0 2 MAY 1986

Mr Vince Budrovich
730 South Patton Ave.
San Pedro, CA 90731

Dear Mr. Budrovich

As I stated during the 22 April 86 Public Hearing on the Draft EIS for the
Space Division San Pedro Housing Project, the Air Force has consistently
been willing to evaluate any reasonable alternative, to our housing at White
Point, brought to our attention. I made the same statement at the 11
December 85 PublIc Scoping Meeting. To date, no additional reasonable
alternatives, other than those Included in the Draft EIS, have been
identified by the public.

Our evaluation of alternatives for housing of mIlItary members assigned to
Space Division dates back to 1979. We began with approximately 40 regional
and local sites. Based on existing use and other factors, this lIst of 40
was narrowed to 20 sites for evaluation In this Draft EIS. These 20 sites
Included 17 regional sites and 3 local sites: White Point, Bogdanovich Park
and the Upper Reservation to Fort MacArthur. These 20 sites are discussed
In Section 3.0 of the Draft EIS. It is important to note that Bogdanovich
Park and the Upper Reservation were originally found by ;he Air Force not to
be viable sites due to their existing use. However, these sites were
Included in the Draft EIS based on the parcels being offered by the City of
Los Angeles as an alternative to al I 170 units being constructed at White
Point.

Included In our evaluation of alternatives for 170 units at White Point ,ere
three alternatives that would not require construction by the Air Force.
These were: a leased housing program, purchasing of existing units, and
private construction in conjunction with a long-term lease by the Air Force.
As discussed in Section 3.4 of the Draft EIS, none of these are feasible.

In lI ght of the above and supported by the Draft EIS, I feel the Air Force
ias identified and discussed all raascnable alternatives to construction of
170 units at White Point. Ho;-ever, if there are reasonable alternatives
known to you or others that we have not ovaluated, plecsa pr,7vide as :;uch
information as you can and we will evaluate the alternative. As to your
request to extend the cc':rent perricd, the Air Force ivill accept ccmrents on
the Craft EIS, Including inforration conce, ning viable altr:•atives, through
27 May 86. The National Envircn.antal Policy Act aid the implementing
r-,7ulation of the F,-srdint's C:-.ncil on Eqv rc;:'enta Iual I ty determined
;',,ut a 45 doy ,.tl Ic and .. ;./ :n, .1A on a Cr-,,t EIS is ýNfficV:nt
,Io o11 ', ;.,'-u - input , `n ' e •. 1 ic .rd .:c -:s. i7 ,ýy 36 is -", -ld

of t>,e 45 day ccnrent period :;,at !-,ras n on 11 April 5 fcr this Draft EIS
-.1d i•e s.e ro value in pxtcnding -, o,..nt period at this tide.
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Please feel free to provide any Information you may have on alternative
sites or any other aspect of the Draft EIS in writing by 27 May 86 to:

Headquarters Space Division/DEY
Attn: Mr Robert Mason
P.O. Box 92960
Los Angeles, CA 90009-2960

Sincerely

RAYI.0ND E. RQ..GERS, Jr., Colonel, USAF
Director of Acquisition Civil Engineering
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DEPARTMENT OF THE AIR FORCE
WASHINGTON, D.C. 20330-1000

December 17, 1925
O"IPC of ?NC ASSISIANT 6I9CECTYI

Councilwoman Joan Milke Flores
Los Angeles City Council
City Hall
200 North Spring Street
Los Angeles, California 90012

Dear Ms. Flores:

The Air Force has reviewed the City of Los Angeles' proposal
regarding the siting for housing to support Space Division as
outlined in your November 19, 1985, letter. -The proposal is
not acceptable because it does not provide sufficient acreage
for our housing development.

As I indicated in my letter of October 22, 1985, we are
willing to accept split siting between Bogdanovich Park and
White Point. However, we must insist that we get sufficient
land to develop our housing complex. Our minimum requirement
was stated in the previous letter as all of the economically
buildable land on Bogdanovich Park, estimated to be about 16.5
acres, together with 20 acres of an eastern White Point site.
After further study, we believe we could develop our housing on
all of Bogdanovich together with 16 contiguous and economically
buildable acres on White Point provided an adequate buffer zone
around our housing was provided for in the park planning for
the remainder of White Point. We have come a long way from our
initial position of 50 acres, which is what we really need, and
we are simply unwilling to further reduce the required acreage.

The following stipulations remain unchanged from our letter of
October 22, 1985:

o The Air Force understands and appreciates the need to
relocate the existing Bogdanovich sports fields. We
are willing to contribute to the cost of moving them to
another site provided by the City if, after contracting
for construction, there are funds remaining in the
appropriation for this project. As you know, our
original funding request was reduced by the Congress.
The delays in starting construction have eroded the
purchasing power of our funds. Building on the two
sites furLher complicates the financial picture.
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Regarding the reversion rights pertaining to White
Point, the Air Force will support the City's request
for a change in the reversion clause of the deed for
the White Point land, to be effective when transfer of
the Bogdanovich Park and White Point sites to the Air
Force is final and construction is underway on both of
them. Release of the reversion would also require that
the City of Los Angeles and/or the State of California
have completed the plans for a park, coordinated those
plans with the Air Force, and firmly committed the
necessary funds for construction of a park on White
Point. The Air Force will oppose relinquishing
reversion rights on any property other than White
Point.

* We will need assurance of active support by the City of
Los Angeles in all forums regarding site selection and
environmental analysis for this plan. We will also
need a formal agreement that the City of Los Angeles
will transfer the agreed properties to the U.S.
Government 14 working days following a request by the
U.S. Department of the Interior.

As you are aware, the Air Force is now engaged in the Environ-
mental Impact Statement' (EIS) process on this matter. This
formal process requires consideration of reasonable alterna-
tives. If the City of Los Angeles submitted an alternative
consistent with the above conditions, the Air Force would be
pleased to accept the alternative. We are now in the "scoping
phase" of the EIS process and such a proposal from the City
would be most appropriate.

Thank you for your consideration on this important matter. I
would be pleased to discuss or explain our position in more
detail if you desire.

Sincerely,

\_-James F. Boatright
Deputy Assistant Secretary of the Air Force

(Installations, Environment and Safety)

2
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APPENDIX H

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD--HOUSE (OCTOBER 10, 1984)



H 11938 CONGRESSIONAL RECORD -HOUSE Octobe, 10. 1S
Construction Improve- new units requested. in addition. the agreement on .the jse itt U.S. mant~faciurrdmentS-.a........ 100.000.000 amount of $1.5.O0.0.0 has been provided La.. housing. Any future proposed lexse-ci-Generali reuction........ 0 wardsl the constr-uction of 647 new units for struct zgreetntefts for .ý:ousing at th.s :oca. *Operatlonsi E-4s and below. These funds ailong With the Lion must meet the cost effectit err5s test 'isServices - --................- 44-500.000 proceeds of the sale of the eiusting complex required by law.Utilities 285.000.000 will be used to fund this project. The Navy Jforeiz-Osan AB: Utfilifies.-The conferp-sFurni~shinigs........ 112-800.000 is to submit this project for approval via a have agreed to fund the utility extension atmiscellaneous..--.--.. 1.000.000 reprogrammting Prior to Contract award. Ossji but caution that it Ls not to be con-Leasing-..........- -. 105.000.000 FAMILY Hoossna MAi FOC strued as an endorsement of accompanied

Caff~ornze-FOrt Ord: TrailerPi' pds-Thil The confereex agreed to an appropriasilon tours At this location.conferees agreed that the Army is to con- of 3912.043.000 for family housing. Alr Constufnufon imveovemenfi.-T he confer.strulct 70 trailer pads estimated to cost Foce Instead of U82.134.000 as propose ees have aplpioved the $62.173.000 re-ut-sted$1.081.000 out of funds available in the by the House and 1186,09.000oa as proposed for construction improvements. The !onfer-family housing construction accunt. by the Senate. The conferees are agree ees have apponved the funding for the fnieCalf~riaome.Sieyvia Army Depoit: Family th~at $181.12.000 ia appropriated for con Improvement projects denied by the Househousing unats-The conferees have agreed struction. $700.940.000 is 1apported foe on the condition tiat all future requests forto Provide $400.000 In acquire title In 125 operations and maintenance, and 1128.- improvement projects clearly indicate theunits of Wherry housing at this location 9W.000 is appomued for debt payment amounts spent on tlie given unit~s in the pre-and 15.130.000 to construct 80 units of new The conferee have agreed to Ih olwn vious three yearsi and the amounts p~annedhousing. adtosaddlio othe amoulwnts g for the units in the following three years.Maryleid.-Aberittee Prosinng Ground;~ 43 line Items an propoaed by the House. This will allow for a coherent review of thefamily hlousing uniLL-The conferees en- total improvement planned for sll units.dorse the authorization of $30.792.000 for Callfonia-.Fort MA64jtj. FAMILY HOUIsNG. Oe:Teasi AGECt'rxS439 new faminly housing units at Aberdeen thtir 140 family housing
Proving Ground. Maryland. The conferees units-.... 4-151.800.000 The conferees have agreed to the appro-direct the Army to use 37,74&.000 requested Germin7-n-Classif led boca.. priation of 317.437.000 for f'miily housing.in the aimprovements account for this inscalia- tion: 180 family housing Defense Agencies, instead of 31T' 91.000 aslatlon and available savings to consutruct units.- - --......~.. + 13.500.000 proposed by the House and 119.300.000 asthese new units. This Project should be su. Italy-Combo:. 460 family Proposed by the Senate. The amount ofmitted as a reprogramming when it is ready housing units -____ -8.100.000 3707.000 is appropriated for construction
for execution. Kores-Osain AB' Otl1tlea. +2.700.000 and 118.730.000 Is accprooriated for oper-Tezeas-Fort Hood: 20 family housing Consatructlion Improve. a~lln and maintenance. The conferees hat eunats.-The conferees have agreed to pro. ments. - --........... +. io.potooo agreed to the following additions to thevide $1.950.000 foe 20 units of new housing .amounts and line items as proposed by theat Port Hood. The conferees direct thait 20 Total - +28.800.00 House:
unitsa be built with the funds provided. The conferees agreed to fund all other Csalasfed L~ocation-NSA;COnsf mcfloe smrv emenita.-The confer- Items in conference at the level proposed by 6 family housing units-.. - SGC 000eeshave agreed that the Army is to ancom-. the Ho~use as shown below. Mainteniance... ..-...... - 86.000011515 the *4.800N.000 improvement project at
Port Monmiouth. New Jersey. out of the Montana-Conraid APB: 40 -4,01100.000.000 Provided for thsacut faisnily housing unlts-... 82.950.000 rtL..............160

PAauLy Houstro. X~v Wyoming-F.Z. Warren The conferees agreed to fund ail otherAPB: 2415 thatly houszing . Items In conferenc~e at the level proposed byThe Conferees agreed to an appropriation units- 1&.300.000 the House. aSO hoWn below-of 3681.075.000 for Family housing. Navy. United Klngdorni
instead of Ury4.368.000 as proposed by the RAP Bentivele 20 Operstlonw.House and 8684.88.000 as propoe by the family housing units_.. 16.20.000 rni~shing3.---.--. 31.900.000Senatg. The confereea are agreed that RAP Greetlisin Corn- Miscellaneous......... 470000S117.027.000 is avoroprlazed for cor-1tuc- Mmn 230 family holia- Leasing 13.-^10.000tion. 3338.502.000 is appropriated for oper. Ing iinu .... ,., 17.800.000 Gcquty-u. Pixorlisomsation and maintenance, and 125.446,000 Is General reduction _~inic-h o~re gedta0NppropIated for debt payrment. TheA confer- (Irilu aSecind the ouse pro'.ison to chang toeees have agreed to the foLlowing addrtionst:aagmn 25.300.000 cons~truct Hous porovso to c1h.00.0e or

theunun~aan lneItmsasprpoedby Servicse 22.000.000 project requirting U.S. contracts for .n-the House. UtWillm 23.0*N stalled equipment in NATO and .apan forAlaska-NE A-1a1 405 Furnishings 40.000.000 countries not Meeting a 3'. increase .n de-family housing uruuts.... +88.707.00 Msceflantoula _.... 1.380.000 fense spending in 1983. The amended sec*The confeinees agreed to fund alohrL-8-in 53.000.000 Lion reads as follows:LIth Maigteniane--..... ... 329.260'000 12.NnofteudsapprtdItems in conference Al, the level proposed 12.Nnofteunsapprtdthe House. as shown below- C&fIMOTT1ia-Poreii MacArthurr 140 (wasevly this Act may be obligated for contracts
Callorni-MCB Camphousinga-niLLThe conflerees have agreed estlimated by the Grovernment to exceedPenletornla- 80 Campl to Provide 511.8-100.000 for 140 housing lritg 810.000.000 for military construction

Peusngduntse 8 fml In Support of the Air Porce Space Division Projects to be accomplished in Japa-n or in
horuls-Ang I unis. bat.. S20.000.ooo Personnel in Los Angeles. California. How. any NATO mtember country if that countrySystemsaCenter Calomps ev- funds have not been approved for land has not Increased its defense spending by at
Systemt a ml C hte aulso 10qUisILIOn. And appropriated funda are not least 3 per centum in calendar year 1983. as
Islng unts -faiytoi-I be used for this purpose. The conferees certified by the Secretary of Defense. unless

CIang Guantanamo......,,, 2.170.000 eCdOrse the position outlined In the fiscal such contracts require that all rnisailiedCBair S 10 uan ta husngm year 1IM Mi~ltary Construction Authore,- equipment utilized in such proiects have
uayt100-fa.ily.housing lion Act whillh priihbited the us of apeiro. beeni manufactured in the United States. *

Ope.350.000 prialted funds to pay for land transfera The T-ctiof 121.-The conferees agreed to
OperationeManagement 320.0mconferee do not concur with the Executive retain the House proi. ison restricting A&E

Services 2............. 3.000.00 Branich Policy of requiring one federal contracts exceeding 31.)00.000 in XATOUtilities 16is.oooooo0 agency to pay another for federal land. 1U countries and Jaoan not meeting a 31% de-Furnishjngs .............. 1.00 the Air Force Is unables to resolve thie Issueu tense increase in .983 to U-21. companies orleassing ............... 19.00o.oo0 regamrdn Site. they s.=d Joint ventures with U.S. compoanies.
in~tena............ 280.000.000 w ic~wth Uhe clt to f nn &an Ctrn~auve .Seef ion 12Z-Tlie conferees agreed tosie. :one of the [unit approonas foe delete the House Section 122 restricting 'heAleaka-NS Admký 40S family Pioiimna construction are to be obligated until the use of funds for the master restliuon~ngujeis.-The conferees have apparoved Commiittees an AppropriatIons have been plan in Germany The recomm~endations on113.107.000 for this project. The Navy is not notified concerning the. distpasiftlon of the the master restationing plan are m~scuxssdto use additional savings for this project u____- under the Army seett~on eariler in this con.uniess its Is specifically approved In a repro. aiieV-CaFWuo: 460 familyho~usirt unitL-. ference report.cramming request. The Conferees have agreed to Provide Sec wq 1.73. -The conferees AgreedCatifOrmill-.MCS Camp Pevidfetort: 360 132.200000 fOr 480 units Of housing at amend Section 123 as Prohosell nvýh.P5ofliiv ý4oiuinq iinoit-The ýonfemrae have Commiao All. Italy. Obligation of these funds Senate. 7he 3-,:-1n as %mended znu elllr"ed to provide 520 000 00 for the 360 is contingent upon submission of the signe" numboerro. retws as oily, S.

*~U.S. GOVERNMLNT PRINT ING OLFFICE: 1986- 6a80 -391
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